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Abstract
Organisations are constantly seeking new ways to improve operational efficiencies. In
the field of business process management, business process redesign, business process
improvement, and process mining can be implemented to improve business process
efficiency (that is, reduction in flow time or increase in resource efficiency). From
another angle, management accounting techniques are leveraged to provide information
on how organisations are performing in terms of cost. Although a significant number
of studies and many implementations have been carried out in the area of business
process management and process mining, limited attempts have been made to leverage
cost-related insights to strengthen business process redesign and improvement activities.
Often, the cost perspective is not considered a priority in conducting business process
redesign and improvement initiatives. Besides, there is a lack of accurate process-related
information to strengthen the management of cost, which may result in misinformed
business decisions. In addition, the trade-offs between multiple process dimensions
(such as flow time or resource utilisation) are often not taken into consideration when
process improvement activities are being put into action. Hence, the objective of this
research is to investigate an evidence-based, cost model-informed approach to identify
potential efficiency gains in business operations, taking into account multi-dimensional
trade-offs between flow time, execution cost, and resource utilisation.
Given that the business process execution histories of many large organisations are
stored in the form of event logs, we make use of event logs to initiate evidence-based
business process improvement activities. A cost model is tailored to capture the cost
incurred by the different process-related dimensions within an organisation. Observation
of how business process executions were carried out in the past informs the development
of better ways of executing them, taking into account trade-offs between time, cost and
resource utilisation. Then, knowledge from the field of visual analytics is leveraged to
propose visualisation environments that enable process analysts to identify and analyse
the differences between two execution scenarios from the perspectives of both resource
and time. Finally, the process-specific features that strongly influence business process
iii
execution costs are identified and subsequently presented to process analysts.
The contribution of this research is four-fold:
• It incorporates different cost-related process dimensions into a comprehensive
cost model, taking into account cost-based trade-offs between those dimensions.
• It uses a hybrid genetic algorithm-based approach to facilitate the exploration of
different execution scenarios, where optimisation strategies are defined to take
into account cost trade-offs from both resource and time perspectives.
• It employs a visualisation technique to provide targeted change analysis in terms
of resource reallocations and activity rescheduling.
• It develops a technique to analyse the differences between multiple process
executions, including an evaluation of their impact on the reduction of business
process execution costs.
Organisations can now gain a better understanding of how the same business process
can be executed in a different but more efficient manner. With proper analysis and
visualisation techniques in place, both the resource and time differences between the
original and the improved business process executions can be identified and portrayed
in an illuminating way. The changes that play a significant role and have a high
impact on cost reduction can also be determined and used as recommendations for
cost minimisation. The cost model-informed insights gathered from this research can
be utilised as a basis for organisations and process analysts to initiate and prioritise
business process improvement-related activities.
The approaches developed in this research were implemented as plug-ins within
the state-of-the-art, open-source process mining framework ProM, and were evaluated
through the use of artificial and real-life event logs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Area
Organisations are constantly improving and increasing the efficiency of their business
processes in terms of time and especially cost. The ability to analyse and make cost-
informed business decisions in near real-time is a common goal for every organisation.
Organisations are willing to invest a huge amount of time and money, not only to
ensure that their business operates as usual, but also to investigate ways of reducing
cost expenditure and increasing business process efficiency.
The concepts of business process redesign (BPR) and improvement (BPI) are highly
relevant to organisations and academics in this field. BPI is concerned with identifying
process redesign opportunities, bearing in mind the potential impact that these redesign
actions may have on different dimensions such as time, cost, quality and flexibility [75].
Approaches ranging from Six-Sigma [86], Lean Thinking [140], and Kaizen [78], to
Value-Based Management (VBM) [77], Economic Value Added (EVA) [93], and value
driver trees [92], are much sought after by organisations to conduct BPR and BPI
activities. A number of case studies have looked into creating a framework to list
and classify best practices to facilitate BPR within organisations [83, 94]. BPR has
been applied and evaluated via case studies carried out in organisations from various
fields [59, 153]. The cost perspective has been taken into account in a number of studies.
Vom Brocke et al. proposed a value-oriented business process modelling approach
from a financial perspective [134]. A framework to link processes and accounting
records within an enterprise system for monitoring and reporting purposes has been
proposed [133]. Xu et al. explored how cost rates of resources can be taken into
account to come up with a more effective resource allocation strategy [146]. A proposed
1
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research agenda on cost-aware business process management by QUT1 advocates
for the full integration of the cost perspective in all phases of the business process
management life cycle, enabling the management of business process operation costs
in a structured manner [145]. Although cost is traditionally considered one of the
many non-functional requirements (NFR) for a software system or service [17], it is
yet to be acknowledged as a first-class citizen within the business process management
field [145]. This project falls within the larger research initiative on cost-aware business
process management [145].
Organisations rely on costing information from traditional costing and accounting
systems to make cost-related decisions. Management accounting techniques support
organisations in this area, where accounting information within an organisation is used
to provide managers with knowledge of how their business is performing in terms of
cost [56, 57]. The best-known management accounting techniques include Activity-
based Costing (ABC), Time-driven Activity-based Costing (TDABC), and Resource
Consumption Accounting (RCA). These techniques take a more complex and richer
perspective on costs. However, it is time-consuming to gather the relevant information
to enable organisations to make cost-informed decisions. To bridge this gap, vom
Brocke et al. proposed an information model to link the ARIS accounting structure with
Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) during the process design stage [135]. A process
accounting model (PAM) was proposed by Sonnenberg and vom Brocke to integrate and
structure both accounting and process data to support the design, execution, and control
of business processes [106], in line with the push for cost perspective integration into
business process management lifecycle phases. Although the interdependence between
processes, resources, and cost is well-recognised [56, 57, 62, 85, 94], the works that
promote the marriage between business processes and costs are still in their early
stage. There is a lack of detailed business process-related information to strengthen the
accuracy of cost-informed business decisions.
Taking a process-centric view of organisations, business process management (BPM)
is used to support organisations’ business processes by providing the means to design,
enact, and control them [122, 137]. Typical business processes go through a lifecycle of
four iterative phases, which are design, implementation, enactment, and diagnosis [28,
122]. A process-centric view of an organisation’s business process is mapped to an
executable process model, which is then operationalised and controlled by a business
process management system (BPMS) [110, 121]. BPMSs often record information
1Queensland University of Technology
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about their business process executions in the form of event logs [112]. These event logs
record the execution history of the process, along with information such as executed
process activities, their timestamps, potentially resources and other additional data.
Process analysts can further investigate these event logs for insights that may otherwise
be undetected during the daily operations of businesses.
Process mining is an emerging approach within the BPM field that aims to facilitate
the identification of improvement opportunities by providing techniques to extract
knowledge from business process histories [115]. With detailed insights into how
business operations were carried out in the past, it is possible to explore whether
these same operations can be performed better (for example, can process instances
be completed faster? Can the operational cost be reduced? Can the quality of the
outcomes be improved?). Process mining activity is normally facilitated by software.
ProM is a process mining tool that enables business processes to be mined for analysis
purposes [99, 115, 119, 126, 127]. ProM is a generic open-source and pluggable
framework [112, 126, 127], which allows developers to extend its functionality by
developing plug-ins [115, 126, 127]. ProM receives the input of event logs in the
Extensible Event Stream (XES) or the Mining Extensible Markup Language (MXML)
formats to perform various forms of analyses. However, BPMSs are typically not
cost-driven [145]. Although significant research efforts have sought to improve process
performance in terms of cost (i.e., BPI) and to utilise event logs for evidenced-based
process analysis (i.e., process mining), there has been little research done to date on how
cost information can be analysed using event logs. Most process-aware information
systems (including BPMSs) lack the ability to input, analyse, and exploit process-related
cost information and minimal support is available for process mining to mine and
analyse business processes intelligently from a cost perspective.
Preliminary research has been carried out on how cost information gathered from
management accounting techniques (such as activity-based costing, time-driven activity-
based costing, and resource consumption accounting) can be associated with event
logs using cost-related information stored in the cost model [81]. A study by Nauta
proposed conceptual data models to associate cost with processes, an architecture for
cost reporting, and a technique to annotate costs in an event log [81]. Our earlier work
also took a first step towards enabling cost-informed process mining and visualising
cost reports by using cost-annotated event logs [70, 143]. As an extension from our
earlier work, an initial implementation of cost forecasting functionalities has also been
completed, wherein the total cost of running cases can be predicted based on the state
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of the current instance and the cost information known for already completed cases of
the process [144]. However, cost-informed BPR and BPI have not been achieved, and
this can have had significant positive impact on process efficiency.
Business processes can be improved in terms of time, cost, quality, and flexibility
(described as the “devil’s quadrangle”) [9]. Hence, BPR and BPI activities are thought to
have interests that overlap with operations research, which is interested in determining
the maximum (profit, productivity, or utilisation) or the minimum (cost or risk) of a
real-world problem [138]. Within an organisation, there may be trade-offs between these
dimensions, hence making it impossible to maximise all four dimensions [9]. It is then
up to organisations to determine which dimension(s) should be the focus of redesign
and improvement, with either positive or negative consequences on other dimension(s)
of the quadrangle. An approach that uses performance measures to quantify the impact
and trade-offs of BPR actions on all dimensions of workflow performance has been
developed [58]. Various means to gain insights from the time and resource perspectives
have been looked into [38, 39, 52, 67, 84, 87]. Cost reduction has also been the objective
of several investigations. Reijers and van Hee proposed the application of a Product-
based Design method while designing a business process to achieve savings in cost and
reduction in flow time [96]. Xu et al. [147] investigated the optimisation of flow time
and cost of business processes separately, and improved the process structure according
to resource allocation requirements. However, there is a lack of multi-objective BPI
initiatives that take into account execution costs and their respective trade-offs.
In summary, although many studies have looked into techniques and methods to
enable BPI and BPR, the cost perspective is often oversimplified or even overlooked.
From a management accounting point-of-view, there is a lack of evidence-based busi-
ness process-related information to assist process analysts with making cost-informed
business decisions. Besides, the nature of business processes where optimality is a
balancing act between multiple dimensions is also often not considered. Based on the
identified gaps, the objective of this research is to investigate an evidence-based, cost
model-informed approach to identify potential efficiency gains in business operations,
taking into account multi-dimensional trade-offs between flow time, execution cost, and
resource utilisation. The results of this research can be used as a foundation to enable
cost model-informed recommendations for BPI purposes.
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1.2 Research Questions
With the objective of cost model-informed process improvement in mind, the following
research questions are proposed.
Research Question 1: How can we formally link a cost model (consisting of dif-
ferent cost types and cost functions) and a business process to enable cost-model
informed process improvement?
Organisations desire to identify areas for cost minimisation for their daily busi-
ness operations. Our goal is to achieve cost model-informed BPI by capitalising on
cost model-informed insights gathered from analysis of past execution histories. To
do so, we first need to identify what inputs are required to enable cost model-informed
process mining and improvement. There are many different aspects that may incur
a cost for an organisation. For example, the invocation of a certain task may cost a
certain dollar amount, or the use of certain resources may incur different cost values
based on their roles or skill sets. We need to identify the common cost types and in
what manner they should be captured. As mentioned by Brand and van der Kolk,
business processes are often evaluated using multiple dimensions, making it impossible
to maximise all dimensions [9]. Hence, we also need to consider the trade-offs between
the different cost-incurring dimensions in a business process setting. The outcome of
this research question is described in Chapter 2 and serves as a foundation for our cost
model-informed process improvement approach.
Research Question 2: How can we explore cost-optimal execution scenarios of a
business process?
One way to identify areas for cost improvements is to investigate whether the same set
of business operations can be handled more effectively while not making any structural
changes to the business process. As a first step, we need to formalise the theoretical
foundations to enable exploration of alternative execution scenarios. Our focus is to
reduce business process execution costs by minimising flow time and achieving desired
resource utilisations at the same time. Typical business requirements such as business
rules, resource eligibility, and working hours should be adhered to. Hence, we need
to investigate and evaluate potential techniques that can optimise a business process
execution based on cost information while complying with business requirements. The
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intention is to provide a cheaper, improved alternative execution scenario that complies
with an organisation’s requirements. A more thorough analysis can then be performed
to identify patterns and insights that lead to cheaper business process executions. The
research outcome is discussed in Chapter 2.
Research Question 3: How can we reason about the difference in cost and perfor-
mance between two executions of a business process by comparing the resource
and time discrepancies between them?
Building on the research outcomes that resulted from the previous research question,
we need to look into the variations between two executions of the same business process
to discover patterns that may result in business process performance differences. To
facilitate the discovery of such patterns, we need to look into the differences between
two executions of the same business process. As part of the differential analysis, we will
investigate and assess the process execution changes from the resource and the time
perspectives. For example, a resource may be reallocated to execute another activity, or
an activity can be rescheduled to start at a different time. However, as an analysis of this
kind potentially involves a huge amount of data, specialised representation techniques
are required. Hence, we need to look into techniques that can be employed to portray
the changes in an effective and efficient manner. The outcomes that flow from this
research question are discussed in Chapter 3.
Research Question 4: How can we identify those resource or time-related changes
that have a significant impact on business process execution costs?
Our final goal is to identify the potential impact that process-related changes have
on cost minimisation. To do this, we take the information we have on the differences
between a large number of alternative process executions as a starting point. We then
need to measure the magnitude of these changes in the context of the given business
process. Organisations can then consider the degree of changes and associate the cost
impact of those changes. For example, utilising an available but expensive resource
to execute an activity, as opposed to delaying the activity to be executed by a cheaper
resource, may result in huge cost savings. We need to investigate the degree to which
these changes contribute to process cost minimisation. A solution for this research
question is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
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1.3 Research Approach
The approach of this research is inspired by the Design Science Research Method-
ology [51]. Design science seeks to “create innovations that define ideas, practices,
technical capabilities, and products through which the analysis, design, implementa-
tion, management, and use of information systems can be effectively and efficiently
accomplished” [51]. By implementing design science methodology, knowledge and
understanding of the relevance of the problem and the solution to it are realised in the
design, application, and evaluation of the developed artefact [51].
To attain our goal of learning and improving the history of business process execu-
tions, the first step if this research is to investigate, design and formalise the foundations
for cost model-informed process mining and improvement. In this case, the key require-
ments include an event log and its corresponding cost information. A cost model then
captures the different cost types, taking into account the trade-offs required for cost
model-informed process improvement.
To enable cost model-informed process improvement, we first formalise the theo-
retical foundations to enable the exploration of alternative execution scenarios. First,
a typical event log is separated into a fixed part and a variable part. The main idea
is to manipulate the variable part of an event log to develop an execution scenario
that performs more efficiently. We examine a number of techniques to enable the
manipulation and optimisation of alternative execution scenarios. A hybrid genetic
algorithm-based approach is proposed to perturb the variable part of an event log. The
proposed cost model acts as the objective function, taking into account the trade-offs
between different cost dimensions. This approach results in an alternative execution
scenario (improved event log) where a lower execution cost and an improved process
execution performance have been achieved.
In order to analyse the changes that result in a lower execution cost and improved
process execution performance, we identify the differences between the original execu-
tion scenario and an alternative (improved) execution scenario (by means of change
visualisations). The differences between two execution scenarios are analysed from
two perspectives, the resource perspective and the time perspective. To enable process
analysts to identify these differences, we seek support from visual representation tech-
niques. Common design principles from the field of visual analytics [61] are taken into
account to investigate the development of suitable visualisations. We demonstrate a
number of visualisation techniques to facilitate targeted analysis of resource reallocation
and activity rescheduling between two event logs.
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It is desirable for process analysts to receive more practical recommendations on
what actions they should take, and what the potential outcomes of those actions are. To
achieve the goal of process improvement recommendations, we investigate the changes
and subsequently evaluate their impact on business process execution cost minimisation.
Utilising our previously proposed cost model-informed process improvement approach,
a collection of alternative (improved) execution scenarios is generated. A collection of
process-related differences is acquired by identifying and quantifying the changes for
the alternative execution scenarios. After that, we look into exploring the process-related
differences and interpret the relationship between the changes in process execution
and the change in business process execution costs. The outcome of this research
can enable process analysts to manage, control, and take appropriate BPI actions to
achieve the desired business objectives. Last but not least, we evaluate the feasibility of
the proposed approaches through a case study with a real-life event log. The overall
approach of this research is outlined in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: The overall approach for Cost Model-Informed Process Improvement.
1.4 Research Publications
In the course of this research project the following publications were produced:
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• W.Z. Low, J. De Weerdt, M.T. Wynn, A.H.M. ter Hofstede, W.M.P. van der Aalst,
and S.K.L.M. vanden Broucke. Perturbing Event Logs to Identify Cost Reduction
Opportunities: A Genetic Algorithm-Based Approach. In Proceedings of the
2014 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (IEEE CEC 2014), Beijing,
China, pages 2428-2435, 2014. (Chapter 2)
• W.Z. Low, S.K.L.M. vanden Broucke, M.T. Wynn, A.H.M. ter Hofstede, J. De
Weerdt, and W.M.P. van der Aalst. Revising History for Cost-Informed Process
Improvement. Computing, pages 1-27, 2015. (Chapter 2)
• W.Z. Low, W.M.P. van der Aalst, A.H.M. ter Hofstede, M.T. Wynn, and J. De
Weerdt. Change Visualisations: Analysing the Resource and Timing Differences
between Two Event Logs. Technical report. In http://eprints.qut.edu.au/
85434/, 2015. (Chapter 3) (This article is being revised after the first round of
reviews from Information Systems.)
In addition, contributions were made to the following publications:
• M.T. Wynn, J. De Weerdt, A.H.M. ter Hofstede, W.M.P. van der Aalst, H.A.
Reijers, M.J. Adams, C. Ouyang, M. Rosemann, and W.Z. Low. Cost-Aware
Business Process Management: A Research Agenda. In H. Deng and C. Standing,
editors, Proceedings of the 24th Australasian Conference on Information Systems
(ACIS 2013), Melbourne, Australia, pages 1-11, 2013.
• W.M.P. van der Aalst, W.Z. Low, M.T. Wynn, and A.H.M. ter Hofstede. Change
Your History: Learning from Event Logs to Improve Processes. In G. Fortino,
W. Shen, J.P. Barthes, J. Lou, W. Li, S. Ochoa, M.H. Abel, A. Guerrieri, and
M. Ramos, editors, Proceedings of the 19th IEEE International Conference on
Computer Supported Cooperative Work in Design (CSCWD 2015), Calabria, Italy,
pages 7-12, IEEE Computer Society Press, 2015.
1.5 Outline
This thesis is organised as follows:
• Chapter 2 discusses a cost model-informed technique to intelligently search for
alternative business process execution scenarios with the aim of “improving
the history”, taking into account trade-offs between time, cost, and resource
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utilisation. An experimental evaluation is conducted to evaluate the research
outcomes.
• Chapter 3 proposes a visualisation technique to facilitate targeted analysis of
resource reallocation and activity rescheduling between two business process
executions. The results are evaluated through a user evaluation.
• Chapter 4 investigates to what extent changes in business process executions
influence business process execution costs. The proposed approach is validated
through an experimental evaluation conducted using a real-life event log.
• Chapter 5 discusses the evaluation conducted to determine the feasibility of our
proposed approach in practice.
• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and provides avenues for potential future research.
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Chapter 2
Cost Model-Informed Alternative
Execution Scenario Generation
2.1 Introduction
Within the field of business process management, the concept of business process
redesign and improvement is highly relevant to researchers and practitioners. Business
process improvement is concerned with identifying process redesign opportunities
bearing in mind the potential impact that these redesign actions may have on different
dimensions such as time, cost, quality and flexibility [75]. Approaches ranging from
Six Sigma [86], Lean Thinking [140], and Kaizen [78], to Value-Based Management
(VBM) [77], Economic Value Added (EVA) [93], and value driver trees [92], are
constantly being employed by organisations to conduct business process improvement
and redesign activities. Process mining facilitates the identification of improvement
opportunities by providing techniques to discover, monitor, and improve processes
by extracting knowledge from business process histories [115]. By obtaining detailed
insights into how business operations were carried out in the past, it is possible to
explore whether these same operations can be performed better (for example, can
process instances be completed faster? Can operational cost be reduced? Can the
quality of the outcomes be improved?).
Business processes are often evaluated using the devil’s quadrangle, where time,
cost, quality, and flexibility are considered as improvement dimensions [9]. Hence,
business process redesign and improvement activities are often thought to have an
overlapping interest with operations research, as operations research is interested in
maximising (profit, productivity, or utilisation) or minimising (cost or risk) objectives
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of real-world problems [138]. Within an organisation, there may be trade-offs between
these dimensions, making it impossible to maximise all four dimensions [9]. It is then
up to organisations to determine which dimension(s) should be the focus of business
process redesign and improvement, with (either positive or negative) consequences on
other dimension(s) of the quadrangle. Various means to gain insights from the time
and resource perspectives have been looked into [52]. Cost reduction has also been the
objective of several investigations [96, 147]. However, there is a lack of multi-objective
business process improvement initiatives that take into account different execution costs
and their respective trade-offs.
This chapter proposes a cost-informed technique to intelligently search for alter-
native business process execution scenarios with the aim of “Improving the history”,
taking into account trade-offs between time, cost, and resource utilisation. The main
objectives of this work are: 1) to discover execution scenarios that are cheaper (better)
than the original (baseline) scenario to gain insights for future redesign activities; 2)
to propose a generic, adaptable cost structure; and 3) to evaluate the performance and
scalability of the proposed optimisation techniques. The approach of this research is
inspired by the Design Science Research Methodology, where the emphasis is placed
on design and development of artefacts to evaluate and improve their functionality [51].
The starting point of our cost-informed process improvement approach is an event log
that contains a detailed record of business operations over a certain period. A number
of key characteristics of the process are kept the same (such as the activities performed
and their durations, and the arrival times of process instances) while other elements
within the log (resource allocations and start times of activities) are adjusted to explore
different execution scenarios. By making use of a generic and adaptable cost structure,
the cost of various execution scenarios can be computed and compared.
The contribution of this chapter is fourfold. One, we advocate a cost-informed
process improvement approach that splits the event log into two parts (fixed and variable
parts) and search for alternative execution scenarios by perturbing the variable part.
Two, a cost structure is introduced to cater for different cost trade-offs. Three, several
optimisation techniques have been introduced and formalised as an attempt to solve
the optimisation problem. Optimisation strategies were defined to explore cost-optimal
execution scenarios that take into account trade-offs from multiple process dimensions.
Finally, an experimental evaluation is carried out to assess the performance and scala-
bility of the proposed techniques in facilitating the exploration of different execution
scenarios. This chapter extends our previous work [72] in some areas:
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• In addition to the proposed hybrid genetic algorithm, three additional optimisation
techniques are investigated, which are integer linear programming (ILP), hill
climbing, and tabu search.
• The fundamentals (event log, resource utilisations, and many more) and the cost
structure used in our previous work [72] are formalised.
• The concept of working hours is introduced and formalised, leading to a more
realistic involvement of resources.
• A more complex motivating example, inspired by a real-world business process
in the insurance domain, is presented.
• A new set of experiments is performed, comparing the performance and scalability
of the proposed optimisation techniques against our hybrid genetic algorithm [72].
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Related work is reviewed and
discussed in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, a cost model-informed process improvement
approach is proposed and illustrated through a motivating example. Next, the proposed
optimisation techniques are discussed in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 discusses the experi-
mental results and the limitations. Lastly, section 2.6 concludes this chapter and states
potential future work.
2.2 Related Work
The research agenda on cost-aware business process management [145] advocated
for the full integration of a cost perspective in all phases of the business process
management life cycle, enabling the management of business process operation costs in
a structured manner. Vom Brocke et al. [135] proposed an information model to link
the ARIS accounting structure with Event-Driven Process Chains (EPCs) during the
process design stage. A process accounting model (PAM) was proposed to integrate and
structure both accounting and process data to support the design, execution, and control
of business processes [106], in line with the push for cost perspective integration into
business process management lifecycle phases. In our earlier work [144], a conceptual
data model for cost model was designed, informed by requirements gathered from
domain experts and a literature study of costing techniques such as activity-based
costing (ABC), time-driven activity-based costing (TDABC), and resource consumption
accounting (RCA). In addition, the generation of management accounting cost reports
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using cost-annotated event logs was demonstrated as well [144]. These works aim
to provide organisations with better cost insights and cost control over their business
processes, potentially reducing the cost of their operations.
Operations research encompasses a wide range of problem-solving techniques to
enhance both decision-making ability and efficiency. These techniques include, but are
not limited to, integer linear programming (ILP) [82], hill climbing [1], tabu search [36],
simulated annealing [10] and genetic algorithms [37]. Each technique has a different
approach towards a given optimisation problem, where it depends on aspects such
as how the search space is explored and how the accumulated search experience is
exploited [8]. Table 2.1 compares a number of optimisation techniques based on features
that characterise the two aspects mentioned above. In this work, a detailed investigation
of four optimisation techniques, namely, ILP, hill climbing, tabu search, and (hybrid)
genetic algorithms is conducted. ILP is chosen due to its ability to provide a good and
quick solution for complex optimisation problems [82]. A heuristic technique (hill
climbing) is also considered for its speed and scalability when a problem has many
solutions [1]. Tabu search is selected due to its relatively fast speed and its avoidance of
retracing its previous steps [36]. Finally, a genetic algorithm guided by a set of heuristics
is being considered for its robust performance and global search properties [37]. In
comparison, slow computation of simulated annealing [10], ant colony’s uncertainty in
convergence time [19], as well as particle swarm’s inability to work out the problems of
scattering and optimisation [31], are among the reasons why these techniques did not
become our first choice of investigation.
Scheduling problems are among the key problems in operations research. These
problems emphasise on the optimisation of resource allocation and utilisation. Some
well-known scheduling problems include shop scheduling problems [53] and resource-
constrained (multi-) project scheduling problems (RC(M)PSP) [48]. Scheduling prob-
lems are similar to business process optimisation problems, as both aims to optimise the
allocation of resources to tasks [109]. However, scheduling optimisation solutions are
developed to solve targeted problems, and hence cannot easily be applied to other fields.
As pointed out by Verigidis et al. [128], business processes involve additional compo-
nents that are hard to express mathematically and may not be covered by scheduling
problems. For example, expressing business rules such as “reduce a resources workload
if their utilisation rate is over 80%” or complex decisions that depend on external factors
into a mathematical set-up can be daunting.
Despite this, a number of studies attempted to apply scheduling techniques to opti-
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Table 2.1: Features and the characteristics of common optimisation techniques (adapted
from [8]). This classification only serves as an indication of the techniques’ characteris-
tics and does not apply to all implementations.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXFeatures
Techniques Hill Tabu Genetic Simulated Ant Particle
Climbing [1] Search [36] Algorithm [37] Annealing [10] Colony [19] Swarm [31]
Trajectory Search  
`
 
`
  
Population-based   
`
 
` `
Memory Usage D
`
D  
` `
Multiple Neighbourhood
`
 D   D
Dynamic objective function  D     
Nature-inspired   
` ` ` `
`
, feature is present; D, feature is partially present;  , feature is not present.
mise business processes in terms of time, cost, and resource utilisation. Within the area
of optimising business process modelling and design, Verigidis et al. [129] reviewed
the topics of business process modelling, analysis, and optimisation. Wang et al. [136]
developed an evolutionary, multi-objective framework as a first attempt to optimise
business process designs. Their work tackles constrained process optimisation problems,
emphasising on reducing the number of infeasible solutions generated. An evolutionary
multi-objective optimisation algorithm to generate a series of diverse optimised business
process designs was also proposed [130]. Tiwari et al. [108] proposed an optimisation
framework that generates a number of different optimised business process designs,
and they evaluated the optimisation results through an experiment. There are other
works that looked into optimisation from a business process execution perspective. Yu
and Buyya [151] investigated the optimisation problem of minimising the cost and
execution time of workflow scheduling. This work only minimises either one of these
optimisation objectives, but not both. Xu et al. [147] investigated the optimisation of
flow time and cost of business processes separately and improved the process structure
according to resource allocation requirements. Different heuristic scheduling strategies
that take into account resource availability constraints such as resource slots, resource
capabilities, process task dependencies, and instance deadlines have also been stud-
ied [148]. Nevertheless, the execution cost of the business process is not considered in
this study. Table 2.2 provides a summary of authors, techniques, foci, and objectives
of the related works. While most of the business process execution-related studies
discussed above deal with the minimisation of cost, the minimisation of execution time,
and complex resource behaviour, none of them propose an approach that takes all of
these into account. In contrast to the works discussed above, this chapter:
• Investigates how the execution of a business process can be improved;
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• Identifies cost-optimal execution scenarios by perturbing the process history
(event log) and learn from it;
• Introduces working hours for resources to enable a more accurate cost measure-
ment; and
• Incorporates different cost-related dimensions into a cost structure (for example,
activity-based cost, time-based cost, and resource utilisation), which allows
the use of more sensible cost-based trade-offs as the objective function for the
optimisation techniques.
Table 2.2: A summary of the related works.
Authors
Optimisation
Foci Objective(s)
Technique(s)
Wang et al. [136] Genetic Algorithm Process Design
Reduce the number of infeasible solutions generated by
tailoring operators used by a genetic algorithm.
Verigidis and
Genetic Algorithm Process Design
Generate diverse, optimised business process designs for
Tiwari [130] the same process requirements.
Tiwari et al. [108]
Genetic Algorithm &
Process Design
Generate alternative optimised process designs and
Particle Swarm performed an experimental evaluation.
Yu and Heuristics &
Process Execution
Scheduling workflow applications by either minimising
Buyya [151] Genetic Algorithm cost or execution time while satisfying constraints.
Xu et al. [147] Heuristics
Process Design
Optimise resource allocation based on cost
& Execution
and execution time, and allow process structure
to adapt the optimised resource allocation.
Xu et al. [148] Heuristics Process Execution
Allocate resources based on a set of heuristic rules during
build time to maximise the success rate of scheduling.
2.3 Cost Model-Informed Log Perturbation
The motivation for this research is to identify a more cost-efficient execution scenario.
The notion of cost is applied towards a number of efficiency measures. For example,
efficiency measures such as service level agreement and resource allocation rules (for
example, roles, skills, etc.) are often introduced by organisations to ensure adequate
provision of services and appropriate allocation of resources. Hence, desirable utilisa-
tion rates are promoted (see Definition 6 in Subsection 2.3.1), and unsuitable resources
and service level agreement violations are discouraged (see Definition 7 in Subsec-
tion 2.3.1). Alternative execution scenarios are explored where a scenario with a lower
cost represents a more efficient scenario.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the cost model-informed process improvement approach.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the proposed approach for the generation of cost-informed
alternative scenarios. To explore different execution scenarios, the identification and
separation of the fixed part and the variable part of a typical event log is the first step in
this approach. An abstract event log (a detailed explanation follows below, see Definition
2) contains the fixed part of an event log, whereas a binding (detailed explanation in
Definition 3) contains the variable part of an event log. Then, by using a number of
optimisation techniques, different execution scenarios are explored by manipulating
the variable part of the event log, in this case, the binding. The defined cost structure
is used as an objective function to determine the fitness of the execution scenarios in
terms of process-related cost. Note that the cost structure can be further configured
and customised by organisations, taking into consideration cost-informed trade-offs
between multiple aspects such as process instance durations, activity invocation, and
resource allocation and utilisation. The abstract event log and binding combination
result in an alternative execution scenario. The most cost-efficient alternative execution
scenarios are then identified and analysed.
In this section, the fundamentals and the corresponding formalisation are discussed,
followed by a motivating example.
2.3.1 Fundamentals
Definition 1 (Event Log). An event log is a data store that records potentially vast
amounts of event-related information [107, 115]. An event log consists of a collection
of process instances (cases). For each case, there is a sequence of activities (commonly
referred to as “work items”), where an activity is an instance of a task. Each activity
has a start time and an end time, a resource that is executing the activity, as well as any
additional properties that are related to the activity.
Table 2.3 illustrates an event log fragment of the example car insurance claim
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Table 2.3: A fragment of a car insurance claim event log in chronological order.
Case ID Activity Start Time End Time Resource Property (Damage Type) ...
1 CAR 10/06/13 09:31:00 10/06/13 09:39:00 A5 Windscreen ...
1 RAR 10/06/13 09:42:00 10/06/13 10:00:00 IS2 - ...
2 CAR 10/06/13 09:45:00 10/06/13 09:50:00 A1 Theft ...
2 RAR 10/06/13 09:55:00 10/06/13 10:10:00 IS1 - ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
process that is used as the motivating example. As we are seeking improvements
concerning execution time and resource allocation, the historical event attributes that
influence timing and resource allocation are considered as the variable part (i.e. the
binding). All other historical attributes, such as cases and activities, are kept fixed (i.e.
the abstract event log). This includes the properties of cases and activities, as they
do not affect the optimisation of process executions, hence are being kept the same
(invariable).
Definition 2 (Abstract Event Log). Let TS  IR be the set of possible timestamps,
Dur  IR 1 the set of durations, and Val the set of all possible property values (records,
tables, and many more). L  pC,A,T , case, task, art, dur, prop, q is an abstract event
log where:
• C is a set of cases,
• A is a set of activities (commonly referred to as “work items”),
• T is a set of tasks,
• the sets C,A, and T are pairwise disjoint and finite,
• case P AÑ C is a surjective function mapping activities to cases,
• task P AÑ T is a surjective function mapping activities to tasks,
• art P CÑ TS is a function specifying the arrival time of cases,
• dur P AÑ Dur is a function mapping activities to durations,
• prop P pC Y Aq Ñ Val is a function mapping cases and activities to their
invariable properties,
•   AA defines a partial order on activities within cases:
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– @a1,a2PA a1   a2 ñ casepa1q  casepa2q (activities of different cases are
unordered),
– @a1,a2PA a1   a2 ñ a2 ¢ a1 (asymmetric), and
– @a1,a2,a3PA pa1   a2 ^ a2   a3q ñ a1   a3 (transitive).
• case1 P CÑ PpAq is defined such that for c P C:
– case1pcq  ta P A | casepaq  cu.
• task1 P T Ñ PpAq is defined such that for t P T :
– task1ptq  ta P A | taskpaq  tu.
Definition 3 (Binding, Concrete Event Log). Let L  pC,A,T , case, task, art, dur,
prop, q be an abstract event log. B  pR, res, st, et,WHq is a binding for L where:
• R is a set of resources,
• res P AÑ R is a surjective function mapping each activity onto a resource,
• st P A Ñ TS assigns a start time to each activity and et P A Ñ TS assigns an
end time to each activity such that:
– @aPA stpaq ¥ artpcasepaqq (activities must start on or after the arrival time
of the case they belong to),
– @aPA stpaq   etpaq (the start time of an activity must be earlier than its end
time), and
– @a1,a2PA a1   a2 ñ etpa1q ¤ stpa2q (the end of an activity must not come
after the start of an activity that it precedes).
• WH : R Ñ PpTS  TSq is a set of timestamp pairs denoting the valid working
hours of resources (where resources are allowed to execute activities), such that:
– for pt, t1q P WHprq, stw P WH Ñ TS denotes the starting time of the working
hour, i.e. stwpt, t1q  t, and etw P WH Ñ TS denotes the end time of the
working hour, i.e. etwpt, t1q  t1,
– for all r P R, and all p1, p2 P WHprq, p1  p2, or stwpp2q ¡ etwpp1q, or
stwpp1q ¡ etwpp2q,
– furthermore, for all p P WHprq : stwppq   etwppq.
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We adapt our activity duration mapping function, dur, to take working hours into ac-
count:
durWHpL,Bqpaq 
¸
pPWHprespaqq
durpstpaq, etpaq, stwppq, etwppqq,
where
durpstpaq, etpaq, stwppq, etwppqq $''''''''''&
''''''''''%
0 if etpaq ¤ stwppq _ etwppq ¤ stpaq
etpaq  stpaq if stpaq ¥ stwppq ^ etpaq   etwppq
etwppq  stpaq if etwppq ¤ etpaq ^ stwppq   stpaq ^ etwppq ¡ stpaq
etpaq  stwppq if stwppq ¥ stpaq ^ etwppq ¡ etpaq ^ stwppq   etpaq
etwppq  stwppq if stwppq ¡ stpaq ^ etwppq   etpaq
The working hours of a resource are taken into account when the duration of an
activity is calculated. Thus, the activity duration remains the same across different
bindings, and the time gaps where resources are not working do not influence the
duration of an activity.
The combination of L and B, pL,Bq is a concrete event log, where only the res, st,
and et are changed. R and WH will remain the same. A concrete event log represents
an (alternative) execution scenario. Table 2.4 illustrates the abstract event log and the
binding that corresponds to the event log in Table 2.3. By changing the information in
the bindings, alternative execution scenarios (new concrete event logs) can be produced.
Definition 4 (Resource Eligibility). Let pL,Bq be a concrete event log with L  pC,A,
T , case, task, art, dur, prop, q and B  pR, res, st, et,WHq. can P T Ñ PpRq returns
the set of resources that are eligible to perform a task (can perform), such that if
canptq  r, any resource in r can perform task t.
Organisations can define the resources’ eligibility to allow for a role-based as-
signment of tasks (based on resources’ roles and skills), as well as the availability of
resources (working hours).
Definition 5 (Safe Binding). Let L  pC,A,T , case, task, art, dur, prop, q be an
abstract event log, and can be the set of resource eligibility. B  pR, res, st, et,WHq is
a safe binding for L iff:
• @r P R @t P TS : | actres
pL,Bqpr, tq | ¤ 1 (a resource works on at most one activity at
any point in time),
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Table 2.4: An abstract event log (top) and binding (bottom) that correspond to the car
insurance claim event log in Table 2.3.
Abstract Event Log
ID
Case
Activity
Property
Duration
Preceding Succeeding
ID (Damage Type) Activity Activity
341 1 CAR Windscreen 00:08:00 {} {RAR}
342 1 RAR - 00:18:00 {CAR} {NCU}
343 2 CAR Theft 00:05:00 {} {RAR}
344 2 RAR - 00:15:00 {CAR} {NCU}
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Binding
ID Start Time Complete Time Resource
341 10/06/13 09:31:00 10/06/13 09:39:00 A5
342 10/06/13 09:42:00 10/06/13 10:00:00 IS2
343 10/06/13 09:45:00 10/06/13 09:50:00 A1
344 10/06/13 09:55:00 10/06/13 10:10:00 IS1
... ... ... ...
• @aPA respaq P canptaskpaqq (a resource involved in the execution of an activity
must be eligible to perform it), and
• @aPA Dp1,p2PTSTS rpp1, p2 P WHprespaqqq ^ pstwpp1q ¤ stpaq ¤ etwpp1qq ^
pstwpp2q ¤ etpaq ¤ etwpp2qqs (the execution of activities must be within the
defined time blocks where resources are allowed to execute activities).
A binding is deemed unsafe if: 1) a resource works on multiple activities at any
point in time; 2) an activity is not performed by an eligible resource (see Definition 4);
or 3) an activity is executed outside the defined working hours of its allocated resource.
A violation is a breach of any of the rules above. An unsafe binding contains one or
more violations, and a violation cost function is used to penalise these unsafe bindings.
Definition 6 (Utilisation). Let pL,Bq be a concrete event log with L  pC,A,T , case,
task, art, dur, prop, q and B  pR, res, st, et,WHq. Let r P R, t P TS and h P durzt0u,
then the utilisation of resource r at time t using a horizon h is given by:
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utilhpL,Bqpr, tq 
°
aPA,respaqr,
stpaq t ^ etpaq¡pthq
durWH
pL,Bhqpaq
°
pPWHprq
durpt  h, t, stwppq, etwppqq
,
where Bh  pR, res, st1, et1,WHq, and
st1paq 
$&
%
stpaq if stpaq ¥ t  h^ stpaq   t
t  h if stpaq   t  h^ etpaq ¡ t  h
,
and
et1paq 
$&
%
etpaq if etpaq ¥ t  h^ etpaq ¤ t
t  h if etpaq ¡ t ^ stpaq ¡ t
.
Resource utilisation is the fraction of time a resource is busy (executing activities)
in a specified time frame. The horizon specifies the time frame that is used to compute
the resources’ utilisation rates. If B is a safe binding for L, then 0 ¤ utilhpL,Bqpr, tq ¤ 1
for any resource r, time t, and for any positive time horizon h ¡ 0. Util  r0, 1s is the
set of possible utilisations. If a safe binding is produced, the utilisation of any resource
will be between zero and one within a positive time horizon.
2.3.2 Cost Model
In this research, we propose and formalised a cost model as a foundation to support
cost model-informed process analysis and improvement. A cost model is defined as
“the description of sources, drivers, classification, and organisation of costs and their
relationship, and the relationship between costs and income.” [56]. A cost model can be
utilised to design a technological solution that supports a costing system [56], in our
case, to support a cost model-informed process analysis and improvement approach,
taking into account the trade-offs between multiple process dimensions including flow
time and resource utilisation. Our objective was to develop a generic cost model that
can cater for any cost function that an organisation wishes to use. Our proposed cost
model not only takes into account process costs (case, activity, and resource costs), but
also business rules (resource eligibility and service level agreement) that are translated
into a cost value. The cost model is formalised and defined below:
Definition 7 (Cost Model). Let R be a set of resources, T be a set of tasks, and
Costs  IR 0 a set of costs. CS  pcosts
case, costsact, costsresq is a cost model over R and
T where:
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• costscase P pDur  Valq Ñ Costs such that costscasepd, vq are the costs of a case
having duration d P Dur and invariable properties v P Val,
• costsact P pT R DurValq Ñ Costs such that costsactpt, rs, d, vq are the costs
of executing task t P T by resources rs  R, having duration d P Dur, and
invariable properties v P Val, and
• costsres P pR  Dur  Utilq Ñ Costs such that costsrespr, d, uq are the costs of
using resource r P R for d P Dur time units and having a utilisation of u P Util.
A cost model represents a generic data model that stores a set of cost functions
for process-related cost computations (see [72] for details). Organisations can not
only define functions to calculate the cost of a case, an activity, and a resource, but
also functions to enforce business rules such as service level agreements and resource
eligibility. To compute the total cost of a concrete event log, the cost of cases, activities,
and resources are aggregated. Shorter case durations that do not breach the service level
agreement, optimal resource utilisation, and appropriate resource allocation are desired
as the goal is to achieve a reduction in overall execution cost. This cost model is used
as a basis of the objective function within the proposed optimisation techniques.
A number of cost types can be attributed to cases. The cost of executing a case
is often associated with its cycle time. The case duration can be used within a cost
function. For example, it will cost an insurance company $1000 per day to work on a
case. An organisation’s business rules (in relation to the case duration) can be taken
into account as well. An SLA is used as an example in our research to illustrate how
organisations may incur financial penalties if cases are not completed within a certain
timeframe. Consider the following example, if an insurance company does not want
insurance claim cases that involve minor dents and scratches to take longer than seven
days to complete (an example of an SLA), a cost function can be defined within the
cost model to penalise cases that breach this agreement. The accuracy of the case cost
calculation can be increased if the case properties are taken into account. For instance,
a case that is concerning an insurance claim for a luxury car may cost more to execute
compared to a case that is regarding a claim for a motorcycle. The cost functions for
case duration and SLA can be designed to take into account case properties. Table 2.5
illustrates a list of possible case cost functions.
To design cost functions from an activity’s perspective, the task that an activity is an
instance of, the resource that is executing an activity, the duration of an activity, and
the properties of an activity can be utilised. For example, the cost function “Assess Car
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Table 2.5: A list of possible property combinations for calculating the case cost.
Cost Type Property Example Value/[Example Rule] Potential Cost Rate
Case
Dur - $20 per hour
Dur (SLA) [case duration exceeds 1 month] $100 per day
Val Windscreen Damage $10 per invocation
Dur  Val Dents and Scratches Damage $5 per hour
Dur (SLA) Val [case duration exceeds 1 month], Collision Damage $150 per day
Table 2.6: A list of possible property combinations for calculating the activity cost.
Cost Type Property Example Value/[Example Rule] Potential Cost Rate
Activity
T Lodge Claim $5 per invocation
R Insurance Assessor A $15 per invocation
R (Role) [Insurance Manager role] $50 per invocation
Dur - $15 per hour
Val Comprehensive Insurance $30 per invocation
T  R Lodge Claim, Insurance Assessor A $10 per invocation
T  R (Skill) Review Assessment, [inexperience resource] $55 per invocation
T  Dur Assess Car $40 per hour
T  Val Assess Car, Basic Insurance $25 per invocation
R Dur Insurance Accountant A $10 per hour
R Val Insurance Accountant B $15 per invocation
Dur  Val Platinum Level Insurance $50 per hour
T  R Dur Decide Claim, Insurance Manager A $25 per hour
T  R Val Decide Claim, Insurance Manager B, Basic Insurance $30 per invocation
T  Dur  Val Approve Claim, Comprehensive Insurance $5 per hour
R Dur  Val Insurance Assessor B, Platinum Insurance $15 per hour
T  R Dur  Val Reject Claim, [Insurance Manager role], Basic Insurance $5 per hour
Damage for the car type sedan cost $50 per hour” takes into account task, duration, and
property of an activity. The resources that are responsible for the activity execution,
along with their eligibility, roles, and skillset can be taken into consideration. Take
a foreman and a manager within the Repair Department as an example. A manager
performing the activities that should be the responsibility of the foreman is undesired,
as the manager can better utilise his time on managerial issues and responsibilities
that may have a bigger overall impact on the Repair Department. Appropriate cost
functions and cost rates can be designed to mirror this unwanted situation. Note that
the resource element here represents the incurred cost of resources that are associated
with the activity (e.g. certain resources performing certain activities), hence categorised
under activity cost. Table 2.6 illustrates a list of possible activity cost functions.
The resource perspective entails the resource themselves (which may include their
corresponding eligibility, roles, and skillsets) and their utilisations (a resource’s busy-
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Table 2.7: A list of possible property combinations for calculating the resource cost.
Cost Type Property Example Value/[Example Rule] Potential Cost Rate
Resource
R Insurance Accountant A $25 per invocation
R (Role) [Insurance Accountant role] $15 per invocation
Dur - $20 per hour
Util [Utilisation Level >0.9] $50 per invocation
R Dur Insurance Manager $50 per hour
R Util Insurance Manager A, [Utilisation Level between 0.5 and 0.9] $10 per invocation
Dur  Util [Utilisation Level <0.3] $30 per hour
R Dur  Util Insurance Assessor A, [Utilisation Level between 0.5 and 0.9] $25 per hour
ness or occupied duration). The salary or the hourly rate of a resource can be integrated
into the resource cost functions. Besides, in a real-life organisational setting, resource
productivity is one of the main concerns. The “Yerkes-Dodson Law of Arousal” pro-
pose that a resource that is under an appropriate level of stress may become more
efficient [150]. However, if the pressure is too high, it may have a negative effect [150].
Hence, under-utilised (idle time lowers productivity) and over-utilised (stressful en-
vironment impacts productivity) resources are strongly discouraged, and this can be
reflected in the resource cost function. Table 2.7 illustrates a list of possible resource
cost functions.
A number of our earlier works investigated into how cost information can be
associated with event logs. Conceptual data models to associate cost with processes
and technique to annotate cost information in an event log has been proposed [81].
Our earlier work also took a first step towards enabling cost-informed process mining
and visualising cost reports by using cost-annotated event logs [70, 143]. An initial
implementation of cost forecasting functionalities has also been realised, where the total
cost of running cases can be predicted based on the state of the current instance and
previously known cost for completed cases [144]. All these works are accomplished
because cost information is readily available in the event log, which is enabled by the
standardisation of cost extensions for the XES log format [42] (Cost XESEXT1).
This proposed cost model complements the cost XESEXT by not only formalising
the possible functions to accurately calculate the execution cost for each element of an
event log, but also provide an alternative means to calculate the total execution cost of an
event log with the absence of cost information in the event log, taking into account trade-
offs between multiple dimensions. Our proposed cost model enables a cost definition
from a business process point of view. Organisations can customise or refine this generic
1http://www.xes-standard.org/cost.xesext
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cost model to consider cost functions that apply to them. Ultimately, organisations can
pair an event log with a corresponding cost model to acquire an evidence-based and
more accurate business process execution cost. Alternately, organisations can also pair
an event log with a different cost model. In this case, this could be considered in the
same manner as scenario analyses or what-if analyses, where different to-be scenarios
can be analysed using different cost functions and efficiency measures defined within
the cost model.
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Figure 2.2: A BPMN model illustrating the car insurance claim process.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a car insurance claim process that was used as a motivating
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example in this work. The process was inspired by AAMI’s car insurance claim
process2, where AAMI is an insurance provider in Australia. The process starts off
within the Insurance Company when a customer lodges an insurance quote request for
his damaged car. If the customer’s insurance number is positively authenticated, an
Insurance Adjuster will create an assessment report based on the quote description. An
Insurance Supervisor will then review the assessment report. If the report is approved,
the Insurance Adjuster will notify the customer. If the report is rejected, the Insurance
Adjuster will need to recreate the report. The customer will then decide whether to
lodge a claim by reviewing the insurance advice. Should the customer lodge a claim, a
Service Coordinator will review and provide advice on dropping-off the vehicle at the
body shop. If the vehicle is drivable, the customer will drop-off the vehicle at the body
shop. If not, the Service Coordinator will arrange a tow truck to collect the vehicle on
behalf of the customer.
Within the Body Shop, a Foreman receives the damaged vehicle and assesses the
damage. If the damage is not repairable, a Body Shop Supervisor will approve the
vehicle for write-off, and a Write-Off Specialist will compile a write-off report after-
wards. If the damage is repairable, the Foreman will estimate the repair cost and provide
feedback to the Insurance Supervisor. If the estimation exceeds the insurance cover, the
estimation will be rejected, and the Foreman will need to readjust the estimated repair
cost. Otherwise, the Foreman will repair the vehicle accordingly. After the repair is
completed, the Body Shop Supervisor will send an invoice to the Insurance Company,
while the Service Coordinator advises the customer for vehicle collection. The vehicle
can either be delivered to the customer, or a pickup taxi can be arranged to transport
the customer to the Body Shop for vehicle pick-up. The process is complete when the
customer collects the vehicle.
The process was translated into a Petri net [80] and was simulated using CPN Tools3
to obtain an event log with 500 cases. The process spans across two organisational
groups, which consists of 16 tasks, 6 roles, and 29 resources. Each task can only
be executed by a certain role(s) (group of resources). Each resource group (role) is
responsible for a fixed set of tasks. Realistic working hours were also introduced in the
process simulation, where all resources are only allowed to work between 9 am and 5
pm.
Table 2.8 illustrates an excerpt of the defined cost functions elaborated below:
2http://www.aami.com.au/car-insurance/claimsprocess
3http://cpntools.org/
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Table 2.8: Example of cost functions defined in the cost model.
Cost Type Property Value Cost Rate
Case
Damage Type & Case Duration Windscreen $40 per hour
Case Duration [Service Level Agreement Breach]
$1500 if it takes more than 5 days, and
$500 for every subsequent day after that
Activity
Activity & Resource CAR & A1 $100 per invocation
Activity & Resource [Over-qualified Resources] $1000 per invocation
Resource
Resource Utilisation Between 0 and 0.15 (under-utilised) $45 per minute
Resource Utilisation Between 0.75 and 0.85 (optimum utilisation) $1 per minute
Resource Utilisation Higher than 0.9 (over-utilised) $20 per minute
• The cost of a case is calculated based on its case properties and its duration. An
additional service level agreement has been specified, in which cases that ran
overtime are penalised.
• The cost of an activity is calculated based on that activity’s resource allocation.
A higher cost is incurred if an inappropriate/less-desired resource executes that
activity.
• Resource costs are calculated based on resource utilisation. The per minute cost
rate is determined by the resource attributes (for example, skills and roles) and
utilisation for the specified time horizon. An assumption for this example is that
the desired resource utilisation is 0.8. A stepped cost rate, where a resource’s
utilisation between 0.75 and 0.85 within the time horizon is cheapest is used. On
the other hand, resource under- or over-utilisation results in a higher cost rate.
For the complete cost model, please refer to Appendix A.1.
2.4 Optimisation Techniques
This section discusses the optimisation techniques proposed to identify less costly
execution scenarios by exploring different possible bindings for a given event log. The
event log and the cost structure defined in Section 2.3 are used as the problem definition
and the objective function of our proposed optimisation techniques respectively. In
our previous work, we looked into a hybrid genetic algorithm to find a cost-optimised
event log [72]. Extending from that, we aim to compare our approach against other
potential optimisation techniques, as well as make optimisation more realistic by taking
working hours into account. Hence, we look into ILP as our first approach towards
cost optimisation. However, a number of drawbacks were encountered, leading us
towards the use of heuristic methods as a next logical step. We re-run the experiments
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and compare methods such as tabu search and hill climbing against the hybrid genetic
algorithm-based approach that we have proposed in our previous paper [72]. The details
on the optimisation techniques, the difficulties faced, and further analyses are discussed
in the remainder of this section.
2.4.1 ILP
A subclass of the integer programming problems, integer linear programming (ILP)
problems are a mathematical description of an optimisation problem in which some or
all the constraints and the objective functions have to be integers [82] and expressed in
linear form. As ILP can take into account different real-life aspects, it was chosen as
the first approach because it is often a good solution for complex problems and allows
the definition of problem structure formally.
As only the resource allocations and activity start times can be changed, the key
aspect of the ILP formalisation is that the resource assignment and start time assignment
are represented as a binary “hypercube”, containing a binary value for each (CaseNo,
ActNo, Resource, Time) combination, denoting a particular resource and starting time
for each activity in every case.
We propose an ILP formalisation of our problem as follows. Given:
• An ordered list of case identifiers: C  tC1,C2, . . . ,C|C|u.
• An ordered list of activities per case: A  tAi | i  1, . . . , |C|u with: Ai 
tAi,1, . . . , Ai,|Ai |u.
• An ordered list of resources: R  tR1, . . . ,R|R|u.
• An ordered list of time slots: T  tT1, . . . ,T |T |u.
• arr P C Ñ T : the arrival time of a case.
• dur P A Ñ N: the duration of an activity.
• forbactres P A Ñ PpRq: the set of resources which may not be assigned to an
activity.
• forbacttime P A Ñ PpT q: the set of time slots where an activity may not be
scheduled.
• forbactres P R Ñ PpT q: the set of time slots where a resource may not be
scheduled.
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• costdur P N Ñ R, coststart P N Ñ R, costres P A  R Ñ R, costdur P R Ñ R:
functions denoting duration, starting (delay), resource usage and resource duration
costs respectively.
With variables:
• xi,j,r,t P t0, 1u with: solution variables representing a binary hypercube denoting
whether activity Ai,j has been scheduled to start at time Tt using resource Rr.
• si,j P T : integer helper variables denoting the start time of activity Ai,j.
• ei,j P T : integer helper variables denoting the end time of activity Ai,j.
• ur P N: integer helper variable denoting utilisation value of resource Rr.
We can formulate a candidate objective function as follows:
min
¸
CiPC
costdurpei,|Ai |  si,1q  (1)
¸
CiPC
coststartpsi,1q  (2)
¸
Ai,jPA, RrPR, TtPT
costrespAi,jq xi,j,r,t  (3)
¸
RrPR
costutilpRrq ur (4)
where Function (1) is used to calculate a cost associated with the duration of each
case, depending on the scheduled starting times of the first and last activity in each case.
Function (2) is used to calculate the starting cost (postponing the start of a case leads to
higher costs). Function (3) is used to calculate the cost of assigning a particular resource
to a particular activity, and Function (4) is used to calculate the cost of utilisation, which
is fixed per resource but multiplied by the ur helper variable to estimate the utilisation
rate of each resource. The constraints, then, were formalised as follows:
@Ai,jPA :
¸
RrPR, TtPT
xi,j,r,t  1 (1)
@Ai,jPA :
¸
RrPR, TtPT :t arrpCiq
xi,j,r,t  0 (2)
@Ai,jPA:j¡1 : ei,j1  si,j ¥ 0 (3)
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@RrPR,TtPT :
¸
Ai,jPA
¸
mPt0,...,durpAi,jq1u:
tm¡0 ^ tm¤maxpTq
xi,j,r,tm ¤ 1 (4)
@Ai,jPA :
¸
RrPforbactrespAi,jq, TtPT
xi,j,r,t  0 (5)
@Ai,jPA :
¸
RrPR,
TtPforbacttimepAi,jq
¸
mPt0,...,durpAi,jq1u:
tm¡0 ^
tm¤maxpTq
xi,j,r,tm  0 (6)
@RrPR :
¸
Ai,jPA,
TtPforbrestimepRrq
¸
mPt0,...,durpAi,jq1u:
tm¡0 ^
tm¤maxpTq
xi,j,r,tm  0 (7)
@RrPR : ur 
¸
Ai,jPA, TtPT
durpAi,jq xi,j,r,t (8)
@Ai,jPA : si,j 
¸
RrPR, TtPT
t xi,j,r,t (9)
@Ai,jPA : ei,j 
¸
RrPR, TtPT
pt xi,j,r,t   durpAi,jqq (10)
Constraint (1) ensures that exactly one resource and start time is assigned to each
activity. Constraint (2) ensures that the start time of activities adheres to the arrival time
of cases. Constraint (3) ensures that the ordering of activities is adhered to. Constraint
(4) ensures that resources do not overlap in time. Note that this constraint needs to be
checked over multiple time periods, as the xi,j,r,t variable only represents the scheduled
starting time for each activity. Constraint (5) allows for prohibiting resources to be
assigned to particular activities. Constraints (6) and (7) allow the constraint of working
times for activities and resources respectively. Constraints (8), (9) and (10) ensure the
assignment of the helper variables.
A number of remarks are relevant regarding the formalisation above. First, note
that the construction of the helper variables is optional and added for clarity. That is,
they can be immediately inserted into each expression while retaining linearity. Second,
it is important to note that the utilisation expression as introduced before cannot be
expressed in a linear form, and is thus estimated here using an absolute integer variable.
Hence, the cost model is adapted to a heuristic utilisation cost computation (a fixed
cost per resource invocation), where the number of time slots a resource is used (in
total) was counted, and a cost is derived based on that. Third, although we express
our decision variable with a four-dimensional subscript, it is also possible to express
this as a three-dimensional variable, i.e. an activity identifier, a resource identifier,
and a time identifier. Fourth, due to the nature of integer linear programming, time is
discretised into a list of “time slots”. Resources are also expressed as a list, but can
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nevertheless still allow to assign groups of resources to activities (with each possible
subgroup then being captured in a separate Rr item). Fifth, it is not possible to construct
the problem by means of two separate decision variables (for example, tact and ract)
with one representing the assigned starting time and one representing the assigned
resource, as this would render it impossible to formulate the problem in linear form.
The same remark holds when expressing the assignment of time as a non-binary integer
(representing the index of the assigned time slot) instead of a binary vector.
Although we have successfully applied the ILP formalisation introduced above
on small problems, this method becomes unusable on larger problems, due to the
exponentially growing variable size and complexity concerning input size. Additionally,
as mentioned above, the resource utilisation calculation, where the utilisation of a
resource within a certain horizon is computed, cannot be done linearly. Due to these
drawbacks, we explore other heuristic techniques as an alternative to ILP below.
2.4.2 Hill Climbing
Hill climbing is a local search mathematical optimisation technique that employs an
iterative search that attempts to find a better solution by incrementally changing a single
element of an arbitrary solution. Hill climbing is the first choice after ILP because it is
relatively easy to implement and is relatively fast for problems that have many solutions.
An initial random safe solution, in this case, a random generation of a safe binding
is chosen as a starting point. By going through the neighbours, an objective function
is used to evaluate the neighbours, with cost minimisation as its goal. If the cost of a
particular neighbour is lower than the initial solution, the solution is replaced with the
corresponding neighbour. The search is repeated until the stop criteria have been met,
or no neighbours with lower cost, i.e. a local optimum has been found.
We have customised the neighbourhood search function to increase its speed and
scalability. We first applied an incremental search approach, where a neighbour solution
was produced for each activity, for each allowed time period, and for each available
resource. However, due to the high number of candidate neighbours generated in
each iteration when applying this procedure, we improved the scalability by sampling
candidate neighbours for each activity. To further improve the speed and scalability of
this method, we adapted the approach to generate a fixed number of nearby neighbours,
that is, a global sample of all possible activity, time, and resource possibilities. To
generate a neighbour (safe binding), an activity is first picked randomly, for which the
time periods where the activity can start and the eligible resources are obtained. A start
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time for that activity is chosen, as well as an eligible resource. The chosen start time
and resource are applied to generate a neighbour and subsequently passed on to the hill
climbing method for further analysis.
Either with or without sampling, the main disadvantage of the hill climbing method
is that it will not necessarily converge to a global minimum. Given the complexity of
the proposed problem for this study, it is very likely that the hill climbing method will
result in a local minimum. Hence, we investigated another optimisation technique as a
remedy to this drawback.
2.4.3 Tabu Search
Tabu search is a metaheuristic search method that employs local search methods used
for mathematical optimisation [36]. A distinguishing feature of tabu search is the
use of a “memory” construct, where recent searches are recorded in a so-called tabu
(forbidden) list for a set amount of iterations. Tabu search was investigated because it
has a relatively fast execution time. Also, the use of a tabu list prevents the search from
retracing its steps and reinvestigating previous moves to try and avoid local minima.
Tabu search also starts off from a single, random safe solution, in this case, a random
generation of a safe binding. Based on the binding, a set of nearby neighbours that
are not in the tabu list is explored. The neighbourhood is searched in a similar manner
to the hill climbing’s neighbourhood search. The objective function is then used to
evaluate the cost of the neighbours, where cost minimisation is the ultimate goal. The
current solution is replaced with the neighbour solution with the lowest cost, and the
tabu list is updated with the recently explored solutions. The search is repeated and
only terminated when the stop criterion is met. To increase the speed and scalability
of tabu search, we perform a similar sampling procedure as described in the previous
subsection that only generates a fixed amount of neighbours in each iteration. Due to
the potential memory constraint that is dependent on the tabu list size, we looked into a
genetic algorithm-based optimisation as an alternative approach to our problem.
2.4.4 Hybrid Genetic Algorithm
We also developed a hybrid genetic algorithm to facilitate the construction and explo-
ration of the massive search space at hand in this context [72]. Genetic algorithms use
the principles of evolution to guide the search. In this case, special-purpose crossover
and mutation operators are applied to a population of bindings, which are subsequently
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evaluated according to reductions in cost. A genetic algorithm-based approach was
opted for because of its flexibility and adaptability, along with robust performance and
global search characteristics [129]. An additional heuristic approach, where there is
a low chance of generating a new random solution, was incorporated to minimise the
chances of the genetic algorithm converging into a local minimum. Hence, a hybrid
genetic algorithm resulted from the addition of a heuristic operator.
Reinforcing the previous arguments, the non-linear nature discourages the use of
LP or ILP techniques, while the high-dimensionality makes the use of a brute force or
Monte Carlo-inspired approach impractical. Furthermore, due to the many local optima,
traditional heuristic approaches (for example, hill climbing) and simulated annealing
are deemed less suitable as they tend to be more prone to converge to such suboptimal
solutions [149]. Therefore, it is argued that a hybrid genetic algorithm-based approach
is the adequate technique for our problem.
Genetic operators are responsible for evolving a next generation of a population
(multiple solutions). To produce a new solution (individual), the operators are applied
to a parent or a pair of parent solutions. A number of operators have been developed
for the hybrid genetic algorithm. They are designed in such a way that unsafe bindings
produced will be penalised heavily by the objective function. This will encourage the
generation of safe bindings, taking into account resource availability, authorisation, and
working hour restrictions. The operators used in this work and their frequencies are as
follows.
1. Crossover. The crossover operator cross-breeds the properties (activity start
time and resource allocation) of a number of activities between two bindings. A
crossover point is picked randomly from the parent bindings’ list of activities, and
a specified number of activity crossovers (crossover frequency: 1% of total activity
count) are applied, where the activities’ start times and resource allocations are
swapped between two parent bindings. If the crossover produces safe bindings,
the safe bindings are kept and brought forward to the next generation. If not, the
bindings are discarded, and the parent bindings are brought forward to the next
generation instead.
2. Time Mutation. The time mutation operator changes the start times of a number
of activities within a binding individual. For a number of cases (case frequency:
Poisson (100% of total case count)4), a number of activities (activity frequency:
4Poisson (mean) = pick a random value from a Poisson distribution with the stated mean.
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Discrete (0% to 100% of total activity count)5) are selected to have their start
times altered. A new start time is chosen between the activity’s possible minimum
and maximum start times. The chosen start time will be checked for potential
violations of the activity order and the resource allocation authorisation. If the
mutation will result in an unsafe binding, no mutation is performed. The activity’s
start time is mutated if it does not result in violations.
3. Resource Mutation. The resource mutation operator swaps the resource that is
executing an activity. For a random number of cases (case frequency: Poisson
(10% of total case count)4), a random number of activities (activity frequency:
Discrete (0% to 100% of total activity count)5) are selected to have their resource
allocation mutated. A different resource is randomly picked from the pool of
eligible (allowed to execute the activity) and idle (available) resources (refer to
Definition 4 in Subsection 2.3.1) for mutation. If there is no resource available,
no mutation is performed.
4. New Heuristic Binding. This operator introduces a new safe binding into the
population. Although typically applied with a low probability (heuristic fre-
quency: 5% of total population count), this operator reduces the chance of the
algorithm confining itself to a local optimum neighbourhood. For each case
(randomly ordered), the earliest possible start time is proposed for an activity,
and the algorithm attempts to identify a resource that is suitable (allowed to
execute the activity) and available during the activity’s proposed execution time
frame. If there is a suitable resource, the activity is scheduled with the proposed
start time and resource allocation. If no suitable resource is found, a new start
time is proposed (based on previously scheduled activities), and the resource
allocation process is repeated. This process is iterated until all activities have
been scheduled. This operator ensures the generation of a safe binding.
2.5 Experimental Setup and Discussion
This section first describes the experimental setup used to evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of different approaches, followed by a detailed discussion about the
experimental results. Two experiments are conducted using two event logs, and the
5Discrete (min to max) = pick a random value from a discrete uniform distribution between the stated
minimum and maximum values.
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performance and scalability of the four optimisation techniques are discussed and
compared.
2.5.1 Experiment Setup
To evaluate the performance and scalability of the proposed optimisation techniques,
two event logs of the car insurance claim process were used. As the goal of this study is
to improve the business process within the organisation, activities that are performed by
customers were filtered out. After filtering, the simulated event log contained 453 cases
(this log is referred to as Log A from now on). The second event log (this log is referred
to as Log B from now on) is a sliced version of Log A, where only the initial 10% in
terms of time ordering of the log is taken into consideration. Log B contained only 45
cases.
The experiments were executed over the period of one week67. To increase the speed
of the optimisation techniques, and to enable sensible objective function calculation, the
timestamps within the event log were discretised into one-minute blocks. Results from
the previous experiment performed [72] indicates that safe variants of the technique
(operators that only explore safe bindings) provided better results. Hence, in this
experiment, only safe bindings are explored. Apart from ILP, where its cost model
(objective function) is linearised and estimated as described above, the cost model used
across different algorithms and different logs is the same. The objective functions and
parameters for the different algorithms are fixed in consideration of the search space
and the experiment’s feasibility. Table 2.9 details the settings and specifications for
each optimisation algorithms.
2.5.2 Result Analysis and Discussion
The goal of the experiments is to measure the performance of the proposed optimisation
techniques in terms of cost reduction over time. The performance of ILP was first
experimented using Log B. For this relatively small-sized log, the experiment was
unable to complete as it required more than 80GB of stack memory to contain the
problem structure. Consequently, we did not proceed to experiment with Log A, and we
conclude that utilising ILP for optimisation is infeasible for real world usage. Following
6QUT’s High Performance Computing (HPC) facility was used to run these experiments. http:
//www.itservices.qut.edu.au/researchteaching/hpc/hw_catalogue.jsp
7Files can be obtained via http://yawlfoundation.org/cost/
logbasedcostanalysisandimprovement.html.
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Table 2.9: Settings and specifications for the optimisation algorithms.
Optimisation Objective Function
Additional Specifications
Technique Description
ILP
Minimisation of duration, cost of
N/A
delay, resource assignment and
resource utilisations, linearised
and estimated.
Hill Climbing
Full cost model applied to
(i) 100000 neighbour generation per iteration.
each population member.
Tabu Search
Full cost model applied to (i) 100000 neighbour generation per iteration.
each population member. (ii) Tabu size of 5000.
(i) Population size of 50.
Hybrid Full cost model applied to (ii) Top 5% of total population count as elites.
Genetic Algorithm each population member. (iii) Tournament Selection strategy, 75%
probability that a fitter individual will be selected.
that, two experiments using both Log A and Log B were conducted over a one week
period to compare the performance and scalability of the remaining three techniques.
Figure 2.3: Log B’s cost reduction over a period of one week.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the cost reduction of Log B achieved by the three optimisation
techniques over a week. In this experiment, all three techniques managed to discover
cheaper alternative execution scenarios. The hill climbing and tabu search techniques
performed slightly better with a cost reduction of over 13%. The hybrid genetic
algorithm’s performance fell slightly short of that, with a 12.75% reduction in cost over
time. Although hill climbing and tabu search have a higher cost reduction rate over time,
the hybrid genetic algorithm managed to gain a high reduction in a small time, reducing
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up to 12% within the first 6 hours from when the experiment was initialised. However,
the performance of the hybrid genetic algorithm plateaued after that. Hill climbing
and tabu search reached 12% roughly 40 hours into the experiment, and although slow,
continually reduced the cost and surpassed the hybrid genetic algorithm after two days
of running time. It should be noted that the hill climbing technique restarted around
the 100-hour mark, as no cheaper alternative execution scenario was found during the
search iteration. For this experiment, we thus observe that the hill climbing, tabu search,
and hybrid genetic algorithm perform equally well.
Figure 2.4: Log A’s cost reduction (logarithmic scale) over a period of one week.
The experiment conducted with Log B is for scalability test purposes only, and the
size of this log is a far cry from a real-life event log. Hence, we turn our attention
to the second experiment to gain a more concrete conclusion. We now analyse the
experiment that made use of Log A, with results illustrated in Figure 2.4. The hybrid
genetic algorithm performed distinctively better in this scenario, with a cost reduction
of 6.36% after one week of computation, whereas hill climbing and tabu search only
managed to reduce the cost by approximately 0.2%. Again, a similar pattern to the
previous experiment regarding the performance of the hybrid genetic algorithm was
observed. The hybrid genetic algorithm rapidly reduced the cost, reducing 4.5% of
the cost in the first 6 hours, and up to 5.5% in the following 12 hours, which strongly
highlights the validity of this approach for real-life sized event logs.
Also, several non-cost indicators were used as measurement factors. The average
waiting time between activities within the case was calculated, where a reduction in
average waiting time results in a reduction of service level agreement breaches, therefore
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Figure 2.5: Experiment results in terms of average waiting time between activities and
service level agreement breach count using Log B.
bringing down the cost. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 shows the changes in relation to these
two non-cost indicators. All techniques managed to reduce the average waiting time,
while also reducing the service level agreement breach count. It was additionally be
observed that the hybrid genetic algorithm, in particular, performs slightly better in
reducing the average waiting time, reducing at least 85% of the average waiting time
compared with less than 78% for the other two techniques. All techniques also managed
to considerably reduce, or even eliminate the number of cases that breach the service
level agreement by trading-off with execution cost and resource utilisations. From a
resource perspective, they are utilised in a much more effective way, resulting not only
in changes to their overall resource utilisation percentage, but also a reduction in cost
and cases that breach the service level agreement. Our cost optimisation technique
not only achieved a reduction in cost, but also increased the efficiency in a number of
process aspects.
In this section, we discussed the approach undertaken to evaluate the proposed
cost optimisation techniques with different logs. These preliminary results show that it
is possible to learn from the history by generating alternative scenarios to satisfy the
goal of cost minimisation. In a nutshell, the ILP technique is straightforward, but its
application to real-world business processes is unrealistic. The hill climbing and tabu
search techniques perform well with small sized logs. Although most of the options
to improve the efficiency of the techniques have been considered, the hybrid genetic
algorithm approach still outperforms them on realistic logs. Considering the emphasis
on cost reduction, the importance of scalability, and the balance between the non-cost
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Figure 2.6: Experiment results in terms of average waiting time between activities and
service level agreement breach count using Log A.
indicators, we can conclude that the hybrid genetic algorithm exhibited the best results.
Now we focus on some of the potential limitations of the presented work. We
assume that both start and complete times of activities are recorded in an event log. This
assumption enables us to compute accurate activity durations and allows us to reduce
activity wait times by shifting forward the start time of the activity if a suitable resource
is available. However, we acknowledge that it not all event logs generated by IT systems
contain both start and complete times for activities. In such cases, organisations need
alternative methods to calculate or approximate activity durations, or design a cost
function that caters for this deficiency. We would also like to note that the car insurance
claims example and its corresponding event log are not generated by a domain expert.
The example is inspired by a widely available insurance claim process8, as well as our
research group’s expertise with process models and logs from the insurance sector9.
The example cost structure used in the chapter is intended to demonstrate the extent of
the proposed generic cost structure which is backed by insights gained from literature in
the areas of management accounting and business process improvement. It is possible
that some of the cost functions and cost values presented in this cost structure may not
be realistic for a particular organisation. To conduct a more thorough evaluation of our
approach, we are dependent on an organisation providing us with a detailed event log
and a tailored cost structure, which is stated as part of our future work.
8http://www.aami.com.au/car-insurance/claimsprocess
9http://bpm-research-group.org/research/rss-publications
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2.6 Conclusion
This chapter proposes a novel cost-informed process improvement approach that enables
the generation and comparison of alternative process execution scenarios while taking
into account trade-offs in terms of cost.
This approach is based on the identification of fixed and variable parts of an event
log. On top of this framework, an adaptive cost structure that captures different cost-
related dimensions has been proposed and incorporated as the objective function. A
number of optimisation techniques were implemented and subsequently compared. The
experiments performed concluded that, although the time required for optimisation
is quite high, the hybrid genetic algorithm is still the best approach to achieve a cost-
informed process improvement in terms of performance and scalability. Observe that in
our approach, the overall cost of a business process (based on the process behaviour
represented in an event log) is computed, not the cost of individual cases. Organisations
can also utilise our proposed approach to perform scenario analysis or what-if analysis
by using different cost structures, enabling process analyst to analyse various to-be
scenarios using different cost functions and efficiency measures defined within the cost
structure.
As future work, our proposed approach could be evaluated not only by using a
real-world scenario, but also by using a real-world cost structure. The viability and
performance of other optimisation techniques could be investigated as well. Another
possible direction of future work is to explore the relaxation of optimisation constraints,
where our recommended technique: 1) could be extended to allow activities to be
executed in parallel; and 2) could incorporate changes in activity durations to cater for
productivity differences among resources. It is also possible to explore the differences
between the baseline and improved event logs and investigate visualisation techniques
to better portray the degree to which these differences contribute to cost minimisation.
This may lead to the development of a methodology for deriving cost-related insights
and using these insights as a basis for improvement recommendations.
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Chapter 3
Change Visualisation
3.1 Introduction
Business Process Improvement (BPI) is concerned with identifying opportunities for
business process redesign bearing in mind the potential impact that these redesign ac-
tions may have on different dimensions such as time, cost, quality and flexibility [75]. It
is essential for organisations to constantly engage in ways to lower the cost and improve
the efficiency of their business processes; hence the emphasis on BPI initiatives within
organisations. However, the technical challenges of improving a business process are ar-
duous. By utilising and analysing historical execution data, evidence-based approaches
to back BPI initiatives are becoming more prevalent, with support from methodologies
such as Six-Sigma [86], Lean Thinking [140], Kaizen [78], and many others. Process
mining techniques further promote BPI initiatives by providing evidence-based support
for analysis of business process execution trails recorded in event logs [119]. Because
of the fact that these techniques make use of actual execution data, this support is
evidence-based. Although a significant number of studies and implementations have
been carried out in the areas of BPI and process mining [55], there are only a few studies
that have looked into identifying business process inefficiencies from a cost perspective.
In an attempt to “improve the history”, we propose an approach to identifying
potential efficiency gains in business operations by observing how they are carried out
in the past, and then exploring better ways of executing them (refer to Chapter 2). A
generic cost model assigns costs to the alternative execution scenarios, considering the
trade-offs between time, cost, and resource utilisation. This approach takes the original
execution history of a business process (event log) as an input, heuristically introduces
cost-reducing perturbations, and produces an alternative execution scenario (perturbed
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event log).
Often the cost of the alternative execution scenario is significantly lower compared
to the original event log (refer to Chapter 2). In addition, the non-cost performance of
the two execution scenarios varies. Analysts want to, with minimal analytic effort, know
what has changed, or what the differences between the two execution scenarios are, with
the aim of attributing these execution discrepancies to changes in process performance.
However, it is highly challenging to identify the differences between the original and
the alternative execution scenarios. Current techniques only allow event logs to be
analysed individually, whereas the analysis and visualisation of multiple event logs are
done manually. Proper visualisation can promote the delivery and understanding of
information [61], in this case, information concerning multiple event logs. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of studies that look into analysis of multiple
event logs. Without a proper approach to identify and portray the differences between
two event logs, potential process improvement opportunities may be missed.
Therefore, this chapter aims to identify and visualise the differences between two
event logs, providing inference for the changes in business process performance. Knowl-
edge from the field of visual analytics is leveraged to propose visualisation environments
that enable process analysts to better identify and analyse the differences. The key differ-
ences, in this case, the resource allocations and the start and end times of activities, are
illustrated using visualisations. The perceived usefulness and the user acceptance of the
visualisations are assessed through an empirical user evaluation. With proper analysis
and visualisation techniques in place, process analysts are provided with insights in a
more effective and efficient manner to better facilitate BPI initiatives.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Related work is reviewed and
discussed in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, the fundamentals of this research, the concepts
of resource reallocation and activity rescheduling, as well as the visualisation concepts,
are introduced. Section 3.4 discusses the design principles, an illustrative example, and
the realisations of the visualisation concepts. Section 3.5 discusses the user evaluation
and presents its results. Section 3.6 concludes this chapter and outlines potential future
work.
3.2 Related Work
Within the field of Business Process Management (BPM), the concepts of Business
Process Redesign (BPR) and Business Process Improvement (BPI) are highly relevant
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to researchers and practitioners. A number of case studies have looked into creating a
framework to list and classify best practices to facilitate BPR within organisations [83,
94]. In [75], a number of BPR best practices and approaches are provided. BPR has also
been applied and evaluated via case studies carried out in organisations from various
fields [59, 153]. An approach that uses performance measures to quantify the impact
and trade-offs of business process redesign actions on all dimensions of workflow
performance has also been developed [58].
Process mining facilitates continuous BPI and BPR activities by extracting knowl-
edge from event logs [54, 111, 119]. An event log is a data store where a historical
record of process execution is kept. Information such as events (offer, start, complete),
data attributes, utilised resources and task durations can be extracted from an event
log [115]. Process mining techniques can provide valuable insights into control flow
dependencies, data usage, resource utilisation and various performance-related statistics.
Process mining is enabled through the facilitation of software. One of the leading tools
for process mining is the ProM framework [119]. ProM provides a generic open-source
framework for process mining and analysis tools in a standard environment, and plug-ins
can be added to extend its functionalities [127].
A number of studies to improve business processes have utilised process mining
techniques. Process mining facilitated the analysis of invoice processing from process,
organisational, and case perspectives [119]. By analysing and learning from past
business process executions, recommendations on possible next steps can be provided
to the users considering specific optimisation goals [100]. Business process models
can also be discovered by mining event logs [125]. Drawing inspiration from the
well-known OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) data cubes, the notion of “process
cubes” was introduced in [14]. Each cell in the process cube corresponds to a set
of events and can be used to discover a process model, to check conformance with
respect to some process model, or to discover bottlenecks [113]. A number of works
revolve around comparing different representations of a business process. Techniques to
compare two process models based on their observed control-flow behaviour have been
proposed [116]. Process mining can also be used to measure the conformance between
event logs and process models [12, 98]. A generic framework for re-engineering event
logs in a controlled manner has been introduced [117]. However, techniques to compare
and analyse two event logs are still in their infancy.
The analysis of event logs involves potentially a huge amount of data, which
requires the support of specialised techniques. Visual analytics is a multidisciplinary
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field that aims to enable people or organisations to process and extract insights from vast
amounts of data, and communicate results so that strategic actions can be taken [61].
Shneiderman first introduced “overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”
as the visual information seeking mantra, to be used as a starting point for portraying
information using advanced graphical user interfaces (visualisation) [103]. Keim et al.
then improvised a visual design guideline of “analyse first, show the important, zoom,
filter and analyse further, and details-on-demand”, bringing the focus towards visual
analytics [61]. This mantra clearly stated that visual analytics is a field that combines
both analytical approaches and visualisation techniques [61]. The decision-making
performance is heavily dependent on what the problem is and how the problem is
represented; it follows that the cognitive fit between the problem and its representation
is extremely important [131, 132]. Andrienko and Andrienko provided a general outline
of how to explore, analyse and visualise spatial and temporal data [5]. More specifically,
in terms of resource and time information, social network graphs are commonly used to
illustrate relationships [50, 118], whereas charts are useful for describing time-related
information [3, 15].
Although a majority of the studies in the area of information visualisation do
not focus on the business process perspective, visual analytics has been and is in-
creasingly influencing the field of business process improvement and process min-
ing [25, 26, 95, 120]. As process mining techniques analyse huge amounts of business
process information, the event data needs to be presented appropriately to be meaning-
ful. Social Network Analysis (SNA), a collection of methods, techniques, and tools in
sociometry for the analysis of social networks [102], has been used by several process
mining techniques to facilitate their analysis of sociometry [64, 105, 119]. Dotted charts
have also been used to facilitate log analysis, where each row corresponds to one of
the cases, laid out on a time scale [95]. PPM (process of process modelling) chart,
an extension of the dotted chart, was used to visualise the steps to create a process
model [18]. A number of visualisations have also been proposed to analyse large
numbers of event sequences [90, 141, 142, 152]. MatrixWave [152] was proposed by
Zhao et al. to visualise and compare traffic patterns of event sequences, however, the
temporal perspective is not taken into account. LiteFlow [141], Outflow [142], and Fre-
quence [90] were proposed to visualise and aggregate temporal event sequences, with
the latter two visualisations accentuating event sequence outcomes as well. Nonethe-
less, only the temporal perspective is given priority. Thus, insights into the resource
perspective are lacking. Moving away from event sequences, de Leoni et al. made use
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of both map and movie metaphors to visualise work items and resources assignment
in a sophisticated manner [26]. In addition to visualising event data meaningfully, a
number of studies looked into analysing and visualising the performance of business
processes. An alignment-based framework with visualisation has facilitated the confor-
mance checking of process models [25]. The performance evaluation of collaborating
resources in a business process can be facilitated by visualisations as well [95]. The
prediction of completion time of running instances using discovered process models
has also been facilitated by a number of visualisations [120]. Several works have
investigated visualisation approaches to highlight the differences and commonalities
between business processes. Kriglstein et al. investigated visualisation requirements for
process changes [65], as well as a visualisation approach to highlight the instance traffic
of two process models [66]. The behaviours of organisations were also compared and
illustrated using an alignment matrix visualisation [11]. There is a lack of studies on
how visualisations can be utilised to compare two event logs and provide meaningful
insights.
3.3 Change Visualisation Approach
Figure 3.1: Overview of the approach to explore less expensive business process
execution scenarios, and gain insights by visualising the changes or differences between
the two event logs.
The proposed process improvement approach begins with changing and improving
the history of a process (via cost-reduction), and subsequently visualising the differences
between the original event log and the perturbed event log. Figure 3.1 illustrates the
overall process improvement approach.
A hybrid genetic algorithm-based approach was developed to explore less expensive
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Table 3.1: Example of cost functions defined in the cost model used by the cost model-
informed process improvement approach.
Cost Type Property Value Cost Function
Case
Damage Type & Case Duration Windscreen $40 per hour
Case Duration [SLA Breach]
$1500 if it takes more than 5 days, and
$500 for every subsequent day after that
Activity
Activity & Resource CAR & A1 $100 per invocation
Activity & Resource [Over-qualified Resources] $1000 per invocation
Resource
Resource Utilisation Between 0 and 0.15 (under-utilised) $45 per minute
Resource Utilisation Between 0.75 and 0.85 (optimum utilisation) $1 per minute
Resource Utilisation Higher than 0.9 (over-utilised) $20 per minute
ways (in terms of a cost function, that includes various quality dimensions) to execute
a business process (refer to Chapter 2). By utilising an event log, a number of key
characteristics of the process are kept the same (such as the activities performed and their
durations, and the arrival times of cases), while other elements within the event log (such
as resource allocations and start times of activities) are perturbed in order to explore
different execution scenarios, taking into account the working hours of resources. The
notion of cost is applied to time and resource efficiency measures. For example, cases
that finish earlier and use resources efficiently are desired, hence less costly. These cost
notions are captured by a robust cost model, which is then used as an objective function
to determine the fitness of the execution scenarios in terms of process-related cost. We
take into consideration cost model-informed trade-offs between multiple aspects such
as case duration, activity execution, and resource utilisation. Table 3.1 shows examples
of such cost functions. The hybrid genetic algorithm-based approach explores different
execution scenarios by perturbing the resource allocations and activity start times. This
results in a perturbed event log, where the process has been optimised. We refer the
reader to Chapter 2 for further details.
The emphasis of this chapter is on how to visualise the differences between the
original event log and the perturbed event log (that is, change visualisation). With both
event logs on hand, this work analyses certain process characteristics by comparing
and contrasting two event logs. The concepts of resource swap and time shift are
proposed to analyse the differences between two event logs. In addition, a number
of visualisations are introduced and implemented to better portray the two concepts.
These visualisations take into account some common design principles from the field
of visual analytics [61]. Categories are depicted using appropriate colour schemes and
shapes. The magnitude of differences is represented by the size, weight and length of the
elements. The positioning of elements, as well as the usage of bar charts with timeline
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axis, may illustrate spatial and temporal data. The design principles are discussed in
detail in Section 3.4.
In the remainder of this section, the fundamentals are introduced and formalised in
Subsection 3.3.1. The changes from a resource perspective, namely the reallocation of
resources, the change in resource utilisations, and the changes in busy and idle times
for resources, are analysed in Subsection 3.3.2. Lastly, Subsection 3.3.3 discusses
the changes from a time perspective, including effects of activity (task instances)
rescheduling on cases and tasks, as well as the changes in busy and idle times for cases.
3.3.1 Fundamentals
The starting point of this approach is an event log. An event log consists of a collection
of process instances (cases). For each case, there is a sequence of activities. An activity
is an instance of a task. We require that each activity has a start time and an end time.
Each activity is executed by a resource. Table 3.2 illustrates a fragment of an event log.
Table 3.2: A possible fragment of the car insurance claim event log in chronological
order, where each line is an activity instance. (CAR = Create Assessment Report; RAR
= Review Assessment Report)
Case ID Activity Start Time End Time Resource ...
1 CAR 10/06/13 09:31:00 10/06/13 09:39:00 A5 ...
1 RAR 10/06/13 09:42:00 10/06/13 10:00:00 IS2 ...
2 CAR 10/06/13 09:45:00 10/06/13 09:50:00 A1 ...
2 RAR 10/06/13 09:55:00 10/06/13 10:10:00 IS1 ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
Definition 8 (Event Log). Given TS  R is the set of possible timestamps, and Dur 
R 1 is the set of durations, L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res, art, st, etq is an event log
where:
• C is a set of cases,
• A is a set of activities (task instances),
• T is a set of tasks,
• R is a set of resources,
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• the sets C,A, T , and R are pairwise disjoint and finite,
• case P AÑ C is a surjective function mapping activities to cases,
• task P AÑ T is a surjective function mapping activities to tasks,
• res P AÑ R is a surjective function mapping activities to resources,
• art P CÑ TS is a function specifying the arrival time of cases such that,
artpcq  min
aPA,
casepaqc
stpaq, for all c P C,
• st P A Ñ TS assigns a start time to each activity and et P A Ñ TS assigns an
end time to each activity such that:
– @aPA stpaq ¥ artpcasepaqq, and
– @aPA etpaq ¡ stpaq.
For convenience, we define the activity sets:
• Ac  ta P A | casepaq  cu, for all c P C,
• At  ta P A | taskpaq  tu, for all t P T , and
• Ar  ta P A | respaq  ru, for all r P R.
In reality, most, if not all resources involved in business processes are not available
at all times. Working hours, annual leave, sick leave, and so on will affect the availability
of the resources. In order to accurately calculate the time taken by a resource to execute
an activity, the working hours of resources are taken into consideration.
Definition 9 (Interval). An interval Intv  tpz, z1q P TSTS | z   z1u consists of a pair
of timestamps, with z denoting the interval’s start time, and z1 denoting the interval’s
end time. The end time of an interval must be later than its start time.
Definition 10 (Working Hours). Let L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res, art, st, etq be an
event log, WH : RÑ PpIntvq is a set of intervals denoting the valid working hours of
resources (where resources are allowed to execute activities), such that:
• stw P Intv Ñ TS denotes the starting time of the working hour, i.e. stwpz, z1q  z,
and etw P Intv Ñ TS denotes the end time of the working hour, i.e. etwpz, z1q  z1,
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• for all r P R, and all p1, p2 P WHprq, p1  p2, or stwpp2q ¡ etwpp1q, or
stwpp1q ¡ etwpp2q (there should be no overlapping of working hours for each
resource).
Additional process-related information, such as activity durations, case end times,
and case throughput times, can be derived from information present in an event log.
The temporal functions are defined as follows.
Definition 11 (Temporal Functions). Let L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res, art, st, etq be
an event log and WH be the set of valid working hours of resources, the following are
some derivable temporal functions from an event log where:
• durWHL P A Ñ Dur is a function mapping activities to durations, taking into
account the working hours of resources:
– durWHL paq  ¸
pPWHprespaqq
durpstpaq,etpaq,stwppq,
etwppqq,
where durpstpaq, etpaq, stwppq, etwppqq 
∗ 0, if etpaq ¤ stwppq _ etwppq ¤ stpaq,
∗ etpaq  stpaq, if stpaq ¥ stwppq ^ etpaq   etwppq,
∗ etwppq  stpaq, if etwppq ¤ etpaq ^ stwppq   stpaq ^ etwppq ¡ stpaq,
∗ etpaq  stwppq, if stwppq ¥ stpaq ^ etwppq ¡ etpaq ^ stwppq   etpaq,
and
∗ etwppq  stwppq, if stwppq ¡ stpaq ^ etwppq   etpaq,
for all a P A,
• cetL P C Ñ TS is a function specifying the end time of a case, where cetLpcq 
max
aPAc
etpaq, for all c P C,
• tptL P C Ñ Dur is a function assigning throughput times to cases, where
tptLpcq  cetLpcq  artpcq, for all c P C.
The actual duration of an activity is calculated based on the amount of time it is
being executed by a resource during its working hours. A case is deemed as finished
once the last activity within the case is completed. The throughput time of a case is the
duration between the case arrival time and case end time.
A perturbed event log is an event log where its resource allocations, and activity
start and end times are modified, while everything else remains unchanged. A perturbed
event log is defined as follows.
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Definition 12 (Perturbed Event Log). Let L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res, art, st, etq be
an event log, L¯  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res1, art, st1, et1q is a perturbation of L where
st1, et1, and res1 are modified, and L¯ is an event log.
In addition, we define:
• A¯r  ta P A | res1paq  ru, for all r P R (resource allocation for activities in
the perturbed event log), and
• A∆  ta P A | respaq  res1paqu (activities where their resources were reallo-
cated and replaced).
3.3.2 Changes from the Resource Perspective
A resource swap is characterised by the reallocation of activities from one resource to
another. An activity that has been reallocated from one resource to another is called a
swapped activity. Likewise, an activity that was not reallocated is called a stable activity.
Resource swaps might influence the utilisation of resources, the execution cost, and the
performance of a business process. While improvements in utilisation and cost may be
obvious, the actual perturbations of resource allocations that produce these results are
not evident. Inspired by the research studies in the area of BPI [58, 59, 73, 74, 75, 94]
and reinforced by our research team’s experience in the area of BPM1, we propose to
consider resource-related questions such as:
• How many resource swaps have occurred?
• Which activities had their resources reallocated?
• Which resources got swapped the most?
• Which cases and tasks are involved, and how many resource swaps have occurred
for a particular case or task?
• Which activities are the most stable (the least resource swaps occurred)?
• What are the utilisation levels of the resources, and are there any changes in
resource utilisation?
• Are there any changes to the times when resources are busy or free?
1http://bpm-research-group.org/research/rss-publications/
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Business process improvement actions can be initiated from potential insights
gathered by interpreting the answers to the questions above. For instance, sub-optimal
resource allocations can be identified by investigating the resource swap frequency
and patterns, allowing process analysts to devise better resource allocation strategies.
Knowledge gained from studying idle patterns of resources can also instigate innovative
process redesign activities to complement the organisation’s resource behaviours.
To answer these questions, the three main areas that could be affected by a resource
swap are formalised and represented via visualisation concepts. These areas are: 1)
the resources, tasks, and cases that are involved in the reallocation of resources; 2) the
differences in resource utilisations; and 3) the change in resource busy and idle times.
Change in Resource Allocations
The direct result of resource swaps is the change in resource allocations for activities.
Resource swaps can be analysed from a number of perspectives. It is interesting to
not only analyse 1) the reallocation of activities from one resource to another, but also
2) the reallocation of activities from one resource to another within a case, and 3) the
reallocation of activities of different tasks from one resource to another.
In addition, analysing resource swaps using different resource allocation views
could yield interesting insights. The different resource allocation views include: 1)
resource allocation in the original event log; 2) resource allocation in the perturbed
event log; 3) stable activities in both original and perturbed event logs; 4) all resource
allocations in both original and perturbed event logs; 5) swapped activities in the
original event log; and 6) swapped activities in the perturbed event log. To realise
the analysis of resource swaps from different perspectives and viewpoints, a weighted
digraph (weighted directed graph) is chosen because its graphical properties can be
used to characterise relationships between multiple entities [50].
Three resource swap weighted digraphs are conceptualised in accordance with the
three perspectives (resource, case, and task), where the representation of their graphical
elements will change depending on the graph perspective and the resource allocation
view. Figure 3.2 shows a resource swap weighted digraph illustrating the reallocation
of activities from one resource to another. Figure 3.3 conceptualises the resource swaps
from a case perspective where an activity within a case has been reallocated from
one resource to another, whereas Figure 3.4 shows the resource swaps from a task
perspective where an activity of a certain task has been reallocated from one resource to
another. The graph elements are described in detail as follows:
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Figure 3.2: A graph illustrating the reallocation of activities from one resource to
another.
Figure 3.3: A graph illustrating the reallocation of activities from one resource to
another within a case.
• node – represents activities executed by a resource (i.e., a ‘resource’ node) or
activities executed within a case (i.e., a ‘case’ node) or activities of a task (i.e.,
a ‘task’ node). The nodes are labelled with respective identifiers for resources,
cases, or tasks;
• node size – represents the number of activities associated with a given node. The
size of a resource node can be configured to show one of six different resource
allocation views;
• pie-in-node – categorises the activities represented within a resource-node into
their corresponding tasks, illustrating the proportion of tasks executed by a
resource;
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Figure 3.4: A graph illustrating the reallocation of activities of different tasks from one
resource to another.
• directed edge – depending on the source and target nodes:
– a directed edge between two resource nodes represents the reallocation of
activities from one (source) resource to another (target resource);
– a directed edge from a resource node to a case node represents the activities
in the (target) case had reallocated from another resource to the (source)
resource;
– a directed edge from a case node to a resource node represents the activities
in the (source) case had reallocated from the (target) resource to another
resource;
– a directed edge from a resource node to a task node represents the activity
instances of the (target) task had reallocated from another resource to the
(source) resource;
– a directed edge from a task node to a resource node represents the activity
instances of the (source) task had reallocated from the (target) resource to
another resource; and
• edge weight (thickness) – illustrates the number of reallocations as represented
by the directed edge.
With the support of appropriate design rationales and interactivity, potential obser-
vations and insights that could be gained from these visualisation types include:
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• the set of tasks that a particular resource or role is authorised to execute (the
resource node’s pie slices, using a segmented colour scale for ease of task identi-
fication);
• the stable and swapped activities (the nodes and the edges, where their magnitude
can be derived by observing the node size and edge weight);
• resource behaviours, where, for example, a particular activity (or task or case)
has a higher retention rate with a particular resource (the proportion of the pie
slices of a resource node); and
• reallocation patterns between resources, cases, and tasks.
To facilitate the definition of a resource swap weighted digraph, the graph perspec-
tives and resource allocation views are characterised using two configuration parameters:
• G = {‘res’, ‘case’, ‘task’} denotes the three graph perspectives that could be used
to analyse the resource swaps; and
• V = {‘old’, ‘new’, ‘stable’, ‘all’, ‘disappeared’,
‘emerged’} denotes the six different resource allocation views to represent the
resource reallocations between two event logs.
Definition 13 (Activity Sets). Let r P R be a resource. For each v P V there is an
Xrv that maps the activities associated with resource r for resource allocation view v,
defined as follows:
• Xrv  Ar, if v = ‘old’,
• Xrv  A¯r, if v = ‘new’,
• Xrv  Ar X A¯r, if v = ‘stable’,
• Xrv  Ar Y A¯r, if v = ‘all’,
• Xrv  ArzA¯r, if v = ‘disappeared’, and
• Xrv  A¯rzAr, if v = ‘emerged’.
For convenience, we use the notation Xyv  Ay, for y P CY T , even though there is no
dependency on v.
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Definition 14 (Resource Swap Weighted Digraph). Let L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res,
art, st, etq be an event log, L¯  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res1, art, st1, et1q be a perturba-
tion of L, g P G be a graph perspective, and v P V be a resource allocation view.
RSg,v
L,L¯
 pN ,E, size, pie,weightq is a resource swap weighted digraph, with resource
allocation view v and graph perspective g over event logs L and L¯ where:
• N is the set of nodes, such that N 
– tXrv | r P Ru, if g = ‘res’,
– tXyv | y P RY Cu, if g = ‘case’, and
– tXyv | y P RY T u, if g = ‘task’,
• E is the set of directed edges representing resource swaps, such that E 
– tprespaq, res1paqq P R R | a PA∆u, if g = ‘res’,
– tpres1paq, casepaqq P R C | a PA∆u Y
tpcasepaq, respaqq P C R | a PA∆u, if g = ‘case’, and
– tpres1paq, taskpaqq P R T | a PA∆u Y
tptaskpaq, respaqq P T  R | a PA∆u, if g = ‘task’,
• for all n P N , size P N Ñ N is a function assigning sizes to nodes, sizepnq  |Xnv |,
• for all r P R, pier P T Ñ [0,1] is a function specifying the proportion of activities
that were executed by resource r dependent on resource allocation view v, such
that for all t P T , pierptq =
–
|ta P Xrv | taskpaq  tu|
|Xrv|
, if Xrv  ∅,
– 0, otherwise.
• for all px, yq P E, weight P EÑ N is a function assigning weights to edges, such
that weightppx, yqq 
– |Ax X A¯y|, if px, yq P R R,
– |pA¯xzAxq XAy|, if px, yq P pR Cq Y pR T q, and
– |pAyzA¯yq XAx|, if px, yq P pC Rq Y pT  Rq.
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Figure 3.2 in Subsection 3.3.2 illustrates a resource-swap weighted digraph from
the resource perspective, with a resource allocation view v = ‘new’ (the resource nodes
depicting the resource allocation in the perturbed event log). It can be observed that,
although a high number of activities are reallocated from R2 to R1 (thicker edge pointing
from R2 to R1), R2 is still executing more activities compared to R1 (larger node size
for R2).
Differences in Resource Utilisations
The reallocation of activities from one resource to another will affect the rate of resource
utilisation. The resource utilisation and the differences in resource utilisation are defined
below.
Definition 15 (Resource Utilisation). Let L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res, art, st, etq be
an event log, and WH : RÑ PpIntvq be a set of valid working hours for each resource.
For r P R, utilLprq 
°
aPAr
durWHL paq
°
pP
WHprq
durpmin
cPC
artpcq,max
cPC
cetLpcq, stwppq, etwppqq
is the utilisation of resource r over the duration of L, calculated by dividing the total
duration of all activities executed by a resource, by the total working hours of that
particular resource.
Figure 3.5: The differences in resource utilisation between two event logs.
A divergent bar chart is chosen to highlight the differences between two event
logs, illustrating either positive or negative changes to characteristics of the event logs’
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elements. Figure 3.5 conceptualises a resource utilisation shift divergent bar chart. Each
row represents a resource, where a bar illustrates the differences in utilisation for that
resource. An increase in resource utilisation is illustrated with a green horizontal bar ex-
tending towards the right. Likewise, a decrease in resource utilisation is illustrated with
a red horizontal bar extending towards the left. The length of each bar is commensurate
with the magnitude of the corresponding change in utilisation. Potential observations
from this visualisation type include:
• the change in resource utilisation; and
• whether the change exhibits itself predominantly for a particular resource or role.
Opposite directions, in this case, the increase or decrease in resource utilisations are
represented by green and red colours. This is supported by the length of the bars, which
indicates the magnitude of the change in utilisations. A divergent bar chart is defined
and mapped onto an abstract picture (Figure 3.6) below.
Definition 16 (Divergent Bar Chart). A divergent bar chart pX,Y,Valbar,Valplotq has
base sets X and Y with bar-value function Valbar P X Ñ R and partial plot-value
function Valplot P XY R.
Figure 3.6: An abstract picture of the divergent bar chart. The bars represent the base
set X, mapped based on the values in Valbar. The plots represent the base sets XY,
mapped based on the values in Valplot.
A resource utilisation shift divergent bar chart is defined as follows.
Definition 17 (Resource Utilisation Shift Divergent Bar Chart). Let L  pC,A,T ,R,
case, task, res, art, st, etq be an event log, and L¯  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res1, art, st1,
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et1q be a perturbation of L. RDCL,L¯  pR,∅, utilL¯  utilL,∅q is a divergent bar chart,
referred to as a resource utilisation shift divergent bar chart, that maps the differences
in resource utilisations between L and L¯.
The difference in resource utilisations is always between the range of -1 to 1, and it
can be translated to a percentage value.
Comparison of Resource Busy and Idle Times
Figure 3.7: Comparison of the busy and idle times of resources between two event logs.
The changes in a resource’s busy and idle times might also be one of the many
factors that influence the performance of a business process. Figure 3.7 illustrates a
visualisation concept of a resource twin-row chart. Each twin-row represents a resource,
and each bar represents an activity that was executed by the resource. The length of
each bar represents the duration of the corresponding resource performing the activity
involved. The stability of an activity (whether it is a stable activity or a swapped
activity) is expressed using different colours. Corresponding activities can be easily
traced with the highlighting of matching activities (when an activity is being hovered
over). Observations that can be drawn from this visualisation type include:
• the busy and idle times of resources;
• the activities that a particular resource executed;
• the activities’ execution durations; and
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• correlations between activities and resources.
To map out the periods where the elements are busy or idle, and compare the
similarities and differences between two event logs, a twin-row chart is defined and
mapped onto an abstract picture (Figure 3.8) as follows.
Definition 18 (Twin-Row Chart). A twin-row chart pX, forg, fper,Valq has a base set X
with two functions forg, fper P X TÑ Val. forg maps X to a set of values Val that can
be derived from the original event log at time points in T, whereas fper maps X to a set
of values Val that can be derived from the perturbed event log at time points in T.
Figure 3.8: An abstract picture of the twin-row chart.
A resource twin-row chart compares the resource busy and idle times between the
two event logs, as well as whether the activities were reallocated from one resource to
another. A resource twin-row chart is defined as follows.
Definition 19 (Resource Twin-Row Chart). Let L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res, art, st,
etq be an event log, and L¯  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res1, art, st1, et1q be a perturbation
of L. RTCL,L¯  pR, f rscL , f rscL¯ , t‘stable’,‘swapped’, ‘idle’uq is a twin-row chart, referred
to as a resource twin-row chart, such that for all r P R and z P T,
• f rscL pr, zq 
– ‘stable’, if Da P Ar rres1paq  r ^ stpaq ¤ z   etpaqs,
– ‘swapped’, if Da P Ar rres1paq  r ^ stpaq ¤ z   etpaqs, and
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– ‘idle’, otherwise, and
• f rsc
L¯
pr, zq 
– ‘stable’, if Da P A¯r rrespaq  r ^ st1paq ¤ z   et1paqs,
– ‘swapped’, if Da P A¯r rrespaq  r ^ st1paq ¤ z   et1paqs, and
– ‘idle’, otherwise.
The ‘stable’ and ‘swapped’ values in Val can then be mapped to different colours on
a chart, whereas the ‘idle’ value in Val is transparent on a chart (Figure 3.7).
The next section discusses the concept of time shift, where the start times of
corresponding activities from two event logs are compared for shifts in time.
3.3.3 Changes from the Time Perspective
A time shift is defined as the shift in activity start times, where the affected activity could
either start earlier (forward time shift) or later (backward time shift). Rescheduling of
activities might result in a number of outcomes such as a change in case throughput
time, a reduction of SLA (service level agreement) violations, and a change in resource
utilisation. A thorough analysis of the changes that resulted in an improved business
process, as well as suitable visualisations are essential in order to provide further
insights. Again, inspired by the research studies in the area of BPI and reinforced by
our research team’s experience in the area of BPM, it is interesting to consider and
answer resource-related questions such as:
• How many time shifts occurred within a particular case?
• Which cases are more prone to time shifts?
• How much has the throughput time reduced for a particular case?
• How much has the average waiting time reduced for a particular case?
• Which tasks are more prone to time shifts?
• Are activities that start within a certain time period more prone to time shifts?
• How much has an activity’s start time shifted?
• When is the idle time within a case?
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Providing answers to the questions above allow analysts to identify patterns (such
as changes in activity start times and differences in idle times) that contributed to a
reduction in execution cost. The insights gathered will enable process analysts to take
appropriate actions to improve business processes.
The time shifts will result in a number of changes, which include: 1) differences in
case throughput times; 2) differences in average activity start times; and 3) changes in
case busy and idle times. These time-related differences are formalised, and a number
of visualisations are conceptualised to portray these changes.
Case Time Shift (Rescheduling of Activities – Case Perspective)
Figure 3.9: The differences in case throughput times between two event logs.
The time shifts can manifest at both case and task levels. Within a case, the
rescheduling of start times for individual activities will result in a change in case
throughput times. In Figure 3.9 a case time shift divergent bar chart is visualised. Each
row represents a case, where the bar length represents the difference in case throughput
time. A reduction in case throughput time is expressed by a green horizontal bar
extending to the left. Likewise, an increase in case throughput time is expressed by
a red horizontal bar extending to the right. The length of each bar is commensurate
with the magnitude of the corresponding time shift. Each activity is represented by a
point (with a certain shape and a certain colour) along the row of its corresponding case.
The position of a point reflects the shift in an activity’s start time. The further left a
point is, the earlier the corresponding activity has started in the perturbed event log
compared to the original event log. Similarly, the further right a point is, the later the
corresponding activity has started in the perturbed event log compared to the original
event log. Potential observations from this visualisation type include:
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• the throughput time differences for a case;
• the time shift of an activity within a particular case; and
• the activities that tend to be rescheduled earlier or later.
To better illustrate the shifts in activity start times and case throughput times between
two event logs, an activity time shift is defined below. This is followed by the definition
of a case time shift divergent bar chart.
Definition 20 (Activity Time Shift). Let L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res, art, st, etq be
an event log, and L¯  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res1, art, st1, et1q be a perturbation of L.
tshiftactL,L¯ P AÑ R is a function specifying the start time difference for an activity over
event logs L and L¯, where for all a P A, tshiftactL,L¯paq  st1paq  stpaq. Furthermore,
tshiftact caseL,L¯ P CAÑ R is a function specifying the start time difference for an activity
within a case, and tshiftact taskL,L¯ P T A Ñ R is a function specifying the start time
difference for an activity of a task, where for all a P A, c P C, and t P T ,
• tshiftact caseL,L¯ pcasepaq, aq  tshiftact taskL,L¯ ptaskpaq, aq  tshiftactL,L¯paq,
• tshiftact caseL,L¯ pc, aq is undefined for c  casepaq, and
• tshiftact taskL,L¯ pt, aq is undefined for t  taskpaq.
Definition 21 (Case Time Shift Divergent Bar Chart). Let L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task,
res, art, st, etq be an event log, and L¯  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res1, art, st1, et1q be a
perturbation of L. CDCL,L¯  pC,A, tptL¯  tptL, tshiftact caseL,L¯ q is a divergent bar chart,
referred to as a case time shift divergent bar chart, that maps the difference in throughput
time of cases, as well as the time shift of activities within cases in L and L¯.
Task Time Shift (Rescheduling of Activities - Task Perspective)
Time shifts can be aggregated and analysed from a task perspective. Figure 3.10
conceptualises the task time shift divergent bar chart. Each bar on a row represents a
task and its average time shift across all cases that contain that particular task instance
(activity). A green horizontal bar that extends towards the left shows that on average,
the task instances tend to start earlier (forward time shift). Likewise, a red horizontal
bar that extends towards the right shows that on average the task instances tend to start
later (backward time shift). The length of each bar is commensurate with the magnitude
of the corresponding time shift. If a task instance is present in a case, the case is
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Figure 3.10: Aggregation and visualisation of the average time shift for tasks and task
instances within cases (each case is represented by a combination of colour and shape).
represented by a point (coloured shape) along the row of that task. The further left a
point is, the earlier an instance of that task in that case has started in the perturbed event
log compared to the original event log (forward time shift). Similarly, the further right a
point is, the later an instance of that task in that case has started in the perturbed event
log compared to the original event log (backward time shift). Potential observations
from this visualisation type include:
• the average time shift of a task;
• whether activities in a certain case tend to reschedule earlier or later; and
• possible task patterns and trends.
A task time shift divergent bar chart is defined below.
Definition 22 (Task Time Shift Divergent Bar Chart). Let L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task,
res, art, st, etq be an event log, and L¯  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res1, art, st1, et1q be a
perturbation of L. TDCL,L¯  pT ,A, tshifttaskL,L¯ , tshiftact taskL,L¯ q is a divergent bar chart,
referred to as a task time shift divergent bar chart, that maps the difference of the
average time shift for all activities that are instances of a task, as well as the time shift
of activities of different tasks in L and L¯, such that for all t P T ,
tshifttaskL,L¯ ptq 
°
aPAt
tshiftactL,L¯paq
|At| .
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Figure 3.11: A bird’s-eye-view of the cases, and the activities that are executed within
them.
Comparison of Case Busy and Idle Times
In Figure 3.11 a case twin-row chart is visualised. Every twin-row compares the
execution difference of a particular case between the two event logs. The activities that
are executed in the case are represented by the bars, distinguished by their colours. The
length of each bar is commensurate with the execution duration of the corresponding
activity. The colour of a bar represents the task of its corresponding activity. If two
or more activities are concurrently being executed within the same case, the colour
black will represent the period where the activities overlap in time. The total length of
a row represents the throughput time of its corresponding case. Empty gaps between
bars illustrate idle time, where no activity is being executed. Corresponding activities
can be easily traced with the highlighting of matching activities (when an activity is
being hovered over). Below are some possible observations that can be made from this
visualisation type:
• the throughput time and idle time differences for a particular case between two
event log variants; and
• possible patterns, e.g. a certain activity is usually associated with an increase in
idle time.
A twin-row chart is adapted to compare the case busy and idle times between two
event logs. A case twin-row chart is defined as follows.
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Definition 23 (Case Twin-Row Chart). Let L  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res, art, st, etq
be an event log, L¯  pC,A,T ,R, case, task, res1, art, st1, et1q be a perturbation of L,
and tv P T Ñ Val is an injective function mapping tasks to values. CTCL,L¯ 
pC, f caseL , f caseL¯ ,T Y tK,Juq is a twin-row chart, referred to as a case twin-row chart,
such that for all c P C and z P T,
• f caseL pc, zq 
– v, if Dt P T , D!a P Ac rtvptq  v^ stpaq ¤ z   etpaqs,
– K, if  Da P Ac rstpaq ¤ z   etpaqs, and
– J, otherwise, and
• f case
L¯
pc, zq 
– v, if Dt P T , D!a P Ac rtvptq  v^ st1paq ¤ z   et1paqs,
– K, if  Da P Ac rst1paq ¤ z   et1paqs, and
– J, otherwise.
Values in Val, (in this case, the set of tasks, K, and J) can then be mapped to
different colours on a chart (Figure 3.11).
3.3.4 Visualisation Design Principles
This chapter proposes a number of visualisations, each of them providing a distinctive,
analysis-worthy perspective for process analysts. The three attributes below can be used
to describe the characteristics of these visualisations:
• Process Aspects. Two process aspects are investigated for differences - the
resource perspective (resource swaps) and the time perspective (time shifts).
These aspects are portrayed using different visualisations.
• Visualisation Types. Two visualisation types are utilised in this study. As graphs
are commonly used to represent relationships among elements [50, 118], we used
social network graphs to portray the reallocation of resources. A timeline visuali-
sation approach is useful for depicting time-related information and identifying
temporal patterns [4, 15]. As charts are easy to learn and are a standard approach
to visualise temporal information, (divergent and twin-row) bar charts are used to
compare time information from different process-related elements for this study.
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• Comparison Types. The comparative analysis can be achieved using two meth-
ods. A side-by-side comparison provides analysts with a clear view of two event
logs, where not only the differences, but also the similarities can be identified
clearly. This type of comparison manifests itself in the twin-row chart. Secondly,
a δ-view illustrates and highlights only the differences between two event logs.
The resource swap weighted digraph and divergent bar chart exhibit this type of
comparison.
The proposed visualisations were guided by Shneiderman’s visual information
seeking mantra – “overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”[103]. The
visualisations are based on the following design rationale:
• The initial views of the visualisations are generated and presented at an appropri-
ate abstraction level to increase their comprehensibility.
• Analysts can further sort, filter, and drill down into the visualisation elements
according to their needs for a more targeted analysis. In addition, analysts can
refer to the statistics tables and panels to acquire further information as necessary.
• Specialised design principles and interactivity (e.g., the pie-in-node concept and
highlighting functionality) are also applied to certain visualisations to reduce
complexity, and at the same time, increase the amount of information that can be
portrayed in the visualisations. These design principles for each visualisation are
elaborated in their corresponding sections.
• The visualisations’ interfaces are standardised. The configuration panel is always
on the left, the statistics panel (for the chart visualisations) is on the right, and the
legend bar is positioned on top. (Refer to Figures 3.13 and 3.15.)
• Colour is considered to be the most important visualisation factor, followed by
size and shape [16]. In this work, colours are utilised in a number of ways,
depending on the visualisation’s purpose. To represent flows in opposite direc-
tions, complementary colours (e.g., green and red) are used [104]. To represent
multiple items (nominal data), colours with easily distinguishable colour schemes
(quantitative/segmented colour scales) are chosen [104]. In addition, users can
change the colours according to their preferences.
• Shapes are used to complement the colours for visualisations that contain many
elements. Only shapes such as circles, squares, triangles, diamonds, and stars are
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used, as they are visually distinctive for process analysts to differentiate amongst
them.
• Node size, edge weight and bar length are used to represent magnitude. For
charts, the X-axis represents either the magnitude or the duration. The magnitude
is determined by the positioning of a graphical representation, whereas the dura-
tion of an item is represented by its length. To represent the magnitude of change
in a graph, the size (of nodes), and the weight (of edges) are used.
3.4 Implementation
The visualisation concepts are realised via plug-ins within the ProM framework [119].
Three ProM plug-ins have been implemented to illustrate the visualisation concepts
presented in this chapter2. Two event logs are required as input. The first ProM plug-
in checks whether the second event log is a perturbation of the first event log. An
event log is deemed as a perturbation of the original event log only if its resource
allocations and activity start and end times have been modified, while everything else
remains unchanged. The two event logs will form a pair of logs, used as a basis to
analyse resource swaps and time shifts. The analysis results are illustrated using two
visualisation types. The second ProM plug-in is responsible for the graph visualisations
(as defined in Subsection 3.3.2), whereas the third ProM plug-in presents the chart
visualisations (as defined in Subsections 3.3.2, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.3, and 3.3.3).
3.4.1 Illustrative Example
A simulated car insurance claim process (illustrated in Figure 3.12) is used as a running
example in this research. The process starts off within the Insurance Company when
a customer lodges an insurance quote request for his damaged car. If the customer’s
insurance number is positively authenticated, an Insurance Adjuster will create an
assessment report based on the quote description. The Insurance Supervisor will then
review the assessment report. If the report is approved, the Insurance Adjuster will
notify the customer. If the report is rejected, the Insurance Adjuster will need to recreate
the report. The customer will then decide whether to lodge a claim by reviewing the
insurance advice. Should the customer lodge a claim, a Service Coordinator will review
2The developed ProM plug-ins can be found online at http://www.yawlfoundation.org/cost/
logbasedcostanalysisandimprovement.html.
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Figure 3.12: A BPMN model illustrating the car insurance claim process.
and provide advice on dropping-off the vehicle at the body shop. If the vehicle is still
drivable, the customer will drop-off the vehicle at the body shop. If not, the Service
Coordinator will arrange a tow truck to collect the vehicle on behalf of the customer.
Within the Body Shop, a Foreman receives the damaged vehicle and assesses the
damage. If the damage is not repairable, a Body Shop Supervisor will approve the
vehicle for write-off, and a Write-Off Specialist will compile a write-off report after-
wards. If the damage is repairable, the Foreman will estimate the repair cost and provide
feedback to the Insurance Supervisor. If the estimation exceeds the insurance cover, the
estimation will be rejected, and the Foreman will need to readjust the estimated repair
cost. Otherwise, the Foreman will repair the vehicle accordingly. After the repair is
completed, the Body Shop Supervisor will send an invoice to the Insurance Company,
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while the Service Coordinator advises the customer for vehicle collection. The vehicle
can either be delivered to the customer, or a pick-up taxi be arranged to transport the
customer to the Body Shop for vehicle pick-up. The process is complete when the
customer collects the vehicle.
The process has been translated into a Petri net [80] and is simulated using CPN
Tools3 in order to obtain an event log. We created an event log with 500 cases in this
way. The process consists of 16 tasks and spans across two organisational groups.
29 resources are involved, that are categorised into 6 roles. Each task can only be
executed by a certain role. Each resource group (role) is responsible for a fixed set of
tasks. Realistic working hours are also introduced in the process simulation, where all
resources work between 9 am and 5 pm.
The generated event log was optimised using a cost model-informed process im-
provement approach (refer to Chapter 2), resulting in a perturbed event log. The
perturbed event log demonstrated a cost reduction of 6.36%, as well as an 85% reduc-
tion in average waiting time within a case. Using the original event log and perturbed
event log as inputs, the differences between the two event logs are analysed and visu-
alised. The visualisations to illustrate the differences from a resource perspective are
demonstrated first, followed by the time perspective.
3.4.2 Resource Perspective Implementation
The implementation of resource swap weighted digraph, resource utilisation shift
divergent bar chart, and resource twin-row chart, are illustrated as follows.
Resource Swap Weighted Digraph
Three resource swap weighted digraphs are realised to depict resource swaps from
resource, case, and task perspectives. Figure 3.13 illustrates a resource swap weighted
digraph, which visualises the reallocation of activities from one resource to another. Fig-
ure 3.14a illustrates a resource swap weighted digraph from a case perspective, whereas
Figure 3.14b illustrates a resource swap weighted digraph from a task perspective. The
resource nodes in these three visualisations represent the number of activities that did
not reallocate (stable activities). The Spring layout algorithm of the JUNG Framework4
was chosen as its simple force-directed layout automatically disperses the nodes for easy
comprehension by users. Note that the edges represent all tasks (that are not filtered
3http://cpntools.org/
4http://jung.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 3.13: An example visualisation of the resource swap weighted digraph (resource
perspective), which corresponds to the conceptualisation in Figure 3.2.
out). If the user would like to examine specific task(s) in detail, filtering of tasks can be
performed using the settings on the left panel. The configuration panel on the left allows
process analysts to configure node and label settings, filtering options, and resource
allocation view options according to their need. Focusing on Figure 3.13, a number of
observations can be made:
• Resource swaps only occur within the same role, as there are no edges between
different roles. (The graphs presented above have had their layout adjusted to
emphasise this.)
• Among Body Shop Supervisors (BS1 and BS2, lower left-corner), most of the
SIN activities did not reallocate, as depicted by the larger proportion of the
cyan-coloured pie slice.
• Activities executed by the Adjusters (A1 – A10, upper left) tend to be reallocated
(high number of edges), possibly due to sub-optimal resource allocation.
• Both Insurance Supervisors (IS1 and IS2, upper right-corner) retain a high number
of activities (large node sizes). A reason for this may be that they were already
highly utilised, minimising the chances of resource reallocation occurring.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.14: The figure on the left is an example visualisation of a resource swap
weighted digraph (case perspective); The figure on the right illustrates a resource swap
weighted digraph from a task perspective, which corresponds to the conceptualisations
in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4.
Resource Utilisation Shift Divergent Bar Chart
A resource utilisation shift divergent bar chart (Figure 3.15) visualises the change in
resource utilisations between two event logs. A green bar that extends to the right
indicates an increase in resource utilisation, whereas a red bar that extends to the left
indicates a decrease in resource utilisation. Process analysts are able to sort and filter
the resources using the configuration panel on the left. A number of observations can
be made from Figure 3.15:
• F6 has the highest increase in its utilisation (26%), followed by F11 (12%).
• The majority of the resources only have a slight change in their utilisation (
5%), likely limited by their eligibility and working hours.
• Most of the resources that had their utilisations increased are Foremen (F1 – F20),
again, possibly due to their suboptimal resource allocation.
Resource Twin-Row Chart
The resource twin-row chart (Figure 3.16) enables users to view the resources’ busy and
idle times, and compares the differences between two event logs. An orange-coloured
bar suggests that the activity is reallocated from one resource to another, whereas a blue-
coloured bar highlights the unchanged parts. The configuration panel enables the sorting
and filtering of resources, as well as the option to change the colour representations. A
number of observations can be made from Figure 3.16:
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Figure 3.15: An example visualisation of the resource utilisation shift divergent bar
chart, which corresponds to the conceptualisation in Figure 3.5.
• Most of the activities were reallocated (indicated by the orange-coloured bars),
indicating that the scheduling and execution of activities could be improved.
• Most of the activities executed by Foremen (F1, F2, etc., from the third twin-row
onwards) have a longer duration compared to activities executed by Body Shop
Supervisors (BS1 and BS2, in the first and second twin-rows).
• Resources are idle more than half of the time, indicating a low resource utilisation.
Process analysts can locate the corresponding activity within the other event log
using the highlighted activity pair functionality. By pointing to a certain activity, both
the activity of interest and its corresponding activity will be highlighted. In addition, by
double-clicking any activity within the resource bar of interest, all activities within the
resource bar, along with all corresponding activities, will be highlighted (highlighted
resource). These actions help analysts to quickly determine the resource allocation
(and timing) differences of activity between the two event logs.
By utilising these visualisations, business process redesign best practices (notably,
best practices from a resource perspective, e.g. flexible resource assignment, specialist-
generalist, and extra resources) proposed by Mansar and Reijers [75] can be supported.
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Figure 3.16: An example visualisation of the resource twin-row chart, which corre-
sponds to the conceptualisation in Figure 3.7.
3.4.3 Time Perspective Implementation
The implementation of case time shift divergent bar chart, task time shift divergent bar
chart, and case twin-row chart, are illustrated as follows.
Case Time Shift Divergent Bar Chart
Figure 3.17 illustrates the case time shift divergent bar chart, which visualises the
difference in case throughput times and activity start times between two event logs. A
reduction in case throughput time in the perturbed event log compared to the original
event log is expressed by a green-coloured bar extending to the left. An increase in
case throughput time in the perturbed event log compared to the original event log is
expressed by a red-coloured bar extending to the right. The configuration panel on the
left allows process analysts to sort the cases, as well as to filter the cases and tasks. A
number of observations can be made from Figure 3.17:
• Case 104 had its throughput time reduced by roughly 2500 minutes, signifying
that the case has been idle most of its throughput time in the original execution.
• Case 10 had its throughput time increased by roughly 1200 minutes.
• In Case 1, activities ERC (light green-coloured square) and CAR (red-coloured
triangle) were shifted to start roughly 1250 minutes earlier.
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Figure 3.17: An example visualisation of the case time shift divergent bar chart, which
corresponds to the conceptualisation in Figure 3.9.
• ERC instances tend to shift a lot (indicating a big room for improvement), whereas
AVD (light blue-coloured squares) and APT (dark blue-coloured squares) in-
stances did not deviate a lot from their original start times (indicating minimal
room for improvement).
Task Time Shift Divergent Bar Chart
The task time shift divergent bar chart (Figure 3.18) aggregates and visualises the
time-related differences between two event logs from the task perspective. A green
bar that extends to the left indicates a “forward time shift”, where instances of its
corresponding task tend to start earlier. Likewise, a red bar that extends to the right
indicates a “backward time shift”, where instances of its corresponding task tend to start
later. The sorting and filtering of cases and tasks can be achieved using the configuration
panel on the left. A number of observations can be made from Figure 3.18:
• The majority of the task instances started earlier, resulting in shorter case through-
put times.
• Tasks CAR, NCV, and RAR tend to start later, possibly delayed to allow more
critical activities to execute first.
• The majority of activities within Case 10 (blue squares) started earlier.
• A number of activities within Case 104 (dark red squares) were delayed.
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Figure 3.18: An example visualisation of the task time shift divergent bar chart, which
corresponds to the conceptualisation in Figure 3.10.
Case Twin-Row Chart
The case twin-row chart (Figure 3.19) provides an overall comparative view of cases
and their activities between two event logs. A unique colour for each bar represents
the task of the activity. If two or more activities are running concurrently within the
same case, the colour black will represent the period where the activities overlap in
time. Overlapping activities can be minimised by filtering on the activities. Process
analysts can sort and filter the cases and tasks using the configuration panel on the left.
A number of observations can be made from Figure 3.19:
• The process improvement approach resulted in increased case utilisation and
reduced throughput time for most cases.
• However, most cases have various periods where no work is done on the case.
• With working hours of resources taken into account, activities that ran overnight
were discouraged, as longer execution duration often translates to higher costs.
• RPV instances (long, purple-coloured bars) have a lengthy execution time, and
often executed throughput the night. This resulted in the inability to reschedule
such activities.
To increase the visualisation’s usability, process analysts can locate the correspond-
ing activity within the other event log using the highlighted activity pair functionality.
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Figure 3.19: An example visualisation of the case twin-row chart, which corresponds to
the conceptualisation in Figure 3.11.
By pointing to a certain activity, both the activity of interest and its corresponding
activity will be highlighted. This action can enable analysts to quickly determine the
time differences for that particular activity between the two event logs.
Visualisations from a time perspective can provide insights into best practices such
as integration between customers or suppliers, operational behaviours, and resourc-
ing requirements [75]. These insights will lead to evidence-based business process
improvement actions.
In summary, this study aims to reason about the differences in cost and performance
between two executions of a business process by comparing the resource and time
discrepancies between them. Keeping this goal in mind, we utilised insights from visual
analytics to design, propose, and implement visualisations to identify key similarities
and differences between two event logs. With this ability, process analysts can make
informed decisions regarding areas to focus on to bring forth targeted business process
improvements.
3.5 User Evaluation
A user evaluation was conducted via a survey to find out: 1) how users from varying
demographics perceive visualisations in general; 2) whether the developed visualisa-
tions are doing what they are intended to do; and 3) the perceived usefulness and the
user acceptance of the developed visualisations [24]. Pilot visualisations were first
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implemented and evaluated via this survey. The feedback gathered from the survey
was already taken into account (refer to the final paragraph of Section 3.5.1) to im-
prove the visualisations presented in Section 3.4. A copy of the survey is available in
Appendix B.1 and online5.
The survey is targeted towards participants from around the world who have prior
BPM knowledge, e.g. BPM practitioners, BPM academics, and BPM (masters) students.
The survey was conducted online, and was distributed via a number of channels,
including:
• process mining-based social media (LinkedIn and Yammer);
• IEEE Task Force on Process Mining mailing list;
• ProM developers community mailing list; and
• BPM masters student mailing lists within some of the authors’ universities6.
The participants were expected to answer a total of 38 survey questions within
an estimated duration of 20 minutes. The survey first provided the background and
motivation for this research. Then, the participants were required to answer four
questions regarding their demographics. After that, six survey sections were presented
in order, each of them containing one visualisation. In each section, some introductory
notes for a particular type of visualisation were given. The participants were then
asked to answer an average of six questions by observing the given visualisations, to
evaluate the perceived intuitiveness and usefulness of the particular visualisation type,
and to provide any additional comments. Example questions include “Which resource
retained the most number of activities in Log 2 compared to Log 1?” (multiple choice),
“Which case has the biggest forward time shift (started earlier) for task ASD?” (multiple
choice), and “It is easy and intuitive to find the answers to the questions above using
this type of visualisation.” (Likert scale). The perceived intuitiveness and usefulness
were measured using the Likert scale (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree,
and Strongly Agree). Finally, participants were asked to evaluate the usefulness of the
visualisations as a whole and provide any final remarks.
5http://www.yawlfoundation.org/cost/logbasedcostanalysisandimprovement.html
6Queensland University of Technology (QUT), Brisbane, Australia, and Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven (KU Leuven), Leuven, Belgium.
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3.5.1 Evaluation Results
Out of the 42 people that started the survey, a total of 28 people completed it, which
translates to a completion ratio of 70%. Responses from two participants were elimi-
nated, as one selected the option “I don’t know” for every question, whereas another
displayed a pattern of selecting the first option for all questions, leading us to believe
that these two participants did not complete the survey in good faith. This resulted in 26
participants (15 BPM academics, 4 BPM students, 3 BPM practitioners, and 4 others),
with varying levels of experience (7 have more than 5 years, 10 have between 1 to 5
years, 6 have less than 1 year, and 3 have no experience).
All participants agree or strongly agree that they are aware of the concept of
BPM. When the survey questioned their preferred information conveying methods,
84.6% (46.2% strongly agree, and 38.5% agree) prefer visualisations over textual
representations. A majority of the participants make use of visualisations during their
work (84.6%), and more than half of the participants make use of visualisations for
business process analysis or business process improvement purposes (65.4%).
A total of six visualisations were evaluated, where participants were required to
answer a set of questions for each visualisation. The six visualisations that were chosen
for evaluation are the case twin-row chart, resource twin-row chart, resource swap
weighted digraph (resource perspective), resource utilisation shift divergent bar chart,
case time shift divergent bar chart, and task time shift divergent bar chart. Figure 3.20
illustrates the accuracy of the answers for all visualisations submitted by the participants.
On average, participants got 85% of the answers correct across all six visualisations. In
particular, students and practitioners have a slightly higher number of correct answers,
with 89% and 88% of the questions answered correctly, as opposed to 83% for academics
and 86% for other participants. Notably, the questions for the resource utilisation shift
divergent bar chart were answered most accurately, with only one participant getting
one answer wrong. The accuracy of the answers for the resource twin-row chart scored
lowest. As much as 30.8% of the participants either got both answers wrong or selected
the option “I don’t know”.
Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22 illustrate the perceived intuitiveness and perceived use-
fulness of the developed visualisations, respectively. On average, 62.6% perceived the
visualisations to be intuitive and useful. Notably, the visualisations resonated positively
with the practitioners, with an average of 84.3% perceiving the visualisations to be
intuitive and useful. The resource utilisation shift divergent bar chart and case twin-row
chart fared better, with an average of 88.5% and 76.9% of the participants, respectively,
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Figure 3.20: Breakdown of the answers’ accuracy for questions from all six visualisa-
tions.
perceiving the visualisations as intuitive and useful. The other visualisations performed
moderately on the intuitiveness and perceived usefulness scale, with two of the partic-
ipants strongly disagreeing that the visualisation is intuitive and useful. Overall, no
participants disagree or strongly disagree that the tool is useful.
The feedback given by the survey participants was consolidated and analysed.
Overall, the visualisations’ scalability, the use of colours, and the perceived ease-of-use
of the visualisations are the top concerns. Participants raised the issue of visualisation
scalability, reinforcing their arguments with the large amount of real world data that is
to be visualised. The use and interpretation of colours were questioned as well, on the
grounds that colour-blindness, overloading of activities, and smaller activity bars, might
result in colours and their corresponding tasks not being interpreted properly. A number
of comments were directed towards the perceived ease-of-use of the visualisation, which
was not measured in this evaluation. These comments suggest the use of labels, hover-on
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Figure 3.21: How participants perceive intuitiveness, for the six individual visualisations
and overall feedback.
tooltips, and highlighting of matching activities will be helpful. While not mentioned
in the survey, these functionalities were already implemented before the survey was
conducted (refer to Section 3.4.
We now investigate and discuss the comments provided for individual visualisations:
• Case twin-row chart. It is assumed that the end of the last activity bar denotes
the end time of the particular case. It appears this is not clear because two
participants suggested the case end times be marked or visualised as well.
• Resource twin-row chart. The reason for the low answer accuracy and the low
intuitiveness and usability ratings for this particular visualisation can be explained
as follows. The unconventional concept of resource swap proved to be difficult
for participants to interpret. One participant even questioned the importance of
this perspective, with the comment “I am not convinced that it is important to
see which particular resource has changed task with which particular resource”.
Another participant also suggested the importance of viewing the type of tasks
that were executed by the resources, instead of only viewing the resource stability.
• Resource swap weighted digraph. Again, the concept of resource swap was
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Figure 3.22: How participants perceive usefulness, for the six individual visualisations.
difficult for participants to grasp. However, the use of a graph proved to be
beneficial, as a number of participants mentioned that the visualisation was
intuitive and the questions easy to answer without any semantic comprehension.
• Resource utilisation shift divergent bar chart. Most comments pointed out
the use of colours in the visualisation, where a decrease in resource utilisation
is illustrated using a green bar, and an increase illustrated by a red bar. We
acknowledge that a reduction in resource utilisation might not be desired for some
organisations.
• Case time shift divergent bar chart. Participants deemed this visualisation to
be potentially useful, with comments such as “It’s still a bit difficult but I think
useful, because it shows correlations between two aspects of the process that are
hard to get together”.
• Task time shift divergent bar chart. One participant provided interesting feed-
back, stating “seeing going from right to left as a forward time shift is confusing,
when you are used to read from left to right”. This made us think that intuitiveness
is perceived differently depending on the cultural background.
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Finally, analysis of the overall feedback indicates that colour scheme usage and
scalability remain the main concerns for the visualisations. Although there are improve-
ments to be made, the feedback indicates that the visualisation is interesting, useful,
and has the potential to promote business process improvement activities.
Based on the feedback, a number of improvements were made to the visualisations:
• Resource utilisation shift divergent bar chart – the colours used to represent
the change in resource utilisation were switched around, using the colour green
to represent an increase in resource utilisation, and red to represent a decrease in
resource utilisation.
• Resource twin-row chart – in the visualisation, the option to change the colour
representation of the activity bars is enabled, allowing users to view the resource
stability of activities, as well as of the tasks of the activities.
• All visualisations – labelling changes were made to enhance comprehension of
visualisation elements (e.g. edge labels were repositioned and emphasised for
easier viewing).
3.5.2 Evaluation and Future Improvements
For most questions, participants managed to get the correct answer by studying the
visualisations. The fact that over 85% of the questions are answered correctly reflected
that the visualisations did what they are designed to do. It was also observed that
participants tend to prefer simple visualisations that are easy to understand, hence the
favourable results for the resource utilisation shift divergent bar chart.
We also point out potential biases and limitations with respect to the presented
user evaluations. First, despite the low number of participants, all of them have prior
experience in the business process management area. Hence they are the kind of users
for whom the proposed visualisations are intended. In addition, the level of participant
involvement strengthens the evaluation result, as over 50% of the participants pro-
vided additional comments and improvement suggestions for the open-ended questions.
Second, although the survey was distributed widely (BPM practitioners, academics,
and students), many of our respondents identified themselves as having an academic
background. This may have introduced some participant-selection bias, potentially
resulting in the views of practitioners being under-represented. However, as many BPM
academics are themselves involved in conducting process improvement case studies
and presenting their findings to stakeholders, we believe their views could be used as
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proxies for the lack of practitioners’ input. Third, the survey did not showcase the
interactive nature of the prototype tool. For instance, actions such as hovering over or
double clicking certain graphical icons, changing colours, filtering, and other parameter
settings have not been evaluated. Actions such as ensuring the participants’ anonymity,
as well as providing introductory statements for the visualisations, were taken to reduce
or mitigate leniency biases and item complexity and ambiguity biases respectively. In
addition, other response bias that may always be present in such evaluation method
also applies [91], as participants are naturally subjected to different cognitive and
socio-historical background.
Further improvements that could be made to the visualisations based on the feedback
received were noted. A more detailed, lay person’s explanation is desirable, as some
participants did not understand certain concepts. The usage of certain colour schemes
and the scalability of the visualisations need to be investigated further. Additional
functions (e.g. tooltip, double clicking actions, etc.) should be implemented as well to
further promote the usability and comprehension of the visualisations for the users.
In summary, it is believed that the evaluation clearly assessed the validity of the
developed visualisations, the purpose of which is to gain insights into the resource and
time differences between two event logs in order to further promote BPI activities.
3.6 Conclusion
This study developed visualisation techniques to facilitate targeted analysis of resource
reallocation and activity rescheduling between two event logs. Two executions of the
same process are compared using a bottom-up approach to developing insights into
evidence-based improvements. Appropriate and specialised visualisation techniques
were utilised to portray the differences effectively, where analysts can efficiently analyse
alongside the known disparity in business process performance.
Further improvements to the proposed visualisation approach can be investigated.
The scalability of the visualisation approach can be enhanced by pre-processing event
logs. A more in-depth investigation into the usage of colours could be carried out, with
the aim of tailoring visualisations to cater for colour-blindness, cultural background,
and many more variables. Continual improvements in scalability, usability, and com-
prehensibility of the visualisation will always be sought to provide stakeholders with
additional, useful insights.
The proposed visualisation techniques in this chapter allow the identification of
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changes that contribute to a cheaper and more efficient business process. This research
is a first of its kind, where knowledge from visual analytics was used to identify
and visualise the differences between two event logs. Industry stakeholders are able
to further investigate and initiate BPI activities based on insights gathered from the
visualisations. For future work, an in-depth investigation of changes that contribute
towards a number of different business goals could be performed. Process analysts can
then receive recommendations on business process improvement best practices and
opportunities, which include but are not limited to redesign of organisational structure
and improvement of business process operations (e.g. those proposed by Mansar and
Reijers [75]).
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Chapter 4
Impact of Process Change on Cost
Minimisation
4.1 Introduction
It is essential for today’s organisations to engage in continual business process improve-
ment (BPI) and redesign (BPR) activities. A number of common improvement goals
across organisations include but are not limited to throughput time reduction, cost reduc-
tion, increase in productivity, and increase in quality [22, 23, 35, 44, 46, 47, 75, 94, 97].
Despite this, the technical challenges of improving a business process are arduous.
Evidence-based approaches to back BPI initiatives are becoming more prevalent, with
support from methodologies such as Six-Sigma [86], Lean Thinking [140], Kaizen [78],
and many others. Process mining techniques further promote BPI initiatives by pro-
viding evidence-based support for analysis of business process executions recorded in
event logs [119]. Although a significant number of studies and implementations have
been carried out in the areas of BPI and process mining [54, 55, 112], there are only a
few studies that have looked into identifying business process inefficiencies from a cost
perspective, and subsequently recommending appropriate actions to minimise execution
costs.
In Chapters 2 and 3, we developed a hybrid genetic algorithm-based approach to
explore less expensive ways to execute a business process and subsequently proposed a
number of visualisation techniques to compare and contrast the two business process
executions [71]. With adequate analysis and visualisation techniques in place, process
analysts are provided with insights that result in lower execution costs. Such insights
include “utilisation of Resource A has increased by 10%”, or “Task A was executed one
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hour earlier”. Although changes related to the process execution and their collective
effect on cost minimisation were known, it is still unclear which changes play a more
important role in achieving the overall cost reductions. Furthermore, there is a lack of
techniques to analyse many alternative execution scenarios, with the aim of determining
the potential impact of execution deviances on execution costs. Process analysts desire
the ability to counterbalance trade-offs between the amount of changes required and the
potential cost impact, thus prioritising actions that may lead to a bigger impact on cost
reduction.
This chapter addresses the concerns mentioned above by providing insights into the
process-related changes and their impact on cost reduction, enabling process analysts to
prioritise certain BPI activities. To actualise a list of recommendations, the proposed hy-
brid genetic algorithm (see Chapter 2) is used to generate a collection of cost-minimised
alternative event logs for a given log. A number of key characteristics of the process are
kept the same (such as the activities performed and their duration, and the arrival times
of cases), while other elements within the event log (such as resource allocations and
start times of activities) are perturbed in order to explore different execution scenarios.
The notion of cost is applied to time and resource efficiency measures. For example,
cases that finish earlier and make use of resources efficiently are desired because they
are less costly. These cost notions are captured by a robust cost model, which is then
used as an objective function to determine the fitness of the execution scenarios in terms
of process-related cost. We take into consideration cost model-informed trade-offs
between multiple aspects such as flow time, activity execution, and resource utilisation.
The hybrid genetic algorithm-based approach explores different execution scenarios by
reallocating resources and rescheduling activities. The alternative execution scenarios
generated during every evolution are recorded, as well as their corresponding execution
cost. This results in a set of perturbed event logs, where their processes have been
optimised.
Next, changes related to resource reallocations and activity rescheduling (referred to
hereafter as “features”) were extracted by identifying the differences between the origi-
nal and alternative execution scenarios. The overall costs of the alternative execution
scenarios were computed as well. After that, the value of the features was transformed
to take into account the magnitude of their changes. As a result, each alternative execu-
tion scenario was associated with a set of features (differences between two execution
scenarios) and their respective execution cost. The impact of these features on business
process execution cost is analysed by performing a regression analysis, where a low
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regression estimate value indicates a high impact on execution cost reduction. Finally,
insights such as: 1) features with the highest impact on execution cost; 2) the preferred
task execution for a resource; and 3) the preferred resource allocation for a task can be
derived from further analysing the regression result. This provides process analysts with
a better understanding of the changes (to make) that may result in cost minimisation.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the proposed approach for analysing the impact of process change
on execution cost minimisation.
Figure 4.1: The proposed recommendation approach.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Related work is reviewed and
discussed in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 introduces the solution approach. In Section 4.4,
a pilot study and two experimental evaluations are presented. Finally, Section 4.5
concludes this chapter and states the potential areas for future works.
4.2 Related Work
A process-centric view of an organisation’s business process is mapped to an executable
process model, which is then operationalised and controlled by a business process
management system (BPMS) [110, 121]. With widespread implementation of BPMSs,
organisations are trusted with a large amount of collected data. Big data – a term that
refers to large amounts of data can be extracted and analysed for implicit, previously
unknown, and potentially insightful information using data mining techniques [139].
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Attention is then directed towards identifying approaches that will properly analyse
these data for useful insights. Proposed by Fayyad, Knowledge Discovery in Databases
(KDD) refers to the overall process of discovering useful knowledge from data [33].
Data mining is considered to be one of the steps in the KDD process [34], where it
describes a set of methods and techniques for analysing large amounts of data [45].
There are a number of data mining problems, which include but are not limited to data
summarisation, anomaly detection, clustering, and regression. In this research, we focus
on regression analysis [139] due to its simplicity, speed, and robustness.
The field of process mining extends data mining techniques to cater for business
process-related knowledge discovery. “Process mining is the missing link between
model-based process analysis and data-oriented analysis techniques” [114]. Process
mining is similar to data mining in the sense that they both use mining techniques
to analyse large amounts of data, producing information and insights to facilitate
business decision making. However, data mining emphasises finding information and
patterns within large datasets, whereas process mining emphasises finding patterns and
information about business processes. A number of data mining techniques have been
practised in the context of business processes. Data mining has been applied to workflow
logs to discover various kinds of information about the workflow [49, 124]. To discover
process executions that are not supported by a BPMS, methods to automatically derive
a formal model of a business process from an event log have been proposed [2, 20]. Van
der Aalst and van Dongen derived a workflow model based on Petri nets, incorporating
timing information such as minimum, maximum, and average time spent on a certain
stage of the process [123]. We now look into studies that apply data mining techniques
to business process executions. Grigori et al. applied a classification algorithm to
analyse, predict, and prevent exceptions [40]. The work also increased the quality of its
classification by preparing the appropriate data for analysis. Castellanos et al. proposed
a set of concepts and architectures to provide process analysts with intelligent business
process execution analysis and predictions [13]. The quality, productivity, cost, and
outcome of the process execution are taken into account. However, only the aggregate
cost (daily cost) is used, where it is categorised into three classes, “high”, “medium”,
and “low”.
Mining and analysing the process and data yields precious knowledge that could
be beneficial to organisations. It is the aspiration of many organisations to have the
feedback loop completed by provision of concrete recommendations based on insights
gathered. A number of recommendation approaches have been proposed to facilitate the
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creation and execution of business processes. Becker et al. proposed the Guidelines of
Modeling (GoM) framework, which organises the factors for the evaluation of process
models to facilitate the provision of modelling recommendations to less experienced
model designers [7]. In addition, process modelling editors equipped with recommender
systems have also been proposed and implemented [63, 69]. From the business process
execution point-of-view, Schonberg et al. proposed a recommendation service to assist
users in process execution that will achieve the process’s performance goals [101].
Haisjackl and Weber then extended the approach by proposing additional strategies to
recommend how best to proceed with a partially completed process instance [43]. Barba
et al. also proposed a recommendation system that takes into account both control-flow
and resource perspective to plan and schedule business process activities [6]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of studies that investigates the provision of
cost-informed business process execution recommendations.
4.3 Solution Approach
In this section, the impact of process change on cost minimisation is discussed. First,
the selection, extraction, and transformation of the features are described. Then, the
regression analysis assumptions, along with common remedies for regression models
that do not satisfy the assumptions, are presented. Finally, the regression analysis results
are interpreted, and the potential cost minimisation insights these offers are listed.
4.3.1 Feature Selection, Extraction, and Transformation
Utilising the hybrid genetic algorithm-based approach, the reallocation of activities from
one resource to another and the rescheduling of activities are performed to achieve a
cost reduction. Although the resulting cost minimisation was known, the actual process-
related changes and their corresponding impact on execution cost remain ambiguous.
The process analyst is interested in the magnitude of the changes between two event
logs, as well as to what degree these changes contribute to process cost minimisation.
Hence, this work aims to investigate and provide process analysts with insights into
the process-related changes that have a high impact on execution cost by proposing the
five-step approach below:
1. Identify and extract the differences (features) from both resource and time per-
spectives.
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2. Measure the occurrence of the extracted features within the original and improved
event log pair.
3. Scale the occurrence of the features to obtain a relative value (feature strength)
to measure the degree of changes made (relative value ranges from 0 to 1, with 1
being the maximum allowable change).
4. Perform a regression assumptions test, followed by a regression analysis to
determine the impact of the features on cost minimisation, taking their degree of
change into consideration.
5. Identify, analyse, and rank the features that are deemed to have a high impact on
cost reductions.
As the emphasis is placed on investigating and proposing changes based on the
resource and time perspectives, this approach focuses on two areas – the resource- and
time-related changes that have a big impact on execution cost reduction.
Reallocation of Resources
One of our goals is to observe how resources can be utilised in an efficient manner to
minimise execution cost. From the resource perspective, the reallocation of activities
from one resource to another can be characterised by activity resource swaps. Figure 4.2
illustrates the deallocation of R1 and allocation of R2 to execute Task A. The occurrence
of resource reallocation can be measured by calculating the number of resource swaps
that have occurred between two resources. We describe this feature using the format
OriginalResource-NewResource (e.g. R1-R2 = 10, mining that there are 10 activities
reallocated from resource R1 to resource R2). A task resource swap summarises
the resource reallocation at the task level. We describe this feature using the format
Task:OriginalResource-NewResource (e.g. TaskA:R1-R2 = 10, means that there are ten
instances of TaskA reallocated from resource R1 to resource R2).
The next step is to scale the feature values to obtain its strength. A number of
calculation methods were proposed to obtain the feature strengths. The number of
activities (of a certain task) and the number of eligible resources (for a certain task) are
two factors that influence the feature strengths. For example, an increase in the number
of eligible resources (for a certain task) translates to a higher number of resource swap
choices for a particular activity (of a certain task), therefore, a less significant degree
of change. Also, the higher the amount of activities that are present, the chances of
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Figure 4.2: A task resource swap, where R1 was reallocated away from Task A and
replaced by R2.
resource swap occurring are higher, therefore, there is a less significant degree of change.
However, due to the complexity of resource swap with the involvement of two resources,
the number of resources is not utilised to measure the feature’s strength. Instead, the
number of task instances (activities) is used to calculate the feature strength for task
resource swap features. As mentioned above, although a high number of activities will
translate to lower significance, a higher resource swap occurrence will still manifest
itself compared to the rest of the features. The strength of a task resource swap feature
is calculated using the formula below:
Strength(Task Resource Swap) =
# of Task Resource Swaps
# of Task Instances
Below is an example of how the task resource swap feature strength is calculated:
1. TaskA:R1-R2 = 14 (there are 14 TaskA activities that are reallocated from R1 to
R2).
2. There are 100 instances of TaskA.
3. Feature strength for TaskA:R1-R2 = 14/100 = 0.14.
Features that describe activities that did not have their resources reallocated (e.g.
TaskA:R1-R1) were omitted. This is to realign the extracted features to ensure that
useful and relevant business process improvement recommendations are provided.
Changes in Waiting Time
From the time perspective, we would like to observe how activities can be scheduled
to minimise execution cost. Figure 4.3 illustrates a decrease in waiting time between
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Tasks A and B. The rescheduling of activities may result in a change in waiting times
between two activities. The waiting time between two activities is measured by the
end time of the preceding activity and the start time of the succeeding activity. We
describe this feature using the format PrecedingActivity:SucceedingActivity:Change
(e.g. ActivityA-ActivityB:Decrease = 15, meaning that the waiting time between
ActivityA and ActivityB has been reduced by 15 minutes). A Tasks Waiting Time
Changes aggregates the difference in activity waiting times at the task level. This feature
is described by PrecedingTask:SucceedingTask:Change (e.g. TaskA-TaskB:Increase =
25, means that on average, the waiting time between TaskA and TaskB has increased by
15 minutes).
Figure 4.3: Waiting time changes between Tasks A and B (decrease in waiting time).
Again, the next step is to scale the feature values to portray the degree of changes.
There are a number of factors that can influence the significance of the change in
waiting time. For example, the original waiting time, the case duration, the positioning
of the activities, and many more, will influence the degree of changes in waiting times.
Case duration is chosen as a standard to measure the degree of change, as changes in
waiting times directly affect the case duration, regardless of its original waiting time
or the activities’ positioning within a case. Hence, to accurately measure the degree of
changes, the case duration of their corresponding cases needs to be taken into account
when calculating the feature strength. The strength of a waiting time between tasks
feature is calculated using the formula below:
Strength(Tasks Waiting Time Changes) =

Improved Log Waiting Time
Improved Log Case Duration

Original Log Waiting Time
Original Log Case Duration

An example of how feature strength of waiting time between tasks is calculated:
1. In the original event log, the waiting time between TaskA and TaskB is 45 minutes,
within a case that lasted 300 minutes.
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2. In the improved event log, the waiting time between TaskA and TaskB is 15
minutes, within a case that lasted 150 minutes.
3. Tasks Waiting Time Changes = (15/150) - (45/300) = 0.1 - 0.15 = -0.05.
4. Feature strength for TaskA-TaskB:Decrease = 0.05.
4.3.2 Cost Impact Analysis
The aim of this chapter is to estimate the cost impact of the extracted features, and
subsequently, recommend to process analysts the changes that have the highest cost
reduction impact. Regression analysis can be performed to estimate how a dependent
variable (in this case, the total cost of the process) changes when any of the independent
variables (in this case, the features) is changed.
There is a number of regression analysis methods that can be considered. The nature
of our feature set determines the type of regression technique to apply. First of all, we
have a high number of independent variables (feature), prompting us to focus on multiple
(linear) regression. Secondly, initial scatterplot analysis of our independent variables
shows that most of them have a linear relationship with our dependent variable (total
cost). Hence, a linear regression analysis [139] is preferred. Lastly, our independent
and dependent variables are continuous, which strengthens our choice of multiple linear
regression (instead of logistic or logit regressions).
Regression Model Assumptions Test
To determine whether a regression analysis is suitable for our dataset, a number of key
assumptions [27, 79] need to be tested:
• The relationship between the dependent and independent variables needs
to be linear. The linearity of the relationship can be assessed by identifying
the p-value of the significance of correlation coefficient test, where a linear
relationship between two variables is deemed to be significant if its p-value is less
than 0.05 [89]. Possible solutions to this issue include transforming the affected
variables, adding a higher-order term to the model, or making use of non-linear
regression analysis.
• The residuals1 are normally distributed. The normality of the residuals can be
1A residual is the difference between the observed and predicted value of the dependent variable.
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checked with a histogram of residuals [27, 79]. If the residuals are not normal,
one may consider transforming the variables or discarding the outliers.
• There should be minimal or no multicollinearity in the regression model.
Multicollinearity occurs if the independent variables are highly correlated with
each other. Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is one of the methods to check
for multicollinearity in the regression model [32, 76]. Multicollinearity can be
addressed by transforming the variable or discarding the variable.
• There should be minimal or no autocorrelation of residuals. Autocorrelation
occurs if the residuals are not independent of each other. A Durbin-Watson statis-
tic test [29, 30, 41] can be used to check for autocorrelation. If autocorrelation is
detected, new variables can be added, or the use of time series analysis may be
more suitable.
• The homoscedasticity of the residuals must not be violated. If the residu-
als along the regression line are not equal, the residuals are deemed to be het-
eroscedastic. A residual plot is a good way to check for homoscedasticity [27, 79].
If homoscedasticity is violated, transforming or removing the variable are among
the possible solutions.
Regression Analysis
One of the main regression outcomes that we are interested in is the “estimate” or
“coefficient” value. A regression result can be deciphered as such: for each one-unit
increase in the independent variable, the dependent variable is, on average, expected
to change the estimated or coefficient value. Our regression result can be interpreted
similarly as well, where a one unit increase in a feature’s strength will impact the total
execution cost by the estimate or coefficient value of the corresponding feature. Hence,
a high negative estimate value for a feature is desired, which indicates that the changes
(as indicated by the feature) may result in a cost reduction. It is also important to note
that due to the degree of changes being taken into account by the strength of the features,
the regression estimate values do not reflect the actual amount of cost impact for each
one unit increase in the corresponding features.
There are a number of insights that can be gathered from the regression result.
Analysing the overall regression result can provide process analysts with the top changes,
the top changes related to resource reallocation, and the top changes in waiting times that
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have a high impact on minimising execution costs. Further analysis can be performed
from both resource and task perspectives to gain additional insights.
From a resource perspective, Figure 4.4 illustrates an example with six features
along with their estimates. It can be observed that reallocating TaskB from Resource2
to Resource7 has a high impact on cost reduction. On the contrary, reallocating TaskA
from Resource6 to Resource7 may potentially increase the execution cost. Besides, by
summarising the features according to the tasks, and averaging their estimates, the most
or least preferred task for a particular resource to reallocate to can be derived. In this
case, reallocating Resource 7 to TaskB is preferred, as it indicates a high impact on cost
reduction (comparatively), whereas reallocating Resource 7 to TaskA is less desirable.
Figure 4.4: Example of features that involve the reallocation to Resource 7.
Potential insights from a resource perspective include:
• Top features for a particular resource. This insight can be gained by calculat-
ing and ranking the features that involve a particular resource.
• Most preferred task for a particular resource to execute. This insight can be
gained by analysing the resource reallocation features that involve the resource
of interest. The features are first grouped by the tasks that the resources are
reallocated to. Then, the average estimate for each of the groups is calculated.
Finally, the group are ranked by their average estimates from low to high, and the
task that has the lowest average estimate is deemed to be the most preferred task
for the resource to execute.
• Least preferred task for a particular resource to execute. Similarly, this
insight can be gained by analysing features that are grouped by the task that
the resources are reallocated away from. The task that has the lowest average
estimate is deemed to be the most preferred task to reallocate the resource away
from (least preferred task).
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From a task perspective, Figure 4.5 illustrates an example with features that involve
TaskA. Note that for this task, reallocating Resource2 to Resource7, as well as reallocat-
ing Resource1 to Resource6, may potentially minimise the execution cost. Furthermore,
by grouping them according to the resource allocation in the improved event logs, it can
be observed that reallocating TaskA to Resource7 has a higher impact on cost reduction
compared to reallocation to Resource 6. On the other hand, by grouping them according
to the resource allocation in the original event log, it can be observed that reallocating
TaskA away from Resource1 has a higher impact on cost reduction.
Figure 4.5: Example of features that involve TaskA.
Potential insights from a task perspective include:
• Top features for a particular task. This insight can be gained by calculating
and ranking the features that involve a particular task.
• Most preferred resource to execute a task instance. This insight can be gained
by analysing the resource reallocation features that involve the task of interest.
The features are first grouped by the resources that the task instances are reallo-
cated to. Then, the average estimate for each of the groups is calculated. Finally,
the groups (resources) are ranked by their average estimates from low to high,
and the resource that has the lowest average estimate is deemed to be the most
preferred resource to execute the task.
• Least preferred resource to execute a task instance. Similarly, this insight can
be gained by analysing features that are grouped by the resources that the task
instances are reallocated away from. The resource that has the lowest average
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estimate is deemed to be the most preferred resource to reallocate away from the
task (least preferred resource).
• Preferred changes in waiting time between two tasks. The preferred waiting
time changes can be identified: 1) for a particular task of interest (regardless
of it’s position); 2) where the task of interest is a preceding task; and 3) where
the task of interest is a succeeding task. The features are first grouped by their
change in waiting times (increase or decrease), and the average estimate is then
calculated. The change in waiting times that has the lowest average estimate is
then deemed to be the most preferred change.
With these insights, process analysts can identify the changes that have a high
impact on cost reduction and prioritise their BPI actions accordingly.
4.4 Experimental Evaluation
Three experiments were performed to investigate, understand, and validate the results
of the proposed approach. The application of this approach in a real-world scenario
was also evaluated. The first experiment was conducted using an event log with mock
tasks executed by fictitious resources (with no working hours defined). The second
experiment was performed using an event log with 100 cases, 9 tasks, and 14 resources.
Finally, the third experiment utilises a realistic event log that simulates a real-world
process, with 458 cases, 16 tasks, and 18 resources. Resource working hours were
defined for the event logs in the second and third experiments.
For each experiment, a descriptive analysis and a comparative analysis were per-
formed to interpret the regression results, as well as to verify whether the suggested
changes that may reduce execution cost are as expected. This section then concludes
with some remarks regarding the experimental results and the effectiveness of this
approach.
4.4.1 Experiment 1
For the first experiment, a total of seven experiments were performed using five event
log variants and three cost model variants. Table 4.1 illustrates the aspects of the cost
model variants. The goal of the cost models is to encourage shorter case durations, as
well as to utilise the cheapest resources available. No working hours are defined for the
resources in this experiment.
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Table 4.1: Cost model variants for the pilot experiment.
Cost Model
Case Cost Resource Cost Description
Variant
CM 1A $5 per hour
If R1, $70 per hour.
If R2, $60 per hour.
If R3, $50 per hour.
If R4, $40 per hour. Benchmark
If R5, $30 per hour. cost model.
If R6, $20 per hour.
If R7, $10 per hour.
CM 1B $5 per hour
If R1, $140 per hour. Utilisation of
If R2, $120 per hour. cheaper resources
If R3, $100 per hour. are encouraged by
If R4, $80 per hour. doubling the cost
If R5, $60 per hour. associated with
If R6, $40 per hour. resources.
If R7, $20 per hour.
CM 1C $10 per hour
If R1, $70 per hour. Reduction in case
If R2, $60 per hour. duration is
If R3, $50 per hour. emphasised by
If R4, $40 per hour. doubling the cost
If R5, $30 per hour. associated with
If R6, $20 per hour. case durations.
If R7, $10 per hour.
Each experiment evaluates the difference in outcomes based on different charac-
teristics of the event log and cost model variants. Table 4.2 provides an overview
of the characteristics of the five event log variants, where the number of features is
calculated by aggregating the total number of possible task resource swaps and the total
number of possible task waiting time changes. This is then followed by Table 4.3, which
summarises the seven pilot experiments, and outlines the results that we are expecting.
The experiments were conducted with the hybrid genetic algorithm for 100 genera-
tions (with 100 solution population per generation)2. The pre-established constraints for
this approach still apply, which include: 1) resources can only execute one activity at a
time; 2) the partial order of the tasks is ensured; 3) activities cannot be rescheduled to
start earlier than the case arrival time; and 4) the activity durations remain the same (see
Chapter 2). This resulted in 10000 improved event logs (100 generations * 100 solution
population) for each experiment. The original execution cost, the average execution cost
(for the improved event logs), as well as the cost reduction percentage (for the event log
with the highest cost reduction) for each of the experiments are listed in Table 4.4. By
2Files can be obtained via http://yawlfoundation.org/cost/
logbasedcostanalysisandimprovement.html.
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Table 4.2: Log variants for the pilot experiment.
Log Log Number of
Description
Variant Characteristics Features
L1
5 Cases; 5 Tasks;
210
Most activities are already allocated to one of the cheapest
7 Resources resources. Hence, there is little room for resource-related improvements.
L2
5 Cases; 5 Tasks;
210
Most activities are allocated to one of the expensive resources.
7 Resources Hence, there is a lot of room for resource-related improvements.
L3
5 Cases; 5 Tasks;
9
Most activities are executed in an near-optimal manner, with
1 Resource minimal waiting time between activities. Hence, there is little
room for time-related improvements.
L4
5 Cases; 5 Tasks;
9
Most activities are not executed in an near-optimal manner, with
1 Resource long waiting time between activities. Hence, there is a lot of room for
time-related improvements.
L5
5 Cases; 5 Tasks;
219
Most activities are allocated to one of the expensive resources,
7 Resources and most activities are not executed in an near-optimal manner.
Hence, there is a lot of room for resource and time-related improvement.
analysing the original and improved event logs, the changes (features) were extracted
and subsequently scaled. The overall cost of the individual improved event logs were
computed as well. As a result, each alternative scenario is associated with a set of
features and their respective execution cost. For each experiment, a regression analysis
is then performed to examine the impact of the features on cost reduction.
We first look at the results gathered from Experiment 1A. Table 4.5 lists the top 15
features and the aggregated regression estimates based on the original and reallocated
resources (for all activity executions). Out of the 15 features, ten features indicate that
reallocating activities to Resource7 and Resource6 will have a high impact on cost
reduction. The aggregated results also strengthen this observation, where reallocating
activities away from Resource1 and reallocating activities to Resource7 and Resource6
yields the highest cost reduction. These behaviours are within our expectations. Hence,
we confirm our first hypothesis.
For Experiment 1B, Table 4.6 lists the top 15 features and the aggregated regression
estimates based on the original and reallocated resources (for all activity executions).
The results are similar to Experiment 1A, where reallocating activities away from
Resource 1-2 and reallocating activities to Resource 6-7 yields the highest cost benefit.
However, as there is more room for improvement in this scenario, the regression
estimates reflect a higher impact on cost reduction, with the aggregated estimate where
activities are reallocated to Resource7 being -33.33, which is higher than -28.79 (the
aggregated estimate in Experiment 1A). With this, the hypothesis for Experiment 1B is
confirmed.
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Table 4.3: The pilot experiment setup.
Experiment Log Cost Model
Emphasis Expected Results (Hypothesis)
ID Variant Variant
1A L1 CM 1A
Utilise the Utilising Resources 1-3 has the least impact on cost
cheapest resource reduction, whereas utilising Resources 5-7 has the
highest impact on cost reduction.
1B L2 CM 1A
Utilise the Utilising Resources 1-3 has a lesser impact on cost
cheapest resource reduction, whereas utilising Resources 5-7 has a
higher impact on cost reduction (compared to Experiment 1).
1C L3 CM 1A
Reduce the Reductions in waiting time have a higher impact
case duration on cost reduction over increases in waiting time.
1D L4 CM 1A
Reduce the Reductions in waiting time have an even higher
case duration impact on cost reduction over increases in
waiting time (compared to Experiment 3).
1E L5 CM 1A
Utilise the cheapest Utilising Resources 1-3 have the least impact on cost
resources and reduce reduction, whereas utilising Resources 5-7 has the
the case duration highest impact on cost reduction. Also, reduction
in waiting time having a high impact on cost reduction.
1F L5 CM 1B
Utilise the cheapest Expected results as for Experiment 5. However, the
resources and reduce resource-related features rank higher compared to the
the case duration time-related features.
1G L5 CM 1C
Utilise the cheapest Expected results as for Experiment 5. However, the time-
resources and reduce related features rank higher compared to the
the case duration resource-related features.
We now look at the results of Experiment 1C, which focuses on the time-related
features. Because this experiment only has nine features, Table 4.7 sorts and lists
the regression estimates for all features, followed by the features and their respective
estimates, grouped by task. As the aim of the cost model is to reduce the average
waiting time between activities, it can be observed that the reduction in waiting time
features has a higher impact on cost reduction than does an increase in waiting time
features, with TaskC-TaskD:Decrease having the highest impact on cost reduction. The
result of this experiment confirms the hypothesis for Experiment 1C.
For Experiment 1D, Table 4.8 sorts and lists the regression estimates for all features,
Table 4.4: A summary of the experiment’s results.
Experiment Original Cost
Average Cost Highest Cost
Reduction % Reduction %
1A 176.67 3.83% 13.21%
1B 208.33 24.10% 36.00%
1C 87.50 -4.07% 3.14%
1D 304.17 58.97% 78.82%
1E 512.50 42.17% 62.84%
1F 720.83 36.70% 59.34%
1G 816.67 47.35% 69.57%
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Table 4.5: The results for Experiment 1A.
Top 15 Features Estimate
Reallocate Away Aggregated Reallocate To Aggregated
From Resource Estimate Resource Estimate
TaskE:Resource1-Resource7 -50.00 Resource1 -27.57 Resource1 29.55
TaskC:Resource1-Resource7 -49.99 Resource2 -15.74 Resource2 14.39
TaskE:Resource1-Resource6 -41.67 Resource3 -7.58 Resource3 6.82
TaskA:Resource1-Resource6 -41.66 Resource4 -3.21 Resource4 -2.50
TaskD:Resource2-Resource7 -41.66 Resource5 10.42 Resource5 -11.67
TaskD:Resource3-Resource7 -33.35 Resource6 19.45 Resource6 -17.50
TaskB:Resource1-Resource5 -33.35 Resource7 29.16 Resource7 -28.79
TaskA:Resource2-Resource6 -33.33
TaskA:Resource1-Resource5 -33.33
TaskE:Resource3-Resource7 -33.33
TaskA:Resource4-Resource7 -25.03
TaskB:Resource2-Resource5 -25.02
TaskD:Resource4-Resource7 -25.01
TaskE:Resource1-Resource4 -25.01
TaskA:Resource2-Resource5 -25.01
Table 4.6: The results for Experiment 1B.
Top 15 Features Estimate
Reallocate Away Aggregated Reallocate To Aggregated
From Resource Estimate Resource Estimate
TaskB:Resource1-Resource5 -50.03 Resource1 -29.72 Resource1 20.83
TaskC:Resource1-Resource7 -50.00 Resource2 -19.33 Resource2 10.53
TaskB:Resource1-Resource7 -50.00 Resource3 -9.88 Resource3 0.00
TaskE:Resource1-Resource7 -50.00 Resource4 0.00 Resource4 -9.32
TaskA:Resource1-Resource7 -49.99 Resource5 9.72 Resource5 -21.88
TaskD:Resource1-Resource7 -49.98 Resource6 0.00 Resource6 -25.00
TaskC:Resource2-Resource7 -41.68 Resource7 0.00 Resource7 -33.33
TaskB:Resource2-Resource7 -41.67
TaskA:Resource1-Resource6 -41.67
TaskA:Resource2-Resource7 -41.67
TaskE:Resource2-Resource7 -41.67
TaskB:Resource1-Resource6 -41.67
TaskD:Resource2-Resource7 -41.66
TaskE:Resource1-Resource6 -41.66
TaskC:Resource1-Resource6 -41.66
followed by the features and their respective estimates, grouped by task. Again, similar
results to Experiment 1C can be observed, with TaskB-TaskC:Decrease having the
highest impact on cost minimisation. However, as this execution scenario is sub-
optimal, the regression result reflects a higher impact on cost reduction. The estimate
value for the feature TaskC-TaskD:Decrease is -240.98, which is higher than for the
same feature in Experiment 1C, which has an estimate value of -23.95. Our hypothesis
for Experiment 1D is hence confirmed by the results of this experiment.
Table 4.7: The results for Experiment 1C.
Features Estimate Task Features Estimate
TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -23.95
Task A
CaseArrival-TaskA:Increase 0.20
TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -10.72 TaskA-TaskB:Decrease 28.97
CaseArrival-TaskA:Increase 0.20 TaskA-TaskB:Increase 9.68
TaskD-TaskE:Increase 3.73
Task B
TaskA-TaskB:Decrease 28.97
TaskB-TaskC:Decrease 7.60 TaskA-TaskB:Increase 9.68
TaskA-TaskB:Increase 9.68 TaskB-TaskC:Decrease 7.60
TaskC-TaskD:Increase 13.21 TaskB-TaskC:Increase 29.74
TaskA-TaskB:Decrease 28.97
Task C
TaskB-TaskC:Decrease 7.60
TaskB-TaskC:Increase 29.74 TaskB-TaskC:Increase 29.74
TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -23.95
TaskC-TaskD:Increase 13.21
Task D
TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -23.95
TaskC-TaskD:Increase 13.21
TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -10.72
TaskD-TaskE:Increase 3.73
Task E
TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -10.72
TaskD-TaskE:Increase 3.73
Table 4.8: The results for Experiment 1D.
Features Estimate Task Features Estimate
TaskB-TaskC:Decrease -323.40
Task A
CaseArrival-TaskA:Increase -94.56
TaskA-TaskB:Decrease -313.46 TaskA-TaskB:Decrease -313.46
TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -291.56 TaskA-TaskB:Increase 23.00
TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -240.98
Task B
TaskA-TaskB:Decrease -313.46
CaseArrival-TaskA:Increase -94.56 TaskA-TaskB:Increase 23.00
TaskA-TaskB:Increase 23.00 TaskB-TaskC:Decrease -323.40
TaskD-TaskE:Increase 102.22 TaskB-TaskC:Increase 106.71
TaskB-TaskC:Increase 106.71
Task C
TaskB-TaskC:Decrease -323.40
TaskC-TaskD:Increase 121.53 TaskB-TaskC:Increase 106.71
TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -240.98
TaskC-TaskD:Increase 121.53
Task D
TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -240.98
TaskC-TaskD:Increase 121.53
TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -291.56
TaskD-TaskE:Increase 102.21
Task E
TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -291.56
TaskD-TaskE:Increase 102.21
For our final three experiments, the same event log variant (variant L5) is coupled
with three cost model variants. Experiment 1E is performed with cost model variant
CM 1A (which is also used in Experiments 1A-1D) and is used as a benchmark for both
Experiments 1F and 1G. Experiment 1F is performed using cost model variant CM 1B
(with heavy penalisation of expensive resources), whereas Experiment 1G is carried out
using cost model variant CM 1C (with heavy penalisation of extended case duration).
The results of Experiment 1E are as expected, with activities where executing
resources are reallocated away from Resources 1-3 and reallocated to Resources 5-7
returning the highest impact on cost reduction. Likewise, a decrease in waiting time
is desired as well, yielding greater impact on cost reduction compared to an increase
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in waiting time. Table 4.9 lists: 1) the top 15 features; 2) the aggregated regression
estimates based on the original and reallocated resources (for all activity executions);
and 3) the time-related features and their respective estimates, grouped by task. Observe
that although the results may become harder to interpret with an increase in features, the
experiment still returned the expected outcomes, and hence confirmed our hypothesis
for this experiment.
Table 4.9: The results for Experiment 1E.
Top 15 Features Estimate
Reallocate Away Aggregated Reallocate To Aggregated
Task Features Estimate
From Resource Estimate Resource Estimate
TaskB:Resource1-Resource7 -172.13 Resource1 -77.17 Resource1 -13.68 Task A CaseArrival-TaskA:Increase -9.44
TaskC:Resource2-Resource7 -170.95 Resource2 -69.20 Resource2 -13.02 TaskA-TaskB:Decrease -54.00
TaskC:Resource2-Resource5 -165.13 Resource3 -35.86 Resource3 -32.47 TaskA-TaskB:Increase -1.45
TaskE:Resource2-Resource6 -164.33 Resource4 -19.73 Resource4 -44.40 Task B TaskA-TaskB:Decrease -54.00
TaskB:Resource3-Resource7 -162.00 Resource5 -16.19 Resource5 -59.30 TaskA-TaskB:Increase -1.45
TaskB:Resource1-Resource4 -149.75 Resource6 0.00 Resource6 -59.97 TaskB-TaskC:Decrease -61.08
TaskB:Resource1-Resource5 -147.90 Resource7 0.00 Resource7 -71.52 TaskB-TaskC:Increase 16.38
TaskC:Resource2-Resource3 -145.21 Task C TaskB-TaskC:Decrease -61.08
TaskC:Resource2-Resource6 -141.25 TaskB-TaskC:Increase 16.38
TaskA:Resource1-Resource4 -137.10 TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -65.76
TaskC:Resource2-Resource1 -132.24 TaskC-TaskD:Increase 22.37
TaskB:Resource1-Resource6 -131.03 Task D TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -65.76
TaskB:Resource3-Resource6 -127.60 TaskC-TaskD:Increase 22.37
TaskE:Resource1-Resource7 -123.24 TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -81.09
TaskD:Resource5-Resource7 -119.39 TaskD-TaskE:Increase 28.76
Task E TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -81.09
TaskD-TaskE:Increase 28.76
In general, Experiment 1F yielded similar results to Experiment 1E. However,
it can be observed that as expensive resources are being penalised more, there are
higher incentives for activities to be reallocated to cheaper resources. This behaviour
is reflected in the aggregated regression estimates for the resources, with activities
reallocating to Resource7 returned an aggregated estimate of -100.79, as compared to
Resource7 in Experiment 1E, which is -71.52. The hypothesis for this experiment is
herewith confirmed. Table 4.10 provides a summary of Experiment 1F’s regression
results.
Experiment 1G, as expected, produced similar results to Experiment 1E. Nonethe-
less, a closer inspection reveals higher estimate values for the time-related features than
found in Experiment 1E. This is because reductions in waiting time are being prioritised,
leading to reductions in case duration, which are encouraged by higher costs that are
associated with case durations. With this, we confirm our hypothesis for Experiment
1G. Table 4.11 provides a summary of Experiment 1G’s regression results.
In summary, the first experiment not only demonstrated that our approach returns
the expected results, but also has the ability to provide a ranked list of features that have
a high impact on cost minimisation.
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Table 4.10: The results for Experiment 1F.
Top 15 Features Estimate
Reallocate Away Aggregated Reallocate To Aggregated
Task Features Estimate
From Resource Estimate Resource Estimate
TaskA:Resource2-Resource7 -166.31 Resource1 -88.23 Resource1 3.81 Task A CaseArrival-TaskA:Increase 10.14
TaskD:Resource1-Resource5 -158.60 Resource2 -86.67 Resource2 -11.04 TaskA-TaskB:Decrease -52.13
TaskB:Resource2-Resource6 -152.05 Resource3 -55.46 Resource3 -40.78 TaskA-TaskB:Increase 22.25
TaskD:Resource4-Resource7 -151.75 Resource4 -35.69 Resource4 -59.25 Task B TaskA-TaskB:Decrease -52.13
TaskB:Resource1-Resource6 -147.72 Resource5 -13.70 Resource5 -80.57 TaskA-TaskB:Increase 22.25
TaskD:Resource2-Resource6 -147.18 Resource6 0.00 Resource6 -84.63 TaskB-TaskC:Decrease -44.78
TaskD:Resource1-Resource7 -146.07 Resource7 0.00 Resource7 -100.79 TaskB-TaskC:Increase 17.58
TaskE:Resource3-Resource7 -139.44 Task C TaskB-TaskC:Decrease -44.78
TaskA:Resource2-Resource5 -133.10 TaskB-TaskC:Increase 17.58
TaskA:Resource1-Resource7 -132.46 TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -66.32
TaskB:Resource1-Resource7 -132.14 TaskC-TaskD:Increase 21.84
TaskB:Resource2-Resource7 -130.93 Task D TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -66.32
TaskD:Resource1-Resource4 -130.13 TaskC-TaskD:Increase 21.84
TaskE:Resource2-Resource7 -124.89 TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -63.87
TaskC:Resource2-Resource7 -123.25 TaskD-TaskE:Increase 14.01
Task E TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -63.87
TaskD-TaskE:Increase 14.01
Table 4.11: The results for Experiment 1G.
Top 15 Features Estimate
Reallocate Away Aggregated Reallocate To Aggregated
Task Features Estimate
From Resource Estimate Resource Estimate
TaskB:Resource3-Resource7 -239.12 Resource1 -105.92 Resource1 -60.80 Task A CaseArrival-TaskA:Increase -2.80
TaskD:Resource1-Resource7 -201.14 Resource2 -119.51 Resource2 -64.15 TaskA-TaskB:Decrease -83.33
TaskA:Resource2-Resource5 -199.64 Resource3 -74.20 Resource3 -55.27 TaskA-TaskB:Increase 19.35
TaskD:Resource1-Resource5 -198.62 Resource4 -61.69 Resource4 -92.96 Task B TaskA-TaskB:Decrease -83.33
TaskA:Resource2-Resource6 -194.81 Resource5 -60.34 Resource5 -104.80 TaskA-TaskB:Increase 19.35
TaskD:Resource1-Resource6 -188.90 Resource6 0.00 Resource6 -94.37 TaskB-TaskC:Decrease -105.03
TaskC:Resource2-Resource4 -183.75 Resource7 0.00 Resource7 -109.23 TaskB-TaskC:Increase 29.57
TaskA:Resource2-Resource3 -181.43 Task C TaskB-TaskC:Decrease -105.03
TaskA:Resource5-Resource4 -177.60 TaskB-TaskC:Increase 29.57
TaskD:Resource2-Resource5 -175.86 TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -122.98
TaskC:Resource4-Resource3 -173.47 TaskC-TaskD:Increase 37.31
TaskB:Resource2-Resource7 -167.60 Task D TaskC-TaskD:Decrease -122.98
TaskB:Resource2-Resource1 -166.62 TaskC-TaskD:Increase 37.31
TaskA:Resource1-Resource7 -158.55 TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -125.20
TaskD:Resource1-Resource2 -157.94 TaskD-TaskE:Increase 36.19
Task E TaskD-TaskE:Decrease -125.20
TaskD-TaskE:Increase 36.19
4.4.2 Experiment 2
This subsection will discuss the characteristics of the second event log, as well as
the experiment results. This car insurance claim process contains 100 cases, 9 tasks,
and 14 resources, and was simulated using CPN Tools3 to obtain an event log (every
resource works from 8 am to 6 pm, 7 days a week.). Figure 4.6 depicts a BPMN model
illustrating the car insurance claim process, followed by Table 4.12, which describes
the roles that are allowed to perform the respective tasks.
Utilising the same event log, three variants of the cost model are used to evaluate
the regression analysis results. Table 4.13 compares the characteristics of the three cost
model variants. In the first experiment (known as Experiment 2A from here onwards)
the first cost model variant, CM 2A, is used. This experiment serves as a benchmark,
where the cost values and functions reflect a real world costing structure. For the second
3http://cpntools.org/
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Figure 4.6: A BPMN model illustrating the car insurance claim process.
Table 4.12: Tasks and the roles that are allowed to perform them.
Roles Allowed Tasks
Insurance Clerks (IC) Lodge Claim, Review Claim, Appoint Assessor, Request Assessment
Insurance Assessors (IAss) Assess Car, Assess Customer
Insurance Managers (IM) Decide Claim (Allowed to execute all tasks, although undesired)
Insurance Accountants (IAcc) Approve, Reject
experiment (known as Experiment 2B from here onwards), the cost model variant
CM 2B is used, which reduces the cost of utilising certain resources with the aim
of encouraging activities to reallocate to the chosen resources. The third experiment
(known as Experiment 2C from here onwards) uses cost model variant CM 2C, where
it encourages a shorter case duration by doubling the cost that is associated with case
durations. For the complete cost model, please refer to Appendix C.1.1.
Feature Selection, Extraction, and Transformation
Again, the event log was optimised with the hybrid genetic algorithm for 100 gen-
erations, resulting in 10,000 improved event logs (100 generations * 100 solution
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Table 4.13: Cost model variants for the event log, where the differences are in bold.
Cost Model
Case Cost Activity Cost Resource Cost Description
Variant
CM 2A $8 per hour
If Task = AssessCustomer and Resource = IAss1, $34 per hour. If Utilisation <0.50, $100 per hour.
Benchmark cost model.
If Task = AssessCustomer and Resource = IAss3, $120 per hour. If Utilisation between 0.50 and 0.85, $20 per hour.
If Task = RequestAssessment and Resource = IC1, $16 per hour. If Utilisation 0.85, $200 per hour.
If Task = RequestAssessment and Resource = IC2, $84 per hour.
CM 2B $8 per hour
If Task = AssessCustomer and Resource = IAss1, $34 per hour. If Utilisation <0.50, $100 per hour. Reduces the cost of
If Task = AssessCustomer and Resource = IAss3, $1 per hour. If Utilisation between 0.50 and 0.85, $20 per hour. utilising certain resources,
If Task = RequestAssessment and Resource = IC1, $16 per hour. If Utilisation 0.85, $200 per hour. encouraging activities to
If Task = RequestAssessment and Resource = IC2, $1 per hour. reallocate to them.
CM 2C $24 per hour
If Task = AssessCustomer and Resource = IAss1, $34 per hour. If Utilisation <0.50, $100 per hour. Reduction in case duration
If Task = AssessCustomer and Resource = IAss3, $120 per hour. If Utilisation between 0.50 and 0.85, $20 per hour. is emphasised by doubling
If Task = RequestAssessment and Resource = IC1, $16 per hour. If Utilisation 0.85, $200 per hour. the cost associated with
If Task = RequestAssessment and Resource = IC2, $84 per hour. case durations
population) for each experiment4. By analysing these event logs, 10,000 observations
have been extracted from each original-improved event logs pair. Each observation
contains a total of 135 features, with 110 resource swap features and 26 waiting time
changes features. The strength of the features is then calculated and scaled using the
formula presented in Subsection 4.3.1. The characteristics of the original and improved
event logs are listed in Table 4.14.
Table 4.14: A summary of the experiment results for the event log.
Experiment Cost Model Variant Original Cost Average Cost Reduction (%) Highest Cost Reduction(%)
2A CM 2A 29096.70 14.95% 23.91%
2B CM 2B 25810.52 19.60% 28.60%
2C CM 2C 53163.50 22.40% 29.00%
Regression Assumptions Test
Regression was performed on the three datasets, and many experiments were conducted
to validate the regression models against the common regression assumptions. Ta-
ble 4.15 illustrates the linearity, multicollinearity, and autocorrelation assumptions test
results, as well as the R2 and adjusted R2 values for the three regression models.
Table 4.15: Regression assumptions test results for Experiments 2A, 2B, and 2C.
Experiment Linearity (Correlation Significance Level >0.05) High Multicollinearity (Variance Inflation Factor >10) Autocorrelation (Durbin Watson Test Score) R2 R2 Adjusted
2A 86.67% 8.15% 1.9572 0.6123 0.6067
2B 96.30% 14.81% 1.9789 0.6012 0.5955
2C 93.33% 22.96% 1.4602 0.8902 0.8887
The linearity result column describes the percentage of features that are deemed to
be linear. It can be observed that most of the features in all three regression models are
4Files can be obtained via http://yawlfoundation.org/cost/
logbasedcostanalysisandimprovement.html.
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considered to have a linear relationship with the total cost. As mentioned before, the
accepted treatments for potential non-linear features in the model include transforming
the affected features, adding a higher-order term to the model, or making use of non-
linear regression analysis. We first ruled out the use of non-linear regression analysis, as
most of our features have a linear relationship with the total cost. Transformation of the
variables was also attempted by adding a higher-order term to the model and multiplying
the feature with a value chosen from the “power family” of transformations [60].
However, these did not linearise the features. As only a small number of features does
not have a linear relationship with the total cost, we retained all features and interpreted
our result with the linearity result in mind.
The multicollinearity result column describes the percentage of features that may
have high multicollinearity with other features. Features that have a VIF of 10 or
above (10 is the commonly accepted rule-of-thumb [68]) are considered to have a high
multicollinearity. Standard treatments include transforming the variable or discarding
the variable. First of all, as multicollinearity is heavily dependent on the problem
area and the involved regression model, its accepted threshold is subjective and open
to interpretation [21, 88]. Regardless, the features with high multicollinearity were
identified and compared across the experiments. It was observed that sets of affected
features are different for each of the experiments. Taking this into consideration, as well
as the desire to maintain the comparability of the three experiments, we chose to retain
the affected features, and we made a note to take into account the multicollinearity
result while interpreting our result.
Concerning autocorrelation, all three regression models are deemed to have low
autocorrelation (according to the Durbin-Watson test’s rule-of-thumb, where value
close to 0 or 4 indicate autocorrelation [41]). Figures 4.7a, 4.7b, and 4.7c illustrate
the residuals distribution histograms for each experiment’s regression model. The
distribution patterns of the histograms demonstrated that all three models have a normal
residual distribution. Regarding the homoscedasticity assumption, Figures 4.8a, 4.8b,
and 4.8c illustrate three residual plots for each experiment’s regression models. It can
be observed that violation of homoscedasticity is not present in our models.
To summarise, although linearity and multicollinearity considerations need to be
given to a small portion of the features, the regression assumptions test results for our
regression models indicate that regression analysis can be applied. For the complete
results of this regression assumptions test, please refer to Appendices C.1.2 and C.1.3.
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(a) Experiment 2A (b) Experiment 2B (c) Experiment 2C
Figure 4.7: The residuals distribution histogram for Experiments 2A, 2B, and 2C.
(a) Experiment 2A (b) Experiment 2B (c) Experiment 2C
Figure 4.8: The residual plots for Experiments 2A, 2B, and 2C.
Regression Result Analysis
The analysis of the experiment results was approached from two angles. The regression
result for Experiment 2A was first analysed for insights in process changes that have a
high impact on execution cost minimisation. Then, a high-level comparative analysis is
performed to compare and contrast the results from Experiments 2A, 2B, and 2C.
For Experiment 2A, there are a number of insights that can be gathered from the
regression result. The top 10 features for both task resource swaps and waiting time
changes are first ranked. Then, we summarise the results from both the resource
and task perspectives, providing process analysts with features that may result in a
reduction in execution cost. Table 4.16 lists the top 10 features for both task resource
swaps and waiting time changes for Experiment 2A. These features are deemed to
have a high impact on cost minimisation. It can be observed that for instances of
RequestAssessment, reallocating it away from IC5 to IC1 may result in execution cost
reduction. Likewise, from the time perspective, decreasing the waiting time between
tasks ReviewClaim and RequestAssessment may help reduce execution costs.
Table 4.17 lists two of the involved resources, their related features, and their
most preferred task allocation. By looking closer at the top five features for IAcc2,
reallocating the task Approve away from IAcc1 to IAcc2 has the highest impact on
cost reduction. Likewise, for IC1, reallocating the task RequestAssessment away
from IC5 to IC1 has the greatest impact on cost reduction. The most preferred task
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Table 4.16: Top 10 task resource swaps and waiting time changes features for Experi-
ment 2A.
Top 10 Task Resource
Estimate
Top 10 Waiting Time
Estimate
Swap Features Changes Features
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC1 -12376.32 ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Decrease -3260.11
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC4 -12371.72 RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Decrease -2568.12
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC3 -9718.14 AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Decrease -2208.26
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC1 -8441.37 ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Decrease -1743.20
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC4 -8183.14 RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Increase -1584.92
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC2 -7229.65 CaseArrival-LodgeClaim:Increase -1101.61
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC3 -6192.93 LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Increase -499.35
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC5 -6065.27 AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Increase -410.51
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC5 -6033.26 ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Increase -370.67
LodgeClaim:IC2-IC5 -5826.43 DecideClaim-Approve:Increase -193.32
allocation for a resource is derived by averaging the estimates of the features where
tasks were reallocated to the corresponding resource. Take IAcc2 for instance; it
can be concluded that on average, allocating him to execute the task Approve has a
high impact on execution cost reduction, as opposed to him executing the task Reject.
Similarly, assigning IC1 to complete the task ReviewClaim may reduce execution cost
as compared with him completing tasks LodgeClaim and AppointAssessor.
Table 4.17: A summary of the regression result from a resource perspective for Experi-
ment 2A.
Resource Top 5 Resource Reallocations (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Task (Ranked) Average Estimate
IAcc2
Approve:IAcc1-IAcc2 -1765.06 Approve -1596.00
Approve:IAcc2-IAcc1 -1704.51 Reject 416.16
Approve:IAcc2-IAcc3 -1537.33
Approve:IAcc3-IAcc2 -1426.95
Reject:IAcc2-IAcc1 -815.39
IC1
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC1 -12376.32 ReviewClaim -3089.64
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC1 -8441.37 RequestAssessment -201.09
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC5 -6065.27 AppointAssessor 23.93
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC1 -5278.31 LodgeClaim 1365.66
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC4 -5057.66
We now direct our attention to the insights that can be gained from the task perspec-
tive. Table 4.18 illustrates the average estimate of changes in waiting time (decrease
or increase) between two tasks grouped by their positioning (whether the task is a
preceding or succeeding task). It can be observed that for the task AppointAssessor, a
decrease in waiting time, regardless of whether the task is a preceding or succeeding
task, has a high impact on cost reduction. Take the task AssessCar as another example:
an increase in waiting time, regardless of whether the task is a preceding or succeeding
task, has a high impact on cost reduction.
Table 4.19 provides a summary of the changes in waiting time features, the least
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Table 4.18: The most and least preferred changes in waiting times for Experiment 2A.
Task
Preceding Task Succeeding Task
Decrease in Waiting Time Increase in Waiting Time Decrease in Waiting Time Increase in Waiting Time
AppointAssessor -2208.26 -410.51 -1743.20 68.67
Approve N/A N/A 263.51 -193.32
AssessCar 1888.32 1046.90 1918.37 290.56
AssessCustomer 1023.69 -108.65 270.46 164.60
CaseArrival N/A -1101.61 N/A N/A
DecideClaim 509.48 211.02 1341.63 54.62
LodgeClaim 1542.89 -499.35 N/A -1101.61
Reject N/A N/A 755.45 615.36
RequestAssessment 618.46 -428.47 -2734.19 -390.59
ReviewClaim -2501.65 -151.00 1542.89 -499.35
preferred resources, and the most preferred resources to execute the tasks AssessCus-
tomer and ReviewClaim. Concerning the preferred change in waiting times, a reduction
in waiting time between RequestAssessment and AssessCustomer and a reduction in
waiting time between ReviewClaim and AppointAssessor have a high impact on cost
reduction. The least preferred resources are ranked by their average estimate values,
calculated by averaging the estimates of the features where tasks were reallocated away
from the corresponding resources. Similarly, the most preferred resources are ranked
by their average estimate values, calculated by averaging the estimates of the features
where tasks were reallocated to the corresponding resources. It can be observed that on
average, reallocating AssessCustomer away from IAss2 (regardless of who it allocates
to), or assigning AssessCustomer to IAss3 (regardless of who is originally executing
the task) may result in execution cost reduction. For the ReviewClaim task, IC2 is the
most preferred resource, whereas IC4 is the least preferred resource.
Table 4.19: A summary of the regression results from a task perspective for Experiment
2A.
Task Top 5 Preferred Changes in Waiting Times (Ranked) Estimates Most Preferred Resource Average Estimates Least Preferred Resource Average Estimates
AssessCustomer
AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Decrease -786.27 IAss3 -293.26 IAss2 -186.91
AssessCustomer.-DecideClaim:Decrease -723.98 IAss1 643.02 IAss1 1212.81
AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Increase 71.51 IAss2 2528.97 IAss3 1852.83
RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Decrease 906.93
AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Increase 1038.16
ReviewClaim
ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Decrease -2462.37 IC2 -846.04 IC4 -4234.37
ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Decrease -2007.73 IC3 403.55 IC5 -1858.34
LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Decrease -1766.69 IC1 975.73 IC2 2479.90
LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Increase -1150.33 IC5 1213.78 IC1 3071.19
ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Increase -260.51 IC4 1276.39 IC3 3565.03
To summarise, process analysts can capitalise on these insights to identify: 1) the
changes to prioritise; 2) the preferred or undesirable resources for the execution of
a particular activity; and 3) the task allocation preference for a particular resource.
From the task perspective, process analysts can pinpoint the desired resource to execute
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a particular task. They are also able to find out whether increasing or decreasing
the waiting time between two tasks can enable cost reduction. These changes could
potentially serve as recommendations for process analysts, assisting the decision-making
process during business process executions. Potential cost minimisation changes that
can be recommended to process analysts include, but are not limited to:
• Try allocating the task Approve to IAcc2.
• If possible, do not allocate LodgeClaim to IC1.
• Reduce the waiting times between the tasks ReviewClaim and AppointAssessor.
As mentioned earlier, two additional experiments were performed using different
cost model variants to investigate whether the encouraged changes are being identified
by our regression technique as having a high impact on cost reduction. We first
compare the results from Experiment 2B (encourages the use of specialists, which are
cheaper) using Experiment 2A as a benchmark, followed by comparing the results from
Experiment 2C (discourages long case durations) using Experiment 2A as a benchmark.
For Experiment 2B, a specialist has been identified for each of the tasks. As the
average estimates for those specialists are not directly comparable across different
experiments, we compare the ranking of the most preferred resources to execute the
particular tasks. Table 4.20 lists the tasks and their corresponding specialists, the
average estimates for reallocating to the specialist resources for both experiments, and
the feature’s ranking (ranked by average estimates) in both experiments. The table also
illustrates whether or not reallocating tasks to the specialists in Experiment 2B has a
higher impact on cost reduction as compared to the benchmark Experiment 2A. Out of
the nine tasks, five of them moved up the rank, three moved down, and two remained
the same. This indicates that a majority of the specialists are increasingly being desired,
as utilising them has a high impact on reducing the execution cost. From a resource
perspective, we can conclude that our technique can identify the preferred resource
reallocations, providing process analysts with insights into the appropriate resources to
prioritise and utilise.
For Experiment 2C, higher cost penalisation of case throughput time was introduced.
Hence, we focused on analysing the changes in waiting time-typed features between
Experiments 2A and 2C. Again, as the estimates are not directly comparable across
different experiments, we compare the ranking of all the changes in waiting time
features, and subsequently look into whether their impact on cost reduction has changed
(by ranking and comparing them).
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Table 4.20: Ranking comparison of the resource reallocation features between Experi-
ments 2A and 2B.
Task Specialist Resource
Average Estimate (Reallocate to Specialist) Ranking (Preferred Resource for the Task)
Ranking Movement
Experiment A Experiment B Experiment A Experiment B
AppointAssessor IC5 -1199.92 -221.605 2 3 Down
Approve IAcc1 -346.487 -534.997 3 1 Up
AssessCar IAss1 757.8118 805.8782 1 2 Down
AssessCustomer IAss3 2894.157 -293.261 3 1 Up
DecideClaim IM3 820.7433 -1108.18 3 1 Up
LodgeClaim IC3 3488.805 5638.083 5 5 Remain
Reject IAcc3 1214.339 -804.097 3 2 Up
RequestAssessment IC2 1115.454 -660.458 5 2 Up
ReviewClaim IC4 -4767.48 1276.392 1 5 Down
The changes in waiting time features are first categorised into two groups; one
consists of a decrease in waiting time features, and the other consists of an increase
in waiting time features. Table 4.21 then compares the change in the ranking of those
features between Experiments 2A and 2C, obtaining the number of features that have
ranked higher (higher impact on cost reduction in Experiment 2C) or lower (lower
impact on cost reduction in Experiment 2C).
Table 4.21: Ranking comparison of the changes in waiting time-typed features between
Experiments 2A and 2C.
Decrease in Waiting Time Increase in Waiting Time
Features with Higher Ranking Features with Lower Ranking Features with Higher Ranking Features with Lower Ranking
7 5 4 9
We expect more decrease in waiting time features to rank higher in Experiment 2C
compared to Experiment 2A, and more increase in waiting time features to rank lower
in Experiment 2C compared to Experiment 2A. It can be observed that the results are as
expected, with seven decrease in waiting time features ranking higher and nine increase
in waiting time features ranking lower in Experiment 2C. With this, it can be concluded
that the proposed approach can identify the preferred changes in waiting time between
activities.
To summarise, our regression approach can point out the impact of process changes
on execution cost minimisation. Process analysts can make use of this knowledge to
analyse, understand, and initiate improvement in business process activities, taking into
consideration the results of the regression assumptions tests.
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4.4.3 Experiment 3
This subsection will discuss the characteristics of the realistic event log and the experi-
ment results. The tasks executed by the customers were filtered out, as organisations
cannot influence the customers’ actions. This filtered car insurance claim process
contains 458 cases, 16 tasks, and 18 resources, and was simulated using CPN Tools5
to obtain an event log (every resource works from 9 am to 5 pm, 7 days a week.).
With an increased number of cases, tasks, and resources, this experiment evaluates the
application of our approach to a real-world scenario. Figure 4.9 depicts a BPMN model
illustrating the car insurance claim process and Table 4.22 describes the roles that are
allowed to perform the respective tasks.
Table 4.22: Tasks and the roles that are allowed to perform them.
Roles Allowed Tasks
Adjusters (A) Create Assessment Report (CAR), Notify Customer (NCU)
Body Supervisors (BS) Approve Vehicle Write-off (AWO), Send Invouce (SIN)
Foremen (F)
Assess Damage (ASD), Estimate Repair Cost (ERC),
Receive Vehicle at Body Shop (RCV), Repair Vehicle (RPV)
Insurance Supervisors (IS) Review and Authorise Repair (ARP), Review Assessment Report (RAR)
Service Coordinators (SC)
Arrange Pickup Taxi (APT), Arrange Tow Truck (ATT), Advice Vehicle Collection (AVC),
Arrange Vehicle Delivery (AVD), Review and Provide Vehicle Drop-off Advice (PVA)
Write-off Specialists (WOS) Compile Write-off Report (CWR)
Similar to Subsection 4.4.2, three experiments (Experiments 3A, 3B, and 3C) were
performed using three variants of the cost model to evaluate the regression analysis.
Table 4.23 compares the characteristics of the three cost model variants. For the
complete cost model, please refer to Appendix C.2.1.
Feature Selection, Extraction, and Transformation
For each experiment, a total of 30,000 event logs were generated using the hybrid
genetic algorithm in Chapter 2 (300 evolution generations, with a population of 100 for
each generation)6. Table 4.24 illustrates the cost reductions for Experiments 3A, 3B,
and 3C. Each original-improved event log pair was analysed, and the possible changes
that could have been made were extracted as features. This resulted in a set of 173
features (128 task resource swap features and 45 changes in waiting time features) for
5http://cpntools.org/
6Files can be obtained via http://yawlfoundation.org/cost/
logbasedcostanalysisandimprovement.html.
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Figure 4.9: A BPMN model illustrating the realistic car insurance claim process.
each original-improved event log pair and a total of 30000 entries (observations). The
strength of the features is then calculated and scaled.
Regression Assumptions Test
Linear regression was performed on all three datasets, and the resulting three regression
models were validated against the common regression assumptions. Table 4.25 illus-
trates the linearity, multicollinearity, and autocorrelation test results, as well as the R2
and adjusted R2 values for the regression models.
Regarding the features’ linearity, a majority of the features (92.86%, 91.20%, and
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Table 4.23: Cost model variants for the realistic event log, with differences in bold.
Cost Model Variant Case Cost Activity Cost Resource Cost Description
CM 3A
If Membership = Platinum and If Task = CAR and
If Utilisation <= 0.5, (-2*util + 2)
Benchmark cost model.
Damage = Scratches, $10 per hour Resource = A1, $0.75 per minute
If Membership = Platinum and If Task = CAR and
If Utilisation between 0.5 to 0.85, (1)
Damage = Windscreen, $40 per hour Resource = A2, $0.60 per minute
If Membership = Gold and If Task = RAR and
If Utilisation >0.85, (3*util - 1.5)
Damage = Scratches, $5 per hour Resource = IS1, $2.00 per minute
If Membership = Gold and If Task = RAR and
Damage = Windscreen, $20 per hour Resource = IS2, $0.50 per minute
CM 3B
If Membership = Platinum and If Task = CAR and
If Utilisation <= 0.5, (-2*util + 2)
Damage = Scratches, $10 per hour Resource = A1, $0.05 per minute
If Membership = Platinum and If Task = CAR and
If Utilisation between 0.5 to 0.85, (1)
Reduces the cost of
Damage = Windscreen, $40 per hour Resource = A2, $0.60 per minute utilising certain resources,
If Membership = Gold and If Task = RAR and
If Utilisation >0.85, (3*util - 1.5)
encouraging activities to
Damage = Scratches, $5 per hour Resource = IS1, $0.05 per minute reallocate to them.
If Membership = Gold and If Task = RAR and
Damage = Windscreen, $20 per hour Resource = IS2, $0.50 per minute
CM 3C
If Membership = Platinum and If Task = CAR and
If Utilisation <= 0.5, (-2*util + 2)
Damage = Scratches, $30 per hour Resource = A1, $0.75 per minute
If Membership = Platinum and If Task = CAR and
If Utilisation between 0.5 to 0.85, (1)
Reduction in case duration
Damage = Windscreen, $120 per hour Resource = A2, $0.60 per minute is encouraged by tripling
If Membership = Gold and If Task = RAR and
If Utilisation >0.85, (3*util - 1.5)
the cost associated
Damage = Scratches, $15 per hour Resource = IS1, $2.00 per minute with case durations.
If Membership = Gold and If Task = RAR and
Damage = Windscreen, $60 per hour Resource = IS2, $0.50 per minute
Table 4.24: A summary of the experiment results for the realistic event log.
Experiment Cost Model Variant Original Cost Average Cost Reduction (%) Highest Cost Reduction(%)
3A CM 3A 15767164.81 23.71% 36.97%
3B CM 3B 15437748.56 27.69% 39.25%
3C CM 3C 43751122.40 20.33% 31.73%
92.76% for Experiments 3A, 3B, and 3C respectively) are deemed to have a linear
relationship with the total execution cost. Regarding multicollinearity, slightly above 5%
of the features in the three regression models exceed the VIF threshold of 10. As there
is only a small percentage of features that 1) are deemed not linear with the execution
cost and 2) have multicollinearity issues, and to ensure the comparability between the
three experiments, the affected features are retained. The Durbin-Watson test scores
of 2.00, 1.99, and 1.97 (for Experiments 3A, 3B, and 3C respectively) indicate that
minimal autocorrelation exists within the regression model. Figures 4.10a, 4.10b, and
4.10c illustrate the residuals distribution for the three regression models, which all
demonstrated a normal residual distribution. Following that, Figures 4.11a, 4.11b, and
4.11c illustrate the residual plots for the three regression models. It can be observed
Table 4.25: Regression assumptions test results for Experiments 3A, 3B, and 3C.
Experiment Linearity (Correlation Significance Level >0.05) High Multicollinearity (Variance Inflation Factor >10) Autocorrelation (Durbin Watson Test Score) R2 R2 Adjusted
3A 98.27% 6.94% 1.8989 0.9846 0.9845
3B 95.38% 5.78% 1.9514 0.9757 0.9755
3C 98.84% 6.94% 1.9121 0.9836 0.9835
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that there are no homoscedasticity violations in all three regression models.
(a) Experiment 3A. (b) Experiment 3B. (c) Experiment 3C.
Figure 4.10: The residuals distribution histogram for Experiments 3A, 3B, and 3C.
(a) Experiment 3A (b) Experiment 3B (c) Experiment 3C
Figure 4.11: The residual plots for Experiments 3A, 3B, and 3C.
In summary, our regression models passed most of the regression assumptions tests.
Further consideration needs to be given to certain features with a high multicollinearity
and features that are deemed not linear with the total cost, where users are notified of
these features.
Regression Result Analysis
As in Subsection 4.4.2, the regression result gathered for Experiment 3A is first anal-
ysed for insights into the process changes that have a high impact on execution cost
minimisation. Then, a high-level comparative analysis is performed to compare and
contrast the results from Experiments 3A, 3B, and 3C. For the complete regression
analysis result, please refer to Appendix C.
We delve deeper into the results gathered from Experiment 3A. There are a number
of insights that can be inferred from the regression result. Table 4.26 illustrates the top
10 features for both reallocation of resources and changes in waiting time. It can be ob-
served that reallocating the task RPV from resource F2 to resource F4 yields the highest
impact on cost reduction. From the perspective of waiting time changes, reducing the
wait time between instances of CAR and RAR may result in cost minimisation.
To allow better understanding, we look at the potential insights that could be gained
from the resource perspective. Two resources involved in the business process were
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Table 4.26: Top 10 task resource swaps and waiting time changes features for Experi-
ment 3A.
Top 10 Task Resource
Estimate
Top 10 Waiting Time
Estimate
Swap Features Changes Features
RPV:F2-F4 -37615261.73 CAR-RAR:Decrease -25913467.45
RPV:F2-F1 -35592184.86 CaseArrival-CAR:Increase -12659691.10
RPV:F2-F3 -28968443.09 RAR-NCU:Decrease -5756437.91
RPV:F3-F2 -13899161.56 SIN-AVD:Decrease -2859760.99
RPV:F1-F4 -3988979.51 RCV-ASD:Decrease -2780788.90
RPV:F4-F1 -3858260.53 RPV-SIN:Decrease -2665577.40
ERC:F3-F2 -3710814.98 ATT-RCV:Decrease -1933826.93
NCU:A5-A3 -3517286.80 CAR-RAR:Increase -1596728.53
ERC:F2-F1 -3397433.05 AVC-AVD:Decrease -938968.62
ASD:F1-F4 -3152197.57 RAR-CAR:Decrease -846355.98
chosen for further analysis. Table 4.27 illustrates the top 5 features, the most preferred
tasks, and the least favourite tasks for resources SC1 and F4.
Table 4.27: A summary of the regression result from a resource perspective for Experi-
ment 3A.
Resource Top 5 Resource Reallocations (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Task (Ranked) Average Estimate
SC1
AVD:SC2-SC1 -929093.63 ATT -474853.05
ATT:SC1-SC3 -905083.73 APT -161472.30
AVC:SC3-SC1 -861738.74 AVD -137126.56
APT:SC2-SC1 -572534.19 AVC 597662.25
AVD:SC1-SC2 -401903.51 PVA 1103964.39
F4
RPV:F2-F4 -37615261.73 ASD -1570490.36
RPV:F1-F4 -3988979.51 ERC -313487.37
RPV:F4-F1 -3858260.53 RPV 1148951.21
ASD:F1-F4 -3152197.57 RCV 1637537.13
ASD:F4-F2 -2951442.36
Taking resource SC1 as an example, reallocating the execution of task AVD from
resource SC2 to resource SC1 has a high impact on cost reduction. Also, allocating
tasks ATT, APT, and AVD to resource SC1 may result in cost reductions. Likewise,
assigning tasks AVC and PVA away may lead to cost reductions. Although the task
ATT is the most preferred task for SC1, SC1 may not always be available to execute the
activity. On the other hand, SC2 may be over-utilised while executing a large number
of AVD instances, hence reallocating AVD instances away from SC2 has the highest
impact on cost reduction. For resource F4, reallocating RPV away from resource F2 to
resource F4 may result in cost reductions. Tasks ASD and ERC are also the preferred
task execution by F4, yielding a high impact on execution cost.
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We now look at the insights that can be gained from the task perspective. Table 4.28
illustrates the average estimate of changes in waiting time (decrease or increase) between
two tasks grouped by their positioning (whether the task is a preceding or succeeding
task). It can be observed that for the task ASD, a decrease in waiting time, regardless of
whether the task is a preceding or succeeding task, has a high impact on cost reduction.
Taking the task ARP as another example, an increase in waiting time if it is the preceding
task, and a decrease in waiting time if it is the succeeding task has a high impact on
cost reduction.
Table 4.28: The most and least preferred changes in waiting times for Experiment 3A.
Task
Preceding Task Succeeding Task
Decrease in Waiting Time Increase in Waiting Time Decrease in Waiting Time Increase in Waiting Time
APT N/A N/A 339715.61 807634.44
ARP 950733.84 832933.36 -513529.68 2151322.47
ASD -298837.46 720937.95 -2780788.90 1148886.66
ATT -1933826.93 -737211.10 6920.87 113221.38
AVC 4967327.49 3690132.31 3589625.33 3309328.18
AVD N/A N/A -1899364.81 -231148.64
AWO -227634.89 447274.44 -368297.67 -360158.96
CAR -25913467.45 -1596728.53 -846355.98 -6576642.73
CaseArrival N/A -12659691.10 N/A N/A
CWR N/A N/A -227634.89 447274.44
ERC -513529.68 2151322.47 496421.59 760878.12
NCU 12244591.84 273390.10 -5756437.91 -515236.96
PVA 3725783.80 -89799.36 12244591.84 273390.10
RAR -3301396.95 -504415.66 -25913467.45 -1596728.53
RCV -2780788.90 1148886.66 2755409.90 -515015.60
RPV 628383.90 2569115.27 679247.26 1946145.36
SIN 508334.79 997903.09 6811901.18 5715354.39
Two out of the 16 tasks in this car insurance claim process were chosen for this
analysis. Table 4.29 illustrates the top five changes in waiting time, the most preferred
resources, and the least preferred resources for tasks CAR and RPV.
Table 4.29: The top 5 features, the most preferred resources, and the least preferred
resources for the tasks CAR and RPV, for Experiment 3A.
Task Top 5 Preferred Changes in Waiting Times (Ranked) Estimates Most Preferred Resource Average Estimates Least Preferred Resource Average Estimates
CAR
CAR-RAR:Decrease -25913467.45 A2 -320933.37 A3 -1145005.32
CaseArrival-CAR:Increase -12659691.10 A4 -250536.22 A4 -398800.59
CAR-RAR:Increase -1596728.53 A5 -214162.90 A1 -204627.69
RAR-CAR:Decrease -846355.98 A3 -142776.12 A5 146211.12
RAR-CAR:Increase -493594.35 A1 8700.38 A2 682514.25
RPV
RPV-SIN:Decrease -2665577.40 F1 -14019769.75 F2 -34058629.89
ARP-RPV:Decrease 679247.26 F4 -13467078.09 F3 -5101672.82
RPV-SIN:Increase 949056.52 F3 -10590219.44 F1 -354068.83
ARP-RPV:Increase 1946145.36 F2 -288353.05 F4 1148951.21
RPV-AVC:Decrease 3922345.20
Analysing the preferred changes in waiting time for the task CAR indicates that
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decreasing the waiting time of the task RAR that succeeds CAR has a high impact
on cost reduction. Regarding the most preferred resources to execute the task CAR,
resources A2, A4, and A5 tops the rank. Likewise, the least preferred resources to
perform the task mentioned above are resources A3, A4, and A1. Note that A4 is
amongst the most and least preferred resource for the task CAR. This contradictory
result can be explained by the possibility of suboptimal scheduling and execution of
the task. The reduction in execution cost caused by a reduction in waiting time may be
reflected in this resource allocation, hence the manifestation of such results.
Potential cost reduction changes that can be recommended to process analysts
include, but are not limited to:
• Allocate tasks ATT, APT, and AVD to resource SC1.
• Decrease the waiting time between tasks.
• Reallocate resource F2 away from executing the task RPV.
Again, a comparative analysis was performed to investigate whether the encouraged
changes are identified by our regression technique as having a high impact on cost
reduction. We first compare the results of Experiment 3B (encourages the use of
specialists, which are cheaper) using Experiment 3A as a benchmark, followed by
comparing the results from Experiment 3C (discourages long case durations) using
Experiment 3A as a benchmark.
For Experiment 3B, seven specialists have been identified for the tasks ARP, ASD,
ATT, AVD, CAR, ERC, and RPV. As the average estimates for those specialists are
not directly comparable across different experiments, we compare the ranking of the
most preferred resources to execute the particular tasks. Table 4.30 lists the tasks and
their corresponding specialists, the average estimates for reallocating to the specialists
for both experiments, and the feature’s ranking (ranked by average estimates) in both
experiments. The table also illustrates whether or not reallocating tasks to the specialists
in Experiment 3B has a higher impact on cost reduction as compared to the benchmark
Experiment 3A. Out of the seven specialists, three of them moved up the rank; two
moved down, and two remained their ranks. This indicates that a majority of the
specialists are increasingly being desired, as utilising them has a high impact on
reducing the execution cost. From a resource perspective, we can conclude that our
technique can identify the preferred resource reallocations, providing process analysts
with insights into the appropriate resources to prioritise and utilise.
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Table 4.30: Ranking comparison of the resource reallocation features between Experi-
ments 3A and 3B.
Task Specialist Resource
Average Estimate (Reallocate to Specialist) Ranking (Preferred Resource for the Task)
Ranking Movement
Experiment 3A Experiment 3B Experiment 3A Experiment 3B
ARP IS2 388830.4 -240115 2 1 Up
ASD F2 -784802 -128567 2 3 Down
ATT SC1 149467.7 -609440 2 1 Up
AVD SC2 235672.5 1024164 3 3 Remain
CAR A1 8700.378 -172462 5 4 Up
ERC F1 -1809984 -239331 1 4 Down
RPV F3 -1.10E+07 10752562 3 3 Remain
For Experiment 3C, higher cost penalisation of case throughput time was introduced.
Hence, we focused on analysing the changes in waiting time features. Again, as the
estimates are not directly comparable across different experiments, we compare the
ranking of all the changes in waiting time features, and subsequently looked into whether
their impact on cost reduction was changed (by ranking and comparing them). The
changes in waiting time features are first categorised into two groups; one consists of
a decrease in waiting time features, and the other consists of an increase in waiting
time features. Table 4.31 then compares the change in the ranking of those features
between Experiments 3A and 3C, obtaining the number of features that have ranked
higher (greater impact on cost reduction in Experiment 3C) or lower (less impact on
cost reduction in Experiment 3C).
Table 4.31: Ranking comparison of the changes in waiting time-typed features between
Experiments 3A and 3C.
Decrease in Waiting Time Increase in Waiting Time
Features with Higher Ranking Features with Lower Ranking Features with Higher Ranking Features with Lower Ranking
9 13 12 11
We expect the decrease in waiting time features to rank higher in Experiment 3C
compared to Experiment 3A, and the increase in waiting time features to rank lower
in Experiment 3C compared to Experiment 3A. It can be observed that a decrease in
waiting time did not have a higher impact on cost reduction, with a majority of the
features having a lower impact on cost reduction instead (ranked lower in Experiment
3C). One potential reason for this outcome is that Experiment 3A has already reduced
the case throughput time to a near optimal scenario. Hence, Experiment 3C will perform
similarly with similar results, rendering the ranking comparison unable to accurately
identify the preferred changes in waiting time.
To recap this experiment, our proposed approach to process change impact analysis
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is applicable on a realistic event log. This method can be applied by organisations
to acquire insights on changes that may result in cost minimisation, allowing process
analysts to prioritise and instigate improvement actions.
Concluding Remarks
In addition to the conclusions made regarding the three experiments, we would like to
add a few concluding remarks. First of all, the regression assumption test for multi-
collinearity in our datasets presented some concerning results, where a small percentage
of the features are deemed to have a high multicollinearity. For this validation, discard-
ing the affected features as a first remedy was not practised as a comparative analysis
of the three experiments is desired. As mentioned before, the estimate values are not
directly comparable across different experiments due to the degree of changes (different
for each experiment) being taken into account by the strength of the features. Hence,
for each experiment, the features were ranked according to their impact on execution
cost. The rankings across three experiments were compared to analyse the difference
in the level of impact on execution cost. For that reason, the list of features needs to
be identical to maintain comparability between the three experiments. Also, multi-
collinearity can be interpreted differently based on the problem area and the involved
dataset [21, 88]. Hence, its accepted Variance Inflation Factor is subject to interpre-
tation. Secondly, our regression approach demands a high computational capacity,
where a regression analysis completes in under two minutes. If additional analysis is
required, (e.g. stepwise regression) computational requirement and time may increase
significantly. One approach to this challenge is to divide the provided information into
smaller parts for analysis.
4.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, this research identifies and provides evidence-based, process-focused
recommendations with business process improvements and redesigns in mind. Features
that are relevant to business process improvement purposes are extracted and selected. A
regression analysis is used to assess the impact of these features on reducing execution
costs. With this model, process analysts can receive recommendations, enabling them
to initiate and prioritise activities that may promote the reduction of execution costs.
There are some limitations that should be taken into account for this approach. First,
the assumptions of linear regression need to be constantly checked. Features extracted
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from different business processes may breach the fundamental assumptions of linear
regression, resulting in a less accurate regression model. Besides, the high number of
independent variables may affect the regression analysis as well. Increasing the number
of cases may alleviate this issue although there is no consensus on the recommended
number of cases to add per additional independent variable. It is also important to
note that due to the degree of changes being taken into account in the value of the
independent variables, the regression estimate values do not reflect the actual amount of
cost impact for each one unit increase in the corresponding independent variables.
Some potential areas for future research include a comparison between our pro-
posed approach and other techniques. Detailed evaluation to assess the applicability
and performance of our proposed approach compared to other methods would be use-
ful. Last but not least, suitable visualisations could be developed to better portray
the recommendation results and increase the comprehensibility and usability of this
approach.
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Chapter 5
Case Study
This thesis proposes: 1) an approach to come up with an alternative way to execute a
business process; 2) an approach to visualise the differences between two event logs;
and 3) an approach to analyse the impact that process changes have on execution costs.
To determine their feasibility in practice, these approaches were evaluated using a
real-life event log. For an event log to be deemed suitable for this evaluation, there are
a number of requirements that it must satisfy. First and foremost, the event log must
contain accurate timestamps for both start and complete lifecycle events for an activity
in order to accurately determine the activity durations. Secondly, the log must contain
resource information to allow for calculation of resource utilisation, as well as to allow
for resource reallocation. Last but not least, there should be minimal multitasking of
resources, as our optimisation approach does not deal with resource multitasking.
A number of publicly available logs were evaluated, including those provided for
the Business Process Intelligence Challenges1, and the event log from a Dutch financial
institution provided for the BPI Challenge 20122 was selected. Figure 5.1 illustrates
the loan application process generated by Disco3. The event log documents the loan
application process of the financial institution over a period lasting five months and
two weeks. The log contains 14,087 cases, 24 tasks, and 69 resources. The tasks can
be categorised into three groups, comprising Application-related, Offer-related, and
Work Item-related tasks. This event log is deemed suitable for the validation of the
proposed approaches because it contains highly precise event timestamps as well as
sufficient resourcing information. There is a clear manifestation of resource working
hours in the event log (only for the Work Item-related tasks), which can enable a more
1https://data.3tu.nl/repository/collection:event_logs_real
2BPI Challenge 2012: doi:10.4121/uuid:3926db30-f712-4394-aebc-75976070e91f
3https://fluxicon.com/disco/
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accurate cost model-informed process improvement that reflects the real-world scenario.
Initial analysis also shows that resources do not multitask, which satisfies one of the
key requirements of the optimisation approach where resources are assumed to work on
one activity at any point in time.
In this chapter, Section 5.1 first discusses the event log cleaning procedures. Sec-
tion 5.2 discusses the cost model design for the experiments. In Section 5.3, the
perturbation of the real-life event log using the hybrid genetic algorithm and its result-
ing cost improvement are analysed. Then, the differences between the original and the
most-improved event logs are portrayed using suitable visualisations in Section 5.4.
After that, Section 5.5 discusses the impact of process changes on cost reduction. Sec-
tion 5.6 then offers insights gained from the evaluations and proposes a number of
improvement recommendations. Finally, Section 5.7 concludes this chapter.
5.1 Data Preprocessing
The event log was analysed based on two contexts. First, the data quality issues were
identified and addressed. Then, a number of steps were taken to prepare the event log
for the purpose of this evaluation. The following data quality issues were identified, and
data preprocessing was performed to address them:
1. Missing start events. There is a lack of start events in all Application- and
Offer-related activities (92059 activities). Not having access to start times of
activities means that we do not know how long they took. Hence, we cannot
reschedule the activities.
• Remedy: Estimate and assign start events. Schedule events exist for the
Work Item-related activities. An assumption was made that Application- and
Offer-related activities behave in a similar manner to the Work Item-related
activities, enabling the estimation and provision of start events for activities
that only have complete events. A two-step analysis was performed to
estimate the start times for Application- and Offer-related activities. First,
an assumption was made that the shortest recorded waiting time for a task
instance dictates the quickest duration that instances of that particular task
can be completed in. This duration serves as a lower boundary for the activity
duration estimates. Secondly, Work Item-related activities, where most of
the activities have schedule, start, and complete events, were analysed to
come up with an approximate start time for Application- and Offer-related
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Figure 5.1: Loan Application Process.
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activities. On average, the execution duration of a Work Item-related activity
(from its start time to its completion time) is approximately 3.5% of the
duration from an activity’s schedule time to its completion time. Hence,
assuming that Application- and Offer-related behave in a similar manner,
3.5% of the recorded waiting time is the duration in which the activity was
executed. Start events were then inserted accordingly. Table 5.1 illustrates
the waiting and execution times for the Work Item-related tasks. Figure 5.2
illustrates a snippet of the event log where start events were inserted.
Table 5.1: Analysis of Work Item-related activity durations.
Tasks
Waiting Time (Schedule to Start) Execution Time (Start to Complete) Percentage of Execution Time over Waiting Time
(seconds) (seconds) (Execution Time / (Waiting + Execution Time)
Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max
W Afhandelen leads 18360.00 1.50 151920.00 1020.00 0.00 243720.00 5.26% 0.00% 61.60%
W Beoordelen fraude 117360.00 138.00 570240.00 558.00 0.00 76320.00 0.47% 0.00% 11.80%
W Completeren aanvraag 19260.00 4.50 174960.00 612.00 0.00 244800.00 3.08% 0.00% 58.32%
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers 5916.00 5.00 147600.00 762.00 1.00 242640.00 11.41% 16.67% 62.18%
W Nabellen offertes 267840.00 7.00 1209600.00 588.00 1.00 243360.00 0.22% 12.50% 16.75%
W Valideren aanvraag 223560.00 8.00 613440.00 1254.00 1.00 238320.00 0.56% 11.11% 27.98%
W Wijzigen contractgegevens N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Mean 108716.00 27.33 477960.00 799.00 0.50 214860.00 3.50% 6.71% 39.77%
Figure 5.2: Assignment of start events in the event log, where start events are inserted
for activities A PARTIALLYSUBMITTED and A PREACCEPTED.
2. Missing complete events. A small number of Work Item-related activities (three
activities, or  0.01%) do not have complete events. Figure 5.3 illustrates a case
where a start event does not have a corresponding complete event. This may result
in inaccurate extraction of activity durations and resource allocations, which in
turn impact negatively on the analysis.
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• Filter out the impacted cases. Due to its minimal manifestation, the
impacted cases (3) were filtered out.
Figure 5.3: An example of a case with a missing complete event (no. 17).
3. Existence of multiple complete events. In this log, it was observed that an
additional complete event was present at the end of some cases, where the last
activity has two complete events. Figure 5.4 illustrates a case that ends with a
second complete event. This only occurs in 1.44% (1,011 events) of the Work
Item-related activities. Again, this may result in erroneous extraction of activity
durations and inaccurate analysis results.
• Remedy: Discard second complete events. Initial analysis of the process
and the activities demonstrates that most activities take at most a few hours
to execute. When the cases with multiple complete events were investigated,
the first complete event usually occurs within a few hours after the activity
starts, whereas the second complete event occurs a few days later. This
lead us to believe that the second complete event is a form of “checkpoint”,
where the case is audited and archived. Hence, in such cases where there
are two complete events, the first complete event was kept, and the last
complete event was discarded.
Figure 5.4: An example of a case with a duplicate complete event (no. 27).
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4. Missing resource allocations. Roughly 10% (8,127 activities) of the Work Item-
related activities did not have resources allocated to them. Figure 5.5 illustrates a
case that has missing resource allocations. Due to this, the resource utilisations
cannot be accurately determined. Besides, the lack of such resourcing information
will not allow proper resource reallocations to occur.
• Remedy: Allocate resources to impacted events. For each of the re-
sources, a list of activities that were executed was extracted from the event
log. This serves as a form of resource eligibility list, where it was assumed
that a resource could only perform activities that they had already performed.
Then, the activities that do not have an allocated resource will be randomly
assigned a resource. The assigned resources must not be executing another
activity during the assigned period, and must be eligible to execute the
activity.
Figure 5.5: An example of a case with missing resources (no. 7, 8, 13, and 14).
In addition, the following steps were taken to preprocess the event log:
• Filter out schedule events. “Schedule” events exist for the Work-Item related
tasks in the event log. However, the proposed approaches do not make use of
them. Hence, these events were filtered out, preserving only the start and complete
events.
• Extract working hours of resources. This approach takes into account realistic
working hours of resources, where activities will not be executed outside of those
periods. The working hours of each resource were calculated using information
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within the event log. Figures 5.6a, 5.6b, and 5.6c illustrate the timeline of three
resources. The resource working hours were fixed and used as a constraint while
perturbing the event log.
(a) Resource 112 was busy 24-7 during the period of the event log.
(b) Resource 11169 was active from 8am to 5pm, every Tuesday to Friday.
(c) Resource 10910 only started working one month into the event log.
Figure 5.6: Example time-windows of Resources 112, 11169, and 10910.
• Extract resource eligibilities. The eligibility of resources was extracted from
the event log by assuming that resources can only execute tasks that they have
executed before (recorded in the event log) and that they can execute all such
tasks. The resource eligibilities are applied as a constraint while perturbing the
event log.
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5.2 Cost Model Design
A cost model was designed and tailored for this loan application process from a Dutch
financial institution. The cost model consisted of cost rates and functions for the case,
activity, and resource perspectives (refer to Subsection 2.3.2). Table 5.2 illustrates the
different cost types and cost values of the cost model. The mean case duration for this
process is 8.6 days, and 38% of all cases exceeded this period. The aim was to decrease
the cycle time of cases by reducing the number of cases that exceed this mean case
duration. Hence, a case costs a fixed amount of money every hour, and an SLA limit is
set at the nine-day mark. If a case exceeds this limit, it will be penalised for every extra
day it takes to complete.
The tasks for this process can be divided into three categories, which are Application,
Offer, and Work Item. An initial analysis of the resource allocation behaviours indicates
that most resources are generic (able to execute all tasks), whereas some resources
specialise in executing tasks from certain categories. Hence, the activity cost calculation
takes into account the task categories.
The average salary of an insurance adjuster in The Netherlands4 was investigated,
which amounts to an annual salary of e49,000 (in Euro, which is approximately AUD
$72,500, or USD $55,200). Considering a regular employee works for an average of
1,421 hours per year5, the hourly rate of an insurance adjuster in The Netherlands was
estimated at e34.38 per hour. Hence, the cost model reflects this rate.
Table 5.2: The cost types and cost values defined in the cost model
Cost Type Value/Condition Cost Value
Case
[Case Duration] $3 per hour
[SLA = If more than 9 days] $30 for every day after 9 days
Activity & Resource
[Any tasks] & [System Resource] $10 per hour
[A-related tasks] & [Resource] $45 per hour
[O-related tasks] & [Resource] $35 per hour
[WI-related tasks] & [Resource] $55 per hour
4http://www.payscale.com/research/NL/Skill=Insurance/Salary
5https://data.oecd.org/emp/hours-worked.htm
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5.3 Perturbing the Event Log
This section validates the proposed optimisation approach using the processed loan
application log. The experimental setup for the validation is first described, followed by
an in-depth discussion of the experiment results.
5.3.1 Experiment Setup
The case study is conducted using the real-life loan application process discussed in
Section 5.1. A corresponding cost model (see Section 5.2) is utilised as the objective
function for the hybrid genetic algorithm. A representative event log for a two week
period was utilised for the experiment, which was executed over a period of one week6,
with the hybrid-genetic algorithm settings below:
• Population Size: 100;
• Elite Count: 5 (5% of the total population count);
• Selection Strategy: Tournament Selection (with a 75% probability that a different
individual will be selected to undergo crossover and mutation);
• Stop Condition: One week;
• Timestamps Discretisation: One-minute time blocks;
• Operator Type: Safe operators only (as previous analysis [72] indicates that the
safe variants of the genetic operators perform the best).
5.3.2 Analysis of Results and Discussion
The experiment resulted in a total of 303 evolution generations. Table 5.3 summarises
the experiment outcomes, from both cost and non-cost perspectives.
We first look into the cost perspective. The optimisation approach has managed to
reduce the total execution cost from e250,828.47 to e45,941.74, an 81.68% reduction.
The case cost achieved a huge reduction, going from e222,926.30 to e17,190.01 (a
92.29% reduction), whereas the activity cost increased slightly from e27,902.16 to
e28,672.42 (a 2.76% increase). From a non-cost perspective, the total waiting time was
reduced by 92.51%. In addition, the number of cases that breached the SLA condition
6QUT’s High Performance Computing (HPC) facility was used to run these experiments. http:
//www.itservices.qut.edu.au/researchteaching/hpc/hw_catalogue.jsp
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Table 5.3: Optimisation experiment results from the cost and non-cost perspectives.
Cost and Non-cost Measures Original Log Perturbed Log Changes
Total Execution Cost (e) 250,828.47 45,941.74 -81.68%
Case Cost (e) 222,926.30 17,190.01 -92.29%
Activity Cost (e) 27,902.16 28,672.42 2.76%
Total Waiting Time (TWT) (mins) 3,599,838 269,676 -92.51%
Service Level Agreement (SLA) Violation (cases) 291 8 -97.25%
Resource Utilisation (%) 8.00% 10.27% 2.27%
was reduced by 97.25%. The utilisation of resources in this insurance claim process has
improved slightly from 8.00% to 10.27%.
Based on the optimisation result, the experiment results gathered were investigated
and a number of observations were made:
• The huge reduction in case cost, TWT, and SLA breach counts can be attributed to
a big reduction in activities that were executed overnight. As (human) resources
cease work at the end of their work shift, partially executed activities were not
deemed complete until the resources resume working on them the next work day.
Such activities have long execution durations, and hence the discouragement of
such activities not only drastically reduces case durations but also decreases the
waiting time between activities, which ultimately reduces case costs. Yet the
activity and resource costs increased slightly. One possible explanation for this is
that trade-offs are being made, where reductions in case cost are achieved at the
expense of utilising cheaper resources.
• The average resource utilisations only yielded a slight increase. This may be
because resource allocations are limited by their working hours and resource
eligibilities, which in turn limits the degree to which resources could be utilised.
• Figure 5.7 illustrates the case and activity cost reduction and the overall cost
reduction percentage over evolution generations. (The original cost was omitted
from this chart.) Notice that the execution cost rapidly declines in the first
half of the experiment, and slowly plateaus in the second half. This matches
the behaviour of the hybrid genetic algorithm in previous experiments (refer
to Chapter 2), where a huge cost reduction can be achieved in a short period of
time.
This evaluation has demonstrated that organisations can apply the proposed hybrid
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Figure 5.7: Execution cost reduction of the loan application process over evolution
generations.
genetic algorithm-based approach in practice. The optimisation approach was able to
identify alternative, more optimal ways to execute a business process. Not only has
the best alternative execution scenario reduced over half of the execution cost, but it
also has minimised waiting times and increased resource utilisations. This approach
also takes into account multiple trade-offs regarding cost, while adhering to resourcing
and business requirements (e.g. resource working hours and SLAs). Although the time
required to find optimisations is quite high, the outcome of our hybrid genetic algorithm
approach is desirable (cost reduction over time spent). Now that we know the cost and
non-cost performance of the alternative execution scenario are significantly better, we
want to identify the differences between the two event logs to identify what contributes
to the change in performance.
5.4 Change Visualisation
The original event log and the most-improved event log from the experiment detailed in
Section 5.3 were used to validate the proposed change visualisations. The following
sections present and discuss visualisations from both resource and time perspectives.
5.4.1 Resource Perspective Visualisations
In the following, the resource swap weighted digraphs, the resource utilisation shift
divergent bar chart, and the resource twin-row chart are illustrated. Observations and
insights gained from these visualisations are discussed in detail.
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Resource Swap Weighted Digraph
Figure 5.8: The resource swap weighted digraph (resource perspective).
The resource swap weighted digraph can be visualised from the resource, case, and
task perspectives. Figure 5.8 first illustrates a resource swap weighted digraph from a
resource perspective. By examining the tasks that did not reallocate to another resource,
it can be noticed that Resource 112 retains the highest number of activities (the size
of the node), with both A SUBMITTED and A PARTIALLYSUBMITTED making
up 95% of the pie (the green and light blue pie slices). From the visualisation, it can
also be noted that there are a high number of resource reallocations (represented by the
edges). The majority of the resources did not retain a high number of activities, with
Figure 5.9 illustrating the visualisation where resources (nodes) that have a size smaller
than five are removed. Observe that most of the nodes have been filtered out.
Aiming to gain more insights, the resource swaps pertaining to the Application
(A)-related tasks, Offer (O)-related tasks, and Work Item (WI)-related tasks were
looked at separately by filtering the graph accordingly. Figures 5.10a, 5.10b, and 5.10c
illustrate the resource swaps for A-related tasks, O-related tasks, and WI-related tasks
respectively.
In Figure 5.10a, apart from Resource 112, most of the resources had their activities
reallocated to other resources. One possible reason for this is that they are heavily
underutilised, prompting the reallocation (and rescheduling) of activities to increase
the utilisation rate. In Figure 5.10b, one notable observation is that Resource 10629
retains a high number of O ACCEPTED activities in contrast with other resources. In
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Figure 5.9: The resource swap weighted digraph (resource perspective), where resources
that retain less than five activities were filtered out.
(a) Filtered by A-related tasks. (b) Filtered by O-related tasks.
(c) Filtered by WI-related tasks.
Figure 5.10: The filtered resource swap weighted digraph (resource perspective).
Figure 5.10c, there is a high number of resource reallocations. For most of the resources,
a big portion of the activities that remain executed by them is W Completeren aanvraag,
indicated by the maroon coloured pie slice.
Figures 5.11a and 5.11b illustrate the resource swap weighted digraph from the
case and the task perspectives respectively. From Figure 5.11a, it can be observed
that in almost all cases, almost all activities were reallocated to another resource for
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(a) Case perspective. (b) Task perspective.
Figure 5.11: The different perspectives of the resource swap weighted digraph.
(a) Ascending sort.
(b) Descending sort.
Figure 5.12: The resource utilisation shift divergent bar chart.
execution (denoted by the small task nodes (stars)). On the other hand, Figure 5.11b
can provide us with some different insights. A high number of A SUBMITTED and
A PARTIALLYSUBMITTED activities did not reallocate to another resource (denoted
by the big task nodes). On the contrary, a high number of W Completeren aanvraag
activities have been reallocated to another resource (portrayed by the multiple inward
and outward edges of the task node). One possible reason for this is that there are a
high number of W Completeren aanvraag activities with lengthy execution durations.
Reallocating the activities to idle resources can help reduce waiting times and case
durations, resulting in execution cost reduction.
Resource Utilisation Shift Divergent Bar Chart
We now inspect the utilisation of resources. Figure 5.12a shows an ascending sort of
the change in resource utilisations, whereas Figure 5.12b shows a descending sort.
Resource 112 increased its utilisation by up to 48%, followed by Resources 11203
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(42%) and 10914 (39%). Upon further investigation, Resource 112 is highly available,
suggesting that Resource 112 is a non-human or system resource. Hence, it can be
utilised more frequently to execute activities, resulting in a high increase in utilisation.
In addition, upon further investigation, Resources 11203 and 10914 have a very low
utilisation percentage in the original event log (0.9% and 4.8%, respectively). Case
throughput times can be reduced by utilising these under-utilised resources, which will
then lead to execution cost reduction.
Changing attention to the opposite end of the spectrum, Resource 11189 has the
highest decrease in resource utilisation (-26%), followed by 11181 (-20.5%) and 11169
(-15%). These resources were highly utilised (29.3%, 30.0%, and 23.7%, respectively)
compared to their peers, which, on average, have a utilisation percentage of 8%. A
possible explanation for this observation includes the reallocation of activities which
aims to balance the utilisation of all resources.
Resource Twin-Row Chart
Figure 5.13: The resource twin-row chart.
Figure 5.13 portrays the resource twin-row chart, comparing the resource allocations
between the original event log and the improved one. The activity bars are coloured
based on whether or not the resources have been reallocated. Some evident observations
include the distinctive working hours of resources (gaps in between groups of activity
bars), as well as the characteristics of the activities, in which a majority of them were
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originally executed by a different resource (denoted by the orange coloured bars). Some
resources have their utilisations increased (represented by the increase in the number
and the density of activity bars in the second twin row), whereas others have their
utilisations decreased. Process analysts are able to capitalise on these insights and take
appropriate actions, for example, reduce or dismiss the resources that have a huge drop
in utilisations.
Figure 5.14: The resource twin-row chart, with activity bars coloured based on their
tasks.
Figure 5.14 shows the resource twin-row chart, where the activity bars are coloured
based on their tasks. It can be observed that while a majority of the activities have a
short duration, the W Completeren aanvraag activities were often repeated and took
a long time to complete (this can be observed in prior visualisations as well). This
indicates that the efficiency of the W Completeren aanvraag task should be questioned,
and appropriate actions should be taken by process analysts to increase the efficiency of
this task.
5.4.2 Time Perspective Visualisations
Shifting the attention to analysis of visualisations from a time perspective, the case time
shift divergent bar chart, the task time shift divergent bar chart, and the case twin-row
chart were examined. Observations and insights gained from these visualisations are
discussed in detail.
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Case Time Shift Divergent Bar Chart
Figure 5.15: The case time shift divergent chart, filtered to portray A-related tasks only.
Figure 5.15 illustrates the case time shift divergent bar chart, sorted by the case
throughput time reduction (highest to lowest) and filtered to show only the A-related
tasks. A majority of the cases had their case durations reduced, with cases 173694,
173742, and 173730 having the highest reduction in their throughput time (315 hours,
311 hours, and 299 hours, respectively).
A more detailed analysis was performed by comparing the time shifts of the A, O,
and WI-related tasks within the top 10 cases with the highest throughput time reduction.
Figure 5.15, along with Figures 5.16a and 5.16b illustrates the case time shift divergent
bar chart, filtered by A-, O-, and WI-related tasks, respectively. Note that WI-related
tasks have inclinations to reschedule, as opposed to O- and A-related tasks, which tend
(a) Filtered to portray O-related tasks only. (b) Filtered to portray WI-related tasks only.
Figure 5.16: The filtered case time shift divergent chart.
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to remain. The visualisations may provide process analysts with a starting point to
investigate the reason behind the high rescheduling tendency of the WI-related tasks.
Task Time Shift Divergent Bar Chart
Figure 5.17: The task time shift divergent bar chart (ascending sort).
Figure 5.17 illustrates the task time shift divergent bar chart, sorted by the highest
average forward time shift (started earlier) to the lowest (started later). Most tasks have
been rescheduled to start earlier. The O DECLINED task leads the way, with an average
forward time shift of 12,000 minutes (200 hours). This is followed by W Valideren
aanvraag and W Nabellen incomplete dossiers, which were, on average, rescheduled to
start approximately 10,000 minutes (166 hours) earlier.
It is also noticeable that task instances within the same case tend to have a similar
time shift, denoted by the series of square shapes (task instances of the same case)
that are roughly on the same line on the X-axis. Also, activities that arrived later in
a case are likely to have bigger (forward) time shifts. From the visualisation, the top
three tasks with the biggest forward time shift (O DECLINED, W Valideren aanvraag
and W Nabellen incomplete dossiers) were executed fairly late in a case, whereas the
bottom three tasks with the biggest backward time shift (A PARTIALLYSUBMITTED,
A SUBMITTED, and A PREACCEPTED, see Figure 5.18) were executed early in the
case. The rescheduling of an activity that arrives early in the case to start earlier may
be the reason for both of the observations above, as this opens up gaps, prompting the
activities that come after the rescheduled activity to start earlier as well.
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Figure 5.18: The task time shift divergent bar chart (descending sort).
Case Twin-Row Chart
Figure 5.19 portrays the case twin-row chart, comparing the case executions between
the original event log and the improved one. Examining the visualisation informs us
that there is a massive reduction in average waiting times between activities, which
resulted in a big reduction in case duration. However, most of the cases are still highly
unproductive, as the waiting time between activities (empty gaps between activity bars)
are still quite noticeable. Most of the activities have short durations, with the exception
of W Completeren aanvraag (denoted by the brown, wider activity bars). One can also
notice that instances of task W Completeren aanvraag were often executed multiple
times within a case. The behaviours exhibited by instances of task W Completeren
aanvraag may be one of the root causes that increased the execution costs of this process,
and process analysts should investigate these insights further.
In conclusion, the proposed visualisations have provided change insights (from
both time and resource perspectives) which may otherwise be easily missed. Process
analysts can utilise the insights gained to understand the process execution better, and
subsequently, initiate business process improvement activities. To provide additional
support for process analysts with their decision making, the next step is to pinpoint
specific process-related changes, as well as to determine their impact on execution cost.
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Figure 5.19: The case twin-row chart.
5.5 Impact of Process Change on Cost Minimisation
This section details the validation of the proposed regression approach to analyse the
process change impact on execution cost reduction. For the remainder of this section,
the overall characteristics of the improved event logs are first discussed. Then, the
regression model is tested against the key regression assumptions [27, 79]. Finally,
the regression results are analysed, identifying the process changes that have a high
impact on cost minimisation. For the complete regression analysis result, please refer
to Appendix D.
5.5.1 Feature Selection, Extraction, and Transformation
The data generated by the 303 evolution generations from the experiment in Section 5.3
is utilised. With a population of 100 for each generation, a total of 30,300 event logs
(alternative execution scenarios) are gathered.
Each original-improved event log pair is analysed, and the possible changes that
could have been made are extracted as features. This results in a set of 14,061 features
for each original-improved event log pair and a total of 30,300 entries (observations).
The strength of the features is then calculated and scaled.
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5.5.2 Regression Assumptions Test Result
Linear regression was performed on the dataset, and the resulting regression model was
validated against the common regression assumptions. Initial test results indicated that
a high percentage of features have multicollinearity issues. Figure 5.20 illustrates a
histogram of VIF scores for the features, where a high number of features are deemed
to have high multicollinearity (VIF score >15).
Figure 5.20: The histogram of VIF scores for the regression model.
A common method of addressing multicollinearity is to remove the affected variable
from the regression model. Hence, the features which suffer from multicollinearity were
removed, resulting in a dataset with 1,927 features. The revised regression model has
an R2 value of 0.9920, an adjusted R2 value of 0.9914, and no multicollinearity present
among features. The regression assumptions tests were then repeated. Regarding the
features’ linearity, 94.14% of the features are deemed to have a linear relationship with
the total execution cost. The Durbin-Watson test score of 1.96 indicates that minimal
autocorrelation exists within the regression model. Figure 5.21a illustrates the residual
plot, while Figure 5.21b shows the residuals distribution of the regression model. It
can be observed from both figures that the regression model has no homoscedasticity
violations and demonstrates a normal residual distribution. With all the regression
assumptions tests passed, the regression model is now deemed suitable for analysis.
5.5.3 Experimental Evaluation
The regression results can provide insights in a number of areas. This includes: 1) the
top features that have the highest impact on cost reduction; 2) the preferred tasks to
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(a) Residual Plot (b) Studentised Residuals
Figure 5.21: The residual plot and the studentised residuals for the revised regression
model.
execute for a particular resource; and 3) the preferred resources to allocate to a particular
task. The top features with the highest cost reduction impact are first analysed.
Table 5.4: Top 10 resource reallocation features with the highest impact on execution
cost.
Features Estimate
A PREACCEPTED.10880.112 -62384.74
A CANCELLED.10859.10913 -60036.26
A PREACCEPTED.11009.112 -46203.88
W Completeren aanvraag.11000.10939 -42405.07
W Completeren aanvraag.11001.11203 -36130.01
W Completeren aanvraag.11000.10779 -34229.57
W Completeren aanvraag.11122.10935 -29703.59
W Completeren aanvraag.10881.112 -28773.99
W Completeren aanvraag.10863.11121 -27972.14
W Completeren aanvraag.112.10861 -27087.35
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 illustrate the top 10 reallocation of resources and changes in
waiting time that have the biggest impact on cost reduction. It can be observed that
reallocating instances of the task A PREACCEPTED from Resource 10880 to Resource
112 yields the highest impact on cost reduction. From the perspective of waiting time
changes, reducing the wait time between tasks W Nabellen offertes and O SENT BACK
has the highest impact on cost reduction. Process analysts can utilise this information
to identify the potential actions that can be taken to reduce execution costs.
To allow better comprehension, the insights that could be gained from the resource
perspective were examined. Table 5.6 illustrates the (ranked) least and most preferred
resources to utilise, regardless of the task that they execute. Overall, the experiment
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Table 5.5: Top 10 changes in waiting time features with the highest impact on execution
cost.
Features Estimate
W Nabellen offertes.O SENT BACK.Decrease -5043.94
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers.W Nabellen incomplete dossiers.Decrease -4715.71
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers.W Valideren aanvraag.Decrease -4583.25
W Completeren aanvraag.W Completeren aanvraag.Decrease -4401.22
W Nabellen offertes.O CREATED.Decrease -3150.03
W Completeren aanvraag.A ACCEPTED.Decrease -3138.64
A PREACCEPTED.W Completeren aanvraag.Increase -2990.74
W Valideren aanvraag.W Nabellen incomplete dossiers.Decrease -2716.59
W Nabellen offertes.O SENT.Decrease -2593.71
O SENT.W Completeren aanvraag.Increase -2449.47
Table 5.6: The most and least preferred resource reallocations.
Least Preferred Resource Average Estimate Most Preferred Resource Average Estimate
10789 -16275.20 112 -14379.30
10880 -11338.90 10935 -10674.30
10809 -10556.00 10861 -4191.32
10188 -10476.40 10910 -4034.09
11121 -9825.13 10899 -3953.36
result indicated that regardless of the task, reallocating away from Resource 10789 and
reallocating to Resource 112 have a high impact on cost reduction.
Table 5.7: The top three features with the highest impact on execution cost, the most
preferred task executions, and the least preferred task executions for Resources 10609,
10629, and 11121.
Resource Top 3 Features (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Task (Ranked) Average Estimate Least Preferred Task (Ranked) Average Estimate
10228
W Nabellen offertes.11181.10228 -21372.03 W Nabellen offertes -7100.31 W Afhandelen leads -1948.73
W Afhandelen leads.11121.10228 -20211.62 W Afhandelen leads -2004.76 W Completeren aanvraag 1992.59
W Completeren aanvraag.10228.11203 -9138.85 A PREACCEPTED -565.51 W Nabellen offertes 6114.82
10629
O SENT.10971.10629 -14021.30 O CANCELLED -4219.96 O SENT -5050.56
W Afhandelen leads.10863.10629 -13735.98 W Nabellen offertes -3289.79 W Afhandelen leads -855.04
W Nabellen offertes.10889.10629 -10305.00 A ACCEPTED -2387.45 A REGISTERED -731.50
11120
A PREACCEPTED.11169.11120 -18931.38 A PREACCEPTED -8659.50 O SELECTED -3332.22
O SENT.11120.10909 -17345.33 A FINALIZED -4132.58 O CREATED -2135.02
O SENT.11120.11002 -15187.45 O CREATED -2144.56 O CANCELLED -1961.51
Three out of the 69 resources involved in the business process were chosen for
further analysis. Table 5.7 illustrates the top three features, the most preferred tasks,
and the least preferred tasks for Resources 10228, 10629, and 11120. Take Resource
10629 as an example, reallocating the execution of instances of task O SENT away
from Resource 10971 to Resource 10629 has a high impact on cost reduction. In
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addition, allocating instances of tasks O CANCELLED, W Nabellen offertes, and
A ACCEPTED to Resource 10629 may result in cost reductions. Likewise, allocating
instances of task O SENT away from Resource 10629 may result in cost reductions.
However, as pointed out above, this may not always be the case (allocating instances
of task O SENT from Resource 10971 to Resource 10629 has a high impact on cost
reduction).
Process analysts can capitalise on these insights to identify: 1) the changes to
prioritise; 2) the preferred or undesired resources for the execution of a particular
activity; and 3) the task allocation preference for a particular resource, in line with their
impact on business process execution cost reduction.
Table 5.8: The most (bolded) and least preferred changes in waiting times.
Task of Interest
Preceding Task Succeeding Task
Average Estimate for Average Estimate for Average Estimate for Average Estimate for
Decrease in Waiting Time Increase in Waiting Time Decrease in Waiting Time Increase in Waiting Time
A ACCEPTED 2.17 25.43 -954.47 -515.37
A ACTIVATED -615.57 -416.56 841.76 -444.38
A APPROVED -367.52 -613.20 -54.80 -203.61
A CANCELLED 872.81 -79.18 232.93 127.86
A DECLINED -356.96 -145.64 -280.56 25.98
A FINALIZED -378.62 -1244.97 -330.43 -89.91
A PARTLYSUBMITTED -83.62 -149.69 -8.41 N/A
A PREACCEPTED -219.28 77.81 303.12 -578.33
A REGISTERED 98.85 -918.04 193.71 -666.88
A SUBMITTED -228.07 451.76 -142.74 N/A
O ACCEPTED 1762.79 N/A -266.96 -125.49
O CANCELLED 1021.92 -118.94 1057.40 627.60
O CREATED -18.80 896.04 -702.73 -749.09
O DECLINED -521.20 401.61 356.10 718.42
O SELECTED 99.88 96.45 114.72 -266.47
O SENT 58.06 -795.30 -12.29 -1448.11
O SENT BACK 247.67 132.19 -1251.69 415.64
W Afhandelen leads 246.19 -413.78 12.15 1187.74
W Beoordelen fraude 82.01 -4.33 -57.63 153.73
W Completeren aanvraag -778.40 -251.49 -814.81 -1299.53
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers -1289.45 471.64 -3716.15 -353.43
W Nabellen offertes -841.40 396.56 -35.92 651.32
W Valideren aanvraag -897.17 36.16 -1060.13 454.95
We now direct our attention to the potential insights that could be gained from the
task perspective. Table 5.8 illustrates the average estimate of changes in waiting time
(decrease or increase) between two tasks grouped by their positioning (whether the
task is a preceding or succeeding task). It can be observed that for instances of task
A ACCEPTED, a decrease in waiting time, regardless of whether the task is a preceding
or succeeding task, has a high impact on cost reduction. Take the task O SENT as
another example: an increase in waiting time for its instances, regardless of whether the
task is a preceding or succeeding task, has a high impact on cost reduction.
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Table 5.9: The top three features with the highest impact on execution cost, the most
preferred resources, and the least preferred resources for the tasks A DECLINED,
O SENT, and W Valideren aanvraag.
Task Top 3 Features (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Resource (Ranked) Average Estimate Least Preferred Resource (Ranked) Average Estimate
A DECLINED
A DECLINED.W Completeren aanvraag.Increase -1967.49 10859 -4314.03 10188 -10476.38
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers.A DECLINED.Decrease -1009.79 11000 -3890.88 10880 -9879.49
A DECLINED.O DECLINED.Decrease -649.59 11111 -2915.90 11200 -7851.18
O SENT
W Nabellen offertes.O SENT.Decrease -2593.71 10909 -6648.90 10880 -14918.03
O SENT.W Completeren aanvraag.Increase -2449.47 11111 -5529.25 11180 -5899.34
W Completeren aanvraag.O SENT.Increase -2363.49 10912 -4592.93 11202 -5410.75
W Completeren aanvraag
W Completeren aanvraag.W Completeren aanvraag.Decrease -4401.22 112 -9365.23 11001 -36130.01
W Completeren aanvraag.A ACCEPTED.Decrease -3138.64 10935 -8632.43 11000 -20039.63
A PREACCEPTED.W Completeren aanvraag.Increase -2990.74 11180 -8058.66 10863 -18644.67
For this discussion, three out of the 24 tasks in the business process were chosen for
this analysis. Table 5.9 illustrates the top three changes in waiting time features, the
most preferred resources, and the least preferred resources for tasks A DECLINED,
O SENT, and W Completeren aanvraag.
Analysing the preferred changes in waiting time for the task A DECLINED indicates
that increasing the waiting time of the task W Completeren aanvraag when it succeeds
A DECLINED has a high impact on cost reduction. Regarding the most preferred
resources to execute the task A DECLINED, Resources 10859, 11000, and 11111 top
the ranking. Likewise, the least preferred resources to execute the task mentioned above
are Resources 10188, 10880, and 11200. Hence, process analysts can identify the
desired resource to execute a particular task. They are also able to find out whether
increasing or decreasing the waiting time between two tasks can enable cost reduction.
To summarise, the proposed regression approach can point out the impact of process
changes on execution cost reduction. Process analysts can make use of this knowledge
to analyse, understand, and initiate business process improvement activities, taking into
consideration the features that are deemed to have multicollinearity or linearity issues.
5.6 Case Study Insights
In this thesis, the proposed visualisations and the process change impact analysis
complement each other, serving as means to identify, analyse, and recommend process-
related changes to improve organisations’ business processes. The visualisation reveals
that Resource 112 not only retains the most activities but also has an increased utilisation
(due to increased workload). This is reflected in the process change impact analysis,
where the result indicates that allocating activities to the aforementioned resource can
minimise execution cost. Furthermore, the analysis is also able to tell us the task
preference of Resource 112 (those tasks that, should they be executed by Resource
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112, may reduce execution cost), which are A PREACCEPTED and W Completeren
aanvraag (in order of preference). Further, by observing the visualisations, it can
be noticed that: 1) a high number of W Nabellen offertes activities remain executed
by Resource 10228; and 2) a large number of A PREACCEPTED activities were
reallocated to Resource 11120. The process change impact analysis has affirmed that
having Resource 10228 execute W Nabellen offertes can potentially reduce execution
cost, as does having Resource 11120 execute A PREACCEPTED.
From a different perspective, the impact analysis indicates that in general, real-
locating activities to Resources 112, 10935, and 10861, has the highest impact on
execution cost. This is also highlighted in the visualisations, with massive increases
in the utilisation of these resources. Also, the impact analysis revealed that reductions
in waiting times (especially for WI-related tasks) have a big effect on execution cost
reduction. The case twin-row chart and task time shift divergent bar chart reflect this as
well, showing not only that the tasks in the improved event log on average have started
earlier, but also that there is a reduced waiting time between activities.
As a summary, a number of improvements are proposed below based on the key
observations and insights from the application of the proposed approaches on the loan
application process:
• Allocate more resources to execute WI-related tasks. It can be observed within
the resource swap weighted digraph that there are a high number of activity
rescheduling and resource reallocations, especially for the WI-related tasks. Sub-
optimal activity executions and under-utilised resources may be the reason for
this. As an example, assigning Resources 11009, 10899, and 11001 to execute
W Afhandelen leads, and assigning Resources 10935, 10914, and 11001 to
execute W Nabellen offertes may contribute to execution cost reduction (refer to
Appendix D.1.4).
• Further investigate and improve the executions of W Completeren aanvraag.
Substandard executions of this task can be observed from the visualisations (case
twin-row chart and resource swap weighted digraph), as: 1) it usually takes a
long time to execute; 2) it is often repeated; and 3) it is often reallocated to
another resource. The impact analysis also indicates that decreasing the waiting
time between two instances of the task above has a big impact on cost reduction.
Translated as “Complete application”, it is evident that the loan provider needs to
come up with methods not only to ensure loan applications are being completed
in an accurate and timely manner, but also to assign experienced resources to
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manage the execution of this task.
• Utilise Resource 112, especially for A PREACCEPTED and W Completeren
aanvraag (the tasks, if executed by Resource 112, may result in an execution cost
reduction). In the resource twin-row chart (Figure 5.22), it can be observed that
Resource 112 has a high capacity, resulting in a huge increase in its utilisation
(observed in Figure 5.12a). The increased utilisation contributes to the decrease
in execution cost and increase in performance. Process analysts should utilise
Resource 112 as much as possible to execute eligible tasks. However, as this
resource is not likely to be a human resource, caution should be exercised as
allocating more work or certain tasks to this resource may or may not be a realistic
option in real-life.
Figure 5.22: The part of the resource twin-row chart that shows an increased utilisation
of Resource 112 in the improved event log.
• Adjust the utilisation of certain resources. In the resource utilisation change diver-
gent bar chart, it can be observed that within the improved event log, Resources
11203 and 10914 have increased utilisation. Assigning more tasks to these re-
sources (in particular, tasks O CREATED to Resource 11203 and W Nabellen
offertes to Resource 10914) may help reduce execution cost. On the other hand,
Resources 11189 and 11181 have decreased utilisation. Altering the utilisation
of these resources (in particular, reducing the allocation of W Nabellen offertes
to both resources) may result in a decrease in execution cost and shorter case
throughput times. (Refer to Appendix D.1.4 for the task preference for the
resources.)
• Execute tasks earlier. Looking closer at Table 5.8, it can be observed that de-
creasing the waiting time between tasks, especially where WI-related tasks are
involved, can potentially lead to a reduction in execution cost. In addition, as
observed in the task time shift divergent bar chart (Figure 5.17), one of the biggest
changes between the original event log and the improved one is the huge for-
ward time shift of the task O DECLINED. Therefore, it can be hypothesised that
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executing this task earlier plays an important role in execution cost minimisation.
For the full list of results and recommendations derived from the process change
impact analysis, please refer to Appendices D.1.3 and D.1.4.
5.7 Conclusion
The proposed approaches in this thesis were evaluated with a real world event log7.
This chapter demonstrates that the proposed approaches can be applied in practice,
where organisations can identify better ways to execute a business process, visualise the
differences between the two execution scenarios, and determine the changes that have a
high impact on execution cost. Besides, the proposed approaches take into account the
trade-offs among different aspects, as well as complex business requirements (such as
resource working hours and SLAs).
There are a number of limitations for the proposed approaches. First, the proposed
approaches are highly dependent on the quality of the provided event log, as well as the
accuracy of the cost model. For the optimisation approach, the resource eligibilities and
resource working hours were approximated by analysing the event log. If the quality of
either one of them cannot be ensured, the results gained from utilising the approaches
may be limited, or additional data preprocessing is required to increase the quality and
accuracy of the inputs. Also, the random resource allocation might underestimate the
smarter assignment of resources in real life. Hence, the real process execution scenario
and its associating costs may vary from what has been assumed in this case study.
Second, while the proposed cost model is flexible and comprehensive, limited time,
cost, and quality-related aspects were considered in this case study. Third, additional
business process-related contexts could be taken into account. For example, the duration
of executing an activity could be adjusted according to the resource’s expertise, or
allowing a system or non-human resources to execute multiple activities at one point
in time (multitasking). Fourth, regarding the proposed visualisations, scalability is
still an issue as the visualisations may suffer from overcrowding. Additional filtering
for the visualisations may be necessary to ensure that meaningful interpretations can
still be achieved with a suitable level of information abstraction. In addition, the
usage of colours on graphical elements could be improved. Tasks within the same
department or resources that have the same roles could be assigned to colours from
7Files can be obtained via http://yawlfoundation.org/cost/
logbasedcostanalysisandimprovement.html.
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a similar gradient scale. Fifth, regarding the analysis of process change impact on
execution cost, the regression assumption test for multicollinearity in the datasets
presented some concerning results, as over 80% of the features are deemed to have
a high multicollinearity. It was also noted that multicollinearity among the variables
subject to regression tends to be more apparent with the increase in their quantity. For
this validation, discarding the affected features is our choice of remedy, and should be
considered while interpreting the results. Last but not least, the hybrid genetic algorithm
and the process change impact analysis demands a high computational capacity, which
is heavily dependent on the size and complexity of a business process. An increase in
the number of cases, tasks, or resources will result in a huge increase in the number
of possible resource reallocations and activity rescheduling for the hybrid genetic
algorithm, and also a huge increase in the number of possible process-related changes
(features) for the process change impact analysis. The exponential increase in search
space can be computationally expensive. One approach to managing this is to divide the
provided information into smaller parts or extract a representative subset for analysis.
In conclusion, the proposed approaches have been validated using a real life event
log. Organisations are thus provided with an approach that can identify better ways to
execute business processes. Then, the execution discrepancies that result in performance
differences can be easily identified with the support of visualisations. Finally, the
process-related changes and their impact on execution cost can be analysed, ranked,
and prioritised, spurring business process improvement activities within organisations.
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Conclusion
This thesis presents an evidence-based, cost model-informed approach to identifying
potential performance gains in business process executions, taking into account trade-
offs between flow time, execution cost, and resource utilisation. Based on the research
outcomes, recommendations are offered as to how process analysts can facilitate better
cost model-informed decision making. Four research questions are addressed in this
thesis:
• RQ1: How can we formally link a cost model (consisting of different cost types
and cost functions) and a business process to enable cost-model informed process
improvement?
• RQ2: How can we explore cost-optimal execution scenarios of a business process?
• RQ3: How can we reason about the difference in cost and performance be-
tween two executions of a business process by comparing the resource and time
discrepancies between them?
• RQ4: How can we identify those resource or time-related changes that have a
significant impact on business process execution costs?
RQ1 is addressed by proposing a comprehensive cost model, where costs can
be associated with different aspects of business process executions. The cost model
takes into account the multi-objective improvements that business processes aim for.
Trade-offs between flow time, execution cost, and resource utilisation are taken into
consideration, applying the notion of cost to both flow time and resource utilisation.
The result is a comprehensive cost model, which organisations can customise to mirror
the costing structure of their business processes.
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RQ2 is addressed by examining ways of designing alternative execution scenarios.
We separated an event log into a variable part and a fixed part. A number of optimisation
techniques, including Genetic Algorithm, were investigated. Then, techniques such
as ILP, Hill Climbing, Tabu Search, and Hybrid Genetic Algorithm were proposed
and implemented to perturb the variable part of an event log. The developed cost
model is utilised as the objective function for these techniques, facilitating trade-offs
between flow time, execution cost, and resource utilisation. The resulting outcome
is an improved alternative execution scenario, which achieves not only a reduction in
execution cost, but also a reduction in flow time and increased resource utilisation.
For RQ3, we identified the differences in resource reallocation and activity reschedul-
ing of two execution scenarios. We investigated visual representation techniques that
process analysts can use to identify these differences and acquire useful insights. Com-
mon design principles from the field of visual analytics were investigated and imple-
mented, resulting in six specialised visualisation techniques. A user evaluation was
performed to validate the intended purpose, perceived usefulness, and user acceptance
of the developed visualisations. With these techniques, it is now possible for process
analysts to identify the changes that contribute to a cheaper and more efficient business
process, enabling the initiating of BPI activities based on insights gathered from the
visualisations.
RQ4 seeks to identify which changes play a more important role and their effect
on achieving reductions in business process execution costs. Utilising our proposed
hybrid genetic algorithm, a collection of alternative execution scenarios were generated.
Changes related to resource reallocations and activity rescheduling were extracted
and scaled by comparing the original execution scenario and the alternative execution
scenarios. The overall cost of the alternative execution scenarios was computed as well.
As a result, each alternative scenario is associated with a set of features (differences
between two execution scenarios) and their respective execution cost. A regression
analysis was performed to determine the degree to which these features contribute to
minimisation of execution costs. The identified features that have a high impact on cost
reduction serve as recommendations for process analysts. The outcomes of this research
are to identify and provide cost model-informed, process-focused recommendations for
business process improvements and redesigns.
Potential future work avenues for applying our proposed cost model-informed,
alternative scenario generation approach include evaluations using real-world cost
models for business process execution. The applicability and performance of other
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optimisation techniques can be considered as well. In addition, further relaxation of
the optimisation constraints (such as incorporating changes in activity durations to
cater for productivity differences among resources, or allowing activities to be executed
in parallel) could be examined to expand our proposed approach for a more general
audience.
To further develop our proposed change visualisation technique, potential improve-
ments in scalability, usability, and comprehensibility of the visualisation can be investi-
gated. Additional studies in the field of visual analytics (such as investigation into the
usage of colours, with the aim of tailoring visualisations to cater for colour-blindness,
cultural background, and many more variables) can be carried out. Furthermore, broader
surveys can be conducted to evaluate the perceived usefulness, perceived ease-of-use,
and user acceptance of visualisations for a wider audience. Finally, new visualisation
techniques can be explored to provide process analysts with additional insights into the
differences between execution scenarios.
To analyse how change in business process execution impacts cost reduction, differ-
ent recommendation techniques can be explored and examined. Such investigations will
facilitate detailed analysis and comparisons of the applicability and performance of our
proposed approach and other techniques. Last but not least, suitable visual representa-
tion techniques can be developed to better portray the analysis results, providing process
analysts with a better understanding of the details on which the recommendations are
based.
In practice, process analysts can utilise our proposed optimisation approach to
identify alternative ways of running a business process which are viable and cost-
effective. The impact of changes in business requirements (e.g. SLA adjustments or
resourcing requirements) on execution cost and performance can also be determined.
To facilitate ease of comparison and to ensure that crucial differences are not missed,
our visualisations can support process analysts with identifying behavioural differences
between two executions at multiple abstraction levels. Provided with known business
process performance discrepancies between the two executions, process analysts can
infer and attribute the identified process changes to respective changes in process
performance. Last but not least, our proposed approach on process change impact
analysis provides an effective way to analyse a large amount of what-if scenarios to
determine how certain changes affect the execution cost. This will allow process analysts
to prioritise some process changes over others by comparing their impact on execution
cost.
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In conclusion, the approaches presented in this thesis: 1) propose a comprehensive
and customisable cost model; 2) enable the generation and comparison of alternative
process execution scenarios; 3) develop visualisation techniques to facilitate targeted
analysis of resource reallocation and activity rescheduling between two execution sce-
narios; and 4) identify and provide evidence-based, process-focused recommendations
with the goal of business process improvement in mind. We advocate the importance
of considering multi-dimensional trade-offs between flow time, execution cost, and
resource utilisation while performing BPI activities (Chapter 2). We show that business
process can be executed in a more efficient manner by producing alternative execution
scenarios that perform better in terms of flow time, execution cost, and resource utilisa-
tion (Chapter 2). We demonstrate the increased comprehensibility of the differences
between two execution scenarios by making use of visual representation techniques
(Chapter 3). We provide insights on process execution changes that have a high impact
on cost reduction (Chapter 4). Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of our proposed
approaches by evaluating them with a real world event log (Chapter5).
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A.1 Complete Cost Model
Part 1/3.
Cost Type Property Value Cost Rate
Case
Platinum & Windscreen $40 per hour
Membership Type & Platinum & Scratches $50 per hour
Damage Type & Platinum & Collision $60 per hour
Case Duration Gold & Windscreen $20 per hour
Gold & Scratches $25 per hour
Gold & Collision $30 per hour
Platinum & [SLA Breach] $1500 if it takes more than 5 days,
Membership Type & and $500 for every subsequent day.
Case Duration Gold & [SLA Breach] $500 if it takes more than 5 days,
and $500 for every subsequent day.
Resource Utilisation
Between 0.00 and 0.15 $45.00 per minute
Between 0.16 and 0.35 $35.00 per minute
Between 0.36 and 0.55 $20.00 per minute
Between 0.56 and 0.75 $10.00 per minute
Between 0.76 and 0.85 $1.00 per minute
Between 0.86 and 1.00 $20.00 per minute
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Part 2/3.
Cost Type Property Value Cost Rate
Activity
CAR & A1 $0.40 per minute
CAR & A2 $0.50 per minute
CAR & A3 $0.20 per minute
CAR & A4 $0.25 per minute
CAR & A5 $0.10 per minute
RAR & IS1 $1.00 per minute
RAR & IS2 $0.50 per minute
NCU & A1-A5 $0.10 per minute
PVA & SC1 $0.20 per minute
PVA & SC2 $0.15 per minute
PVA & SC3 $0.10 per minute
ATT & SC1 $0.35 per minute
ATT & SC2 $0.10 per minute
ATT & SC3 $0.20 per minute
RCV & F1-F15 $0.10 per minute
ASD & F1 $0.20 per minute
ASD & F2 $0.45 per minute
ASD & F3 $0.20 per minute
Task & ASD & F4 $0.15 per minute
Resource & ASD & F5 $0.10 per minute
Activity Duration ASD & F6 $0.25 per minute
ASD & F7 $0.50 per minute
ASD & F8 $0.30 per minute
ASD & F9 $0.20 per minute
ASD & F10 $0.30 per minute
ASD & F11 $0.40 per minute
ASD & F12 $0.10 per minute
ASD & F13 $0.25 per minute
ASD & F14 $0.15 per minute
ASD & F15 $0.25 per minute
ERC & F1 $0.15 per minute
ERC & F2 $0.25 per minute
ERC & F3 $0.20 per minute
ERC & F4 $0.35 per minute
ERC & F5 $0.20 per minute
ERC & F6 $1.30 per minute
ERC & F7 $0.50 per minute
ERC & F8 $0.20 per minute
ERC & F9 $0.25 per minute
ERC & F10 $0.20 per minute
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Part 3/3.
Cost Type Property Value Cost Rate
Activity
ERC & F11 $0.15 per minute
ERC & F12 $0.30 per minute
ERC & F13 $1.00 per minute
ERC & F14 $0.15 per minute
ERC & F15 $0.10 per minute
ARP & IS1 $0.50 per minute
ARP & IS2 $1.00 per minute
RPV & F1 $0.50 per minute
RPV & F2 $0.80 per minute
RPV & F3 $0.75 per minute
RPV & F4 $0.70 per minute
RPV & F5 $0.50 per minute
RPV & F6 $0.30 per minute
RPV & F7 $0.70 per minute
RPV & F8 $0.50 per minute
RPV & F9 $0.90 per minute
RPV & F10 $0.30 per minute
Task & RPV & F11 $0.30 per minute
Resource & RPV & F12 $0.80 per minute
Activity Duration RPV & F13 $0.20 per minute
RPV & F14 $0.40 per minute
RPV & F15 $0.80 per minute
AVC & SC1 $0.10 per minute
AVC & SC2 $0.15 per minute
AVC & SC3 $0.20 per minute
SIN & BS1 $0.25 per minute
SIN & BS2 $0.75 per minute
AVD & SC1 $0.70 per minute
AVD & SC2 $1.50 per minute
AVD & SC3 $0.50 per minute
APT & SC1 $0.15 per minute
APT & SC2 $0.20 per minute
APT & SC3 $0.10 per minute
AWO & BS1 $0.35 per minute
AWO & BS2 $0.10 per minute
CWR & WOS1 $1.00 per minute
CWR & WOS2 $0.50 per minute
Resource & Task [Over-qualified Resources] & [All Tasks] $1000.00 per invocation
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B.1 Survey Questions
Please turn over.
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Evaluation of Visualizations for Comparing Differences between Two Event Logs 
 
Part A - Participant Demographics 
 
1. Which description best matches your current status? 
o BPM Practitioner 
o BPM Academic 
o BPM Student 
o Other:   
 
2. If you are a BPM Practitioner, which description best matches your current position? 
o Operational 
o Managerial 
o Strategical 
o Not applicable, as I am not a BPM Practitioner 
 
3. How many years of experience do you have in the business process analysis and improvement area? 
o None 
o Less than 1 year 
o 1 to 5 years 
o More than 5 years 
 
4. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. 
 Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
I am aware of the term Business Process 
Management and its implications in 
organizations. 
O O O O O 
I prefer information to be conveyed using 
visualizations over textual representations. O O O O O 
I regularly make use of/interpret visualizations 
(graphs, charts, maps, etc.) during my work. O O O O O 
I regularly make use of/interpret visualizations 
(graphs, charts, maps, etc.) for business process 
analysis or business process improvement 
purposes. 
O O O O O 
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Part B – Research Introduction 
 
B1: Change Visualization Framework 
 
Business process improvement (BPI) is often sought by organizations, focusing on time, cost, and quality 
improvements. Given the availability of the execution history of processes in so called event logs, 
techniques can be developed for exploring better ways to execute a business process. We have 
developed a technique that takes the original event log (original execution history of a process) as input 
and produces a perturbed event log (alternative execution history). A comparative analysis of both could 
yield powerful insights for business process improvement. However, there is a lack of techniques to 
expose the differences between the original execution and the alternative execution. Therefore, we 
have developed a visualization technique that does exactly that: visualize differences between two 
event logs in terms of resource reallocation and activity rescheduling. Through visualizations, we aim to 
enhance the interpretation of and acquire insights into the differences between two event logs. 
Figure 1: Overview of the approach to explore better business process execution scenarios, and gain 
insights by visualizing the differences between the two event log variants, from both the time and 
resource perspectives. 
 
B2: Helpful Terminology 
The terminologies below will further enhance your comprehension of the visualizations: 
• (Business) Process – a collection of tasks that aims to produce certain products or services. 
• Event Log – records detailed information about a business process execution. 
• Original Event Log – the original, unperturbed event log. 
• Perturbed Event Log – the perturbed event log, where activity start times and resource allocations 
were altered. 
• Case – an instance of a process recorded in an event log. 
• Task – a piece of work that is to be executed. 
• Activity – an instance of a task recorded in an event log. 
• Resource – human participant that executes activities. 
• Resource Swap – a replacement of a resource executing a particular activity with another available 
resource. 
• Time Shift – a shift in an activity’s start time, where this activity could start earlier (forward time 
shift) or later (backward time shift). 
• Resource Utilization – the rate where a resource is busy (utilized or occupied) executing activities 
over a certain time period. 
B.1. SURVEY QUESTIONS
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Part C - Visualization Evaluation 
 
C1: Birds-eye view on Cases and Resources 
 
Overall Case View Chart 
  
Please read the introduction about this type of visualization before answering the following questions. 
  
 
 
• This is an Overall Case View Chart, which provides an overall comparative view of cases and their 
activities from two event log variants over a certain period of time. 
• Each twin-row represents a particular case over the throughput time of that case, where the 
execution differences are outlined between two event log variants. Log 1 represents the original 
event log, whereas Log 2 represents the perturbed event log. 
• Each bar represents an activity that was executed within the case of the twin-row in which it occurs. 
• The length of each bar represents the duration of its corresponding activity. 
• The color of each bar represents the task of its corresponding activity. 
• The total length span of a row represents the throughput time of its corresponding case. 
• The empty gap between bars illustrates the idle time, where no activity is performed. 
• The configuration panel on the left allows users to sort the cases, filter the number of cases, and 
filter the tasks to only show the ones of interest. 
• The statistics panel on the right provides more detailed case execution statistics. 
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Please answer the following question in the context of the visualization shown below: 
 
 
 
5. Please indicate whether the following statements about this visualization are true or false: 
 True False I don’t know 
All cases in Log 2 have a reduced throughput time compared to Log 1. O O O 
Most cases in Log 2 have an increased idle time between activities compared 
to Log 1. O O O 
 
Please answer the following question in the context of the visualization shown below: 
  
 
 
6. Please indicate whether the following statements about the above visualization are true or false: 
 True False I don’t know 
In Log 2, task ASD was executed earlier compared to Log 1. O O O 
In Log 2, task RAR was executed later compared to Log 1. O O O 
In Log 2, task RPV was executed earlier compared to Log 1. O O O 
 
7. It is easy and intuitive to find the answers for the questions above using this type of visualization. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
B.1. SURVEY QUESTIONS
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8. I believe that this type of visualization is useful. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
9. Please provide any comments you may have on this type of visualization, or any suggestions for its 
improvement. (optional) 
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Part C - Visualization Evaluation 
 
C1: Birds-eye view on Cases and Resources 
 
Overall Resource View Chart 
  
Please read the introduction about this type of visualization before answering the following questions. 
  
 
 
• This is an Overall Resource View Chart, which enables users to view the resources’ busy periods, and 
compares their differences between the two event log variants. 
• Each twin-row compares the resource allocation differences between the two event log variants 
over the duration of the logs, with Log 1 representing the original event log, and Log 2 representing 
the perturbed event log. 
• Each bar represents an activity that was executed by the resource of the twin-row in which it occurs. 
• The length of each bar represents the duration of the corresponding resource performing the 
activity involved. 
• The color of each bar represents whether the original resource that executed the activity involved 
(in Log 1) was reallocated (in Log 2) or not. (Resource Stability) 
• An orange-colored bar suggests that the resource was reallocated, whereas a blue-colored bar 
suggests that the resource was not reallocated. 
• The configuration panel on the left allows users to sort and filter the resources, and change the 
color representations of the bars (to represent either the resource stability or to represent the 
tasks). 
• The statistics panel on the right provides more detailed resource-related statistics. 
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Please answer the following question in the context of the visualization shown below: 
 
 
 
10. Which resource retained the most number of activities in Log 2 compared to Log 1? 
o A1 
o A10 
o F1 
o F10 
o IS1 
o I don't know 
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Please answer the following question in the context of the statistics (for each of the corresponding 
resources in the visualization above) shown below: 
 
 
 
11. Which resource appears to be the most utilized resource in Log 1? 
o A1 
o A10 
o F1 
o F10 
o IS1 
o I don't know 
 
12. It is easy and intuitive to find the answers for the questions above using this type of visualization. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
13. I believe that this type of visualization is useful. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
14. Please provide any comments you may have on this type of visualization, or any suggestions for its 
improvement. (optional) 
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C2: Analyzing Resource Swaps 
 
Resource Swap Weighted Digraph 
 
Please read the introduction about this type of visualization before answering the following questions. 
 
 
 
• This is a Resource Swap Weighted Digraph, which visualizes the changes in resource allocation 
between the two event log variants. 
• Each node represents a resource. 
• The size of each node represents the number of activities where their resources remain the same. 
• The label of each node displays the name of the resource and the number of stable activities. 
• Each edge implies that a change in resource allocation has occurred from one resource in Log 1 to 
another in Log 2. 
• The thickness of each edge represents the number of activities that had their resources reallocated 
between two resources. 
• The label of each edge shows the number of activities where their resource reallocated. 
• For each node, the pie chart illustrates the tasks of the corresponding activities where their 
resources remain the same. 
• Each task is represented by a distinct color. 
• The configuration panel on the left allows users to customize the graph. 
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Please answer the following questions in the context of the visualization shown below: 
  
 
 
The visualization above is a zoom-in excerpt from the Resource Swap Weighted Digraph. 
 
15. How many activities did IS2 retain? 
o 88 
o 109 
o 114 
o 215 
o 247 
o I don't know 
 
16. How many activities have their resources changed from SC1 to SC2? 
o 1 
o 10 
o 21 
o 53 
o 100 
o I don't know 
 
17. Please select the tasks that are retained by two Insurance Supervisors (IS1 and IS2). 
o APT and CAR 
o ARP and RAR 
o AVC and ERC 
o RAR and ERC 
o APT and AVC 
o I don't know 
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18. It is easy and intuitive to find the answers for the questions above using this type of visualization. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
19. I believe that this type of visualization is useful. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
20. Please provide any comments you may have on this type of visualization, or any suggestions for its 
improvement. (optional) 
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Part C - Visualization Evaluation 
 
C2: Analyzing Resource Swaps 
 
Resource Utilization Change Chart 
  
Please read the introduction about this type of visualization before answering the following questions. 
 
 
 
• This is a Resource Utilization Change Chart, which visualizes the change in resource utilizations 
between the two event log variants. 
• Each row represents a resource, where a bar illustrates the utilization difference for that resource. 
• A green bar that extends towards the left indicates the employee is less busy in the second log 
compared to the first event log. 
• Likewise, a red bar that extends to the right indicates the employee is more occupied in the second 
log compared to the first event log. 
• The configuration panel on the left allows users to sort and filter the resources. 
• The statistics panel on the right provides more detailed resource utilization statistics. 
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Please answer the following questions in the context of the visualization shown below: 
 
 
 
21. Which resource has the highest increase in its utilization? 
o A1 
o A10 
o BS1 
o F1 
o F12 
o I don't know 
 
22. Which resource has the highest decrease in its utilization? 
o A5 
o A7 
o BS1 
o BS2 
o F1 
o I don't know 
 
23. It is easy and intuitive to find the answers for the questions above using this type of visualization. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
24. I believe that this type of visualization is useful. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
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25. Please provide any comments you may have on this type of visualization, or any suggestions for its 
improvement. (optional) 
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Part C - Visualization Evaluation 
 
C2: Analyzing Time Shifts 
 
Case Time Shift Chart 
 
Please read the introduction about this type of visualization before answering the following questions. 
 
 
 
• This is a Case Time Shift Chart, which visualizes the difference in case throughput times and activity 
start times between two event log variants. 
• Each row represents a case, where a bar illustrates the throughput time differences for that case. 
• A reduction in case throughput time in the second event log compared to the first event log is 
expressed by a green-colored bar extending to the left. 
• An increase in case throughput time in the second event log compared to the first event log is 
expressed by a red-colored bar extending to the right. 
• Each activity is represented by a point (dot) along the row of its corresponding case. 
• The position of a point reflects the time shift of the start time of that activity. 
• The further left a point is, the earlier the corresponding activity was started in the second event log 
compared to the first event log. 
• Similarly, the further right a point is, the later the corresponding activity was started in the second 
event log compared to the first event log. 
• The configuration panel on the left allows users to sort the cases, filter the number of cases, and 
filter the tasks. 
• The statistics panel on the right provides more detailed time-related statistics from the perspective 
of a case. 
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Please answer the following questions in the context of the visualization shown below: 
 
 
This visualization has been filtered to show only the tasks of interest. 
 
26. Which case had its throughput time increased the most? 
o Case 43 
o Case 95 
o Case 111 
o Case 222 
o Case 379 
o I don't know 
 
27. Which activity did not have its start time changed for most of the cases? 
o ATT_1 
o AWO_1 
o ERC_1 
o ERC_2 
o RPV_1 
o I don't know 
 
28. It is easy and intuitive to find the answers for the questions above using this type of visualization. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
29. I believe that this type of visualization is useful. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
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30. Please provide any comments you may have on this type of visualization, or any suggestions for its 
improvement. (optional) 
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Part C - Visualization Evaluation 
 
C2: Analyzing Time Shifts 
 
Task Time Shift Chart 
  
Please read the introduction about this type of visualization before answering the following questions. 
 
 
• This is a Task Time Shift Chart, which visualizes the time-related differences between the two event 
log variants from the perspective of a task. 
• Each row represents a task, where a bar illustrates the average start time differences across all 
activities that are instances of that task. 
• A green bar that extends to the left indicates that the instances of its corresponding task tend to 
start earlier. (Forward Time Shift) 
• Likewise, a red bar that extends to the right shows that the instances of its corresponding task tend 
to start later. (Backward Time Shift) 
• If a task instance is present in a case, the case is represented by a point (dot) along the row of that 
task. 
• The further left on a task bar a point corresponding to a certain case is, the earlier an instance of 
that task in that case was started in the second event log compared to the first event log. (Forward 
Time Shift) 
• Similarly, the further right on a task bar a point corresponding to a certain case is, the later an 
instance of that task in that case was started in the second event log compared to the first event log. 
(Backward Time Shift) 
• The configuration panel on the left allows users to sort and filter the tasks, sort the cases according 
to their time shift nature (case name, biggest time shift, outliers, etc.), and filter the number of 
cases. 
• The statistics panel on the right provides more detailed time-related statistics from the perspective 
of a task. 
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Please answer the following questions in the context of the visualization shown below: 
 
  
This visualization has been filtered to show only the cases of interest. 
 
31. On average, which task has the biggest forward time shift (started earlier)? 
o APT 
o ARP 
o CAR 
o CWR 
o RAR 
o I don't know 
 
32. Which case has the biggest forward time shift (started earlier) for task ASD? 
o Case 130 
o Case 296 
o Case 310 
o Case 436 
o Case 472 
o I don't know 
 
33. Which case has the biggest backward time shift (started later) for task CAR? 
o Case 92 
o Case 234 
o Case 260 
o Case 409 
o Case 472 
o I don't know 
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34. It is easy and intuitive to find the answers for the questions above using this type of visualization. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
35. I believe that this type of visualization is useful. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
36. Please provide any comments you may have on this type of visualization, or any suggestions for its 
improvement. (optional) 
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C4: Overall Visualization Feedback 
 
37. Overall, I believe that this change visualization framework is useful. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
O O O O O 
 
38. Please provide any comments you may have for this visualization framework, or any additional 
suggestions for the improvement of this framework. (optional) 
 
 
 
 
 
Please click the "Submit Response" button once you completed this survey. Your results will not count if 
you do not click the "Submit Response" button. Thank you for your participation! 
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Appendix C
Chapter 4 Supplementary Data
C.1 Experiment 2
Please turn over.
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APPENDIX C. CHAPTER 4 SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
C.1.1 Complete Cost Models
Cost Type Property Value
Cost Rate
CM 2A
CM 2B CM 2C
Differences Differences
Case Case Duration - $8 per hour $24 per hour
Activity
AppointAssessor & IC1 $36 per hour
AppointAssessor & IC2 $60 per hour
AppointAssessor & IC3 $10 per hour
AppointAssessor & IC4 $26 per hour
AppointAssessor & IC5 $100 per hour $1 per hour
Approve & IAcc1 $98 per hour $1 per hour
Approve & IAcc2 $50 per hour
Approve & IAcc3 $28 per hour
AssessCar & IAss1 $156 per hour $1 per hour
AssessCar & IAss2 $70 per hour
AssessCar & IAss3 $106 per hour
AssessCustomer & IAss1 $34 per hour
AssessCustomer & IAss2 $70 per hour
AssessCustomer & IAss3 $120 per hour $1 per hour
DecideClaim & IM1 $30 per hour
DecideClaim & IM2 $58 per hour
Task & DecideClaim & IM3 $110 per hour $1 per hour
Activity Duration & LodgeClaim & IC1 $20 per hour
Resource LodgeClaim & IC2 $50 per hour
LodgeClaim & IC3 $74 per hour $1 per hour
LodgeClaim & IC4 $46 per hour
LodgeClaim & IC5 $16 per hour
Reject & IAcc1 $50 per hour
Reject & IAcc2 $26 per hour
Reject & IAcc3 $98 per hour $1 per hour
RequestAssessment & IC1 $16 per hour
RequestAssessment & IC2 $84 per hour $1 per hour
RequestAssessment & IC3 $54 per hour
RequestAssessment & IC4 $40 per hour
RequestAssessment & IC5 $32 per hour
ReviewClaim & IC1 $20 per hour
ReviewClaim & IC2 $90 per hour
ReviewClaim & IC3 $76 per hour
ReviewClaim & IC4 $120 per hour $1 per hour
ReviewClaim & IC5 $44 per hour
Resource Utilisation
Between 0.00 and 0.49 $100 per hour
Between 0.50 and 0.85 $20 per hour
Between 0.86 and 1.00 $200 per hour
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C.1. EXPERIMENT 2
C.1.2 Regression Assumption Test Results - Linearity
Features that were deemed not linear with the execution cost (P-value >0.05) are in
bold. Part 1/2.
Experiment 2A Experiment 2B Experiment 2C
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Significance Significance Significance
P-Value P-Value P-Value
LodgeClaim:IC1-IC2 0.992 AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Increase 0.974 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC3 0.740
DecideClaim:IM1-IM2 0.784 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC4 0.867 ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Decrease 0.707
AssessCar:IAss1-IAss2 0.774 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC2 0.585 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC3 0.568
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC5 0.678 DecideClaim:IM1-IM3 0.522 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC4 0.502
Approve:IAcc3-IAcc1 0.619 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC3 0.172 DecideClaim-Approve:Decrease 0.466
AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss2 0.548 LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Decrease 0.049 AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Decrease 0.372
RequestAssessment:IC2-IC3 0.398 DecideClaim:IM2-IM3 0.031 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC3 0.242
RequestAssessment:IC3-IC4 0.321 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC3 0.007 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC4 0.204
ReviewClaim:IC3-IC2 0.314 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC3 0.006 LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Decrease 0.051
RequestAssessment:IC2-IC4 0.288 DecideClaim:IM2-IM1 0.005 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC4 0.010
AssessCar-DecideClaim:Decrease 0.262 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC5 0.002 AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Decrease 0.007
RequestAssessment:IC1-IC2 0.215 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC2 0.001 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC1 0.001
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC1 0.215 Approve:IAcc1-IAcc2 0.001 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC1 0.001
RequestAssessment:IC1-IC4 0.148 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC1 0.001 AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Increase 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC3-IC4 0.120 Reject:IAcc3-IAcc2 0.000 DecideClaim:IM3-IM1 0.000
Approve:IAcc3-IAcc2 0.093 AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Decrease 0.000 DecideClaim-Approve:Increase 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC5-IC3 0.076 RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Decrease 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC2 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC3-IC1 0.054 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC4 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC4 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC5-IC4 0.032 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC5 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC3 0.000
DecideClaim:IM3-IM2 0.030 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC5 0.000 AssessCar:IAss3-IAss1 0.000
DecideClaim:IM3-IM1 0.029 AssessCar:IAss1-IAss2 0.000 RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Decrease 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC1-IC5 0.022 DecideClaim:IM3-IM2 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC5 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC2 0.004 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC1 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss3 0.000
AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Increase 0.002 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC2 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC1 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC4-IC2 0.001 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC1 0.000 CaseArrival-LodgeClaim:Increase 0.000
LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Increase 0.001 Approve:IAcc3-IAcc2 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC2 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC5-IC2 0.001 DecideClaim:IM1-IM2 0.000 Approve:IAcc1-IAcc3 0.000
AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Increase 0.001 AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss3 0.000 Approve:IAcc3-IAcc1 0.000
AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Decrease 0.000 DecideClaim:IM3-IM1 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC2 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC4-IC1 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC2 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC3 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC3 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC3 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC5 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC4-IC1 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC4 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC1 0.000
Reject:IAcc1-IAcc2 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC5 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC3 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC1-IC3 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC1 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC1 0.000
AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Increase 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC3 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC2 0.000
DecideClaim:IM2-IM3 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC4 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC4 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC2-IC5 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC5 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC5 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC2-IC4 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC1 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC1 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC2-IC1 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC2 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC2 0.000
Approve:IAcc2-IAcc3 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC4 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC5 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC5-IC4 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC5 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC1 0.000
AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss3 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC1 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC2 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC2 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC3 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC4 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC3-IC4 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC5 0.000 AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Decrease 0.000
AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Decrease 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC2 0.000 AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Increase 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC4 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC3 0.000 Approve:IAcc1-IAcc2 0.000
Approve:IAcc1-IAcc2 0.000 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC4 0.000 Approve:IAcc2-IAcc1 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC3 0.000 Approve:IAcc1-IAcc3 0.000 Approve:IAcc2-IAcc3 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC1 0.000 Approve:IAcc2-IAcc1 0.000 Approve:IAcc3-IAcc2 0.000
RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Increase 0.000 Approve:IAcc2-IAcc3 0.000 AssessCar:IAss1-IAss2 0.000
Approve:IAcc1-IAcc3 0.000 Approve:IAcc3-IAcc1 0.000 AssessCar:IAss1-IAss3 0.000
LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Decrease 0.000 AssessCar:IAss1-IAss3 0.000 AssessCar:IAss2-IAss1 0.000
Reject:IAcc3-IAcc2 0.000 AssessCar:IAss2-IAss1 0.000 AssessCar:IAss2-IAss3 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC5-IC2 0.000 AssessCar:IAss2-IAss3 0.000 AssessCar:IAss3-IAss2 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC2 0.000 AssessCar:IAss3-IAss1 0.000 AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Decrease 0.000
AssessCar-DecideClaim:Increase 0.000 AssessCar:IAss3-IAss2 0.000 AssessCar-DecideClaim:Decrease 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC3 0.000 AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Decrease 0.000 AssessCar-DecideClaim:Increase 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC4 0.000 AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Increase 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss2 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC5 0.000 AssessCar-DecideClaim:Decrease 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss1 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC2-IC1 0.000 AssessCar-DecideClaim:Increase 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss3 0.000
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Features that were deemed not linear with the execution cost (P-value >0.05) are in
bold. Part 2/2.
Experiment 2A Experiment 2B Experiment 2C
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Significance Significance Significance
P-Value P-Value P-Value
AppointAssessor:IC2-IC3 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss2 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss1 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC2-IC5 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss1 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss2 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC4 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss3 0.000 AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Increase 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC5 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss1 0.000 AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Increase 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC4-IC2 0.000 AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss2 0.000 DecideClaim:IM1-IM2 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC4-IC3 0.000 AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Decrease 0.000 DecideClaim:IM1-IM3 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC4-IC5 0.000 AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Increase 0.000 DecideClaim:IM2-IM1 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC5-IC1 0.000 AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Decrease 0.000 DecideClaim:IM2-IM3 0.000
AppointAssessor:IC5-IC3 0.000 AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Increase 0.000 DecideClaim:IM3-IM2 0.000
Approve:IAcc2-IAcc1 0.000 CaseArrival-LodgeClaim:Increase 0.000 DecideClaim-Reject:Decrease 0.000
AssessCar:IAss1-IAss3 0.000 DecideClaim-Approve:Decrease 0.000 DecideClaim-Reject:Increase 0.000
AssessCar:IAss2-IAss1 0.000 DecideClaim-Approve:Increase 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC2 0.000
AssessCar:IAss2-IAss3 0.000 DecideClaim-Reject:Decrease 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC4 0.000
AssessCar:IAss3-IAss1 0.000 DecideClaim-Reject:Increase 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC5 0.000
AssessCar:IAss3-IAss2 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC2 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC1 0.000
AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Decrease 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC3 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC4 0.000
AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Increase 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC4 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC5 0.000
AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss3 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC1 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC1 0.000
AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss1 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC3 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC2 0.000
AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss1 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC4 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC4 0.000
AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss2 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC5 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC5 0.000
AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Decrease 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC1 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC2 0.000
CaseArrival-LodgeClaim:Increase 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC2 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC3 0.000
DecideClaim:IM1-IM3 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC4 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC5 0.000
DecideClaim:IM2-IM1 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC5 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC1 0.000
DecideClaim-Approve:Decrease 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC2 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC2 0.000
DecideClaim-Approve:Increase 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC5 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC3 0.000
DecideClaim-Reject:Decrease 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC2 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC4 0.000
DecideClaim-Reject:Increase 0.000 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC3 0.000 LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Increase 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC1-IC3 0.000 LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Increase 0.000 Reject:IAcc1-IAcc2 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC1-IC4 0.000 Reject:IAcc1-IAcc2 0.000 Reject:IAcc1-IAcc3 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC2-IC3 0.000 Reject:IAcc1-IAcc3 0.000 Reject:IAcc2-IAcc1 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC2-IC4 0.000 Reject:IAcc2-IAcc1 0.000 Reject:IAcc2-IAcc3 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC3-IC1 0.000 Reject:IAcc2-IAcc3 0.000 Reject:IAcc3-IAcc1 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC3-IC2 0.000 Reject:IAcc3-IAcc1 0.000 Reject:IAcc3-IAcc2 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC3-IC5 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC2 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC3 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC4-IC1 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC3 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC4 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC4-IC3 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC5 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC5 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC4-IC5 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC1 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC1 0.000
LodgeClaim:IC5-IC1 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC4 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC3 0.000
Reject:IAcc1-IAcc3 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC1 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC4 0.000
Reject:IAcc2-IAcc1 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC4 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC5 0.000
Reject:IAcc2-IAcc3 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC5 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC1 0.000
Reject:IAcc3-IAcc1 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC1 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC4 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC1-IC5 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC3 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC5 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC2-IC1 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC5 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC2 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC2-IC5 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC1 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC3 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC3-IC1 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC2 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC5 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC3-IC2 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC3 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC1 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC3-IC5 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC4 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC2 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC4-IC2 0.000 RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Increase 0.000 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC3 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC4-IC3 0.000 RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Decrease 0.000 RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Increase 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC4-IC5 0.000 RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Increase 0.000 RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Decrease 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC1 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC2 0.000 RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Increase 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC3 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC4 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC2 0.000
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC4 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC5 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC3 0.000
RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Decrease 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC1 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC4 0.000
RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Increase 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC3 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC5 0.000
RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Decrease 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC4 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC1 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC2 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC5 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC3 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC4 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC1 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC4 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC3 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC2 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC5 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC4 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC4 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC1 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC5 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC5 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC2 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC3-IC5 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC1 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC4 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC4-IC1 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC2 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC5 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC4-IC2 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC3 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC1 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC4-IC3 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC1 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC2 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC4-IC5 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC2 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC3 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC1 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC3 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC5 0.000
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC2 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC4 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC2 0.000
ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Decrease 0.000 ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Decrease 0.000 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC3 0.000
ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Increase 0.000 ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Increase 0.000 ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Decrease 0.000
ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Decrease 0.000 ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Decrease 0.000 ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Increase 0.000
ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Increase 0.000 ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Increase 0.000 ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Increase 0.000
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C.1. EXPERIMENT 2
C.1.3 Regression Assumption Test Results - Multicollinearity
Features that were deemed to have multicollinearity (VIF >10) are in bold. Part 1/3
Experiment 2A Experiment 2B Experiment 2C
Features VIF Value Features VIF Value Features VIF Value
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC1 15.049 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC3 30.035 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC4 28.256
AppointAssessor:IC2-IC1 14.178 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC5 22.251 AssessCar:IAss1-IAss2 19.404
AppointAssessor:IC2-IC3 14.130 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC4 19.424 AssessCar:IAss3-IAss2 19.307
AssessCar:IAss1-IAss2 13.456 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC1 19.240 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC2 18.181
LodgeClaim:IC1-IC4 13.385 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC2 18.932 AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss2 17.517
RequestAssessment:IC2-IC1 13.037 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC2 17.358 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC5 17.378
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC5 12.872 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC5 16.571 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC5 16.724
AppointAssessor:IC2-IC5 11.540 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC1 14.715 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC2 16.029
AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss1 11.043 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC2 14.596 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC1 15.777
AppointAssessor:IC5-IC3 11.002 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC1 12.729 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC2 14.715
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC2 10.701 AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss1 12.275 AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss2 14.446
RequestAssessment:IC2-IC3 9.695 AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss2 12.194 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC5 14.059
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC5 9.572 AssessCar:IAss3-IAss2 12.039 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC1 13.673
AppointAssessor:IC5-IC4 9.066 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC3 11.976 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC3 12.963
AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss2 8.876 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC4 11.769 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC2 12.853
RequestAssessment:IC4-IC3 8.842 AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss1 11.286 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC4 12.708
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC2 8.469 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC1 10.761 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC2 12.040
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC4 8.144 AssessCar:IAss1-IAss2 10.211 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC3 11.980
RequestAssessment:IC1-IC2 7.927 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC5 10.154 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC5 11.817
RequestAssessment:IC4-IC5 7.904 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC3 10.142 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC1 11.800
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC3 7.588 AppointAssessor:IC3-IC4 9.267 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC1 11.649
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC5 7.169 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC3 9.078 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC5 11.566
RequestAssessment:IC2-IC5 7.143 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC5 9.039 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC1 11.088
RequestAssessment:IC1-IC3 6.923 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC2 8.779 AssessCar:IAss1-IAss3 11.084
AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss2 6.758 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC1 8.700 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC1 10.919
LodgeClaim:IC4-IC5 6.725 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC2 8.376 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC3 10.752
AppointAssessor:IC5-IC1 6.725 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC4 8.349 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC3 10.717
LodgeClaim:IC1-IC2 6.710 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC4 8.314 AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss3 10.640
LodgeClaim:IC2-IC4 6.675 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC2 8.298 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC2 10.439
AppointAssessor:IC5-IC2 6.609 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC1 8.278 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC2 10.140
LodgeClaim:IC4-IC1 6.600 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC4 8.221 AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss3 10.065
LodgeClaim:IC5-IC3 6.425 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC3 8.106 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC2 9.828
ReviewClaim:IC4-IC3 6.411 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC5 8.106 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC5 9.713
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC1 6.353 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC1 7.903 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC5 9.711
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC1 6.255 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC3 7.592 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC5 9.156
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC4 6.220 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC3 7.566 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC2 9.135
AppointAssessor:IC2-IC4 6.085 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC4 7.537 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC4 8.761
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC4 6.071 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC3 7.271 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC2 8.602
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC3 6.007 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC1 7.240 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC1 8.596
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC4 5.722 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC2 7.233 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC4 8.331
AssessCar:IAss3-IAss2 5.715 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC1 7.124 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC3 8.321
LodgeClaim:IC2-IC5 5.699 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC2 7.107 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC3 8.208
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APPENDIX C. CHAPTER 4 SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Features that were deemed to have multicollinearity (VIF >10) are in bold. Part 2/3
Experiment 2A Experiment 2B Experiment 2C
Features VIF Value Features VIF Value Features VIF Value
LodgeClaim:IC1-IC3 5.689 AssessCar:IAss2-IAss1 6.963 AssessCar:IAss2-IAss1 8.190
LodgeClaim:IC2-IC1 5.683 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC2 6.884 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC1 8.177
LodgeClaim:IC5-IC4 5.520 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC2 6.798 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC4 8.170
ReviewClaim:IC4-IC5 5.480 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC1 6.758 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC3 8.140
AssessCar:IAss1-IAss3 5.468 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC5 6.719 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC5 7.842
ReviewClaim:IC4-IC1 5.464 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC1 6.694 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC2 7.734
RequestAssessment:IC4-IC1 5.376 AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss2 6.620 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC1 7.447
RequestAssessment:IC3-IC2 5.330 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC3 6.504 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC5 7.304
CaseArrival-LodgeClaim:Increase 5.241 AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss3 6.488 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC1 7.296
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC3 5.212 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC3 6.466 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC4 7.245
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC2 5.147 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC3 6.354 AssessCar:IAss3-IAss1 7.235
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC3 5.137 AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss3 6.318 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC2 7.156
Reject:IAcc3-IAcc2 5.118 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC4 6.308 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC1 7.075
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC4 5.055 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC1 6.212 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC5 6.998
LodgeClaim:IC3-IC2 4.966 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC4 6.124 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC5 6.942
AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss3 4.955 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC2 6.051 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC2 6.624
RequestAssessment:IC1-IC5 4.931 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC3 6.023 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC1 6.506
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC1 4.859 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC4 5.979 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC2 6.499
ReviewClaim:IC3-IC5 4.852 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC1 5.824 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC3 6.490
AppointAssessor:IC4-IC3 4.727 CaseArrival-LodgeClaim:Increase 5.799 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC4 6.257
LodgeClaim:IC4-IC2 4.706 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC4 5.683 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC3 6.216
AppointAssessor:IC4-IC5 4.667 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC2 5.681 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC2 6.179
LodgeClaim:IC1-IC5 4.642 AssessCar:IAss2-IAss3 5.639 AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss1 6.108
LodgeClaim:IC3-IC4 4.629 AssessCar:IAss1-IAss3 5.574 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC4 6.060
LodgeClaim:IC5-IC1 4.617 AppointAssessor:IC4-IC2 5.560 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC5 6.033
RequestAssessment:IC1-IC4 4.613 AssessCar:IAss3-IAss1 5.550 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC1 5.993
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC5 4.548 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC4 5.523 AppointAssessor:IC5-IC4 5.949
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC2 4.535 RequestAssessment:IC3-IC5 5.466 AssessCar:IAss2-IAss3 5.817
AssessCar:IAss2-IAss1 4.516 LodgeClaim:IC3-IC5 5.326 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC3 5.754
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC3 4.495 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC5 5.314 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC1 5.730
AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss3 4.491 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC4 5.283 Reject:IAcc2-IAcc1 5.621
RequestAssessment:IC3-IC5 4.491 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC1 5.231 RequestAssessment:IC4-IC3 5.358
LodgeClaim:IC4-IC3 4.432 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC4 5.220 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC1 5.323
LodgeClaim:IC3-IC1 4.432 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC5 5.149 AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss1 5.320
RequestAssessment:IC4-IC2 4.394 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC2 5.105 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC5 5.299
RequestAssessment:IC3-IC1 4.392 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC4 4.876 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC2 5.197
AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss1 4.360 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC2 4.849 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC5 5.175
LodgeClaim:IC2-IC3 4.355 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC1 4.838 LodgeClaim:IC5-IC4 5.142
Approve:IAcc2-IAcc1 4.320 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC3 4.650 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC4 5.106
AssessCar:IAss3-IAss1 4.295 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC3 4.626 Approve:IAcc1-IAcc2 5.071
AppointAssessor:IC4-IC2 4.280 LodgeClaim:IC4-IC5 4.546 Reject:IAcc3-IAcc2 5.005
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC2 4.270 RequestAssessment:IC1-IC2 4.546 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC3 4.904
AppointAssessor:IC4-IC1 4.267 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC1 4.531 ReviewClaim:IC4-IC3 4.851
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC4 4.219 Approve:IAcc3-IAcc1 4.310 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC4 4.763
LodgeClaim:IC3-IC5 4.200 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC5 4.260 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC3 4.681
Approve:IAcc1-IAcc3 4.066 Approve:IAcc3-IAcc2 4.239 RequestAssessment:IC2-IC4 4.676
Reject:IAcc3-IAcc1 4.064 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC5 4.097 ReviewClaim:IC2-IC4 4.623
Approve:IAcc1-IAcc2 3.984 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC5 4.030 RequestAssessment:IC5-IC4 4.563
Reject:IAcc2-IAcc1 3.928 Reject:IAcc2-IAcc3 3.951 Approve:IAcc1-IAcc3 4.517
ReviewClaim:IC3-IC4 3.898 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC3 3.870 ReviewClaim:IC1-IC4 4.475
LodgeClaim:IC5-IC2 3.883 Approve:IAcc1-IAcc3 3.867 Reject:IAcc3-IAcc1 4.471
ReviewClaim:IC3-IC2 3.873 ReviewClaim:IC3-IC4 3.826 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC3 4.413
RequestAssessment:IC3-IC4 3.827 Reject:IAcc3-IAcc1 3.825 Reject:IAcc2-IAcc3 4.259
AssessCar:IAss2-IAss3 3.817 Reject:IAcc2-IAcc1 3.813 AppointAssessor:IC2-IC5 4.173
Reject:IAcc1-IAcc2 3.726 LodgeClaim:IC2-IC5 3.533 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC3 4.088
RequestAssessment:IC2-IC4 3.459 LodgeClaim:IC1-IC5 3.489 Approve:IAcc2-IAcc3 4.049
DecideClaim:IM1-IM3 3.414 Reject:IAcc3-IAcc2 3.444 DecideClaim:IM1-IM2 3.927
DecideClaim:IM2-IM1 3.320 AppointAssessor:IC1-IC3 3.375 DecideClaim:IM2-IM1 3.909
Approve:IAcc2-IAcc3 3.274 Reject:IAcc1-IAcc3 3.255 Approve:IAcc2-IAcc1 3.794
Reject:IAcc1-IAcc3 3.204 Approve:IAcc1-IAcc2 3.221 AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Decrease 3.734
Approve:IAcc3-IAcc1 3.140 Approve:IAcc2-IAcc3 3.138 RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Increase 3.642
Reject:IAcc2-IAcc3 3.130 Reject:IAcc1-IAcc2 3.054 ReviewClaim:IC5-IC1 3.599
ReviewClaim:IC3-IC1 3.109 AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Decrease 2.836 DecideClaim:IM1-IM3 3.511
DecideClaim:IM1-IM2 3.065 Approve:IAcc2-IAcc1 2.831 Approve:IAcc3-IAcc1 3.337
AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Increase 3.029 DecideClaim:IM3-IM1 2.579 Reject:IAcc1-IAcc3 3.265
ReviewClaim:IC4-IC2 2.999 DecideClaim:IM1-IM3 2.543 CaseArrival-LodgeClaim:Increase 3.141
Approve:IAcc3-IAcc2 2.952 DecideClaim:IM2-IM1 2.474 Reject:IAcc1-IAcc2 3.041
DecideClaim:IM3-IM1 2.905 ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Increase 2.429 Approve:IAcc3-IAcc2 2.819
LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Increase 2.479 DecideClaim:IM3-IM2 2.411 DecideClaim:IM3-IM2 2.674
AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Increase 2.461 DecideClaim:IM2-IM3 2.398 AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Increase 2.562
RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Increase 2.398 DecideClaim:IM1-IM2 2.279 DecideClaim:IM2-IM3 2.474
RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Increase 2.345 AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Increase 2.253 DecideClaim:IM3-IM1 2.440
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C.1. EXPERIMENT 2
Features that were deemed to have multicollinearity (VIF >10) are in bold. Part 3/3
Experiment 2A Experiment 2B Experiment 2C
Features VIF Value Features VIF Value Features VIF Value
DecideClaim:IM3-IM2 2.241 AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Increase 2.196 ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Increase 2.249
DecideClaim:IM2-IM3 2.204 LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Increase 2.105 AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Increase 2.182
DecideClaim-Reject:Increase 1.927 RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Increase 2.068 ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Increase 2.172
AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Decrease 1.859 RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Increase 1.975 AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Increase 2.152
DecideClaim-Approve:Increase 1.726 AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Increase 1.925 LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Increase 2.124
RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Decrease 1.714 AssessCar-DecideClaim:Increase 1.900 RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Increase 1.857
AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Increase 1.701 RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Decrease 1.893 DecideClaim-Reject:Increase 1.774
AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Decrease 1.681 ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Decrease 1.892 ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Decrease 1.698
ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Decrease 1.671 AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Increase 1.810 AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Increase 1.690
LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Decrease 1.596 ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Increase 1.740 AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Decrease 1.677
AssessCar-DecideClaim:Increase 1.562 DecideClaim-Approve:Increase 1.636 DecideClaim-Approve:Increase 1.568
ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Decrease 1.527 DecideClaim-Reject:Increase 1.599 AssessCar-DecideClaim:Increase 1.568
ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Increase 1.500 ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Decrease 1.599 DecideClaim-Approve:Decrease 1.556
ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Increase 1.473 LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Decrease 1.486 ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Decrease 1.508
AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Decrease 1.469 AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Decrease 1.465 AssessCar-DecideClaim:Decrease 1.489
AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Increase 1.415 AssessCar-DecideClaim:Decrease 1.419 AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Decrease 1.454
RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Decrease 1.394 DecideClaim-Reject:Decrease 1.338 LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Decrease 1.415
AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Decrease 1.353 AssessCustomer-DecideClaim:Decrease 1.328 RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Decrease 1.320
AssessCar-DecideClaim:Decrease 1.343 RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Decrease 1.274 AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Decrease 1.319
DecideClaim-Reject:Decrease 1.240 DecideClaim-Approve:Decrease 1.259 RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Decrease 1.317
DecideClaim-Approve:Decrease 1.176 AssessCar-AssessCustomer:Decrease 1.248 DecideClaim-Reject:Decrease 1.315
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C.1.4 Experiment 2A Regression Results - Resource Perspective
Part 1/2.
Resource Top 5 Resource Reallocation (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Task (Ranked) Average Estimate
IAcc1
Approve:IAcc1-IAcc2 -1765.06 Reject -681.63
Approve:IAcc2-IAcc1 -1704.51 Approve -346.49
Reject:IAcc2-IAcc1 -815.39
Reject:IAcc3-IAcc1 -547.86
Approve:IAcc1-IAcc3 -378.35
IAcc2
Approve:IAcc1-IAcc2 -1765.06 Approve -1596.00
Approve:IAcc2-IAcc1 -1704.51 Reject 416.16
Approve:IAcc2-IAcc3 -1537.33
Approve:IAcc3-IAcc2 -1426.95
Reject:IAcc2-IAcc1 -815.39
IAcc3
Approve:IAcc2-IAcc3 -1537.33 Approve -957.84
Approve:IAcc3-IAcc2 -1426.95 Reject 1214.34
Reject:IAcc3-IAcc1 -547.86
Approve:IAcc1-IAcc3 -378.35
Reject:IAcc3-IAcc2 221.76
IAss1
AssessCar:IAss2-IAss1 455.75 AssessCar 757.81
AssessCar:IAss3-IAss1 1059.87 AssessCustomer 2034.57
AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss1 1266.23
AssessCustomer:IAss1-IAss2 2485.32
AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss1 2802.90
IAss2
AssessCar:IAss2-IAss3 -251.72 AssessCustomer 2329.62
AssessCar:IAss2-IAss1 455.75 AssessCar 3125.32
AssessCar:IAss3-IAss2 471.69
AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss3 838.29
AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss2 2173.91
IAss3
AssessCar:IAss2-IAss3 -251.72 AssessCar 1786.09
AssessCar:IAss3-IAss2 471.69 AssessCustomer 2894.16
AssessCustomer:IAss2-IAss3 838.29
AssessCar:IAss3-IAss1 1059.87
AssessCustomer:IAss3-IAss1 1266.23
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C.1. EXPERIMENT 2
Part 2/2.
Resource Top 5 Resource Reallocation (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Task (Ranked) Average Estimate
IC1
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC1 -12376.32 ReviewClaim -3089.64
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC1 -8441.37 RequestAssessment -201.09
AppointAssessor:IC1-IC5 -6065.27 AppointAssessor 23.93
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC1 -5278.31 LodgeClaim 1365.66
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC4 -5057.66
IC2
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC2 -7229.65 ReviewClaim -4654.88
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC5 -6033.26 AppointAssessor -798.71
LodgeClaim:IC2-IC5 -5826.43 LodgeClaim 952.69
ReviewClaim:IC3-IC2 -5300.35 RequestAssessment 1115.45
ReviewClaim:IC2-IC1 -4714.84
IC3
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC3 -9718.14 ReviewClaim -2155.36
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC3 -6192.93 RequestAssessment -1636.50
ReviewClaim:IC3-IC2 -5300.35 AppointAssessor -1299.28
AppointAssessor:IC3-IC1 -5278.31 LodgeClaim 3488.81
AppointAssessor:IC2-IC3 -4326.71
IC4
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC4 -12371.72 ReviewClaim -4767.48
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC4 -8183.14 RequestAssessment -1324.42
ReviewClaim:IC1-IC4 -5057.66 AppointAssessor -468.88
RequestAssessment:IC4-IC5 -4974.54 LodgeClaim 2315.68
ReviewClaim:IC4-IC5 -4070.08
IC5
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC1 -12376.32 RequestAssessment -2526.87
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC4 -12371.72 ReviewClaim -1580.67
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC3 -9718.14 AppointAssessor -1199.92
ReviewClaim:IC5-IC1 -8441.37 LodgeClaim 486.09
RequestAssessment:IC5-IC4 -8183.14
IM1
DecideClaim:IM1-IM2 -2642.55 DecideClaim 96.55
DecideClaim:IM3-IM1 26.60
DecideClaim:IM2-IM1 166.50
DecideClaim:IM1-IM3 1039.98
IM2
DecideClaim:IM1-IM2 -2642.55 DecideClaim -767.68
DecideClaim:IM2-IM1 166.50
DecideClaim:IM2-IM3 601.51
DecideClaim:IM3-IM2 1107.19
IM3
DecideClaim:IM3-IM1 26.60 DecideClaim 820.74
DecideClaim:IM2-IM3 601.51
DecideClaim:IM1-IM3 1039.98
DecideClaim:IM3-IM2 1107.19
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C.1.5 Experiment 2A Regression Results - Task Perspective
Task Top 5 Preferred Changes in Waiting Times (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Resource Average Estimate Least Preferred Resource Average Estimate
AppointAssessor
AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Decrease -2208.26 IC3 -1299.28 IC1 -3715.04
ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Decrease -1743.20 IC5 -1199.92 IC3 -2584.08
AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Increase -410.51 IC2 -798.71 IC2 -2123.23
ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Increase 68.67 IC4 -468.88 IC5 2250.82
IC1 23.93 IC4 2428.67
Approve
DecideClaim-Approve:Increase -193.32 IAcc2 -1596.00 IAcc2 -1620.92
DecideClaim-Approve:Decrease 263.51 IAcc3 -957.84 IAcc1 -1071.70
IAcc1 -346.49 IAcc3 -207.71
AssessCar
AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Increase -146.84 IAss1 757.81 IAss2 102.01
AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Decrease 31.71 IAss3 1786.09 IAss3 765.78
AssessCar:DecideClaim:Increase 179.69 IAss2 3125.32 IAss1 4801.44
AssessCar:DecideClaim:Decrease 667.59
RequestAssessment-AssessCar:Increase 727.97
AssessCustomer
RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Decrease -2568.12 IAss1 2034.57 IAss3 1720.07
RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Increase -1584.92 IAss2 2329.62 IAss2 1820.60
AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Increase -146.84 IAss3 2894.16 IAss1 3717.67
AssessCustomer:DecideClaim:Increase -70.45
AssessCustomer-AssessCar:Decrease 31.71
DecideClaim
DecideClaim-Approve:Increase -193.32 IM2 -767.68 IM1 -801.28
AssessCustomer:DecideClaim:Increase -70.45 IM1 96.55 IM2 384.00
AssessCar:DecideClaim:Increase 179.69 IM3 820.74 IM3 566.89
DecideClaim-Approve:Decrease 263.51
DecideClaim-Reject:Increase 615.36
LodgeClaim
CaseArrival-LodgeClaim:Increase -1101.61 IC5 486.09 IC2 -3614.54
LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Increase -499.35 IC2 952.69 IC5 1542.38
LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Decrease 1542.89 IC1 1365.66 IC3 2178.77
IC4 2315.68 IC4 3605.93
IC3 3488.81 IC1 4896.39
Reject
DecideClaim-Reject:Increase 615.36 IAcc1 -681.63 IAcc3 -163.05
DecideClaim-Reject:Decrease 755.45 IAcc2 416.16 IAcc2 48.36
IAcc3 1214.34 IAcc1 1063.56
RequestAssessment
ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Decrease -3260.11 IC5 -2526.87 IC5 -8678.27
RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Decrease -2568.12 IC3 -1636.50 IC2 -305.12
AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Decrease -2208.26 IC4 -1324.42 IC1 59.78
RequestAssessment-AssessCustomer:Increase -1584.92 IC1 -201.09 IC4 976.16
AppointAssessor-RequestAssessment:Increase -410.51 IC2 1115.45 IC3 3374.02
ReviewClaim
ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Decrease -3260.11 IC4 -4767.48 IC5 -8558.91
ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Decrease -1743.20 IC2 -4654.88 IC2 -3979.17
LodgeClaim-ReviewClaim:Increase -499.35 IC1 -3089.64 IC4 -1871.87
ReviewClaim-RequestAssessment:Increase -370.67 IC3 -2155.36 IC3 -1022.16
ReviewClaim-AppointAssessor:Increase 68.67 IC5 -1580.67 IC1 -815.91
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C.2 Experiment 3
Please turn over.
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C.2.1 Complete Cost Models
Cost Type Property Value
Cost Rate
CM 3A
CM 3B CM 3C
Differences Differences
Case
Platinum & Windscreen $40 per hour $120 per hour
Membership Type & Platinum & Scratches $10 per hour $30 per hour
Damage Type & Platinum & Collision $100 per hour $300 per hour
Case Duration Gold & Windscreen $20 per hour $60 per hour
Gold & Scratches $5 per hour $15 per hour
Gold & Collision $50 per hour $150 per hour
Platinum & [SLA Breach] $1000 if it takes more than 5 days, $3000 if it takes more than 5 days,
Membership Type & and $1000 for every subsequent day. and $3000 for every subsequent day.
Case Duration Gold & [SLA Breach] $500 if it takes more than 5 days, $1500 if it takes more than 5 days,
and $500 for every subsequent day. and $1500 for every subsequent day.
Resource Utilisation
[Utilisation <= 0.5] -2*util + 2
[Utilisation between 0.5 to 0.85] 1
[Utilisation >0.85] 3*util - 1.5
Activity
CAR & A1 $0.75 per minute $0.05 per minute
CAR & A2 $0.60 per minute
CAR & A3 $0.30 per minute
CAR & A4 $0.40 per minute
CAR & A5 $0.15 per minute
RAR & IS1 $2.00 per minute $0.05 per minute
RAR & IS2 $0.50 per minute
NCU & A1-A5 $0.15 per minute
PVA & SC1 $0.30 per minute
PVA & SC2 $0.20 per minute
PVA & SC3 $0.10 per minute
ATT & SC1 $0.65 per minute $0.05 per minute
ATT & SC2 $0.15 per minute
ATT & SC3 $0.35 per minute
RCV & F1-F4 $0.15 per minute
ASD & F1 $0.30 per minute
ASD & F2 $0.65 per minute $0.05 per minute
ASD & F3 $0.30 per minute
ASD & F4 $0.45 per minute
ERC & F1 $0.70 per minute $0.05 per minute
Task & ERC & F2 $0.45 per minute
Resource & ERC & F3 $0.30 per minute
Activity Duration ERC & F4 $0.25 per minute
ARP & IS1 $0.50 per minute
ARP & IS2 $2.00 per minute $0.05 per minute
RPV & F1 $0.75 per minute
RPV & F2 $1.00 per minute
RPV & F3 $1.50 per minute $0.05 per minute
RPV & F4 $0.20 per minute
AVC & SC1 $0.15 per minute
AVC & SC2 $0.25 per minute
AVC & SC3 $0.50 per minute
SIN & BS1 $0.50 per minute
SIN & BS2 $1.25 per minute $0.05 per minute
AVD & SC1 $0.70 per minute
AVD & SC2 $1.50 per minute $0.05 per minute
AVD & SC3 $0.50 per minute
APT & SC1 $0.25 per minute
APT & SC2 $0.50 per minute
APT & SC3 $0.10 per minute
AWO & BS1 $0.75 per minute
AWO & BS2 $0.20 per minute
CWR & WOS1 $2.00 per minute
CWR & WOS2 $0.50 per minute
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C.2.2 Regression Assumption Test Results - Linearity
Features that were deemed not linear with the execution cost (P-value >0.05) are in
bold. Part 1/3.
Experiment 3A Experiment 3B Experiment 3C
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Significance Significance Significance
P-Value P-Value P-Value
NCU:A1-A3 0.954 RAR:IS2-IS1 0.975 CAR:A5-A4 0.991
AVD:SC1-SC3 0.635 ATT:SC2-SC3 0.717 APT:SC1-SC3 0.069
NCU:A1-A2 0.441 CAR:A2-A5 0.632 NCU:A2-A3 0.027
SIN:BS2-BS1 0.016 NCU:A2-A4 0.568 NCU:A4-A1 0.003
CAR:A5-A4 0.000 AVC-SC2-SC3 0.324 RCV:F2-F4 0.002
CAR:A1-A2 0.000 NCU:A3-A4 0.254 RAR:IS1-IS2 0.000
APT:SC3-SC1 0.000 CAR:A5-A4 0.148 ARP:IS2-IS1 0.000
AWO-CWR:Decrease 0.000 RCV:F3-F1 0.071 APT:SC3-SC1 0.000
CAR:A5-A1 0.000 CAR:A4-A3 0.027 RPV:F3-F4 0.000
NCU:A5-A3 0.000 AVC-SIN:Increase 0.013 CAR:A1-A5 0.000
ATT:SC2-SC3 0.000 ARP-ERC:Decrease 0.008 AWO-CWR:Decrease 0.000
NCU:A4-A3 0.000 PVA:SC3-SC2 0.007 RCV:F3-F4 0.000
ATT:SC1-SC3 0.000 NCU:A4-A3 0.007 CAR:A2-A3 0.000
RCV:F2-F4 0.000 PVA:SC2-SC1 0.005 ERC:F1-F2 0.000
SIN:BS1-BS2 0.000 APT:SC2-SC3 0.003 CAR:A4-A2 0.000
ASD-ERC:Decrease 0.000 CAR:A1-A5 0.002 CAR:A3-A1 0.000
RCV:F3-F1 0.000 ERC:F3-F1 0.000 NCU:A5-A2 0.000
AWO:BS1-BS2 0.000 ERC:F2-F3 0.000 NCU:A4-A3 0.000
RCV:F3-F2 0.000 AVD:SC3-SC2 0.000 SIN:BS1-BS2 0.000
APT:SC1-SC3 0.000 RAR:IS1-IS2 0.000 ASD-ERC:Decrease 0.000
APT:SC1-SC2 0.000 CAR:A2-A1 0.000 RCV:F3-F1 0.000
RCV:F3-F4 0.000 CAR:A3-A1 0.000 AWO:BS1-BS2 0.000
RPV:F1-F2 0.000 CWR:WOS2-WOS1 0.000 RCV:F3-F2 0.000
PVA:SC1-SC2 0.000 AWO-CWR:Decrease 0.000 APT:SC1-SC2 0.000
AVC-AVD:Increase 0.000 SIN:BS1-BS2 0.000 RPV:F1-F2 0.000
RPV:F1-F3 0.000 ASD-ERC:Decrease 0.000 PVA:SC1-SC2 0.000
CAR:A4-A5 0.000 AWO:BS1-BS2 0.000 AVC-AVD:Increase 0.000
RPV:F1-F4 0.000 RCV:F3-F2 0.000 RPV:F1-F3 0.000
PVA:SC1-SC3 0.000 APT:SC1-SC3 0.000 CAR:A4-A5 0.000
CAR:A4-A3 0.000 APT:SC1-SC2 0.000 RPV:F1-F4 0.000
CAR:A4-A1 0.000 RCV:F3-F4 0.000 PVA:SC1-SC3 0.000
CAR:A4-A2 0.000 RPV:F1-F2 0.000 CAR:A4-A3 0.000
ERC:F4-F3 0.000 PVA:SC1-SC2 0.000 CAR:A4-A1 0.000
AVC-APT:Decrease 0.000 AVC-AVD:Increase 0.000 ERC:F4-F3 0.000
ERC-ARP:Decrease 0.000 RPV:F1-F3 0.000 AVC-APT:Decrease 0.000
ASD:F3-F1 0.000 CAR:A4-A5 0.000 ERC-ARP:Decrease 0.000
ERC:F4-F1 0.000 RPV:F1-F4 0.000 ASD:F3-F1 0.000
ERC:F4-F2 0.000 PVA:SC1-SC3 0.000 ERC:F4-F1 0.000
NCU:A4-A1 0.000 CAR:A4-A1 0.000 ERC:F4-F2 0.000
NCU:A4-A2 0.000 CAR:A4-A2 0.000 NCU:A4-A2 0.000
PVA-RCV:Decrease 0.000 ERC:F4-F3 0.000 PVA-RCV:Decrease 0.000
NCU:A1-A5 0.000 AVC-APT:Decrease 0.000 NCU:A1-A5 0.000
NCU:A1-A4 0.000 ERC-ARP:Decrease 0.000 NCU:A1-A4 0.000
CAR-RAR:Increase 0.000 ASD:F3-F1 0.000 NCU:A1-A3 0.000
RAR:IS1-IS2 0.000 ERC:F4-F1 0.000 CAR-RAR:Increase 0.000
RPV-AVC:Decrease 0.000 ERC:F4-F2 0.000 NCU:A1-A2 0.000
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Features that were deemed not linear with the execution cost (P-value >0.05) are in
bold. Part 2/3.
Experiment 3A Experiment 3B Experiment 3C
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Significance Significance Significance
P-Value P-Value P-Value
RPV:F4-F3 0.000 NCU:A4-A1 0.000 RPV-AVC:Decrease 0.000
RPV:F4-F1 0.000 NCU:A4-A2 0.000 RPV:F4-F3 0.000
RPV:F4-F2 0.000 PVA-RCV:Decrease 0.000 RPV:F4-F1 0.000
CAR:A1-A3 0.000 NCU:A1-A5 0.000 RPV:F4-F2 0.000
ASD:F3-F2 0.000 NCU:A1-A4 0.000 CAR:A1-A3 0.000
CAR:A1-A5 0.000 NCU:A1-A3 0.000 ASD:F3-F2 0.000
ASD:F3-F4 0.000 CAR-RAR:Increase 0.000 CAR:A1-A2 0.000
CAR:A1-A4 0.000 NCU:A1-A2 0.000 ASD:F3-F4 0.000
ATT-RCV:Decrease 0.000 RPV-AVC:Decrease 0.000 CAR:A1-A4 0.000
RAR-CAR:Decrease 0.000 RPV:F4-F3 0.000 ATT-RCV:Decrease 0.000
AVC-SC2-SC1 0.000 RPV:F4-F1 0.000 RAR-CAR:Decrease 0.000
AVC-SC2-SC3 0.000 RPV:F4-F2 0.000 AVC-SC2-SC1 0.000
ARP-ERC:Increase 0.000 CAR:A1-A3 0.000 AVC-SC2-SC3 0.000
ASD:F4-F1 0.000 ASD:F3-F2 0.000 ARP-ERC:Increase 0.000
ERC:F1-F3 0.000 CAR:A1-A2 0.000 ASD:F4-F1 0.000
AVD:SC1-SC2 0.000 ASD:F3-F4 0.000 ERC:F1-F3 0.000
ASD:F4-F2 0.000 CAR:A1-A4 0.000 AVD:SC1-SC2 0.000
ERC:F1-F2 0.000 ATT-RCV:Decrease 0.000 ASD:F4-F2 0.000
NCU-PVA:Increase 0.000 RAR-CAR:Decrease 0.000 AVD:SC1-SC3 0.000
ERC:F1-F4 0.000 AVC-SC2-SC1 0.000 NCU-PVA:Increase 0.000
ASD-AWO:Increase 0.000 ARP-ERC:Increase 0.000 ERC:F1-F4 0.000
ATT-RCV:Increase 0.000 ASD:F4-F1 0.000 ASD-AWO:Increase 0.000
ARP-RPV:Increase 0.000 ERC:F1-F3 0.000 ATT-RCV:Increase 0.000
NCU:A4-A5 0.000 AVD:SC1-SC2 0.000 ARP-RPV:Increase 0.000
RPV:F3-F1 0.000 ASD:F4-F2 0.000 NCU:A4-A5 0.000
SIN-AVC:Increase 0.000 ERC:F1-F2 0.000 RPV:F3-F1 0.000
RPV:F3-F2 0.000 AVD:SC1-SC3 0.000 SIN-AVC:Increase 0.000
CAR:A2-A4 0.000 NCU-PVA:Increase 0.000 RPV:F3-F2 0.000
SIN-APT:Increase 0.000 ERC:F1-F4 0.000 CAR:A2-A4 0.000
CAR:A2-A3 0.000 ASD-AWO:Increase 0.000 SIN-APT:Increase 0.000
RPV:F3-F4 0.000 ATT-RCV:Increase 0.000 ASD:F4-F3 0.000
ASD:F4-F3 0.000 ARP-RPV:Increase 0.000 CAR:A2-A5 0.000
CAR:A2-A5 0.000 NCU:A4-A5 0.000 CAR:A2-A1 0.000
CAR:A2-A1 0.000 RPV:F3-F1 0.000 PVA:SC3-SC2 0.000
PVA:SC3-SC2 0.000 SIN-AVC:Increase 0.000 PVA:SC3-SC1 0.000
PVA:SC3-SC1 0.000 RPV:F3-F2 0.000 ASD-ERC:Increase 0.000
ASD-ERC:Increase 0.000 CAR:A2-A4 0.000 AVD:SC3-SC1 0.000
AVD:SC3-SC1 0.000 SIN-APT:Increase 0.000 ATT:SC2-SC3 0.000
AVD:SC3-SC2 0.000 CAR:A2-A3 0.000 AVD:SC3-SC2 0.000
NCU:A2-A1 0.000 RPV:F3-F4 0.000 NCU:A2-A1 0.000
SIN-APT:Decrease 0.000 ASD:F4-F3 0.000 SIN-APT:Decrease 0.000
CWR:WOS2-WOS1 0.000 PVA:SC3-SC1 0.000 CWR:WOS2-WOS1 0.000
ATT:SC2-SC1 0.000 ASD-ERC:Increase 0.000 ATT:SC2-SC1 0.000
APT:SC3-SC2 0.000 AVD:SC3-SC1 0.000 APT:SC3-SC2 0.000
SIN-AVC:Decrease 0.000 NCU:A2-A1 0.000 SIN-AVC:Decrease 0.000
ARP-RPV:Decrease 0.000 SIN-APT:Decrease 0.000 ARP-RPV:Decrease 0.000
ASD:F1-F2 0.000 ATT:SC2-SC1 0.000 ASD:F1-F2 0.000
ASD:F1-F3 0.000 APT:SC3-SC1 0.000 ASD:F1-F3 0.000
ASD:F1-F4 0.000 APT:SC3-SC2 0.000 ASD:F1-F4 0.000
ERC:F3-F2 0.000 SIN-AVC:Decrease 0.000 ERC:F3-F2 0.000
APT:SC2-SC3 0.000 ARP-RPV:Decrease 0.000 APT:SC2-SC3 0.000
ERC:F3-F4 0.000 ASD:F1-F2 0.000 ERC:F3-F4 0.000
APT:SC2-SC1 0.000 ASD:F1-F3 0.000 APT:SC2-SC1 0.000
ERC:F3-F1 0.000 ASD:F1-F4 0.000 ERC:F3-F1 0.000
NCU:A5-A2 0.000 ERC:F3-F2 0.000 NCU:A5-A3 0.000
NCU:A5-A4 0.000 ERC:F3-F4 0.000 NCU:A5-A4 0.000
RPV-SIN:Increase 0.000 APT:SC2-SC1 0.000 SIN:BS2-BS1 0.000
ASD-AWO:Decrease 0.000 NCU:A5-A3 0.000 RPV-SIN:Increase 0.000
NCU:A5-A1 0.000 NCU:A5-A2 0.000 ASD-AWO:Decrease 0.000
AVC-SC1-SC3 0.000 NCU:A5-A4 0.000 NCU:A5-A1 0.000
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Features that were deemed not linear with the execution cost (P-value >0.05) are in
bold. Part 3/3.
Experiment 3A Experiment 3B Experiment 3C
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Significance Significance Significance
P-Value P-Value P-Value
AVC-SC1-SC2 0.000 SIN:BS2-BS1 0.000 AVC-SC1-SC3 0.000
NCU-PVA:Decrease 0.000 RPV-SIN:Increase 0.000 AVC-SC1-SC2 0.000
NCU:A2-A5 0.000 ASD-AWO:Decrease 0.000 NCU-PVA:Decrease 0.000
AWO-CWR:Increase 0.000 NCU:A5-A1 0.000 NCU:A2-A5 0.000
NCU:A2-A4 0.000 AVC-SC1-SC3 0.000 AWO-CWR:Increase 0.000
NCU:A2-A3 0.000 AVC-SC1-SC2 0.000 NCU:A2-A4 0.000
RCV-ASD:Increase 0.000 NCU-PVA:Decrease 0.000 RCV-ASD:Increase 0.000
PVA:SC2-SC3 0.000 NCU:A2-A5 0.000 PVA:SC2-SC3 0.000
PVA:SC2-SC1 0.000 AWO-CWR:Increase 0.000 PVA:SC2-SC1 0.000
ASD:F2-F1 0.000 NCU:A2-A3 0.000 ASD:F2-F1 0.000
ASD:F2-F4 0.000 RCV-ASD:Increase 0.000 ASD:F2-F4 0.000
ASD:F2-F3 0.000 PVA:SC2-SC3 0.000 ASD:F2-F3 0.000
PVA-ATT:Decrease 0.000 ASD:F2-F1 0.000 PVA-ATT:Decrease 0.000
SIN-AVD:Decrease 0.000 ASD:F2-F4 0.000 SIN-AVD:Decrease 0.000
RAR:IS2-IS1 0.000 ASD:F2-F3 0.000 RAR:IS2-IS1 0.000
AWO:BS2-BS1 0.000 PVA-ATT:Decrease 0.000 CAR:A5-A1 0.000
RPV-AVC:Increase 0.000 SIN-AVD:Decrease 0.000 AWO:BS2-BS1 0.000
ARP-ERC:Decrease 0.000 CAR:A5-A1 0.000 RPV-AVC:Increase 0.000
RCV:F2-F1 0.000 AWO:BS2-BS1 0.000 ARP-ERC:Decrease 0.000
AVC-SC3-SC2 0.000 RPV-AVC:Increase 0.000 RCV:F2-F1 0.000
AVC-SC3-SC1 0.000 RCV:F2-F1 0.000 AVC-SC3-SC2 0.000
CaseArrival-CAR:Increase 0.000 AVC-SC3-SC2 0.000 AVC-SC3-SC1 0.000
RCV:F2-F3 0.000 AVC-SC3-SC1 0.000 CaseArrival-CAR:Increase 0.000
ERC-ARP:Increase 0.000 RCV:F2-F4 0.000 RCV:F2-F3 0.000
RCV-ASD:Decrease 0.000 CaseArrival-CAR:Increase 0.000 ERC-ARP:Increase 0.000
ARP:IS2-IS1 0.000 RCV:F2-F3 0.000 RCV-ASD:Decrease 0.000
CAR:A5-A3 0.000 ERC-ARP:Increase 0.000 CAR:A5-A3 0.000
CAR:A5-A2 0.000 RCV-ASD:Decrease 0.000 CAR:A5-A2 0.000
PVA-ATT:Increase 0.000 ARP:IS2-IS1 0.000 PVA-ATT:Increase 0.000
PVA-RCV:Increase 0.000 CAR:A5-A3 0.000 PVA-RCV:Increase 0.000
NCU:A3-A1 0.000 CAR:A5-A2 0.000 NCU:A3-A1 0.000
NCU:A3-A2 0.000 PVA-ATT:Increase 0.000 NCU:A3-A2 0.000
AVC-APT:Increase 0.000 PVA-RCV:Increase 0.000 AVC-APT:Increase 0.000
CWR:WOS1-WOS2 0.000 NCU:A3-A1 0.000 CWR:WOS1-WOS2 0.000
ARP:IS1-IS2 0.000 NCU:A3-A2 0.000 ARP:IS1-IS2 0.000
RCV:F1-F2 0.000 AVC-APT:Increase 0.000 RCV:F1-F2 0.000
RCV:F1-F4 0.000 CWR:WOS1-WOS2 0.000 RCV:F1-F4 0.000
RCV:F1-F3 0.000 ARP:IS1-IS2 0.000 RCV:F1-F3 0.000
ATT:SC3-SC1 0.000 RCV:F1-F2 0.000 ATT:SC3-SC1 0.000
CAR-RAR:Decrease 0.000 RCV:F1-F4 0.000 CAR-RAR:Decrease 0.000
ATT:SC3-SC2 0.000 RCV:F1-F3 0.000 ATT:SC3-SC2 0.000
RAR-NCU:Increase 0.000 ATT:SC3-SC1 0.000 RAR-NCU:Increase 0.000
AVC-SIN:Decrease 0.000 CAR-RAR:Decrease 0.000 AVC-SIN:Decrease 0.000
RAR-CAR:Increase 0.000 ATT:SC3-SC2 0.000 RAR-CAR:Increase 0.000
RPV-SIN:Decrease 0.000 RAR-NCU:Increase 0.000 RPV-SIN:Decrease 0.000
ATT:SC1-SC2 0.000 AVC-SIN:Decrease 0.000 ATT:SC1-SC2 0.000
ERC:F2-F4 0.000 RAR-CAR:Increase 0.000 ERC:F2-F4 0.000
ERC:F2-F3 0.000 RPV-SIN:Decrease 0.000 ERC:F2-F3 0.000
ERC:F2-F1 0.000 ATT:SC1-SC2 0.000 ERC:F2-F1 0.000
RCV:F4-F3 0.000 ERC:F2-F4 0.000 RCV:F4-F3 0.000
RAR-NCU:Decrease 0.000 ERC:F2-F1 0.000 RAR-NCU:Decrease 0.000
AVC-SIN:Increase 0.000 RCV:F4-F3 0.000 AVC-SIN:Increase 0.000
RCV:F4-F2 0.000 RAR-NCU:Decrease 0.000 RCV:F4-F2 0.000
RCV:F4-F1 0.000 RCV:F4-F2 0.000 RCV:F4-F1 0.000
AVC-AVD:Decrease 0.000 RCV:F4-F1 0.000 AVC-AVD:Decrease 0.000
NCU:A3-A4 0.000 AVC-AVD:Decrease 0.000 NCU:A3-A4 0.000
NCU:A3-A5 0.000 NCU:A3-A5 0.000 NCU:A3-A5 0.000
RPV:F2-F1 0.000 RPV:F2-F1 0.000 RPV:F2-F1 0.000
RPV:F2-F4 0.000 RPV:F2-F4 0.000 RPV:F2-F4 0.000
AVD:SC2-SC3 0.000 AVD:SC2-SC3 0.000 AVD:SC2-SC3 0.000
RPV:F2-F3 0.000 RPV:F2-F3 0.000 RPV:F2-F3 0.000
SIN-AVD:Increase 0.000 SIN-AVD:Increase 0.000 SIN-AVD:Increase 0.000
CAR:A3-A4 0.000 CAR:A3-A4 0.000 CAR:A3-A4 0.000
AVD:SC2-SC1 0.000 AVD:SC2-SC1 0.000 AVD:SC2-SC1 0.000
CAR:A3-A5 0.000 CAR:A3-A5 0.000 CAR:A3-A5 0.000
CAR:A3-A2 0.000 ATT:SC1-SC3 0.000 ATT:SC1-SC3 0.000
CAR:A3-A1 0.000 CAR:A3-A2 0.000 CAR:A3-A2 0.000
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C.2.3 Regression Assumption Test Results - Multicollinearity
Features that were deemed to have multicollinearity (VIF >10) are in bold. Part 1/3
Experiment 3A Experiment 3B Experiment 3C
Features VIF Value Features VIF Value Features VIF Value
ARP-RPV:Increase 75.021 ARP-RPV:Increase 79.336 ARP-RPV:Increase 74.073
RPV:F4-F1 51.867 RPV:F1-F3 59.724 RPV:F2-F1 29.709
RPV:F4-F3 38.037 RPV:F4-F3 52.210 NCU-PVA:Decrease 29.244
RPV:F1-F3 37.784 RPV:F1-F4 38.671 ERC-ARP:Increase 25.629
NCU-PVA:Decrease 31.439 NCU-PVA:Decrease 29.108 RPV:F1-F3 23.517
RPV:F3-F1 31.000 ERC-ARP:Increase 24.975 PVA-RCV:Decrease 23.291
RPV:F2-F3 28.964 CAR-RAR:Decrease 23.737 CAR-RAR:Decrease 22.691
ERC-ARP:Increase 24.597 PVA-RCV:Decrease 22.154 RPV:F3-F2 20.580
CAR-RAR:Decrease 23.475 RPV:F4-F2 16.660 RPV:F4-F2 20.104
PVA-RCV:Decrease 22.953 RCV-ASD:Increase 15.058 RPV:F3-F4 19.899
RPV:F3-F4 22.543 CAR-RAR:Increase 13.810 RPV:F4-F3 18.037
RCV-ASD:Increase 16.333 RPV-SIN:Increase 12.596 RCV-ASD:Increase 16.188
RPV-AVC:Increase 11.939 RPV-AVC:Increase 10.979 CAR-RAR:Increase 14.482
CAR-RAR:Increase 11.463 RPV:F2-F3 10.709 RPV:F3-F1 12.103
RPV:F2-F1 11.316 AVC-SIN:Increase 10.182 RPV-SIN:Increase 11.994
APT:SC2-SC3 10.996 ATT-RCV:Increase 9.747 AVC-SIN:Increase 11.789
AVC-SIN:Increase 10.955 RPV:F3-F4 9.598 RPV:F1-F2 10.333
ATT-RCV:Increase 10.934 RPV:F4-F1 9.004 RPV-AVC:Increase 9.968
RPV-SIN:Increase 10.290 RPV:F3-F2 8.925 CaseArrival-CAR:Increase 9.033
ASD-ERC:Increase 9.042 ASD-ERC:Increase 8.573 ASD-ERC:Increase 8.393
RPV:F1-F2 8.947 CaseArrival-CAR:Increase 7.854 ATT-RCV:Increase 8.362
CaseArrival-CAR:Increase 8.656 ASD:F3-F1 7.614 RPV:F4-F1 8.259
RPV:F4-F2 8.202 RPV:F2-F1 7.166 RPV:F1-F4 7.694
AVC-SC3-SC2 8.036 AVC-AVD:Decrease 7.047 AVC-APT:Decrease 7.354
ASD:F2-F1 7.573 SIN-AVC:Decrease 6.994 RPV:F2-F3 7.212
ERC:F4-F1 7.152 ASD:F2-F3 6.936 RPV:F2-F4 6.737
RPV:F1-F4 7.054 ASD:F3-F2 6.857 RAR-NCU:Decrease 6.422
ASD:F1-F4 7.045 RPV:F2-F4 6.756 RCV:F1-F2 6.213
RAR-NCU:Decrease 6.624 ERC:F4-F2 6.269 ERC:F3-F2 6.143
ASD:F4-F3 6.619 RPV:F3-F1 6.222 AVC-AVD:Decrease 6.058
ASD:F1-F3 6.541 RCV:F4-F3 6.194 SIN-AVC:Decrease 5.968
AVC-AVD:Decrease 6.476 APT:SC3-SC1 6.140 NCU-PVA:Increase 5.967
AVC-SC3-SC1 6.381 RAR-NCU:Decrease 6.113 RCV:F3-F2 5.656
AVC-APT:Decrease 6.348 AVC-APT:Decrease 6.112 ERC:F3-F1 5.653
RPV:F2-F4 6.217 NCU-PVA:Increase 6.078 ASD:F2-F3 5.524
RCV:F3-F2 6.140 ERC:F1-F2 6.017 ASD:F3-F2 5.422
ERC:F3-F2 6.133 RCV:F4-F2 5.561 ERC:F1-F4 5.407
NCU-PVA:Increase 6.089 ERC:F2-F4 5.499 ASD:F1-F2 5.169
RCV:F4-F1 5.844 RPV:F1-F2 5.498 ERC:F1-F3 5.126
ASD:F3-F2 5.754 ASD:F4-F3 5.437 ERC:F4-F2 5.053
ERC:F4-F3 5.635 ASD:F2-F4 5.269 ERC:F3-F4 5.006
ASD:F3-F4 5.558 ERC:F2-F1 5.114 ASD:F3-F1 4.872
ASD:F4-F2 5.519 ASD:F2-F1 4.951 ATT:SC3-SC2 4.723
ERC:F2-F3 5.447 ERC:F4-F3 4.815 ERC:F1-F2 4.715
RCV:F4-F3 5.404 AVC-SC1-SC2 4.785 RCV:F1-F4 4.688
ASD:F4-F1 5.274 ASD:F1-F2 4.765 PVA-ATT:Decrease 4.563
CAR:A5-A3 5.055 ERC:F3-F1 4.747 CAR:A4-A5 4.560
NCU:A4-A5 5.025 ASD:F4-F1 4.718 APT:SC2-SC1 4.497
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C.2. EXPERIMENT 3
Features that were deemed to have multicollinearity (VIF >10) are in bold. Part 2/3
Experiment 3A Experiment 3B Experiment 3C
Features VIF Value Features VIF Value Features VIF Value
RPV:F3-F2 4.983 ERC:F4-F1 4.679 AVC-AVD:Increase 4.448
APT:SC1-SC3 4.949 APT:SC3-SC2 4.673 PVA:SC3-SC2 4.435
ERC:F1-F4 4.933 ASD:F3-F4 4.599 ERC:F2-F4 4.434
RCV:F2-F4 4.924 ERC:F1-F3 4.573 ASD:F2-F1 4.408
ASD:F3-F1 4.886 NCU:A5-A4 4.511 ASD:F4-F2 4.389
ERC:F2-F1 4.879 AVC-SC1-SC3 4.506 PVA:SC1-SC2 4.376
CAR:A1-A4 4.791 RCV:F2-F1 4.503 PVA-RCV:Increase 4.343
ERC:F1-F2 4.786 RCV:F3-F2 4.418 RCV:F4-F2 4.273
SIN-AVC:Decrease 4.747 ERC:F2-F3 4.413 NCU:A1-A4 4.227
AVD:SC3-SC1 4.729 RCV:F3-F4 4.412 RCV:F3-F4 4.187
CAR:A3-A4 4.701 CAR:A1-A2 4.389 ASD:F1-F3 4.175
RCV:F2-F3 4.700 SIN-APT:Decrease 4.340 RCV:F1-F3 4.161
ASD:F2-F3 4.653 ATT:SC1-SC2 4.325 RCV:F4-F1 4.136
SIN-APT:Decrease 4.624 APT:SC2-SC1 4.278 SIN-AVC:Increase 4.123
ATT:SC2-SC1 4.577 ATT:SC3-SC2 4.194 RCV:F2-F4 4.121
PVA-RCV:Increase 4.571 ATT:SC1-SC3 4.162 RCV:F3-F1 4.105
AWO:BS1-BS2 4.560 AVD:SC2-SC3 4.095 CAR:A1-A3 4.100
CAR:A3-A5 4.555 PVA:SC3-SC1 4.067 APT:SC2-SC3 4.086
NCU:A4-A3 4.513 CWR:WOS2-WOS1 4.058 CAR:A5-A3 4.068
RCV:F3-F1 4.472 NCU:A5-A1 4.047 APT:SC3-SC2 4.043
SIN-AVD:Decrease 4.431 RCV:F1-F4 4.008 AVD:SC2-SC3 4.032
RCV:F3-F4 4.404 PVA-ATT:Decrease 4.008 ASD:F2-F4 4.010
ERC:F4-F2 4.379 PVA-RCV:Increase 3.977 NCU:A1-A2 4.004
SIN-AVC:Increase 4.361 NCU:A1-A4 3.939 ATT:SC1-SC2 3.983
NCU:A3-A2 4.331 SIN-AVD:Decrease 3.927 SIN-AVD:Decrease 3.954
APT:SC1-SC2 4.312 CAR:A3-A5 3.904 PVA:SC2-SC1 3.922
AVC-SC2-SC1 4.304 CAR:A2-A3 3.855 ASD:F3-F4 3.901
CWR:WOS1-WOS2 4.293 RCV:F4-F1 3.850 SIN-APT:Decrease 3.898
CAR:A5-A4 4.267 RCV:F3-F1 3.844 AVC-SC3-SC1 3.862
ERC:F2-F4 4.259 NCU:A2-A1 3.825 ATT:SC2-SC1 3.847
APT:SC2-SC1 4.185 RCV:F2-F3 3.797 NCU:A2-A4 3.837
ASD:F2-F4 4.158 CAR:A3-A2 3.791 NCU:A1-A5 3.776
RCV:F2-F1 4.093 SIN-AVC:Increase 3.776 PVA:SC2-SC3 3.769
ASD:F1-F2 4.087 CAR:A1-A5 3.772 ASD:F1-F4 3.726
NCU:A1-A5 4.082 ERC:F3-F2 3.724 AVD:SC1-SC3 3.710
PVA:SC2-SC3 3.991 ASD:F1-F4 3.724 CAR:A5-A1 3.700
RCV:F1-F3 3.965 ERC:F1-F4 3.689 ERC:F4-F1 3.670
ERC:F1-F3 3.958 ATT:SC2-SC3 3.652 AVC-SC2-SC3 3.646
PVA-ATT:Decrease 3.866 RCV:F1-F2 3.613 AVC-SC1-SC2 3.614
APT:SC3-SC2 3.848 NCU:A2-A5 3.581 ATT:SC2-SC3 3.603
AVD:SC2-SC3 3.844 NCU:A2-A3 3.574 PVA:SC3-SC1 3.596
AVC-SC1-SC3 3.744 AVC-SC3-SC2 3.549 CAR:A2-A1 3.593
AWO:BS2-BS1 3.743 RPV-SIN:Decrease 3.543 NCU:A3-A2 3.591
ATT:SC3-SC2 3.711 ERC:F3-F4 3.519 RPV-SIN:Decrease 3.555
PVA:SC3-SC1 3.709 PVA:SC2-SC3 3.514 SIN:BS1-BS2 3.540
RCV:F1-F4 3.691 ASD:F4-F2 3.513 ASD:F4-F1 3.501
PVA:SC1-SC2 3.689 NCU:A4-A1 3.497 CAR:A5-A4 3.488
NCU:A2-A4 3.674 ASD:F1-F3 3.491 RCV:F2-F1 3.434
NCU:A2-A1 3.672 AVC-SC2-SC3 3.471 ERC:F2-F3 3.422
CAR:A1-A2 3.608 NCU:A5-A3 3.438 RCV-ASD:Decrease 3.418
PVA:SC3-SC2 3.598 ATT:SC2-SC1 3.372 NCU:A1-A3 3.402
RCV:F1-F2 3.565 RCV:F1-F3 3.346 APT:SC3-SC1 3.395
AVC-SC1-SC2 3.542 ARP:IS1-IS2 3.316 PVA:SC1-SC3 3.357
NCU:A2-A3 3.526 NCU:A1-A2 3.310 RCV:F4-F3 3.318
CAR:A3-A2 3.523 CAR:A3-A1 3.304 ATT:SC1-SC3 3.310
CAR:A3-A1 3.510 NCU:A4-A5 3.292 CAR:A3-A5 3.302
NCU:A4-A1 3.494 PVA:SC1-SC3 3.290 NCU:A4-A2 3.286
PVA:SC1-SC3 3.470 NCU:A5-A2 3.282 ERC:F4-F3 3.272
ERC:F3-F4 3.459 CAR:A3-A4 3.248 AVC-SC2-SC1 3.271
NCU:A5-A1 3.451 NCU:A4-A2 3.243 NCU:A3-A5 3.260
CAR:A2-A4 3.430 NCU:A3-A2 3.237 NCU:A5-A1 3.243
PVA:SC2-SC1 3.429 ATT:SC3-SC1 3.210 CAR:A3-A4 3.223
RPV-SIN:Decrease 3.424 CAR:A2-A1 3.201 CAR:A1-A2 3.200
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APPENDIX C. CHAPTER 4 SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Features that were deemed to have multicollinearity (VIF >10) are in bold. Part 3/3
Experiment 3A Experiment 3B Experiment 3C
Features VIF Value Features VIF Value Features VIF Value
ERC:F3-F1 3.420 CAR:A2-A4 3.200 NCU:A5-A2 3.184
ATT:SC2-SC3 3.417 AVD:SC1-SC3 3.192 ATT:SC3-SC1 3.178
NCU:A1-A4 3.405 NCU:A1-A3 3.158 RCV:F2-F3 3.171
CAR:A5-A2 3.398 NCU:A3-A4 3.158 AVC-SC1-SC3 3.154
ARP:IS1-IS2 3.364 CAR:A2-A5 3.151 CAR:A5-A2 3.151
NCU:A5-A3 3.319 AVD:SC2-SC1 3.129 ASD:F4-F3 3.150
NCU:A2-A5 3.311 APT:SC1-SC2 3.106 AWO:BS1-BS2 3.121
CAR:A2-A3 3.300 CAR:A5-A3 3.081 NCU:A2-A3 3.110
AVD:SC1-SC3 3.285 RCV:F2-F4 3.050 CAR:A2-A4 3.079
RCV:F4-F2 3.275 AVD:SC3-SC1 3.045 CAR:A1-A5 3.073
AVC-SC2-SC3 3.264 NCU:A2-A4 3.039 NCU:A5-A3 3.053
NCU:A3-A4 3.223 NCU:A3-A5 3.001 NCU:A3-A4 3.000
RAR:IS2-IS1 3.181 PVA:SC1-SC2 2.993 NCU:A2-A5 2.986
AVC-AVD:Increase 3.134 APT:SC1-SC3 2.991 PVA-ATT:Increase 2.965
CAR:A2-A5 3.100 AVD:SC1-SC2 2.987 CAR:A4-A2 2.954
NCU:A1-A2 3.063 AVD:SC3-SC2 2.967 AVC-SC3-SC2 2.953
CAR:A2-A1 3.039 CAR:A4-A5 2.856 NCU:A4-A1 2.936
PVA-ATT:Increase 2.999 CAR:A4-A3 2.838 NCU:A3-A1 2.932
AVD:SC2-SC1 2.974 AVC-SC2-SC1 2.837 CAR:A4-A1 2.913
AVC-APT:Increase 2.966 AWO:BS1-BS2 2.803 NCU:A4-A5 2.912
CAR:A4-A3 2.960 CAR:A4-A2 2.801 NCU:A2-A1 2.905
CAR:A4-A2 2.954 PVA-ATT:Increase 2.766 AVD:SC1-SC2 2.868
NCU:A4-A2 2.938 PVA:SC2-SC1 2.740 ERC:F2-F1 2.867
AVD:SC3-SC2 2.918 CAR:A5-A4 2.720 CAR:A3-A1 2.824
CAR:A1-A3 2.902 CAR:A5-A2 2.702 APT:SC1-SC3 2.790
NCU:A1-A3 2.897 NCU:A4-A3 2.687 NCU:A4-A3 2.774
CAR:A5-A1 2.891 CAR:A1-A4 2.682 CAR:A2-A5 2.755
ATT:SC1-SC2 2.889 SIN:BS1-BS2 2.630 CAR:A2-A3 2.732
NCU:A5-A4 2.829 SIN:BS2-BS1 2.625 RAR-NCU:Increase 2.699
NCU:A5-A2 2.820 CAR:A4-A1 2.613 CAR:A1-A4 2.651
CAR:A4-A5 2.806 CAR:A5-A1 2.612 CAR:A4-A3 2.638
NCU:A3-A5 2.805 APT:SC2-SC3 2.611 ASD-AWO:Increase 2.633
CAR:A1-A5 2.764 ASD-AWO:Increase 2.600 CWR:WOS2-WOS1 2.549
RCV-ASD:Decrease 2.747 RCV-ASD:Decrease 2.564 AVD:SC3-SC2 2.533
SIN:BS2-BS1 2.737 NCU:A3-A1 2.550 AVC-APT:Increase 2.450
CAR:A4-A1 2.698 AVC-AVD:Increase 2.525 AWO-CWR:Increase 2.440
ATT:SC3-SC1 2.625 RAR-NCU:Increase 2.515 NCU:A5-A4 2.426
NCU:A3-A1 2.624 NCU:A1-A5 2.493 CWR:WOS1-WOS2 2.352
SIN:BS1-BS2 2.580 CAR:A1-A3 2.449 AVD:SC2-SC1 2.324
APT:SC3-SC1 2.557 PVA:SC3-SC2 2.445 ARP:IS1-IS2 2.299
ATT:SC1-SC3 2.541 AVC-SC3-SC1 2.430 AVD:SC3-SC1 2.278
RPV-AVC:Decrease 2.536 AWO:BS2-BS1 2.416 CAR:A3-A2 2.265
AVD:SC1-SC2 2.489 CWR:WOS1-WOS2 2.402 RPV-AVC:Decrease 2.253
ASD-AWO:Increase 2.467 ARP:IS2-IS1 2.373 APT:SC1-SC2 2.236
ARP:IS2-IS1 2.422 RAR:IS1-IS2 2.364 ARP-RPV:Decrease 2.149
RAR-NCU:Increase 2.406 RPV-AVC:Decrease 2.256 RAR:IS2-IS1 1.922
RAR-CAR:Increase 2.254 RAR:IS2-IS1 2.166 ARP:IS2-IS1 1.917
RAR:IS1-IS2 2.240 AWO-CWR:Increase 2.111 SIN:BS2-BS1 1.910
AWO-CWR:Increase 2.174 ASD-ERC:Decrease 2.069 AWO:BS2-BS1 1.885
RAR-CAR:Decrease 2.173 AVC-APT:Increase 2.048 RAR-CAR:Increase 1.817
ARP-RPV:Decrease 2.039 AVC-SIN:Decrease 1.810 RAR-CAR:Decrease 1.784
ASD-ERC:Decrease 2.013 RAR-CAR:Increase 1.760 ATT-RCV:Decrease 1.744
CWR:WOS2-WOS1 1.921 ATT-RCV:Decrease 1.737 ASD-ERC:Decrease 1.744
ARP-ERC:Increase 1.753 RAR-CAR:Decrease 1.714 RAR:IS1-IS2 1.670
SIN-AVD:Increase 1.670 ARP-ERC:Increase 1.655 ARP-ERC:Increase 1.662
ERC-ARP:Decrease 1.594 ERC-ARP:Decrease 1.560 ERC-ARP:Decrease 1.537
SIN-APT:Increase 1.526 ARP-RPV:Decrease 1.557 ARP-ERC:Decrease 1.533
ATT-RCV:Decrease 1.480 SIN-AVD:Increase 1.503 AVC-SIN:Decrease 1.451
AVC-SIN:Decrease 1.420 SIN-APT:Increase 1.443 SIN-AVD:Increase 1.445
ARP-ERC:Decrease 1.347 ARP-ERC:Decrease 1.419 SIN-APT:Increase 1.421
ASD-AWO:Decrease 1.302 ASD-AWO:Decrease 1.280 AWO-CWR:Decrease 1.350
AWO-CWR:Decrease 1.227 AWO-CWR:Decrease 1.211 ASD-AWO:Decrease 1.255
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C.2. EXPERIMENT 3
C.2.4 Regression Results - Resource Perspective
Part 1/2.
Resource Top 5 Resource Reallocation (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Task (Ranked) Average Estimate
A1
NCU:A5-A1 -1968648.36 CAR 8700.38
CAR:A1-A2 -1715581.05 NCU 68647.44
CAR:A3-A1 -1594721.78
NCU:A1-A3 -1264787.23
NCU:A1-A5 -1234260.85
A2
NCU:A2-A4 -1971370.43 CAR -320933.00
CAR:A1-A2 -1715581.05 NCU 281808.30
NCU:A5-A2 -1457656.19
CAR:A3-A2 -873768.74
CAR:A2-A5 -541496.52
A3
NCU:A5-A3 -3517286.80 NCU -311223.00
CAR:A3-A4 -1921910.80 CAR -142776.00
CAR:A4-A3 -1863923.38
CAR:A3-A1 -1594721.78
NCU:A1-A3 -1264787.23
A4
NCU:A2-A4 -1971370.43 CAR -250536.00
CAR:A3-A4 -1921910.80 NCU -48439.80
CAR:A4-A3 -1863923.38
NCU:A5-A4 -871549.34
CAR:A5-A4 -835952.30
A5
NCU:A5-A3 -3517286.80 CAR -214163.00
NCU:A5-A1 -1968648.36 NCU 79252.04
NCU:A5-A2 -1457656.19
NCU:A1-A5 -1234260.85
NCU:A5-A4 -871549.34
BS1
SIN:BS1-BS2 -675721.35 AWO 79338.86
AWO:BS2-BS1 79338.86 SIN 174287.60
SIN:BS2-BS1 174287.59
AWO:BS1-BS2 815770.07
BS2
SIN:BS1-BS2 -675721.35 SIN -675721.00
AWO:BS2-BS1 79338.86 AWO 815770.10
SIN:BS2-BS1 174287.59
AWO:BS1-BS2 815770.07
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APPENDIX C. CHAPTER 4 SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Part 2/2.
Resource Top 5 Resource Reallocation (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Task (Ranked) Average Estimate
F1
RPV:F2-F1 -35592184.86 RPV -14000000.00
RPV:F1-F4 -3988979.51 ERC -1809984.00
RPV:F4-F1 -3858260.53 ASD -911065.00
ERC:F2-F1 -3397433.05 RCV 864832.10
ASD:F1-F4 -3152197.57
F2
RPV:F2-F4 -37615261.73 ASD -784802.00
RPV:F2-F1 -35592184.86 ERC -497262.00
RPV:F2-F3 -28968443.09 RPV -288353.00
RPV:F3-F2 -13899161.56 RCV 2454112.00
ERC:F3-F2 -3710814.98
F3
RPV:F2-F3 -28968443.09 RPV -11000000.00
RPV:F3-F2 -13899161.56 ERC -1586304.00
ERC:F3-F2 -3710814.98 ASD -115863.00
ASD:F3-F1 -3048028.90 RCV 868853.20
RPV:F3-F1 -2608863.87
F4
RPV:F2-F4 -37615261.73 RPV -13000000.00
RPV:F1-F4 -3988979.51 ERC -611753.00
RPV:F4-F1 -3858260.53 ASD -459680.00
ASD:F1-F4 -3152197.57 RCV 832525.40
ASD:F4-F2 -2951442.36
IS1
RAR:IS2-IS1 -884658.08 RAR -884658.00
RAR:IS1-IS2 -716091.13 ARP -637184.00
ARP:IS2-IS1 -637184.27
ARP:IS1-IS2 388830.37
IS2
RAR:IS2-IS1 -884658.08 RAR -716091.00
RAR:IS1-IS2 -716091.13 ARP 388830.40
ARP:IS2-IS1 -637184.27
ARP:IS1-IS2 388830.37
SC1
AVD:SC2-SC1 -929093.63 AVC -210959.00
ATT:SC1-SC3 -905083.73 AVD 42265.85
AVC:SC3-SC1 -861738.74 ATT 149467.70
APT:SC2-SC1 -572534.19 PVA 289132.50
AVD:SC1-SC2 -401903.51 APT 910026.00
SC2
AVD:SC2-SC3 -1017314.49 AVC -60149.80
AVD:SC2-SC1 -929093.63 AVD 235672.50
APT:SC2-SC1 -572534.19 APT 267544.50
PVA:SC2-SC3 -529339.21 ATT 400848.30
AVD:SC1-SC2 -401903.51 PVA 1243638.00
SC3
AVD:SC2-SC3 -1017314.49 ATT -562673.00
ATT:SC1-SC3 -905083.73 AVD -444832.00
AVC:SC3-SC1 -861738.74 APT 45450.39
PVA:SC2-SC3 -529339.21 PVA 157927.90
ATT:SC2-SC3 -220261.34 AVC 1649959.00
WOS1
CWR:WOS2-WOS1 -273594.57 CWR -273595.00
CWR:WOS1-WOS2 -5896.31
WOS2
CWR:WOS2-WOS1 -273594.57 CWR -5896.31
CWR:WOS1-WOS2 -5896.31
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C.2. EXPERIMENT 3
C.2.5 Regression Results - Task Perspective
Part 1/2.
Task Top 5 Preferred Changes in Waiting Times (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Resource Average Estimate Least Preferred Resource Average Estimate
APT
AVC-APT:Decrease -448428.66 SC3 45450.39 SC2 -273434.00
SIN-APT:Increase 532980.23 SC2 267544.50 SC1 -161472.00
AVC-APT:Increase 1082288.64 SC1 910026.00 SC3 1657927.00
SIN-APT:Decrease 1127859.89
ARP
ERC-ARP:Decrease -513529.68 IS1 -637184.00 IS2 -637184.00
ARP-ERC:Increase -280278.63 IS2 388830.40 IS1 388830.40
ARP-RPV:Decrease 679247.26
ARP-ERC:Decrease 1222220.43
ARP-RPV:Increase 1946145.36
ASD
RCV-ASD:Decrease -2780788.90 F1 -911065.00 F3 -1814017.00
ASD-AWO:Decrease -368297.67 F2 -784802.00 F4 -1570490.00
ASD-AWO:Increase -360158.96 F4 -459680.00 F1 -717948.00
ASD-ERC:Decrease -229377.25 F3 -115863.00 F2 1831045.00
RCV-ASD:Increase 1148886.66
ATT
ATT-RCV:Decrease -1933826.93 SC3 -562673.00 SC1 -474853.00
ATT-RCV:Increase -737211.10 SC1 149467.70 SC2 -29646.90
PVA-ATT:Decrease 6920.87 SC2 400848.30 SC3 492143.50
PVA-ATT:Increase 113221.38
AVC
AVC-AVD:Decrease -938968.62 SC1 -210959.00 SC3 -339437.00
AVC-AVD:Increase -493543.98 SC2 -60149.80 SC1 597662.20
AVC-APT:Decrease -448428.66 SC3 1649959.00 SC2 1120625.00
AVC-APT:Increase 1082288.64
SIN-AVC:Increase 2429482.34
AVD
SIN-AVD:Decrease -2859760.99 SC3 -444832.00 SC2 -973204.00
AVC-AVD:Decrease -938968.62 SC1 42265.85 SC1 -137127.00
AVC-AVD:Increase -493543.98 SC2 235672.50 SC3 943436.90
SIN-AVD:Increase 31246.71
AWO
ASD-AWO:Decrease -368297.67 BS1 79338.86 BS2 79338.86
ASD-AWO:Increase -360158.96 BS2 815770.10 BS1 815770.10
AWO-CWR:Decrease -227634.89
AWO-CWR:Increase 447274.44
CAR
CAR-RAR:Decrease -25913467.45 A2 -320933.00 A3 -1145005.00
CaseArrival-CAR:Increase -12659691.10 A4 -250536.00 A4 -398801.00
CAR-RAR:Increase -1596728.53 A5 -214163.00 A1 -204628.00
RAR-CAR:Decrease -846355.98 A3 -142776.00 A5 146211.10
RAR-CAR:Increase -493594.35 A1 8700.38 A2 682514.30
CWR
AWO-CWR:Decrease -227634.89 WOS1 -273595.00 WOS2 -273595.00
AWO-CWR:Increase 447274.44 WOS2 -5896.31 WOS1 -5896.31
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APPENDIX C. CHAPTER 4 SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Part 2/2.
Task Top 5 Preferred Changes in Waiting Times (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Resource Average Estimate Least Preferred Resource Average Estimate
ERC
ERC-ARP:Decrease -513529.68 F1 -1809984.00 F2 -2163440.00
ARP-ERC:Increase -280278.63 F3 -1586304.00 F3 -2147480.00
ASD-ERC:Decrease -229377.25 F4 -611753.00 F4 -313487.00
ARP-ERC:Decrease 1222220.43 F2 -497262.00 F1 119104.60
ASD-ERC:Increase 1802034.87
NCU
RAR-NCU:Decrease -5756437.91 A3 -311223.00 A5 -1953785.00
RAR-NCU:Increase -515236.96 A4 -48439.80 A1 -613439.00
NCU-PVA:Increase 273390.10 A1 68647.44 A2 355715.70
NCU-PVA:Decrease 12244591.84 A5 79252.04 A4 1077647.00
A2 281808.30 A3 1203906.00
PVA
PVA-RCV:Increase -292820.10 SC3 157927.90 SC2 -418608.00
PVA-ATT:Decrease 6920.87 SC1 289132.50 SC3 1005342.00
PVA-ATT:Increase 113221.38 SC2 1243638.00 SC1 1103964.00
NCU-PVA:Increase 273390.10
PVA-RCV:Decrease 7444646.73
RAR
CAR-RAR:Decrease -25913467.45 IS1 -884658.00 IS2 -884658.00
RAR-NCU:Decrease -5756437.91 IS2 -716091.00 IS1 -716091.00
CAR-RAR:Increase -1596728.53
RAR-CAR:Decrease -846355.98
RAR-NCU:Increase -515236.96
RCV
RCV-ASD:Decrease -2780788.90 F4 832525.40 F2 -44980.70
ATT-RCV:Decrease -1933826.93 F1 864832.10 F1 629570.40
ATT-RCV:Increase -737211.10 F3 868853.20 F4 1637537.00
PVA-RCV:Increase -292820.10 F2 2454112.00 F3 2798196.00
RCV-ASD:Increase 1148886.66
RPV
RPV-SIN:Decrease -2665577.40 F1 -14000000.00 F2 -34000000.00
ARP-RPV:Decrease 679247.26 F4 -13000000.00 F3 -5101673.00
RPV-SIN:Increase 949056.52 F3 -11000000.00 F1 -354069.00
ARP-RPV:Increase 1946145.36 F2 -288353.00 F4 1148951.00
RPV-AVC:Decrease 3922345.20
SIN
SIN-AVD:Decrease -2859760.99 BS2 -675721.00 BS1 -675721.00
RPV-SIN:Decrease -2665577.40 BS1 174287.60 BS2 174287.60
SIN-AVD:Increase 31246.71
SIN-APT:Increase 532980.23
RPV-SIN:Increase 949056.52
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Appendix D
Chapter 5 Supplementary Data
D.1 Impact on Process Change on Cost Minimisation
D.1.1 Regression Assumption Test Results - Linearity
Features that were deemed not linear with execution cost (P-value >0.05). Part 1/2.
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Significance Significance
P-Value P-Value
O SELECTED:10909-10863 0.991 A ACCEPTED:11000-11181 0.293
A FINALIZED:10912-10971 0.988 A DECLINED:11181-10913 0.288
O SENT:10859-11179 0.976 A DECLINED:11201-10909 0.286
A ACCEPTED:10982-11181 0.967 A FINALIZED:11179-11001 0.285
O SENT:11189-11120 0.924 W Completeren aanvraag:10912-11121 0.261
A DECLINED:10881-10971 0.910 A ACCEPTED:10982-11121 0.259
O SELECTED:10909-11001 0.907 W Nabellen offertes-11019-11121 0.259
O SELECTED:10859-11121 0.881 A FINALIZED:11009-10971 0.249
O CREATED:10909-10971 0.881 A ACCEPTED:11169-10889 0.231
A FINALIZED:10859-11179 0.877 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-11179 0.224
O CREATED:10982-10629 0.857 W Afhandelen leads-A CANCELLED:Increase 0.223
W Nabellen offertes-A REGISTERED:Decrease 0.854 W Afhandelen leads-10889-10912 0.216
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Features that were deemed not linear with execution cost (P-value >0.05). Part 2/2.
Features
Correlation
Features
Correlation
Significance Significance
P-Value P-Value
W Afhandelen leads-11169-10982 0.853 W Afhandelen leads-10982-11119 0.210
A DECLINED:11000-10779 0.839 A ACCEPTED:10971-11169 0.203
A PREACCEPTED-A CANCELLED:Decrease 0.783 A ACCEPTED:10913-11121 0.201
O SELECTED:11000-10982 0.781 O SELECTED:11189-10913 0.187
A ACCEPTED:11169-11200 0.771 O CREATED:10971-11201 0.182
O SENT:11202-11200 0.746 A CANCELLED:11189-11120 0.179
A ACCEPTED:11200-10881 0.738 A DECLINED:11189-10809 0.178
O CREATED:11179-10863 0.712 W Completeren aanvraag:10913-10861 0.175
O SENT:10971-11001 0.687 A FINALIZED:11000-11203 0.172
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-11203 0.684 A FINALIZED:11189-11001 0.172
A DECLINED:10859-10138 0.683 A FINALIZED:10859-10971 0.170
O SENT:10863-11122 0.662 W Afhandelen leads-11001-10982 0.169
A ACCEPTED:11189-10862 0.654 A ACCEPTED:10913-10971 0.162
A ACCEPTED:10971-11202 0.650 A FINALIZED:10859-11111 0.155
A CANCELLED:11202-11180 0.601 A DECLINED:10889-10228 0.155
A CANCELLED:11009-11120 0.590 A CANCELLED:11120-10939 0.144
O CREATED:11179-11122 0.587 O SENT:11200-11169 0.142
A CANCELLED:10881-11180 0.562 A CANCELLED:11201-11009 0.140
O CREATED:11200-10982 0.559 A ACCEPTED:11200-10880 0.137
A PREACCEPTED-W Afhandelen leads:Decrease 0.529 W Completeren aanvraag:10889-10910 0.131
W Afhandelen leads-11189-10933 0.509 O SENT:11120-11181 0.130
A CANCELLED:11202-10913 0.505 A CANCELLED:10862-11000 0.126
A ACCEPTED:10909-11121 0.504 O SELECTED:11120-11179 0.119
A FINALIZED:11200-10982 0.497 A DECLINED:11201-10982 0.119
O CREATED:10859-11121 0.490 O SENT BACK-O DECLINED:Increase 0.117
A DECLINED:10881-11189 0.454 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10779 0.115
W Afhandelen leads-10912-10982 0.452 W Afhandelen leads-11169-10609 0.113
W Completeren aanvraag-O SENT BACK:Increase 0.451 A FINALIZED:10909-11181 0.110
A DECLINED:11120-11000 0.421 A ACCEPTED:10909-10971 0.109
O SELECTED:10982-11181 0.417 O CREATED:11169-11200 0.105
A ACCEPTED:11000-10913 0.390 A ACCEPTED:11169-11180 0.100
A DECLINED:11180-11202 0.387 A PREACCEPTED:10913-10912 0.098
A ACCEPTED:10859-11179 0.375 A DECLINED:11001-10982 0.095
O CREATED:11169-11179 0.367 A DECLINED:10982-11001 0.081
A FINALIZED:11200-11180 0.358 A REGISTERED-A ACTIVATED:Decrease 0.080
O CREATED:11120-10881 0.357 O SELECTED:10859-11181 0.080
W Completeren aanvraag:10228-10861 0.344 A DECLINED:10859-10779 0.077
O SELECTED:11202-11201 0.334 O SENT:10859-11121 0.073
W Completeren aanvraag:11122-10982 0.320 O SELECTED:11169-10939 0.067
A CANCELLED:11009-10982 0.320 A DECLINED:11169-11179 0.066
W Valideren aanvraag-O DECLINED:Decrease 0.319 O CREATED:11189-10982 0.055
O SENT:10982-11121 0.303 O SELECTED:11200-10982 0.055
A ACCEPTED:11189-11179 0.300 A FINALIZED:11120-10862 0.054
O SELECTED:11181-11203 0.298 O SENT:11179-10862 0.053
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D.1. IMPACT ON PROCESS CHANGE ON COST MINIMISATION
D.1.2 Regression Assumption Test Results - Multicollinearity
Part 1/7.
Features VIF Value Features VIF Value Features VIF Value
A DECLINED:10881-11111 10.34 O SENT:11180-11181 8.46 A ACCEPTED:11169-11201 8.06
W Afhandelen leads:10909-11169 9.67 O SENT:10971-10982 8.45 A ACCEPTED:10859-11202 8.06
A SUBMITTED-A DECLINED:Decrease 9.49 W Nabellen offertes:10982-10939 8.44 A ACCEPTED:10859-10863 8.06
W Afhandelen leads:10939-11000 9.49 A FINALIZED:11202-11200 8.44 A CANCELLED:11122-10982 8.06
O CREATED-O CANCELLED:Decrease 9.47 W Completeren aanvraag-O SELECTED:Decrease 8.43 O CREATED:11181-10881 8.05
A DECLINED:10881-11121 9.45 O SELECTED:11202-11181 8.41 A ACCEPTED:11169-10859 8.05
W Afhandelen leads:11121-10228 9.38 W Completeren aanvraag:11122-10982 8.41 W Nabellen offertes:10609-10779 8.05
O CREATED:11009-11203 9.36 W Completeren aanvraag:11122-10914 8.41 W Completeren aanvraag:10913-11201 8.04
A ACCEPTED:11009-11111 9.34 A FINALIZED:10863-10971 8.41 A ACCEPTED:10859-10889 8.04
O CREATED:11122-11203 9.21 W Nabellen offertes:10228-10779 8.41 A ACCEPTED:10971-10629 8.04
O SENT:11009-11111 9.17 O SENT:10971-10629 8.4 A DECLINED:10188-11111 8.04
A ACCEPTED:11119-11180 9.16 O SELECTED:10913-11201 8.4 W Completeren aanvraag:10913-10910 8.03
A DECLINED:10881-10971 9.15 W Afhandelen leads:10809-10899 8.39 A FINALIZED:11180-11001 8.03
A DECLINED:10881-10779 9.15 A FINALIZED:10859-11203 8.38 O SENT:10859-11179 8.02
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10861 9.12 A FINALIZED:10863-10862 8.37 O SELECTED:11169-10913 8.02
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10939 9.11 A ACCEPTED:10971-11169 8.37 A ACCEPTED:11202-10982 8.02
O CREATED:11202-10982 9.11 W Afhandelen leads:11122-10779 8.37 A ACCEPTED:10859-11122 8.01
O SENT-O CANCELLED:Increase 9.11 O SELECTED:11009-11203 8.36 O SENT:10939-11203 8.01
W Afhandelen leads:10909-11000 9.09 A CANCELLED:11202-11001 8.36 O CREATED:11120-11201 8.01
A PREACCEPTED:10881-10982 9.09 O SENT:10971-11001 8.36 W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10910 8
A CANCELLED:11202-11119 9.08 O SELECTED:11179-11169 8.35 A FINALIZED:11181-10913 7.99
W Completeren aanvraag:10939-10910 9.05 O SELECTED:11009-10909 8.34 A SUBMITTED-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase 7.99
W Completeren aanvraag:112-10914 9.03 A ACCEPTED:10982-10889 8.34 O SELECTED:11169-11120 7.99
W Afhandelen leads:11179-11001 9.01 W Valideren aanvraag-W Valideren aanvraag:Increase 8.34 W Completeren aanvraag:10863-10910 7.98
A ACCEPTED:11009-10982 9.01 A CANCELLED:11119-10909 8.34 A ACCEPTED:10880-11203 7.98
O SELECTED:11120-11119 9 A FINALIZED:10913-11121 8.33 O SENT:11169-10939 7.98
A ACCEPTED:11009-11121 8.99 W Afhandelen leads:10909-10972 8.33 O CREATED:11169-10809 7.97
O CREATED:11122-11111 8.99 O SELECTED:10863-10889 8.33 A FINALIZED:10913-11203 7.96
W Completeren aanvraag-O CREATED:Increase 8.98 O CANCELLED:11201-10909 8.32 W Afhandelen leads:10939-11179 7.95
O SELECTED:11119-10629 8.98 O SENT:11120-10939 8.32 A PREACCEPTED:11001-11120 7.94
W Completeren aanvraag:10913-11180 8.97 W Afhandelen leads:10982-10909 8.32 A PREACCEPTED:10982-10889 7.94
O SENT:10863-11122 8.96 W Afhandelen leads:10629-10779 8.32 A DECLINED:10609-11202 7.93
A ACCEPTED:11180-11120 8.96 O SENT:11181-10862 8.32 O CREATED:10859-11001 7.93
A ACCEPTED:10859-11111 8.93 A DECLINED:11001-11202 8.32 O SENT:11169-10859 7.93
W Completeren aanvraag:10939-10861 8.93 W Afhandelen leads:10909-10899 8.31 W Nabellen offertes:10913-10779 7.92
A ACCEPTED:10982-10913 8.93 A ACCEPTED:11019-11111 8.31 O CANCELLED:11200-11120 7.92
W Afhandelen leads:10939-10881 8.93 A FINALIZED:11180-10971 8.31 O CREATED:10971-10913 7.92
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-O SENT BACK:Decrease 8.93 O CREATED:10913-11202 8.3 W Afhandelen leads:10939-11180 7.92
A FINALIZED:10859-11121 8.91 O SELECTED:10909-11202 8.29 O SELECTED:11120-10982 7.92
O SENT:11179-11169 8.9 A PREACCEPTED:10971-11201 8.29 W Afhandelen leads:11001-10909 7.92
A ACCEPTED:11180-10863 8.89 W Nabellen offertes:10909-10779 8.29 A ACCEPTED:11202-11200 7.91
W Nabellen offertes:11009-10914 8.88 W Completeren aanvraag:10228-11203 8.29 W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10982 7.91
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-W Nabellen incomplete dossiers:Decrease 8.85 O SELECTED:10909-10939 8.29 O SELECTED:11169-11001 7.91
W Afhandelen leads:11122-11121 8.84 W Completeren aanvraag:10881-10779 8.29 A ACCEPTED:11009-11202 7.9
A ACCEPTED:10863-10629 8.84 W Afhandelen leads:10913-10779 8.28 W Completeren aanvraag:112-11203 7.9
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-11203 8.84 O SELECTED:11169-10889 8.27 O SELECTED:11201-10982 7.89
O SELECTED:11202-11201 8.82 O CREATED:11002-10971 8.26 O SELECTED:11169-11181 7.89
W Afhandelen leads:10939-11201 8.81 W Completeren aanvraag:11180-11122 8.26 W Completeren aanvraag-A ACCEPTED:Decrease 7.88
O CREATED:11180-10629 8.8 O SENT:11169-11181 8.26 A ACCEPTED:11179-11202 7.88
W Nabellen offertes:11189-11180 8.75 A ACCEPTED:11169-11200 8.25 A FINALIZED:11009-11111 7.88
W Nabellen offertes:10889-11001 8.75 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-11180 8.24 W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10913 7.87
O SENT:10863-11121 8.72 O CREATED-A FINALIZED:Decrease 8.24 O SELECTED:11009-11111 7.87
W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10912 8.72 A FINALIZED:11119-10609 8.23 O SELECTED:11000-10909 7.87
A FINALIZED:10859-11179 8.71 O CREATED:11120-10909 8.23 W Nabellen offertes:11180-10228 7.87
W Completeren aanvraag:10912-10910 8.71 W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10889 8.23 W Nabellen offertes:10228-11121 7.87
W Afhandelen leads:10939-11001 8.71 A FINALIZED:11180-10629 8.23 A FINALIZED:11200-10629 7.86
O CREATED:11180-10971 8.7 A ACCEPTED:10912-11111 8.23 O CREATED:11202-10629 7.86
A FINALIZED:11201-10982 8.7 W Completeren aanvraag:11181-10939 8.22 W Valideren aanvraag:11049-10889 7.86
O SENT:10971-10913 8.67 W Nabellen offertes:10982-11201 8.22 O CREATED:11201-10912 7.84
O SELECTED:10971-10913 8.65 W Nabellen offertes:11189-10629 8.22 O SELECTED:11119-10982 7.84
W Completeren aanvraag:10913-10861 8.64 O SELECTED:11120-10939 8.22 O SENT:11169-11122 7.84
A ACCEPTED:11201-10982 8.64 O SELECTED:10863-11111 8.22 A PREACCEPTED:112-10880 7.84
O SENT:11201-11180 8.64 A ACCEPTED:10982-11181 8.22 W Completeren aanvraag:11122-10935 7.83
W Nabellen offertes:11049-10913 8.64 O CREATED:10909-11181 8.22 A ACCEPTED:11202-10971 7.83
O CREATED:11180-11181 8.64 W Afhandelen leads:10909-10779 8.21 O SELECTED:10859-11179 7.82
A CANCELLED:11200-11201 8.63 A CANCELLED:11189-11202 8.19 O CREATED:11202-11121 7.82
A FINALIZED:11000-11201 8.62 O SENT:10863-11111 8.19 A FINALIZED:11009-11121 7.82
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-10939 8.62 A FINALIZED:10912-11203 8.19 A PREACCEPTED:10909-10971 7.82
O CREATED:11009-11202 8.61 W Afhandelen leads:10939-11122 8.19 W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10933 7.82
A ACCEPTED:10880-11111 8.61 A ACCEPTED:10982-11121 8.19 O SELECTED:11200-11122 7.81
A FINALIZED:10859-10971 8.6 O CREATED:10909-10863 8.18 W Nabellen offertes:11019-10914 7.81
O SENT:11202-10971 8.59 A FINALIZED:11181-10982 8.18 O CREATED:11201-11000 7.81
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-112 8.59 O SENT:11202-10913 8.17 A PREACCEPTED:11119-112 7.81
A FINALIZED:11000-10982 8.59 A ACCEPTED:10982-11202 8.17 W Nabellen offertes:11180-11122 7.81
O CREATED:11000-10982 8.59 A PREACCEPTED:11169-11120 8.17 A SUBMITTED-W Afhandelen leads:Increase 7.81
W Nabellen offertes:10789-10779 8.58 A PREACCEPTED:10939-11000 8.16 O SENT:11202-11200 7.8
O SELECTED:10889-10971 8.58 W Nabellen offertes:11180-11169 8.16 O SENT:11200-10913 7.8
O CREATED:11179-10609 8.57 W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10779 8.13 A ACCEPTED:10863-11111 7.79
A PREACCEPTED:10982-112 8.56 W Afhandelen leads:10939-10933 8.13 A FINALIZED:11009-11202 7.79
A CANCELLED:11200-11000 8.54 A SUBMITTED-O SELECTED:Increase 8.12 O SELECTED:11180-10629 7.79
A FINALIZED:11169-10809 8.54 A SUBMITTED-A ACCEPTED:Increase 8.12 A ACCEPTED:10982-11111 7.79
A CANCELLED:11200-10913 8.54 A CANCELLED:11189-10862 8.12 W Completeren aanvraag:10228-10861 7.78
W Nabellen offertes:10889-10629 8.54 W Afhandelen leads:10629-10913 8.11 O CREATED:11000-10909 7.78
W Completeren aanvraag:10889-10779 8.54 W Nabellen offertes:10909-10913 8.11 O CREATED:11200-11201 7.77
W Completeren aanvraag-O CREATED:Decrease 8.53 A FINALIZED:11169-11179 8.11 W Afhandelen leads:10889-10779 7.77
W Nabellen offertes:11181-10982 8.52 W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10982 8.1 O SELECTED:11202-10971 7.77
O SELECTED:11201-10939 8.52 A FINALIZED:11189-11009 8.1 A FINALIZED:11122-11203 7.77
O CANCELLED:11179-10862 8.52 O CREATED:11009-11111 8.1 A FINALIZED:10889-11121 7.77
A PREACCEPTED:10939-112 8.52 O SENT:10971-11202 8.1 W Afhandelen leads:10939-10982 7.77
A FINALIZED:11119-10971 8.51 A DECLINED:10862-10971 8.1 A FINALIZED:11120-10862 7.77
A PREACCEPTED:11009-112 8.51 O SENT:11000-11201 8.09 W Completeren aanvraag:10909-10935 7.75
A FINALIZED:11119-10629 8.5 O SENT BACK-A DECLINED:Increase 8.09 W Nabellen offertes:10982-11181 7.75
O SENT BACK-W Valideren aanvraag:Increase 8.5 A FINALIZED:11009-10971 8.08 W Nabellen offertes:10909-11122 7.75
A CANCELLED:10982-10859 8.49 A DECLINED:11001-11111 8.08 A ACCEPTED:11000-11202 7.75
W Completeren aanvraag:11122-10629 8.49 A FINALIZED:11179-10889 8.08 W Nabellen offertes:11019-11121 7.75
O CREATED:11009-10971 8.49 O CREATED-O SENT BACK:Increase 8.08 W Afhandelen leads:11009-10913 7.75
W Nabellen offertes-W Valideren aanvraag:Increase 8.49 W Nabellen offertes:11201-10809 8.07 W Completeren aanvraag:10912-10939 7.74
A PREACCEPTED:10971-10982 8.47 W Completeren aanvraag:11169-10935 8.07 W Completeren aanvraag:10912-112 7.74
A FINALIZED:11201-11180 8.47 W Nabellen offertes:10909-10863 8.07 O SELECTED:11179-11122 7.74
W Completeren aanvraag:10982-11001 8.46 O SENT:11000-10629 8.07 O SELECTED:11200-11001 7.73
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Part 2/7.
Features VIF Value Features VIF Value Features VIF Value
O CREATED:11202-10939 7.73 W Completeren aanvraag:11019-10914 7.51 A ACCEPTED:10889-11200 7.3
O CREATED:11019-11111 7.73 O SELECTED-O CANCELLED:Decrease 7.51 O SELECTED:11200-11180 7.29
W Afhandelen leads:10939-10912 7.73 O SELECTED:10859-11001 7.51 O SELECTED:11120-11001 7.29
O CREATED:11180-11120 7.73 W Completeren aanvraag:11201-11180 7.51 O SENT:11009-11203 7.29
W Completeren aanvraag:10912-10779 7.72 W Nabellen offertes:10881-10935 7.51 A ACCEPTED:11180-10971 7.29
O CREATED:11122-10939 7.72 W Completeren aanvraag:11180-11001 7.5 A ACTIVATED-W Valideren aanvraag:Increase 7.28
W Afhandelen leads:11001-11169 7.72 O CANCELLED:11119-10982 7.5 A FINALIZED:11120-11001 7.28
A FINALIZED:11122-11202 7.72 O CREATED:11019-10971 7.49 O SENT:10859-11002 7.28
W Completeren aanvraag:10909-11001 7.72 O SENT:11120-10909 7.49 W Nabellen offertes:11169-10779 7.28
A CANCELLED:10982-11200 7.72 W Completeren aanvraag:10912-11121 7.49 O SENT:11169-11189 7.28
O CREATED:10913-11203 7.72 O SENT:10909-10881 7.49 W Nabellen offertes:10909-10933 7.28
O SENT:11179-10971 7.72 O SELECTED:11189-11002 7.49 A ACCEPTED:11189-10863 7.28
A FINALIZED:11202-10909 7.71 W Completeren aanvraag:11019-10779 7.49 O SENT:10629-11111 7.27
O CREATED:11119-10859 7.71 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10982 7.49 O SELECTED:11200-10629 7.27
O SENT:11120-10913 7.7 A ACCEPTED:10971-11121 7.49 O SENT:10863-10971 7.27
A FINALIZED:11169-10913 7.7 O SENT:10889-10971 7.48 O CREATED:10859-11203 7.27
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-10779 7.7 W Completeren aanvraag:11180-11181 7.48 A ACCEPTED:10859-10862 7.27
A FINALIZED:11169-11200 7.7 W Nabellen offertes:10982-10779 7.48 O SENT:11200-11122 7.27
O SENT:11181-11202 7.7 O SENT:11000-10912 7.48 W Completeren aanvraag:10982-11121 7.26
O CANCELLED-O SENT:Increase 7.7 O SELECTED:11120-10913 7.48 A REGISTERED-W Valideren aanvraag:Increase 7.26
W Completeren aanvraag:10939-11203 7.7 A ACCEPTED:11179-10889 7.48 A PREACCEPTED:10971-10913 7.25
O SENT:11201-10982 7.7 O SENT:11009-10881 7.48 O CREATED:10909-10889 7.25
O SELECTED:11202-10629 7.69 W Afhandelen leads:10982-10889 7.47 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-11181 7.25
O SELECTED:11000-10971 7.69 A ACCEPTED:10859-11203 7.47 W Nabellen offertes:10909-11201 7.25
A CANCELLED:10982-10909 7.69 W Completeren aanvraag:10609-11203 7.46 A ACCEPTED:11189-10982 7.25
W Completeren aanvraag:10889-10910 7.69 A FINALIZED:11181-10912 7.46 O CREATED:11200-10862 7.25
O SENT:11201-10939 7.69 O SELECTED:11169-11189 7.46 O SENT:10982-11121 7.24
W Nabellen offertes:11189-10939 7.68 O SENT:11179-11122 7.45 O SELECTED:11179-10862 7.24
A ACCEPTED:11122-11203 7.68 O SELECTED:11189-10881 7.45 W Nabellen offertes:11189-10889 7.24
O SENT:10912-11203 7.68 W Completeren aanvraag:11119-10910 7.45 A FINALIZED:11181-10971 7.24
A FINALIZED:11009-10909 7.67 A ACCEPTED:10863-11181 7.45 A PREACCEPTED:112-10909 7.24
W Completeren aanvraag:10912-11203 7.67 O SENT:11201-11181 7.45 O SENT:10889-11121 7.24
W Nabellen offertes:11189-10933 7.67 W Nabellen offertes:10899-10913 7.45 A PARTLYSUBMITTED-A PREACCEPTED:Increase 7.23
A ACCEPTED:11189-11122 7.67 W Nabellen offertes-O SENT:Decrease 7.45 W Nabellen offertes:11169-10982 7.23
A ACCEPTED:11179-10881 7.67 O SELECTED:10889-11203 7.44 A FINALIZED:11200-10913 7.23
O SENT:11200-10862 7.67 W Completeren aanvraag:11122-10939 7.44 O CREATED:11122-11202 7.23
O CREATED:10889-11121 7.66 O SELECTED:11179-10809 7.44 A DECLINED:10862-10779 7.23
W Completeren aanvraag:11181-11179 7.66 O CREATED:10971-10629 7.44 O CREATED:11202-11181 7.22
A FINALIZED:11202-11179 7.66 O DECLINED-W Valideren aanvraag:Increase 7.44 O CREATED:10909-10971 7.21
W Completeren aanvraag:11201-11001 7.66 W Afhandelen leads:11122-10228 7.44 O SENT:10859-11001 7.21
O CREATED:11200-10913 7.66 O SELECTED:11181-10912 7.43 W Afhandelen leads:10912-10779 7.21
O CREATED:11200-10889 7.66 O SELECTED:10982-10971 7.43 A ACCEPTED:11169-10889 7.21
W Nabellen offertes:11201-11181 7.66 O CANCELLED:11200-11169 7.42 A FINALIZED:11009-10859 7.21
A ACCEPTED:11120-11201 7.65 W Nabellen offertes:11179-10914 7.42 O CREATED:11169-10913 7.21
A ACCEPTED:11202-10629 7.65 O SENT:10971-11169 7.41 A CANCELLED:11200-10912 7.21
O SELECTED:10982-11181 7.65 W Completeren aanvraag:11169-11001 7.41 O CREATED:11179-10862 7.21
W Valideren aanvraag-W Nabellen incomplete dossiers:Increase 7.65 A FINALIZED:11200-10889 7.4 O SENT:11201-10913 7.21
W Completeren aanvraag:10881-112 7.64 W Completeren aanvraag:10881-11121 7.4 A FINALIZED:11120-11180 7.2
O SENT:10982-11181 7.64 A CANCELLED:11201-11001 7.4 W Completeren aanvraag:10913-10935 7.2
O SELECTED:11202-10913 7.64 W Nabellen offertes:11201-11169 7.4 A DECLINED:11119-11121 7.2
W Nabellen offertes:10228-11203 7.64 A ACCEPTED:11179-11122 7.39 O SELECTED:11000-11203 7.2
A FINALIZED:10913-10971 7.64 A FINALIZED:10859-11202 7.39 A FINALIZED:11179-10909 7.2
A ACCEPTED:11201-11180 7.63 A CANCELLED:11120-11119 7.39 O CREATED:11179-11202 7.2
W Completeren aanvraag:11189-11169 7.63 A CANCELLED:11119-10862 7.39 W Completeren aanvraag:11019-10910 7.19
A FINALIZED:11200-11189 7.63 O SENT:10912-11111 7.39 W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10889 7.19
O SENT:11169-11180 7.62 A REGISTERED:10629-10972 7.38 A PREACCEPTED:10982-11001 7.19
O SELECTED:10859-10881 7.62 O CREATED:11189-11009 7.38 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10629 7.19
W Completeren aanvraag:11180-11119 7.61 O SELECTED:11169-11200 7.38 O SENT:11179-10982 7.19
A ACCEPTED:10971-10913 7.6 W Completeren aanvraag:11119-10779 7.38 W Completeren aanvraag:11180-10982 7.18
A ACCEPTED:11202-11122 7.6 A PREACCEPTED:112-10859 7.38 A PREACCEPTED:11009-10912 7.18
W Completeren aanvraag:11119-10914 7.6 A FINALIZED:11180-11201 7.37 A CANCELLED:11202-10859 7.18
O CREATED-O SENT:Decrease 7.6 A FINALIZED:11000-11202 7.37 A FINALIZED:11169-11181 7.18
A FINALIZED:11122-10629 7.6 O CREATED-O SENT BACK:Decrease 7.37 A ACCEPTED:11189-10881 7.18
A FINALIZED:11202-11201 7.6 W Completeren aanvraag:10909-10914 7.36 W Afhandelen leads:11009-10889 7.18
A ACCEPTED:11189-11200 7.59 A FINALIZED:11200-10909 7.36 W Nabellen offertes:11201-10899 7.17
O CREATED:10889-11202 7.59 O SELECTED:11202-10982 7.36 O CANCELLED:11189-11169 7.17
A ACCEPTED:11181-10913 7.59 A DECLINED:11200-11111 7.36 W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10779 7.17
O SENT-W Nabellen offertes:Increase 7.58 O CREATED:11189-10609 7.36 W Completeren aanvraag:11181-10779 7.16
A ACCEPTED:11169-11122 7.58 O SENT:11169-11179 7.36 O SELECTED:11120-11202 7.16
W Completeren aanvraag:11189-11201 7.58 W Afhandelen leads:10909-11121 7.36 W Completeren aanvraag:112-11121 7.16
O SENT:10913-11111 7.58 W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10861 7.36 W Afhandelen leads:11169-11189 7.16
A ACCEPTED:11181-10912 7.58 A ACCEPTED:11189-11201 7.35 A ACCEPTED:11189-10913 7.16
A FINALIZED:11000-10912 7.57 O SELECTED:11189-10809 7.35 W Nabellen offertes:11169-11180 7.16
O CREATED:10889-10971 7.57 O SELECTED:11169-10909 7.35 W Completeren aanvraag:10889-11121 7.15
W Completeren aanvraag:10228-112 7.56 O SELECTED:11001-11111 7.35 A FINALIZED:10912-11121 7.15
W Completeren aanvraag:11180-10629 7.56 O CREATED:10982-10629 7.34 O SELECTED:11000-11121 7.15
W Nabellen offertes:10909-11181 7.56 A ACCEPTED:10863-11121 7.34 A PREACCEPTED:112-11001 7.14
W Nabellen offertes:10909-10228 7.56 A DECLINED:10880-11111 7.34 O SENT:11179-10629 7.14
O CREATED:11019-11203 7.56 O SENT:10859-10881 7.34 A FINALIZED:11120-11179 7.13
W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10629 7.56 A CANCELLED:10881-10913 7.33 O CREATED:11200-11122 7.13
A FINALIZED:11019-11203 7.55 A ACCEPTED:11189-11120 7.33 O SELECTED:10909-11001 7.13
A FINALIZED:11202-10971 7.55 W Nabellen offertes:10909-10889 7.33 O CREATED:11000-11201 7.13
W Nabellen offertes:10881-11203 7.55 A ACCEPTED:10859-10881 7.33 O SENT:10909-10863 7.13
O CREATED:11200-10909 7.55 O SELECTED:10982-11203 7.33 A ACCEPTED:10863-11001 7.13
W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10939 7.55 O SENT:11200-10939 7.33 A FINALIZED:11009-11203 7.13
A ACCEPTED:11009-11189 7.54 A CANCELLED:11189-10881 7.33 O SELECTED:11189-11169 7.12
O SENT:10982-11200 7.54 W Nabellen offertes:11189-11121 7.32 A CANCELLED:10982-11179 7.12
O SELECTED:11200-10859 7.54 W Nabellen offertes:11189-10913 7.32 A ACCEPTED:10909-11121 7.11
O SELECTED:10913-11203 7.54 A FINALIZED:11000-11203 7.32 W Nabellen offertes:11180-10809 7.11
A ACCEPTED:10912-11203 7.54 A DECLINED:11119-11111 7.32 W Completeren aanvraag:10889-10861 7.11
O SENT:11120-11001 7.54 A DECLINED:10880-11202 7.32 W Afhandelen leads:10939-10889 7.11
O SELECTED:11189-11201 7.53 O CREATED:10859-11179 7.32 A CANCELLED:10862-10909 7.1
O SENT:10912-10971 7.53 O SENT:11180-11120 7.32 A ACCEPTED:10971-10982 7.1
A FINALIZED:11000-10629 7.53 O CREATED:11200-10880 7.32 A ACCEPTED:10863-10982 7.1
A CANCELLED:11120-10939 7.53 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10913 7.31 W Nabellen offertes:11180-11201 7.1
A CANCELLED-W Nabellen offertes:Increase 7.53 O SENT-O CREATED:Increase 7.31 A PREACCEPTED:112-10939 7.1
W Nabellen offertes:11189-11201 7.52 O SELECTED:10880-11111 7.3 A FINALIZED:10859-10862 7.1
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W Afhandelen leads:10939-10629 7.52 W Completeren aanvraag:11169-10881 7.3 W Nabellen offertes-O CREATED:Decrease 7.09
O SENT:10859-10862 7.52 A ACCEPTED:11000-11111 7.3 W Afhandelen leads:11169-11180 7.09
A FINALIZED:10889-11203 7.52 O SENT:10909-11001 7.3 W Afhandelen leads:11119-11001 7.09
O SENT:11179-10889 7.09 A ACCEPTED:11179-10971 6.92 O SENT:11201-10909 6.75
A APPROVED-A REGISTERED:Decrease 7.08 A CANCELLED:11122-10881 6.92 W Afhandelen leads:11001-11180 6.74
A FINALIZED:11200-10982 7.08 W Completeren aanvraag:11019-10861 6.91 A FINALIZED:11181-11121 6.74
W Completeren aanvraag:11181-11201 7.08 W Afhandelen leads:10629-11180 6.91 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10935 6.74
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-10914 7.08 A FINALIZED:10909-11202 6.91 A CANCELLED:11200-10933 6.74
O SELECTED:10859-10889 7.08 O CANCELLED:11201-11120 6.91 A FINALIZED:11202-10913 6.73
O CREATED:11201-10629 7.08 A PREACCEPTED:112-10912 6.91 O CREATED:11179-11181 6.73
O CREATED:10913-11121 7.08 A FINALIZED:11169-11122 6.91 W Afhandelen leads:11001-10863 6.73
A ACCEPTED:11189-11179 7.07 W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10889 6.91 W Completeren aanvraag:11180-10889 6.72
A PREACCEPTED:10982-10971 7.07 O SENT:11189-10863 6.9 W Nabellen offertes:11189-10881 6.72
W Nabellen offertes:10909-11001 7.06 O SENT:10880-11111 6.9 A FINALIZED:11189-11200 6.72
O CREATED:11120-10939 7.06 W Afhandelen leads:10982-10629 6.9 W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10935 6.72
O CREATED:11169-11120 7.06 A ACCEPTED:11120-10859 6.9 O SENT:10971-11121 6.72
A ACCEPTED:11122-11111 7.06 O CREATED:11179-11001 6.9 O SELECTED:11179-11181 6.72
O SENT:11181-10912 7.06 A PREACCEPTED:10881-10609 6.9 W Completeren aanvraag:11122-11179 6.71
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10779 7.05 O SELECTED:11169-11179 6.9 A ACCEPTED:11181-10982 6.71
A ACCEPTED:11121-11111 7.05 W Afhandelen leads:11001-10982 6.9 O SELECTED:11120-11179 6.7
O CANCELLED-O CREATED:Increase 7.05 O SELECTED:10889-11121 6.89 O CREATED:11009-11121 6.7
A DECLINED:10862-11111 7.05 O SELECTED:10913-10971 6.89 W Nabellen offertes:11189-10779 6.7
A CANCELLED:11189-10933 7.05 O SELECTED:11201-10629 6.89 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10779 6.7
A ACCEPTED:11189-10939 7.05 O SELECTED:11169-10862 6.89 A ACCEPTED:11000-11201 6.7
O DECLINED:10809-11009 7.05 W Completeren aanvraag:10889-10914 6.89 A ACCEPTED:11179-10862 6.7
A CANCELLED:10881-11119 7.05 O SELECTED:11200-11181 6.88 W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10910 6.69
O CREATED:11200-10881 7.05 A ACCEPTED:11009-11203 6.88 O SELECTED:11000-10913 6.69
W Completeren aanvraag:10912-10861 7.04 A ACCEPTED:11169-10881 6.88 A PREACCEPTED:112-11189 6.69
O CREATED:11200-11179 7.04 O CREATED:11179-11121 6.88 O SELECTED:11180-11120 6.69
A CANCELLED:11202-11200 7.04 A PREACCEPTED:10939-10863 6.88 O CREATED:11179-11122 6.69
W Nabellen offertes:10789-10914 7.04 W Nabellen offertes:11000-11121 6.88 A ACCEPTED:10909-11203 6.69
O SELECTED:10971-11121 7.04 W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10910 6.88 A ACCEPTED:10939-11111 6.68
O CREATED:11189-11180 7.04 W Nabellen offertes:11201-11121 6.88 O CREATED:11181-10913 6.68
O SENT:10909-11121 7.03 A FINALIZED:11119-10939 6.87 O CREATED:11120-10913 6.68
A FINALIZED:10859-11001 7.03 A ACCEPTED:10912-11121 6.87 W Afhandelen leads:10912-10629 6.68
O SELECTED:10881-11203 7.03 W Afhandelen leads:11179-10881 6.87 O SELECTED:11200-10982 6.68
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-O ACCEPTED:Increase 7.03 W Afhandelen leads:10913-11181 6.87 O SENT:11169-11120 6.68
O SENT:10971-11111 7.03 A FINALIZED:11189-10863 6.86 A FINALIZED:10859-10982 6.68
W Nabellen offertes-A APPROVED:Increase 7.03 A ACCEPTED:11169-11001 6.86 O SENT:11200-11201 6.68
A ACCEPTED:10863-11203 7.02 W Nabellen offertes:11019-10779 6.86 W Afhandelen leads:11001-11201 6.67
O SELECTED:10859-10971 7.02 A FINALIZED:11179-10629 6.86 O SELECTED:11181-11121 6.67
A CANCELLED:11201-10912 7.02 O CREATED:11169-11200 6.86 O CANCELLED:11201-10629 6.66
A FINALIZED:11202-11121 7.02 W Afhandelen leads:11169-11122 6.86 A ACCEPTED:10859-11121 6.66
A FINALIZED:11120-10881 7.02 O SELECTED:10859-11121 6.85 W Completeren aanvraag:11119-10913 6.66
A FINALIZED:10913-11111 7.01 O SENT:11202-11203 6.85 A ACCEPTED:11120-10889 6.66
A ACCEPTED:10859-11001 7.01 A ACCEPTED:11119-10862 6.85 W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10629 6.66
A ACCEPTED:11202-10913 7.01 W Nabellen offertes:11201-11122 6.85 A FINALIZED:10863-10982 6.66
A ACCEPTED:10909-10629 7.01 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-11179 6.84 A FINALIZED:11189-10912 6.65
A DECLINED:11119-10779 7.01 A FINALIZED:10863-11111 6.84 O SELECTED:10912-11181 6.65
O CREATED:11169-10863 7.01 A FINALIZED:11009-10609 6.84 A ACCEPTED:11120-10913 6.65
A ACCEPTED:11122-10939 7.01 A FINALIZED:11200-11181 6.84 O SELECTED:11169-10629 6.64
O SENT:11200-10609 7.01 A ACCEPTED:11200-11189 6.84 W Completeren aanvraag:10881-11203 6.64
O SENT:10909-11202 7 A PREACCEPTED:112-10629 6.84 W Afhandelen leads:10629-10933 6.64
A FINALIZED:11009-10982 7 O SENT:11200-11000 6.84 O CREATED:10880-11121 6.64
O CREATED:11200-11181 7 O SENT:11120-11180 6.83 A DECLINED:10859-11111 6.64
A PREACCEPTED:10913-10629 7 W Completeren aanvraag:10909-10910 6.83 O SELECTED:10913-11121 6.64
O SENT:10909-10862 7 O CREATED:11120-10982 6.83 A FINALIZED:10971-10982 6.64
O SENT:10971-10909 7 O SELECTED:10859-11203 6.83 O CREATED:11000-10971 6.64
A FINALIZED:11000-10971 7 A PREACCEPTED:11169-112 6.83 O CREATED:11200-10859 6.63
A ACCEPTED:10971-11202 7 A FINALIZED:10982-10629 6.83 O CREATED:11200-11169 6.62
O SENT:11169-10971 7 A PREACCEPTED:11001-112 6.83 A ACCEPTED:11179-10982 6.62
A FINALIZED:11200-10912 6.99 O CREATED:11120-11001 6.83 W Afhandelen leads:11009-10982 6.62
O SELECTED:11179-10863 6.99 A PREACCEPTED:11169-10913 6.82 O SELECTED:11200-11201 6.61
O CANCELLED:11200-11001 6.99 W Nabellen offertes:10912-10914 6.82 W Nabellen offertes:11201-10972 6.61
A FINALIZED:11200-10609 6.99 A DECLINED:10913-11111 6.82 O SELECTED:11169-10939 6.61
A ACCEPTED:11120-10881 6.99 O SELECTED:10863-11121 6.82 O SELECTED:11000-10982 6.6
W Completeren aanvraag-O SENT:Increase 6.99 A FINALIZED:10859-11002 6.81 O SELECTED:11200-10889 6.6
A FINALIZED:10859-10863 6.99 A ACCEPTED:11169-11189 6.81 A ACCEPTED:10913-11203 6.6
O CREATED:11000-10912 6.99 A FINALIZED:11119-11202 6.81 O SELECTED:10909-10881 6.6
W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10939 6.98 A FINALIZED:11200-11169 6.81 O CREATED:10913-11111 6.6
O SELECTED:11122-11111 6.98 O SENT:10971-11201 6.81 A REGISTERED-O ACCEPTED:Increase 6.59
W Completeren aanvraag:11179-11122 6.98 O CREATED:10859-11181 6.81 O CREATED:11000-11181 6.59
W Completeren aanvraag:11201-11000 6.98 W Afhandelen leads:10881-11002 6.8 A CANCELLED:11179-11200 6.59
W Nabellen offertes:11201-11009 6.97 A FINALIZED:10889-10971 6.8 O SELECTED:11169-10971 6.59
A CANCELLED:10982-11122 6.97 O SELECTED:11181-10862 6.8 O SELECTED:10909-10889 6.59
A FINALIZED:11201-10912 6.96 W Completeren aanvraag:10912-11000 6.8 A FINALIZED-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease 6.59
A CANCELLED:11202-11201 6.96 O SENT:10880-10971 6.8 O CANCELLED:11169-11180 6.59
A FINALIZED:11169-10881 6.96 A FINALIZED:11202-10629 6.79 O CREATED:10912-11111 6.59
W Completeren aanvraag:11201-11181 6.96 W Completeren aanvraag:11181-10933 6.79 O SELECTED:11169-11180 6.59
A FINALIZED:11202-11181 6.96 A CANCELLED:11119-10933 6.79 W Afhandelen leads:11122-11179 6.58
W Completeren aanvraag:11180-10913 6.95 W Completeren aanvraag:11180-10939 6.78 O SENT:10982-11111 6.58
A CANCELLED:11202-11120 6.95 A FINALIZED:10859-10889 6.78 W Nabellen offertes:11180-10933 6.58
A FINALIZED:11019-11121 6.95 W Afhandelen leads:10939-10863 6.78 O CREATED:11189-10862 6.58
O CREATED:11201-10913 6.95 A CANCELLED:11202-11169 6.77 O CREATED:11200-10982 6.58
O CREATED:11189-10859 6.95 A FINALIZED:11200-11180 6.77 O SELECTED:11200-11002 6.57
A CANCELLED:11120-11179 6.95 A ACCEPTED:11169-10629 6.77 W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10909 6.57
O CREATED:11019-11121 6.95 A CANCELLED:11120-11122 6.77 W Afhandelen leads:11169-11181 6.57
W Completeren aanvraag:11179-112 6.94 A PREACCEPTED:10939-10862 6.77 A DECLINED:10881-11181 6.57
A FINALIZED:11201-10913 6.94 O CREATED:11179-10629 6.77 W Completeren aanvraag:11180-10935 6.56
A FINALIZED:11189-10862 6.94 O SENT:11200-10859 6.77 W Afhandelen leads:10889-10933 6.56
W Nabellen offertes:11180-10913 6.94 O SENT BACK-A DECLINED:Decrease 6.76 O SENT:11189-10881 6.56
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A ACCEPTED:11189-11009 6.94 O CREATED:11000-11203 6.76 W Nabellen offertes:10789-10935 6.56
O CREATED:11189-10809 6.94 A FINALIZED:11200-11119 6.76 W Afhandelen leads:11009-10779 6.56
A FINALIZED-A ACCEPTED:Decrease 6.94 O SELECTED:10863-11001 6.76 W Afhandelen leads:10913-11121 6.56
A FINALIZED:11169-11189 6.94 W Nabellen offertes:10909-10629 6.76 A FINALIZED:11189-10859 6.55
A FINALIZED:10909-10971 6.94 A ACCEPTED:10982-10971 6.76 A FINALIZED:11189-11002 6.55
A ACCEPTED:11169-11181 6.93 A CANCELLED:10881-11202 6.76 A FINALIZED:11169-11121 6.55
O CREATED:11120-11180 6.93 A ACCEPTED:10913-10971 6.76 W Afhandelen leads:11169-10913 6.55
W Completeren aanvraag:10913-10779 6.92 O CREATED:11179-10889 6.76 O SENT:11019-11121 6.54
W Afhandelen leads:10629-10809 6.92 W Afhandelen leads:11009-10881 6.76 O SENT:11000-11203 6.54
A FINALIZED:11189-11001 6.92 A ACCEPTED:10889-11202 6.76 O CREATED:11120-10889 6.54
O SELECTED:10913-11202 6.92 O SELECTED:11181-10913 6.75 A DECLINED:11122-11111 6.54
O SELECTED:11179-11121 6.92 W Nabellen offertes:10909-10982 6.75 O SELECTED:11169-10982 6.54
O SELECTED:10971-11201 6.54 O CREATED:11179-10971 6.37 A FINALIZED:11120-11002 6.18
W Completeren aanvraag:11119-11121 6.54 A FINALIZED:11180-11179 6.37 A ACCEPTED:11200-10609 6.18
W Completeren aanvraag:11179-11181 6.54 W Completeren aanvraag:11179-11169 6.37 A ACCEPTED:11169-10609 6.18
O SENT:11169-10629 6.54 W Completeren aanvraag:10909-10861 6.36 A PREACCEPTED:112-11000 6.17
O SENT:11189-11169 6.54 A FINALIZED:11179-11121 6.36 A FINALIZED:11200-10862 6.17
O CANCELLED:10909-10859 6.54 O CREATED:10863-11111 6.35 O SENT:11179-11203 6.17
A ACCEPTED:10971-10909 6.53 A FINALIZED:11000-11181 6.35 O SENT:11179-11001 6.17
O SELECTED:11189-10889 6.53 O CANCELLED:11200-11002 6.35 A FINALIZED:11000-10913 6.17
A FINALIZED:11179-11122 6.53 A ACCEPTED:11200-11122 6.35 O SENT:11200-11119 6.17
A FINALIZED:11189-11120 6.53 A PREACCEPTED:112-11009 6.35 O SENT:11179-10863 6.17
W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10914 6.53 A DECLINED:10862-11121 6.35 A APPROVED-A REGISTERED:Increase 6.16
A FINALIZED:11179-10982 6.53 A ACCEPTED:10859-10971 6.35 W Afhandelen leads:10881-10228 6.16
W Completeren aanvraag:11201-11121 6.53 A CANCELLED:11201-10982 6.35 O SENT:11169-10909 6.16
A CANCELLED:10881-11200 6.53 O SENT:11200-10881 6.35 W Afhandelen leads:11001-11121 6.15
O CREATED:10859-10862 6.53 W Nabellen offertes:11009-11203 6.35 O CREATED:11189-11002 6.15
A CANCELLED:11202-10933 6.52 A DECLINED:11009-11111 6.34 W Nabellen offertes-A CANCELLED:Decrease 6.15
O CREATED:10909-11001 6.52 W Afhandelen leads:10889-10809 6.34 O CREATED:11120-11202 6.15
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-10863 6.52 O SELECTED:11169-10859 6.34 A FINALIZED:11179-10863 6.15
A ACCEPTED:11019-10971 6.52 O SELECTED:11189-10982 6.34 A CANCELLED:10862-10933 6.14
O CREATED:11120-10863 6.51 A CANCELLED:10881-11180 6.34 A FINALIZED:10859-11111 6.14
A FINALIZED:11189-11201 6.51 W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10935 6.34 O CREATED:11179-10982 6.14
A FINALIZED:11169-10889 6.51 W Afhandelen leads-A FINALIZED:Increase 6.33 W Completeren aanvraag:10912-10914 6.14
A FINALIZED:11200-11201 6.51 A FINALIZED:11200-10881 6.33 A ACCEPTED:11169-11120 6.14
O CREATED:11189-10912 6.51 O SENT:11120-10863 6.33 O SENT:10863-11203 6.14
W Completeren aanvraag:10881-10861 6.51 A FINALIZED:11189-11169 6.33 A ACCEPTED:11200-11019 6.14
O SENT:11189-11120 6.51 A FINALIZED:11000-10909 6.33 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-11121 6.14
A CANCELLED:10881-10939 6.5 A PREACCEPTED:112-10862 6.33 O CREATED:10859-11121 6.14
A DECLINED-W Valideren aanvraag:Increase 6.5 O SELECTED:11189-10913 6.33 O CREATED:11200-11180 6.13
A DECLINED:10859-11202 6.5 W Afhandelen leads:10228-11121 6.32 A FINALIZED:11169-10863 6.13
W Completeren aanvraag:11181-10982 6.49 W Afhandelen leads:10889-10228 6.32 O SENT:11200-10889 6.13
W Nabellen offertes:10609-11203 6.49 W Afhandelen leads:10809-10933 6.32 O SENT:11179-10862 6.13
O SELECTED:11179-10971 6.49 W Afhandelen leads:10939-11181 6.32 W Afhandelen leads:11009-10912 6.13
W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10809 6.49 A FINALIZED:11200-10939 6.31 W Completeren aanvraag:10909-10779 6.12
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-10909 6.49 W Afhandelen leads:10939-11121 6.31 W Nabellen offertes:10909-11169 6.12
A ACCEPTED:11189-10862 6.49 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10889 6.31 O SELECTED:11200-10609 6.12
O CREATED:11000-10913 6.49 A CANCELLED:11200-10982 6.31 A FINALIZED:10971-11121 6.12
O SELECTED:11200-11179 6.48 A FINALIZED:11189-10881 6.3 W Completeren aanvraag:11180-10881 6.11
O SENT:11000-11181 6.48 O CANCELLED:11200-10859 6.3 W Completeren aanvraag:11181-11121 6.11
A FINALIZED:11181-11111 6.48 O SELECTED:11180-11202 6.3 A FINALIZED:11169-11001 6.11
W Completeren aanvraag:11180-11201 6.48 A DECLINED-O DECLINED:Increase 6.3 W Afhandelen leads:11201-11121 6.11
A FINALIZED:11122-11111 6.48 A CANCELLED:11120-10881 6.3 A FINALIZED:11169-11180 6.11
W Completeren aanvraag:10863-10861 6.48 A ACCEPTED:10971-11201 6.3 W Afhandelen leads:11119-11201 6.11
O SENT:11169-11121 6.48 A CANCELLED:10862-10881 6.29 O SENT:11120-11002 6.11
A FINALIZED:11179-10971 6.48 W Completeren aanvraag:11122-10910 6.29 W Afhandelen leads:11169-10982 6.11
O CANCELLED:11120-11179 6.47 W Completeren aanvraag:10228-10910 6.29 A ACCEPTED:11120-11179 6.1
O SELECTED:11200-10863 6.47 O SENT:11189-10912 6.29 O SELECTED:11200-10913 6.1
A ACCEPTED:11169-10909 6.47 A ACCEPTED:11200-10889 6.29 O SELECTED:11179-10629 6.1
O CREATED:11169-11189 6.47 O SELECTED:10909-11121 6.29 O SENT:11202-11121 6.1
A PREACCEPTED:112-11120 6.47 A FINALIZED:11200-11122 6.29 O CREATED:11169-10971 6.1
W Completeren aanvraag:11179-11001 6.47 W Nabellen offertes-O CANCELLED:Increase 6.29 W Afhandelen leads:11169-10881 6.1
O CREATED:10971-10982 6.46 A ACTIVATED-A APPROVED:Decrease 6.29 W Completeren aanvraag:11181-112 6.1
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-O DECLINED:Decrease 6.46 A FINALIZED:11119-11181 6.28 W Completeren aanvraag:11201-11122 6.1
A ACCEPTED:11200-11179 6.45 A DECLINED:11200-11202 6.28 A FINALIZED:10909-10881 6.1
A PREACCEPTED:112-11169 6.45 O SELECTED:11189-11202 6.28 W Completeren aanvraag:11181-10912 6.09
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-10933 6.45 O SENT:11169-10982 6.28 O SENT:11179-11121 6.09
W Afhandelen leads:10881-10939 6.45 W Completeren aanvraag:11169-11122 6.28 W Completeren aanvraag:11119-10935 6.09
A SUBMITTED-A ACCEPTED:Decrease 6.45 O SELECTED:11120-11180 6.27 O CREATED:10912-11181 6.09
A FINALIZED:10971-10913 6.45 W Completeren aanvraag:11180-11179 6.27 A CANCELLED:10881-11179 6.08
O CREATED:11200-10939 6.45 A ACCEPTED:11000-10913 6.27 A CANCELLED:11201-11000 6.07
W Nabellen offertes:11201-11180 6.45 O SELECTED:11120-11122 6.27 O SENT:11019-10971 6.07
A DECLINED:11169-11111 6.44 W Nabellen offertes:10909-11179 6.27 A ACTIVATED-A REGISTERED:Increase 6.07
A CANCELLED:11202-10939 6.44 W Afhandelen leads:11169-11179 6.27 O SELECTED:11000-11181 6.07
O SENT:10889-11203 6.44 W Completeren aanvraag:11001-11203 6.27 A DECLINED:10859-10862 6.07
A DECLINED:11121-11111 6.44 W Valideren aanvraag-A ACTIVATED:Increase 6.26 O SELECTED:11000-10912 6.06
O SENT:10909-11181 6.43 O CREATED:11120-10881 6.26 O CREATED:10971-10909 6.06
O SENT:10859-11121 6.43 O SENT:10909-10889 6.26 A ACCEPTED:11120-10863 6.06
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-O SELECTED:Increase 6.43 W Completeren aanvraag:10982-11181 6.26 A DECLINED:10859-10779 6.06
A CANCELLED:11179-11122 6.43 A PREACCEPTED:112-10881 6.26 A FINALIZED:11202-11203 6.06
A ACCEPTED:11119-10982 6.43 A ACCEPTED-O CANCELLED:Increase 6.26 A DECLINED:10859-10889 6.06
A CANCELLED:11120-10862 6.43 A FINALIZED:10909-10863 6.26 A FINALIZED:10912-10971 6.06
O CREATED:11179-10863 6.43 O CREATED:10971-11111 6.25 A ACCEPTED:11200-10880 6.05
W Afhandelen leads:10912-11000 6.42 W Nabellen offertes:10909-11121 6.25 A CANCELLED:10862-11001 6.05
O CANCELLED:11120-11180 6.42 A FINALIZED:10863-11121 6.25 A FINALIZED:11120-10889 6.05
O CREATED:11189-10889 6.42 A FINALIZED:11179-10881 6.25 A DECLINED:11201-11202 6.04
O SELECTED:11122-11202 6.42 A ACCEPTED:11189-11002 6.24 A FINALIZED:11200-10809 6.04
O SELECTED:11169-11121 6.42 W Afhandelen leads:10809-10881 6.24 W Afhandelen leads-O SELECTED:Increase 6.04
A FINALIZED:10909-11001 6.41 O SELECTED:11122-11203 6.24 O SENT:10913-11121 6.04
A FINALIZED:11189-10809 6.41 W Completeren aanvraag:10863-11121 6.24 O SELECTED:11201-10909 6.03
A ACCEPTED:11019-11121 6.41 A FINALIZED:11120-11122 6.23 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-11122 6.03
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A CANCELLED:11202-10982 6.41 W Afhandelen leads:11180-11181 6.23 O SELECTED:11179-10889 6.03
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-10982 6.41 O SELECTED:11189-11001 6.23 O CREATED:11169-10862 6.03
A CANCELLED:11169-10982 6.41 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10939 6.23 W Completeren aanvraag:11019-11203 6.03
O CREATED:11179-10881 6.41 W Nabellen offertes:10909-10881 6.23 W Afhandelen leads:11122-10629 6.03
A DECLINED:11009-11202 6.4 O SELECTED:10971-11009 6.22 O SELECTED:11189-10863 6.02
O CANCELLED:11200-10889 6.4 W Afhandelen leads:10912-11181 6.21 O SELECTED:11120-11121 6.02
O SENT BACK-A REGISTERED:Decrease 6.4 A ACCEPTED:11200-11169 6.21 A FINALIZED:11200-11120 6.02
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10914 6.4 W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10909 6.2 A PREACCEPTED:112-11122 6.02
A ACCEPTED:10909-10862 6.4 A FINALIZED:11169-10971 6.2 W Completeren aanvraag-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease 6.02
O CREATED:11200-11120 6.39 O SELECTED:11120-10862 6.2 W Completeren aanvraag:11122-11181 6.02
A ACCEPTED:10863-10971 6.39 O SENT:11169-10862 6.2 O SELECTED:11019-11121 6.02
W Completeren aanvraag:112-10861 6.39 W Afhandelen leads:10939-10779 6.2 O SENT:11200-10629 6.02
O CREATED:11169-11179 6.39 A ACCEPTED:11181-10862 6.2 W Afhandelen leads:10982-11189 6.01
A ACCEPTED:11000-11181 6.39 A FINALIZED:10909-10862 6.2 O SELECTED:11200-10909 6.01
O CREATED:10859-10881 6.39 W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10935 6.19 W Afhandelen leads:10228-11002 6
A PREACCEPTED-W Afhandelen leads:Increase 6.39 O SELECTED:11200-11120 6.19 A FINALIZED:11189-11180 6
O SENT:11169-10913 6.39 O SELECTED:10880-10971 6.19 A ACCEPTED:10971-11009 6
A ACCEPTED:11200-10912 6.38 O SELECTED:11169-10809 6.19 W Afhandelen leads:11119-10913 5.99
A CANCELLED:10862-11169 6.38 A ACCEPTED:11000-11121 6.19 W Afhandelen leads:10629-11121 5.99
A FINALIZED:11169-10939 6.38 A FINALIZED:11201-11121 6.19 O SENT:11189-10982 5.99
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-10889 6.38 O SENT:11200-11001 6.19 A FINALIZED:10971-11181 5.99
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-11179 5.99 O CREATED:11200-10971 5.76 A DECLINED:11169-11121 5.48
A FINALIZED:10859-11181 5.98 A DECLINED:10188-11202 5.76 O SELECTED:11200-11019 5.48
O CANCELLED-W Nabellen offertes:Increase 5.98 A FINALIZED:11000-11121 5.75 O CREATED:11189-11120 5.48
A ACCEPTED:11000-10912 5.98 A ACCEPTED:11201-10913 5.75 O CANCELLED-A CANCELLED:Decrease 5.47
O CREATED:11169-11121 5.98 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-11001 5.75 W Afhandelen leads:10982-10939 5.47
O SENT:11189-11179 5.98 A DECLINED:11169-11202 5.74 W Afhandelen leads:11180-11121 5.46
A FINALIZED:11120-10982 5.98 A ACCEPTED:11120-11002 5.74 A CANCELLED:11189-11200 5.46
A FINALIZED:11120-11202 5.97 A FINALIZED:11189-11202 5.74 A ACCEPTED:11179-11121 5.46
W Afhandelen leads:10909-11201 5.97 A FINALIZED:11200-11001 5.74 A ACCEPTED:11179-11181 5.46
W Afhandelen leads:10982-11121 5.97 W Afhandelen leads:10809-10779 5.74 A ACCEPTED:11200-10863 5.45
A ACCEPTED:11122-11202 5.97 A DECLINED:11201-11111 5.73 A ACCEPTED:11179-10809 5.45
O SENT:11169-11200 5.97 A DECLINED:11111-10939 5.73 W Afhandelen leads:11169-10609 5.45
A REGISTERED-A ACTIVATED:Decrease 5.97 O SENT:11189-10859 5.73 W Afhandelen leads:11180-11002 5.44
O SENT:11122-11202 5.96 W Afhandelen leads:10982-10863 5.73 O SELECTED:10909-11181 5.43
W Nabellen offertes:11189-11181 5.96 O SELECTED:10909-10863 5.73 A ACCEPTED:10913-11121 5.43
A ACCEPTED:11169-10939 5.96 A CANCELLED:11201-10913 5.73 A PREACCEPTED:10982-10629 5.43
A FINALIZED:11189-11179 5.96 W Completeren aanvraag-W Beoordelen fraude:Increase 5.73 A DECLINED:10909-11111 5.43
W Completeren aanvraag:10909-11121 5.96 W Afhandelen leads:10863-10629 5.73 W Afhandelen leads:11169-10889 5.43
O CREATED:11189-11179 5.96 O SELECTED:10971-10629 5.73 W Afhandelen leads:10913-11000 5.43
W Afhandelen leads:11169-10939 5.96 A PREACCEPTED:11169-11189 5.73 O SELECTED:11200-11169 5.42
A ACCEPTED:11120-11001 5.95 A CANCELLED:10913-10939 5.72 A CANCELLED:11202-10909 5.42
O SELECTED:10863-10971 5.95 O SENT:10859-11181 5.72 A ACCEPTED:11120-10939 5.42
A FINALIZED:11019-10971 5.95 O SENT:11189-11002 5.72 A ACCEPTED:11120-10609 5.42
W Afhandelen leads:11189-11122 5.95 A ACCEPTED:11119-10971 5.72 A CANCELLED:10862-10912 5.41
O CREATED:11169-10889 5.95 W Afhandelen leads:11180-10863 5.71 O CREATED:11181-10862 5.41
A FINALIZED:11201-10939 5.94 W Completeren aanvraag:10939-10914 5.71 A CANCELLED:11009-11201 5.41
A PREACCEPTED:11001-10982 5.94 A DECLINED:10859-10971 5.71 A SUBMITTED-O SELECTED:Decrease 5.41
O SELECTED:10909-11111 5.94 A DECLINED:11119-11202 5.7 O CREATED:11189-10881 5.41
O CREATED:11120-11181 5.94 A FINALIZED:11122-11181 5.7 A DECLINED:10909-11202 5.41
O CREATED:11202-10971 5.94 W Afhandelen leads:11169-10629 5.7 A CANCELLED:11119-10982 5.41
A CANCELLED:11200-10862 5.94 O SENT:11200-10909 5.7 A PREACCEPTED:11001-10971 5.4
A DECLINED:11001-10913 5.93 W Afhandelen leads:10629-11001 5.69 A ACCEPTED:11179-11001 5.4
O SENT:11179-11181 5.93 W Nabellen offertes:11181-10228 5.69 W Afhandelen leads:11169-11009 5.4
O SENT:11001-11111 5.93 O CREATED:11169-10939 5.68 A DECLINED:10881-10913 5.39
A PREACCEPTED-A SUBMITTED:Decrease 5.92 A ACCEPTED:11001-11111 5.68 W Afhandelen leads:11180-10779 5.39
O SELECTED:11200-10809 5.92 W Completeren aanvraag:11169-11121 5.68 O SELECTED:11181-11203 5.39
A FINALIZED:11200-11179 5.92 W Afhandelen leads:11001-11119 5.67 W Afhandelen leads:10982-11122 5.38
A FINALIZED:10982-10971 5.92 A ACCEPTED:11200-10982 5.67 A FINALIZED:11179-11181 5.38
W Beoordelen fraude-W Valideren aanvraag:Increase 5.92 A PREACCEPTED:10913-10971 5.67 A PREACCEPTED:10859-10881 5.38
O CREATED:11200-11189 5.91 W Afhandelen leads:10881-11201 5.67 W Nabellen offertes-O SENT BACK:Decrease 5.38
W Afhandelen leads:10982-11201 5.91 A CANCELLED:11120-11201 5.67 A DECLINED:10889-10971 5.37
A PREACCEPTED:112-10228 5.91 O SENT:11200-11189 5.67 A CANCELLED:11009-11200 5.37
W Afhandelen leads:10912-10939 5.91 W Nabellen offertes-O DECLINED:Decrease 5.67 O SELECTED-A ACCEPTED:Decrease 5.37
A DECLINED:11001-10188 5.91 A ACCEPTED:11120-10909 5.66 A ACCEPTED:11179-10629 5.37
W Afhandelen leads:10889-11121 5.91 W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10881 5.66 A FINALIZED:10971-11169 5.37
A CANCELLED:11179-10909 5.9 A DECLINED:11122-11202 5.66 O CREATED:11169-10881 5.36
O CREATED:10909-10881 5.89 A CANCELLED:11200-10909 5.66 W Afhandelen leads:11169-10909 5.36
A CANCELLED:11189-11001 5.89 A ACCEPTED:11120-11181 5.65 W Afhandelen leads:11189-11181 5.36
A ACCEPTED:11200-11120 5.89 O CREATED:10982-11181 5.65 A DECLINED:11169-10889 5.35
A ACCEPTED:11189-11001 5.89 W Afhandelen leads:11169-11000 5.65 A CANCELLED:11201-11009 5.35
A ACCEPTED:10909-10881 5.89 A ACCEPTED:11189-10889 5.64 W Afhandelen leads:10913-10909 5.35
O SELECTED:11120-11181 5.88 A CANCELLED:11189-11019 5.63 A CANCELLED:11189-10912 5.35
O SELECTED:11179-10881 5.88 A ACCEPTED:11120-11180 5.63 A DECLINED:10859-11001 5.34
O CREATED:11169-10859 5.88 A FINALIZED:11169-10862 5.63 A CANCELLED:11202-10912 5.34
A DECLINED:10859-11121 5.87 A FINALIZED:11200-11019 5.63 A CANCELLED:11009-11019 5.33
W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10863 5.87 W Afhandelen leads:11001-10629 5.63 W Afhandelen leads:11180-10889 5.33
A PREACCEPTED:112-11201 5.86 W Afhandelen leads:10982-10779 5.62 O SELECTED:11169-10881 5.33
O CREATED:11201-10971 5.86 W Valideren aanvraag-A APPROVED:Increase 5.62 W Afhandelen leads:10982-11169 5.32
O SENT:11009-10982 5.86 A FINALIZED:11179-10862 5.62 A DECLINED:11001-10889 5.32
A CANCELLED:11200-11119 5.85 W Afhandelen leads:11001-10913 5.62 A ACCEPTED:11189-11180 5.32
O SENT BACK-A APPROVED:Increase 5.85 O SELECTED:11200-11189 5.61 O CREATED:11120-11121 5.32
A ACCEPTED:11169-10982 5.85 W Nabellen offertes:11201-10913 5.61 W Afhandelen leads:11119-10863 5.31
A ACCEPTED:11169-10862 5.85 A DECLINED:11001-11120 5.61 A DECLINED:11120-11121 5.31
W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10863 5.85 O SELECTED:11179-11001 5.61 O CREATED:10971-11201 5.3
O CREATED:11189-10982 5.85 A DECLINED:11120-11000 5.6 O SELECTED:11200-10862 5.3
A CANCELLED:11179-10862 5.84 A PREACCEPTED:11001-10629 5.6 A DECLINED:11201-10912 5.3
A PREACCEPTED:11001-10862 5.84 O CANCELLED-O SELECTED:Decrease 5.59 W Afhandelen leads:11169-11121 5.29
O SELECTED:10859-11181 5.84 A ACCEPTED:11169-11180 5.58 A FINALIZED:10971-11201 5.29
A ACCEPTED:11181-11203 5.84 O CANCELLED:11009-11202 5.58 A DECLINED:10859-10881 5.29
W Valideren aanvraag-O ACCEPTED:Increase 5.84 W Afhandelen leads:10913-10629 5.58 W Afhandelen leads:10909-11181 5.28
A DECLINED:11181-10971 5.84 W Afhandelen leads:10939-10899 5.58 A FINALIZED:11179-11001 5.28
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-A APPROVED:Increase 5.83 W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-A ACTIVATED:Decrease 5.57 W Afhandelen leads:11001-10933 5.28
O SENT:11000-10913 5.83 A ACCEPTED:11169-10971 5.57 W Afhandelen leads:11201-10912 5.28
O SELECTED:11019-11203 5.83 W Afhandelen leads:10913-10912 5.57 W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10933 5.26
A PREACCEPTED:112-10913 5.83 A PREACCEPTED:112-10609 5.57 W Afhandelen leads:10228-10779 5.26
A PREACCEPTED:112-10863 5.83 W Completeren aanvraag:11000-11121 5.57 O SELECTED:11179-10982 5.26
A PREACCEPTED:112-10889 5.83 A ACCEPTED:10909-10971 5.57 W Afhandelen leads:10982-10899 5.26
W Afhandelen leads:11001-10889 5.83 W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10881 5.56 O SENT-O SENT BACK:Decrease 5.26
A PREACCEPTED:10889-10971 5.83 O SENT:11009-11202 5.56 A ACCEPTED:11120-10982 5.26
W Valideren aanvraag-O DECLINED:Decrease 5.82 W Afhandelen leads:10912-10982 5.55 O SENT BACK-O DECLINED:Increase 5.26
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APPENDIX D. CHAPTER 5 SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Part 6/7.
Features VIF Value Features VIF Value Features VIF Value
O SENT:11120-11121 5.82 W Completeren aanvraag:11180-11121 5.55 A DECLINED:11120-11181 5.26
O SELECTED:11200-10880 5.81 A ACTIVATED-A REGISTERED:Decrease 5.55 A ACCEPTED:11169-10809 5.25
A ACCEPTED:10859-11179 5.8 O CREATED:11169-11001 5.54 A DECLINED:11181-11111 5.25
A CANCELLED:10862-10982 5.8 A CANCELLED:11201-10909 5.54 W Afhandelen leads:10982-10228 5.24
O CANCELLED:11200-10939 5.79 W Afhandelen leads:10982-10913 5.53 W Completeren aanvraag:11179-10779 5.23
O CREATED:11201-10982 5.79 W Afhandelen leads:11180-10933 5.53 A CANCELLED:11009-10912 5.23
O CREATED:11181-11000 5.79 W Completeren aanvraag:10912-11019 5.53 A CANCELLED:11201-11169 5.21
A REGISTERED-A APPROVED:Decrease 5.79 A PREACCEPTED:10982-10862 5.53 A CANCELLED:11120-11169 5.21
A DECLINED:11181-10779 5.79 O SENT:11120-11181 5.52 A FINALIZED:11120-10913 5.21
O SENT:11200-11169 5.78 O SENT:10859-11202 5.52 W Afhandelen leads:10629-11201 5.2
A FINALIZED:11120-10609 5.78 A CANCELLED:10881-10933 5.51 A ACCEPTED:11200-10881 5.2
A DECLINED:10859-10863 5.78 W Nabellen offertes:11119-10863 5.51 A DECLINED:11000-11111 5.2
A FINALIZED:11189-10982 5.77 A ACCEPTED:11189-10809 5.51 A APPROVED-O ACCEPTED:Decrease 5.2
O SENT:11120-10609 5.77 W Afhandelen leads:10982-11181 5.5 W Completeren aanvraag-O SENT BACK:Decrease 5.19
W Afhandelen leads:10982-10933 5.77 O CANCELLED:10909-11169 5.5 W Afhandelen leads:10881-11169 5.18
A PREACCEPTED:10913-112 5.77 A FINALIZED:11001-11111 5.5 A DECLINED:10859-11181 5.18
A FINALIZED:11169-11120 5.77 O SENT-A FINALIZED:Decrease 5.5 W Completeren aanvraag:10909-10933 5.17
W Afhandelen leads:11169-10899 5.77 W Completeren aanvraag:10913-10914 5.49 W Afhandelen leads:10629-10909 5.17
A CANCELLED:10862-10913 5.76 W Completeren aanvraag:11019-11121 5.49 W Completeren aanvraag-O SELECTED:Increase 5.17
O SENT:11189-10809 5.76 W Afhandelen leads:10881-11180 5.48 A DECLINED:11179-11111 5.17
W Afhandelen leads:11180-11001 5.16 W Afhandelen leads:11180-10899 4.63 W Afhandelen leads:10881-10629 4.19
A CANCELLED:11009-11001 5.16 A DECLINED:10913-11202 4.63 A ACTIVATED-O ACCEPTED:Decrease 4.19
O SELECTED:11019-10971 5.16 A DECLINED:10982-10971 4.63 A DECLINED:11169-10629 4.18
A ACCEPTED:11189-11169 5.16 A CANCELLED:11202-10862 4.62 A DECLINED:11169-11180 4.17
A SUBMITTED-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease 5.16 A DECLINED:11201-11189 4.61 O SENT-W Nabellen offertes:Decrease 4.16
W Afhandelen leads:11001-11122 5.15 W Completeren aanvraag-O SENT:Decrease 4.61 A DECLINED:10881-10629 4.16
A ACCEPTED:11200-10909 5.15 W Afhandelen leads:10881-10982 4.61 W Afhandelen leads:11169-10809 4.16
W Afhandelen leads:11169-11119 5.14 A CANCELLED:11189-11120 4.6 W Afhandelen leads:10881-10889 4.15
W Completeren aanvraag-W Nabellen offertes:Increase 5.14 A DECLINED:11169-10881 4.6 W Afhandelen leads:10881-10909 4.15
A CANCELLED:10881-10982 5.13 A PARTLYSUBMITTED-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase 4.59 A DECLINED:10971-11202 4.15
A CANCELLED:11009-11189 5.12 W Afhandelen leads:11009-11121 4.59 A DECLINED:11179-10629 4.14
W Completeren aanvraag:11009-10910 5.11 W Afhandelen leads:11009-11201 4.59 A DECLINED:11179-10971 4.14
A DECLINED:11122-10629 5.11 A DECLINED:11001-11180 4.59 A PREACCEPTED-O SELECTED:Increase 4.13
W Afhandelen leads:10889-10982 5.1 O CREATED-W Nabellen offertes:Decrease 4.58 A PREACCEPTED:10913-10862 4.13
A DECLINED:11169-10971 5.1 A DECLINED:11169-11122 4.58 W Afhandelen leads:10913-10228 4.13
A DECLINED:11001-10629 5.1 A DECLINED:11001-10863 4.57 W Afhandelen leads:10881-10609 4.12
O CREATED:11120-10862 5.09 A DECLINED:10971-11111 4.57 A DECLINED:10913-11201 4.12
A DECLINED:11001-11201 5.09 W Nabellen offertes-A REGISTERED:Decrease 4.57 A DECLINED:11009-10971 4.11
A CANCELLED:11120-10933 5.08 A DECLINED:11169-10862 4.56 A DECLINED:10913-10912 4.1
A DECLINED:11001-10971 5.07 W Afhandelen leads:10881-10809 4.56 A CANCELLED:10913-10912 4.09
A PREACCEPTED:10913-10912 5.07 O SENT BACK-O ACCEPTED:Increase 4.55 W Afhandelen leads:11009-11181 4.09
W Afhandelen leads:11169-10779 5.07 A DECLINED:11169-11181 4.55 W Nabellen offertes-W Nabellen offertes:Decrease 4.09
W Completeren aanvraag:11009-10861 5.06 A DECLINED:11201-10188 4.55 A DECLINED:11201-11181 4.07
A PREACCEPTED-O CREATED:Decrease 5.05 W Completeren aanvraag-A PREACCEPTED:Decrease 4.55 W Afhandelen leads:10889-10912 4.07
W Afhandelen leads:10909-10982 5.05 O CREATED-O CREATED:Decrease 4.54 A PARTLYSUBMITTED-A DECLINED:Decrease 4.07
A CANCELLED:11202-11180 5.04 A DECLINED:10913-10982 4.54 A DECLINED:10889-11201 4.06
O SENT BACK-W Valideren aanvraag:Decrease 5.03 A DECLINED:11181-10913 4.54 A CANCELLED:11009-11120 4.06
A ACCEPTED-W Nabellen offertes:Decrease 5.02 W Afhandelen leads:11180-11179 4.53 A DECLINED:11189-10228 4.05
W Afhandelen leads:11201-10779 5.02 A DECLINED:11000-11121 4.53 A DECLINED:11179-10889 4.05
A CANCELLED:11202-10913 5.01 W Afhandelen leads:10881-11179 4.52 W Afhandelen leads-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase 4.05
A DECLINED:11169-10779 5 A CANCELLED:11189-11009 4.52 A DECLINED:10982-11181 4.05
O SELECTED-O SELECTED:Decrease 5 A DECLINED:11169-10939 4.52 A DECLINED:11189-10971 4.05
A DECLINED:11169-10982 4.99 W Afhandelen leads:10982-10881 4.51 A DECLINED:11201-10909 4.04
A DECLINED:11181-11121 4.99 A DECLINED:10863-11121 4.51 W Afhandelen leads:11201-10629 4.04
W Afhandelen leads:10629-10982 4.98 A DECLINED:10889-11121 4.5 A DECLINED:10913-10779 4.03
A PREACCEPTED:10913-11201 4.98 A DECLINED:10982-11202 4.5 A DECLINED:11201-11180 4.02
A FINALIZED:11200-10859 4.96 W Afhandelen leads:10629-10881 4.49 A FINALIZED-W Nabellen offertes:Decrease 4.02
A PARTLYSUBMITTED-W Afhandelen leads:Increase 4.96 A DECLINED:11120-10779 4.49 A DECLINED-O DECLINED:Decrease 4.02
A FINALIZED:10909-11181 4.95 A DECLINED:11120-11202 4.49 A DECLINED:11169-11000 4.01
A DECLINED:11201-10939 4.95 A DECLINED:11189-10982 4.49 A FINALIZED-O CREATED:Decrease 4.01
O CANCELLED:10909-10863 4.95 A DECLINED:11120-10862 4.47 A DECLINED:10982-11201 4
A ACCEPTED:11169-11121 4.94 A DECLINED:11201-10779 4.45 W Afhandelen leads:11201-11181 3.99
W Completeren aanvraag:11019-11181 4.94 A DECLINED:11169-11120 4.44 A CANCELLED:11009-10881 3.99
A DECLINED:10859-11179 4.92 A DECLINED:10889-10779 4.44 A PREACCEPTED-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase 3.98
W Afhandelen leads:10939-11002 4.91 A PREACCEPTED-A PARTLYSUBMITTED:Decrease 4.43 W Afhandelen leads:10881-10972 3.98
W Afhandelen leads:10909-10629 4.9 W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-W Valideren aanvraag:Decrease 4.43 W Afhandelen leads:10629-11002 3.97
W Afhandelen leads:10913-10982 4.9 O SELECTED-O CREATED:Increase 4.43 A DECLINED:10859-11180 3.97
A CANCELLED:11189-11201 4.89 A CANCELLED:10913-11000 4.42 A DECLINED:11169-11201 3.96
W Afhandelen leads:11001-10779 4.89 A DECLINED:10913-10971 4.42 A DECLINED:11169-11009 3.95
A FINALIZED:11120-11181 4.88 A DECLINED:11000-10971 4.41 A DECLINED:11001-10880 3.95
A PREACCEPTED:10859-10889 4.88 W Afhandelen leads:10889-11181 4.41 A DECLINED:10971-10939 3.94
W Nabellen offertes-O SELECTED:Increase 4.88 W Afhandelen leads:11009-10899 4.41 A DECLINED:11120-10889 3.94
W Afhandelen leads:11009-10909 4.88 A DECLINED:11202-11111 4.4 A DECLINED:10913-11181 3.94
A CANCELLED:11189-11180 4.87 W Nabellen offertes-W Valideren aanvraag:Decrease 4.4 A DECLINED:10859-10809 3.93
A CANCELLED:11119-11180 4.87 O SENT-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase 4.4 A REGISTERED-A APPROVED:Increase 3.92
A DECLINED:10629-11202 4.87 W Afhandelen leads:11169-10863 4.4 A DECLINED:11169-10913 3.92
W Afhandelen leads:10913-11201 4.87 W Afhandelen leads:10629-11009 4.38 A DECLINED:10909-11121 3.92
W Afhandelen leads:10629-11179 4.86 A DECLINED:11169-10859 4.38 O DECLINED-A DECLINED:Decrease 3.91
A CANCELLED:10862-11000 4.86 A DECLINED:10863-11111 4.38 A ACCEPTED-O SENT:Decrease 3.9
W Afhandelen leads:11169-11001 4.86 A DECLINED:10629-10971 4.38 A DECLINED:11169-10909 3.89
A ACCEPTED:11120-11122 4.84 W Valideren aanvraag-O DECLINED:Increase 4.38 A DECLINED:10982-11121 3.88
W Afhandelen leads:10881-10933 4.83 A DECLINED:10982-11111 4.38 W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-A DECLINED:Decrease 3.86
W Afhandelen leads:11169-10933 4.83 W Afhandelen leads:10982-11180 4.37 W Afhandelen leads:10913-11122 3.86
O SELECTED:11200-11119 4.82 W Afhandelen leads:10629-10899 4.37 A CANCELLED:11189-11179 3.85
A DECLINED:11169-10863 4.81 A DECLINED:11001-10809 4.36 W Afhandelen leads:11189-10779 3.85
A CANCELLED-O CANCELLED:Increase 4.81 A CANCELLED:11189-10982 4.36 A DECLINED:11180-10939 3.85
A CANCELLED:10913-10862 4.8 O SENT BACK-A APPROVED:Decrease 4.36 A SUBMITTED-W Beoordelen fraude:Decrease 3.85
W Afhandelen leads:10881-11001 4.8 A DECLINED:11179-11001 4.35 A DECLINED:11009-10779 3.84
O CANCELLED-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease 4.8 A DECLINED:11120-10863 4.35 O SENT BACK-O DECLINED:Decrease 3.84
A CANCELLED:11202-11000 4.79 A DECLINED:11201-10629 4.33 A DECLINED:10939-10912 3.83
W Afhandelen leads:10629-11181 4.79 A FINALIZED-O SENT:Decrease 4.33 W Afhandelen leads-W Afhandelen leads:Increase 3.83
A PREACCEPTED-O SENT:Increase 4.79 W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-A CANCELLED:Increase 4.32 W Afhandelen leads:10913-10939 3.83
A DECLINED:11001-10982 4.77 A DECLINED:11169-11189 4.31 A DECLINED:10939-11000 3.82
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D.1. IMPACT ON PROCESS CHANGE ON COST MINIMISATION
Part 7/7.
Features VIF Value Features VIF Value Features VIF Value
A ACTIVATED-W Nabellen incomplete dossiers:Increase 4.77 W Afhandelen leads:11169-11002 4.31 A DECLINED:11122-11179 3.82
O SENT:11120-10881 4.77 A DECLINED:10913-11119 4.31 A DECLINED:10982-10889 3.82
W Afhandelen leads:11180-10881 4.76 A DECLINED:10889-11202 4.29 W Beoordelen fraude-W Afhandelen leads:Decrease 3.82
W Afhandelen leads:10982-10809 4.76 A PREACCEPTED-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease 4.29 A DECLINED:10939-11202 3.81
A DECLINED:10909-11001 4.76 O ACCEPTED-A REGISTERED:Decrease 4.29 O DECLINED-A DECLINED:Increase 3.81
A DECLINED:11009-11201 4.75 A CANCELLED:10881-11169 4.28 A DECLINED:10859-11189 3.81
A CANCELLED-O CANCELLED:Decrease 4.75 A DECLINED:11201-11120 4.27 A DECLINED:11180-11111 3.8
A DECLINED:10629-11111 4.75 O CANCELLED-A CANCELLED:Increase 4.27 A DECLINED:11189-11202 3.79
A DECLINED:11120-10971 4.74 A CANCELLED:10912-11019 4.27 A DECLINED:10889-11181 3.79
W Completeren aanvraag-O SENT BACK:Increase 4.73 W Afhandelen leads:10629-11169 4.26 A DECLINED:10881-10809 3.79
W Afhandelen leads:10881-10138 4.72 W Afhandelen leads:11169-10228 4.26 W Afhandelen leads:11189-10889 3.79
A CANCELLED:10912-10939 4.71 A CANCELLED:10881-10862 4.25 A DECLINED:10909-11181 3.79
W Nabellen offertes-A ACTIVATED:Decrease 4.71 A DECLINED:11189-11111 4.25 A DECLINED:11180-10862 3.79
W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10933 4.71 W Afhandelen leads:11189-10933 4.25 A DECLINED:10881-11122 3.79
A DECLINED:11201-11200 4.7 W Afhandelen leads-W Beoordelen fraude:Decrease 4.24 A DECLINED:10913-10909 3.79
A DECLINED:11000-10779 4.7 A DECLINED-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase 4.24 W Afhandelen leads:10881-11189 3.78
W Afhandelen leads:11169-11201 4.7 A DECLINED:11189-11200 4.23 A DECLINED:11189-10939 3.78
W Afhandelen leads:10909-10913 4.69 A DECLINED:11189-11201 4.23 A DECLINED:11169-10609 3.77
A DECLINED:11169-11179 4.67 A ACTIVATED-A APPROVED:Increase 4.23 W Valideren aanvraag-W Valideren aanvraag:Decrease 3.75
A DECLINED:11179-11202 4.67 A DECLINED:11201-10913 4.23 A DECLINED:11169-10809 3.75
W Afhandelen leads:11201-10933 4.67 A CANCELLED:11009-10982 4.22 A PREACCEPTED-A ACCEPTED:Increase 3.75
A DECLINED:11001-10779 4.66 A DECLINED:11169-11200 4.21 A DECLINED:10859-10909 3.75
W Afhandelen leads:10629-10889 4.66 A DECLINED:10863-10971 4.21 A DECLINED:10913-10939 3.75
O SENT BACK-O ACCEPTED:Decrease 4.65 W Completeren aanvraag-W Nabellen offertes:Decrease 4.21 A DECLINED:11179-10881 3.73
A CANCELLED:11009-10933 4.65 A DECLINED:10913-11121 4.21 A DECLINED:10982-10629 3.72
A DECLINED:11189-10779 4.65 O CANCELLED-O SELECTED:Increase 4.21 A DECLINED:10881-10609 3.71
W Nabellen offertes-A APPROVED:Decrease 4.63 W Nabellen offertes-O ACCEPTED:Increase 4.19 W Afhandelen leads-A PREACCEPTED:Increase 3.71
A DECLINED:10982-10909 3.71 A DECLINED:11189-10188 3.46 A DECLINED:11189-11120 3.07
A DECLINED:11189-11181 3.7 W Valideren aanvraag-W Nabellen incomplete dossiers:Decrease 3.46 A DECLINED:10881-11200 3.07
W Afhandelen leads:10881-11122 3.7 W Valideren aanvraag-A DECLINED:Increase 3.46 A PARTLYSUBMITTED-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease 3.05
A DECLINED:10881-10889 3.7 A DECLINED:10881-10862 3.45 A DECLINED:10881-10228 3.02
A DECLINED:10913-11180 3.7 W Afhandelen leads:10982-11119 3.42 A PREACCEPTED-O SENT:Decrease 3
A DECLINED:11201-10982 3.7 A DECLINED:10913-11200 3.42 A PREACCEPTED-A ACCEPTED:Decrease 3
A DECLINED:10913-10629 3.7 A DECLINED:10889-11200 3.41 W Completeren aanvraag-W Afhandelen leads:Decrease 2.94
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-O DECLINED:Increase 3.69 A DECLINED:10889-10228 3.41 W Completeren aanvraag-A CANCELLED:Increase 2.93
A DECLINED:10909-10779 3.69 W Valideren aanvraag-A DECLINED:Decrease 3.4 W Completeren aanvraag-A DECLINED:Decrease 2.93
W Afhandelen leads:11201-10913 3.69 W Completeren aanvraag-A DECLINED:Increase 3.4 A FINALIZED-O SELECTED:Decrease 2.93
A DECLINED:10859-11122 3.68 A DECLINED:10859-10138 3.39 W Beoordelen fraude-A DECLINED:Increase 2.82
A DECLINED:10859-11120 3.68 W Afhandelen leads-A ACCEPTED:Increase 3.38 A PARTLYSUBMITTED-A PREACCEPTED:Decrease 2.71
W Afhandelen leads:10881-10912 3.68 A DECLINED:10982-11179 3.38 A ACCEPTED-O CREATED:Decrease 2.7
A DECLINED:11189-10881 3.68 W Beoordelen fraude-A DECLINED:Decrease 3.37 A PARTLYSUBMITTED-W Beoordelen fraude:Increase 2.68
A DECLINED:10859-10629 3.67 A DECLINED:10982-11001 3.36 A PREACCEPTED-W Afhandelen leads:Decrease 2.66
A DECLINED:10889-10982 3.66 A DECLINED:10859-11169 3.35 O SELECTED-A ACCEPTED:Increase 2.66
A PARTLYSUBMITTED-A ACCEPTED:Increase 3.65 A DECLINED:11189-10889 3.34 W Afhandelen leads-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease 2.63
W Afhandelen leads:11201-10982 3.65 W Nabellen offertes-O ACCEPTED:Decrease 3.34 A PREACCEPTED:10880-112 2.62
A DECLINED:10982-10228 3.64 O ACCEPTED-A ACTIVATED:Decrease 3.33 W Completeren aanvraag-A CANCELLED:Decrease 2.62
A DECLINED:10939-10862 3.62 A DECLINED:10881-11120 3.32 A PARTLYSUBMITTED-W Beoordelen fraude:Decrease 2.6
A DECLINED:11180-11202 3.62 W Afhandelen leads:10913-11119 3.32 A ACCEPTED-O SELECTED:Decrease 2.6
W Afhandelen leads:11000-10912 3.62 A DECLINED:10881-10909 3.3 A CANCELLED-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase 2.57
A DECLINED:11120-10913 3.61 A DECLINED:10982-10859 3.29 W Nabellen offertes-A REGISTERED:Increase 2.56
A DECLINED:10982-10880 3.6 A PREACCEPTED-O SELECTED:Decrease 3.28 A PREACCEPTED-A CANCELLED:Increase 2.52
A DECLINED:10939-11180 3.58 W Nabellen offertes-A DECLINED:Increase 3.27 W Beoordelen fraude-W Beoordelen fraude:Decrease 2.51
A DECLINED:10939-11111 3.58 A DECLINED:10939-10971 3.27 A DECLINED-W Afhandelen leads:Decrease 2.5
A DECLINED:10982-10862 3.58 A DECLINED-W Afhandelen leads:Increase 3.26 A CANCELLED:10859-10913 2.46
A DECLINED:10881-11189 3.58 A DECLINED:10982-10779 3.25 A PREACCEPTED-A DECLINED:Increase 2.43
A DECLINED:10913-10862 3.58 A DECLINED:10881-11169 3.24 A DECLINED-W Beoordelen fraude:Increase 2.34
A DECLINED:10982-11119 3.57 A SUBMITTED-A PREACCEPTED:Decrease 3.23 A ACCEPTED-A CANCELLED:Decrease 2.28
A DECLINED:10881-11179 3.57 A DECLINED:10881-10138 3.23 W Afhandelen leads-A ACCEPTED:Decrease 2.28
A DECLINED:10913-11122 3.56 A DECLINED:10971-10912 3.22 A ACCEPTED-A FINALIZED:Decrease 2.23
A DECLINED:10889-10912 3.54 A FINALIZED-O SELECTED:Increase 3.22 A PARTLYSUBMITTED-W Afhandelen leads:Decrease 2.17
A DECLINED:11189-10809 3.54 A DECLINED:10881-11001 3.22 W Beoordelen fraude-W Beoordelen fraude:Increase 2.16
A DECLINED:10881-10982 3.53 A PARTLYSUBMITTED-A ACCEPTED:Decrease 3.21 W Afhandelen leads-A CANCELLED:Increase 2.13
W Beoordelen fraude-W Afhandelen leads:Increase 3.53 W Afhandelen leads-W Afhandelen leads:Decrease 3.21 W Afhandelen leads-A DECLINED:Increase 2.13
A DECLINED:10889-10880 3.52 A SUBMITTED-W Beoordelen fraude:Increase 3.2 A ACCEPTED-A CANCELLED:Increase 2.09
A DECLINED:10859-10982 3.5 W Afhandelen leads-A PREACCEPTED:Decrease 3.19 A SUBMITTED-A DECLINED:Increase 2.08
W Afhandelen leads:10913-11180 3.5 A DECLINED:10982-11200 3.19 A PREACCEPTED-A DECLINED:Decrease 2.01
A DECLINED:11120-10629 3.47 A DECLINED:11119-10880 3.17 W Afhandelen leads-A CANCELLED:Decrease 1.98
A DECLINED:10859-10939 3.47 A DECLINED:10881-10912 3.16 A PREACCEPTED-A CANCELLED:Decrease 1.94
A DECLINED:11189-11121 3.46 A ACCEPTED-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease 3.11 A PARTLYSUBMITTED-A DECLINED:Increase 1.58
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APPENDIX D. CHAPTER 5 SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
D.1.3 Regression Results - Resource Perspective
Part 1/3.
Resource Top 3 Resource Reallocation (Ranked) Estimate Most Preferred Task (Ranked) Average Estimate
10138
W Afhandelen leads:10881-10138 -569.98 W Afhandelen leads -569.98
A DECLINED:10859-10138 2851.31 A DECLINED 2860.84
A DECLINED:10881-10138 2870.37
10188
A DECLINED:10188-11111 -12954.24 A DECLINED -1893.37
A DECLINED:10188-11202 -7998.53
A DECLINED:11189-10188 -3955.73
10228
W Nabellen offertes:11181-10228 -21372.03 W Nabellen offertes -7100.31
W Afhandelen leads:11121-10228 -20211.62 W Afhandelen leads -2004.76
W Completeren aanvraag:10228-11203 -9138.85 A PREACCEPTED -565.51
10609
A FINALIZED:11120-10609 -13383.18 A FINALIZED -3352.06
A FINALIZED:11200-10609 -7737.67 A PREACCEPTED -2155.30
O SENT:11120-10609 -5831.21 A DECLINED -217.80
10629
O SENT:10971-10629 -14021.30 O CANCELLED -4219.96
W Afhandelen leads:10863-10629 -13735.98 W Nabellen offertes -3289.79
W Nabellen offertes:10889-10629 -10305.00 A ACCEPTED -2387.45
10779
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10779 -34229.57 A DECLINED 106.67
W Completeren aanvraag:11019-10779 -10650.38 W Afhandelen leads 451.91
W Nabellen offertes:10789-10779 -10181.58 W Nabellen offertes 3834.21
10809
W Afhandelen leads:10809-10881 -19619.58 O SENT -2767.76
W Afhandelen leads:10809-10899 -17962.34 A DECLINED -2236.43
W Afhandelen leads:10809-10933 -9333.95 W Afhandelen leads -1519.21
10859
A CANCELLED:10859-10913 -60036.26 A DECLINED -4314.03
A ACCEPTED:10859-11202 -16135.76 A PREACCEPTED -3295.63
O CREATED:11119-10859 -15411.62 O CREATED -2194.39
10861
W Completeren aanvraag:112-10861 -27087.35 W Completeren aanvraag -4191.32
W Completeren aanvraag:10863-10861 -26335.84
W Completeren aanvraag:10881-10861 -16945.55
10862
A PREACCEPTED:10982-10862 -20993.46 O CANCELLED -4510.18
A FINALIZED:11189-10862 -9054.70 A PREACCEPTED -1531.54
A DECLINED:10862-10779 -8875.19 A DECLINED -599.62
10863
W Completeren aanvraag:10863-11121 -27972.14 W Nabellen offertes -1788.15
W Completeren aanvraag:10863-10861 -26335.84 W Completeren aanvraag -1232.74
W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10863 -25872.50 A DECLINED -1218.05
10880
A PREACCEPTED:10880-112 -62384.74 A DECLINED -2539.18
O SENT:10880-11111 -23438.47 A PREACCEPTED -1881.68
O SELECTED:10880-11111 -10715.63 A ACCEPTED -1166.79
10881
W Completeren aanvraag:10881-112 -28773.99 W Afhandelen leads -2917.19
W Nabellen offertes:10881-10935 -20524.63 O SELECTED -2259.97
W Afhandelen leads:10809-10881 -19619.58 W Nabellen offertes -2140.90
10889
W Nabellen offertes:10889-11001 -20003.85 A ACCEPTED -5110.66
A ACCEPTED:10982-10889 -19792.15 A PREACCEPTED -4198.06
O SELECTED:10909-10889 -17565.96 O SENT -1813.63
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10899
W Afhandelen leads:10909-10899 -20017.44 W Nabellen offertes -4009.60
W Afhandelen leads:10809-10899 -17962.34 W Afhandelen leads -3946.33
W Afhandelen leads:11009-10899 -8605.20
10909
W Afhandelen leads:10909-10899 -20017.44 O SENT -6648.90
O SELECTED:10909-10889 -17565.96 O CANCELLED -5450.89
O SENT:11120-10909 -17345.33 O SELECTED -4479.70
10910
W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10910 -22613.41 W Completeren aanvraag -4034.09
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10910 -21016.23
W Completeren aanvraag:11122-10910 -16842.47
10912
W Nabellen offertes:10912-10914 -26531.37 O SELECTED -7308.73
A PREACCEPTED:11009-10912 -17493.07 A PREACCEPTED -5498.33
W Completeren aanvraag:10912-10910 -14977.27 O SENT -4592.93
10913
A CANCELLED:10859-10913 -60036.26 A CANCELLED -10810.66
W Completeren aanvraag:10913-11180 -25837.87 A PREACCEPTED -1088.35
W Completeren aanvraag:10913-11201 -25267.97 O SELECTED -407.72
10914
W Nabellen offertes:10912-10914 -26531.37 W Nabellen offertes -13987.16
W Nabellen offertes:11019-10914 -18635.93 W Completeren aanvraag 5413.62
W Nabellen offertes:10789-10914 -17400.89
10933
W Nabellen offertes:11189-10933 -12778.09 W Nabellen offertes -8003.34
W Afhandelen leads:10809-10933 -9333.95 A CANCELLED 445.50
W Nabellen offertes:11180-10933 -8360.63 W Afhandelen leads 450.76
10935
W Completeren aanvraag:11122-10935 -29703.59 W Nabellen offertes -20883.89
W Completeren aanvraag:11119-10935 -27003.04 W Completeren aanvraag -8632.43
W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10935 -25168.63
10939
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10939 -42405.07 A DECLINED -2545.56
A PREACCEPTED:10939-11000 -19621.19 O SELECTED -2028.06
W Completeren aanvraag:10939-10914 -9413.94 A PREACCEPTED -1892.25
10971
A ACCEPTED:10982-10971 -14825.77 O SENT -1621.74
O SENT:10971-10629 -14021.30 A ACCEPTED -1157.33
O SELECTED:11179-10971 -10377.91 A DECLINED -765.13
10972
A REGISTERED:10629-10972 -731.50 A REGISTERED -731.50
W Afhandelen leads:10881-10972 536.46 W Afhandelen leads 616.29
W Afhandelen leads:10909-10972 696.12 W Nabellen offertes 10230.25
10982
W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10935 -25168.63 W Nabellen offertes -4664.41
W Completeren aanvraag:10982-10910 -22613.41 W Completeren aanvraag -2789.00
A PREACCEPTED:10982-10862 -20993.46 A DECLINED -1155.49
11000
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10939 -42405.07 A PREACCEPTED -8361.10
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10779 -34229.57 A DECLINED -3890.88
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-10910 -21016.23 W Afhandelen leads -2512.55
11001
W Completeren aanvraag:11001-11203 -36130.01 W Nabellen offertes -11807.66
W Afhandelen leads:11179-11001 -20122.35 W Afhandelen leads -3109.93
W Nabellen offertes:10889-11001 -20003.85 A PREACCEPTED -2991.93
11002
O SENT:11120-11002 -15187.45 O CREATED -12938.45
O CREATED:11189-11002 -12938.45 A FINALIZED -5328.68
A FINALIZED:10859-11002 -6731.80 O SENT -4418.08
11009
A PREACCEPTED:11009-112 -46203.88 O SELECTED -5862.57
A PREACCEPTED:11009-10912 -17493.07 W Afhandelen leads -4387.91
O CREATED:11009-11202 -14275.13 A ACCEPTED -3321.34
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11019
O CREATED:11019-11203 -21029.80 A ACCEPTED -5004.47
W Nabellen offertes:11019-10914 -18635.93 O SELECTED 539.58
W Completeren aanvraag:11019-10861 -15738.35 A CANCELLED 767.71
11111
O SENT:10880-11111 -23438.47 O SELECTED -5860.30
O SENT:10863-11111 -20246.48 O SENT -5529.25
A ACCEPTED:10982-11111 -13110.19 A DECLINED -2915.90
11119
W Completeren aanvraag:11119-10935 -27003.04 O SELECTED -9248.23
W Completeren aanvraag:11119-10913 -24869.39 W Completeren aanvraag -3305.99
W Completeren aanvraag:11119-10914 -15812.71 A FINALIZED -1973.38
11120
A PREACCEPTED:11169-11120 -18931.38 A PREACCEPTED -8659.50
O SENT:11120-10909 -17345.33 A FINALIZED -4132.58
O SENT:11120-11002 -15187.45 O CREATED -2144.56
11121
W Completeren aanvraag:10863-11121 -27972.14 O CREATED -2917.50
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-11121 -20599.70 A DECLINED -1588.48
W Afhandelen leads:11121-10228 -20211.62 A ACCEPTED -924.32
11122
W Completeren aanvraag:11122-10935 -29703.59 O SELECTED -6207.45
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-11122 -19700.66 A PREACCEPTED -3911.25
W Completeren aanvraag:11179-11122 -18040.10 A DECLINED -952.82
11169
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-11122 -19700.66 W Nabellen offertes -3203.58
A PREACCEPTED:11169-10913 -19607.28 A PREACCEPTED -3109.55
A PREACCEPTED:11169-11120 -18931.38 W Afhandelen leads -2073.03
11179
W Afhandelen leads:11179-11001 -20122.35 O CANCELLED -1808.71
W Completeren aanvraag:11179-11122 -18040.10 W Afhandelen leads -504.64
W Completeren aanvraag:11169-11179 -15708.61 A ACCEPTED -69.74
11180
W Completeren aanvraag:10913-11180 -25837.87 W Completeren aanvraag -8058.66
O SENT:11180-11181 -18475.51 W Afhandelen leads -2284.32
O SELECTED:11180-11202 -10361.02 O CREATED -2126.29
11181
W Nabellen offertes:11181-10228 -21372.03 W Nabellen offertes -7583.74
O SENT:11180-11181 -18475.51 O SENT -2646.74
W Nabellen offertes:10982-11181 -18288.51 A ACCEPTED -1832.72
11189
O CREATED:11169-11189 -15932.39 O CREATED -7425.81
W Completeren aanvraag:11189-10889 -15202.36 A PREACCEPTED -5695.96
W Completeren aanvraag:11189-11201 -13350.60 A FINALIZED -2276.04
112
A PREACCEPTED:10880-112 -62384.74 A PREACCEPTED -18139.78
A PREACCEPTED:11009-112 -46203.88 W Completeren aanvraag -9365.23
W Completeren aanvraag:10881-112 -28773.99
11200
A DECLINED:11200-11111 -10382.61 A DECLINED -1880.76
A FINALIZED:11200-10609 -7737.67 O SENT -1463.14
O SELECTED:11200-10629 -6889.11 O CREATED -230.62
11201
W Completeren aanvraag:11201-10863 -25872.50 W Completeren aanvraag -4837.26
W Completeren aanvraag:10913-11201 -25267.97 W Afhandelen leads 404.76
O SELECTED:11201-10982 -18234.11 A FINALIZED 1098.79
11202
O SELECTED:10913-11202 -17155.39 O CREATED -7013.87
A ACCEPTED:10859-11202 -16135.76 A ACCEPTED -4910.53
O CREATED:11009-11202 -14275.13 O SELECTED -2836.08
11203
W Completeren aanvraag:11001-11203 -36130.01 O CREATED -7544.35
O CREATED:11019-11203 -21029.80 W Completeren aanvraag -5006.83
W Completeren aanvraag:11000-11203 -18068.74 W Nabellen offertes -1219.85
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A ACCEPTED
W Completeren aanvraag-A ACCEPTED:Decrease -3138.64 10889 -5110.66 10982 -11962.71
A PREACCEPTED-A ACCEPTED:Increase -2417.93 11019 -5004.47 11001 -6042.63
A FINALIZED-A ACCEPTED:Decrease -2321.10 11202 -4910.53 10889 -5669.07
A ACTIVATED
A ACTIVATED-O ACCEPTED:Decrease -1326.69
N/A N/AA ACTIVATED-A REGISTERED:Increase -952.30
A ACTIVATED-A APPROVED:Decrease -855.02
A APPROVED
A REGISTERED-A APPROVED:Increase -894.50
N/A N/AA ACTIVATED-A APPROVED:Decrease -855.02
A APPROVED-A REGISTERED:Increase -613.20
A CANCELLED
A CANCELLED-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase -656.94 10913 -10810.66 10859 -60036.26
A CANCELLED-W Nabellen offertes:Increase -193.00 11189 -1677.01 11201 -1509.49
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-A CANCELLED:Increase -127.03 10939 -1185.62 10862 -1368.36
A DECLINED
A DECLINED-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase -1967.49 10859 -4314.03 10188 -10476.38
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-A DECLINED:Decrease -1009.79 11000 -3890.88 10880 -9879.49
A DECLINED-O DECLINED:Decrease -649.59 11111 -2915.90 11200 -7851.18
A FINALIZED
A FINALIZED-A ACCEPTED:Decrease -2321.10 11002 -5328.68 10863 -4421.05
A FINALIZED-O SELECTED:Increase -1244.97 11120 -4132.58 10859 -2710.33
O CREATED-A FINALIZED:Decrease -951.90 10609 -3352.06 10971 -2287.68
A PREACCEPTED
A PREACCEPTED-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase -2990.74 112 -18139.78 10880 -62384.74
A PREACCEPTED-A ACCEPTED:Increase -2417.93 11120 -8659.50 11009 -31848.47
A PREACCEPTED-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease -1805.93 11000 -8361.10 11169 -14371.10
A REGISTERED
A REGISTERED-O ACCEPTED:Increase -1325.65 10972 -731.50 10629 -731.50
A ACTIVATED-A REGISTERED:Increase -952.30
A REGISTERED-A APPROVED:Increase -894.50
O ACCEPTED
A ACTIVATED-O ACCEPTED:Decrease -1326.69
N/A N/AA REGISTERED-O ACCEPTED:Increase -1325.65
A APPROVED-O ACCEPTED:Decrease -482.54
O CANCELLED
O CANCELLED-O CREATED:Increase -2350.32 10909 -5450.89 11179 -4510.18
O CANCELLED-O SENT:Increase -1802.89 10862 -4510.18 11201 -2953.16
A ACCEPTED-O CANCELLED:Increase 122.83 10629 -4219.96 11009 -2697.80
O CREATED
W Nabellen offertes-O CREATED:Decrease -3150.03 11002 -12938.45 11119 -15411.62
O CANCELLED-O CREATED:Increase -2350.32 11203 -7544.35 11019 -10783.27
W Completeren aanvraag-O CREATED:Decrease -1138.09 11189 -7425.81 11009 -10345.31
O DECLINED
A DECLINED-O DECLINED:Decrease -649.59 11009 1128.46 10809 1128.46
W Valideren aanvraag-O DECLINED:Decrease -521.80
O DECLINED-A DECLINED:Decrease -521.20
O SELECTED
A FINALIZED-O SELECTED:Increase -1244.97 11119 -9248.23 11201 -9819.69
W Completeren aanvraag-O SELECTED:Increase -1085.54 10912 -7308.73 10880 -8201.15
O SELECTED-A ACCEPTED:Decrease -635.39 11122 -6207.45 11001 -5073.96
O SENT
W Nabellen offertes-O SENT BACK:Decrease -5043.94 10909 -6648.90 10880 -14918.03
W Nabellen offertes-O SENT:Decrease -2593.71 11111 -5529.25 11180 -5899.34
O SENT-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase -2449.47 10912 -4592.93 11202 -5410.75
O SENT BACK
W Nabellen offertes-O SENT BACK:Decrease -5043.94 11009 -4387.91
N/AW Completeren aanvraag-O SENT BACK:Decrease -1323.77 10899 -3946.33
O SENT BACK-A APPROVED:Decrease -192.52 11001 -3109.93
W Afhandelen leads
W Afhandelen leads-W Afhandelen leads:Increase -1686.89
N/A
11121 -20211.62
W Afhandelen leads-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease -719.88 10863 -13735.98
W Afhandelen leads-O SELECTED:Increase -588.01 10809 -13477.12
W Beoordelen fraude
W Beoordelen fraude-W Afhandelen leads:Increase -305.63
N/A N/AW Beoordelen fraude-A DECLINED:Decrease -257.44
A PARTLYSUBMITTED-W Beoordelen fraude:Decrease -218.64
W Completeren aanvraag
W Completeren aanvraag-W Completeren aanvraag:Decrease -4401.22 112 -9365.23 11001 -36130.01
W Completeren aanvraag-A ACCEPTED:Decrease -3138.64 10935 -8632.43 11000 -20039.63
A PREACCEPTED-W Completeren aanvraag:Increase -2990.74 11180 -8058.66 10863 -18644.67
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-W Nabellen incomplete dossiers:Decrease -4715.71
N/A N/AW Nabellen incomplete dossiers-W Valideren aanvraag:Decrease -4583.25
W Valideren aanvraag-W Nabellen incomplete dossiers:Decrease -2716.59
W Nabellen offertes
W Nabellen offertes-O SENT BACK:Decrease -5043.94 10935 -20883.89 10912 -26531.37
W Nabellen offertes-O CREATED:Decrease -3150.03 10914 -13987.16 10789 -16275.21
W Nabellen offertes-O SENT:Decrease -2593.71 11001 -11807.66 10889 -15154.42
W Valideren aanvraag
W Nabellen incomplete dossiers-W Valideren aanvraag:Decrease -4583.25 10889 5533.80 11049 5533.80
W Valideren aanvraag-W Nabellen incomplete dossiers:Decrease -2716.59
W Valideren aanvraag-W Nabellen incomplete dossiers:Increase -610.48
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